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Abstract 
 

Cells in vivo are exposed to a range of mechanical stimuli within their tissue microenvironment. 

Mechanotransduction is the process by which cells sense, interpret, and adapt to these stimuli. This 

occurs through the conversion of mechanical cues into intracellular biochemical signals which 

elicit gene expression changes that regulate cell behaviour. Key routes through which 

mechanotransduction can occur include integrin- and cadherin-based adhesion complexes, which 

anchor the actin cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and neighbouring cells 

respectively. These complexes act as bidirectional signalling hubs, allowing the transduction of 

force between a cell and its ECM, and between cells within a tissue. As mechanotransduction is 

fundamental to cell identity and behaviour, changes to the mechanical environment of a cell, such 

as an increase in ECM stiffness, can result in the development of pathologies such as cancer and 

fibrosis. Increased stiffness of breast tissue has been reported in breast cancer and has been shown 

to contribute to disease progression. Less is known about how variations in the stiffness of normal 

breast tissue may predispose to pathologies. Women with a high mammographic density are at 

greater risk of developing breast cancer, however, the mechanisms by which this risk is conferred 

are poorly understood. At the molecular and cellular level, high mammographic density has been 

shown to manifest as a difference in the ECM stiffness of the stromal tissue surrounding mammary 

epithelial cells (MECs). As such, we and others have hypothesised that increased ECM stiffness 

and altered mechanotransduction may play a role in the increased risk of breast cancer initiation in 

women with a high mammographic density. We therefore sought to identify mechanotransduction 

mechanisms in MECs which may drive transformation in stiff ECM. The results presented in this 

thesis elucidate a novel, RhoA-mediated mechanotransduction pathway which drives 

transformation of mammary epithelial cells in stiff ECM through alterations to aldehyde 

metabolism. Following this, we present an adaptation of the BioID proximity labelling technique to 

screen for mechanosensitive differences in the composition of integrin-containing adhesion 

complexes and adherens junctions in mammary epithelial cells. Using this technique, we 

demonstrate differences in integrin-containing adhesion complexes in mammary epithelial cells 

compared to those of cell types widely studied in the literature. Our BioID studies culminate in the 

characterisation of a mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome in MECs. Taken together, 

this thesis provides insight into mechanotransduction mechanisms in MECs. This dataset now 

provides a list of candidate proteins, which may be involved in driving intracellular signalling, 

cytoskeletal rearrangements, and gene expression changes downstream of adhesion complexes. 

Further study can now focus on identifying potential roles for these proteins in the transformation 

of MECs in a stiff ECM.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 

1.1 Mechanotransduction and forward 

 

Cells in vivo are exposed to a range of mechanical stimuli within their tissue microenvironments. 

These stimuli include the stiffness of the extracellular matrix (ECM), which is determined by the 

biochemical composition and molecular architecture of its constituent proteins. The mechanical 

properties of the ECM vary both between tissues, and within a defined range in an individual tissue 

(Handorf et al., 2015). Mechanical stimuli which cells must adjust to can involve cyclic strain, such 

as in cardiac muscle, lung tissue, and tendon. (Freedman et al., 2018; Gwak et al., 2008; Weber et 

al., 2014). Mechanotransduction refers to the process by which cells sense, interpret, and adapt to 

these various mechanical cues from their environment. A major route by which force transduction 

occurs is through cell-ECM and cell-cell adhesion complexes, which convert mechanical cues into 

biochemical signals and cytoskeletal rearrangements. This can result in the regulation of gene 

expression which establishes a cell’s behaviour within a tissue (Muhamed et al., 2016; Wang et al., 

1993). Mechanical cues are fundamental to the function and behaviour of a cell. Changes in the 

mechanical properties of a tissue, such as a change in the stiffness of the ECM, can drive the 

development of pathologies, notably cancers and fibrosis (Levental et al., 2009a; Parker et al., 

2014). Although much research has focused on the changes to ECM stiffness in cancer (Acerbi et 

al., 2015; Barcus et al., 2013a; Provenzano and Keely, 2011), how differences in ECM stiffness 

within normal tissue may pre-dispose to the initiation of cancers is relatively poorly studied. The 

ECM stiffness of normal mammary tissue is a spectrum, with mammary epithelial cells in different 

regions of the tissue exposed to different ECM stiffnesses. For women with a high mammographic 

density, however, mammary tissue which exhibits ECM stiffness at the higher end of this spectrum 

occupies a greater proportion of the breast (McConnell et al., 2016; Sherratt et al., 2016). As 

women with a high mammographic density are also at a greater risk of developing breast cancer 

(Ironside and Jones, 2016), we hypothesised that differential mechanotransduction occurring in the 

stiffer regions of the breast may be responsible for the increased risk of oncogenic transformation 

in these cells.  

The aim of this project is to identify mechanotransduction mechanisms through adhesion 

complexes, that may play a role in promoting the transformation of MECs when cultured in a stiff 

ECM environment. Identifying such mechanisms may elucidate how the higher stiffness of the 

ECM environment in women with a high mammographic density pre-disposes to initial 

transformation of MECs and breast cancer development.  In this introduction chapter, I will discuss 

high mammographic density, and how this may impact the stiffness of the MEC microenvironment. 

I then discuss the importance of ECM stiffness as a mechanical cue in the control of cell fate and 

function, demonstrating the importance of ECM stiffness and mechanotransduction in establishing 

cell phenotype and behaviour. I will then discuss how mechanotransduction has been suggested to 
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occur via integrin-containing adhesion complexes (IACs) and adherens junctions. Finally, I will 

discuss examples of how gene expression is regulated downstream of adhesion complexes, 

demonstrating the molecular basis of how mechanotransduction through adhesion complexes 

induces differences in cell behaviour.   

1.2 High percentage mammographic density and breast cancer risk 

 

The breast is a dynamic organ, which undergoes micro and macro-structural changes throughout a 

woman’s life, only reaching full maturity during pregnancy. There are three key tissue types within 

the breast – epithelia, stroma, and adipose. The epithelia forms lobule structures consisting of 

bilayered alveoli on the ends of the ductal network leading towards the nipple (Hassiotou and 

Geddes, 2013). Alveoli consist of luminal epithelial cells on the inner layer, and myoepithelial cells 

in the outer layer of cells. During lactation, the luminal cells express milk, which is then secreted 

into the lumen. The myoepithelial cells are stimulated to contract to expel milk into the ducts. Milk 

then flows towards the nipple (Geddes, 2007). The breast stroma consists of supportive connective 

tissue and cells, and is separated from the epithelial cells by a basement membrane (Sherratt et al., 

2016). The remainder of the breast is occupied by adipose tissue (Hassiotou and Geddes, 2013). In 

mammography, adipose tissue is radiologically lucent, and thus appears dark on an x-ray. Adipose 

tissue is thus not considered to be dense. In contrast, the epithelial and stromal tissue within the 

breast can attenuate x-rays and are more radiologically opaque than adipose tissue. These tissues 

are thus considered to be “dense” (Boyd et al., 2010b). 

The amount of radiologically opaque breast tissue can vary considerably between individuals 

(Figure 1.2). The term “high mammographic density” is applied when there is a high proportion of 

the breast occupied by dense, non-fatty tissue (Sherratt et al., 2016). Women with a total 

percentage mammographic density greater than 60% are 4-6 times more likely to develop breast 

cancer than those with less than 25% (Ironside and Jones, 2016). High mammographic density is 

also associated with larger tumours (Aiello et al., 2005), lymph node invasion (Roubidoux et al., 

2004), and higher stage cancer (Kerlikowske et al., 2010), all of which are indicators of poor 

prognosis. Despite the large increase in breast cancer risk and poor prognosis associated with high 

mammographic density, the mechanisms by which this leads to increased risk are poorly 

understood. 

The differences between high and low mammographic density breasts manifests at the molecular 

and cellular level. Previous studies have focused on the differences in the epithelial and stromal 

compartments at the molecular and cellular level. Although minor differences in epithelial content 

are associated with high density tissue, this is not thought to account for much of the variation in 

mammographic density between women (Ironside and Jones, 2016). Molecular changes within the 

stromal compartment of the breast have therefore become the focus of studies seeking to identify 

the underlying mechanisms of raised breast cancer risk due to high mammographic density. 
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The breast stroma is rich in extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, the most predominant of which is 

collagen I (Conklin and Keely, 2012). Histological studies have identified increased deposition of 

collagen I in high mammographic density tissue compared to low mammographic density tissue 

(Ghosh et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2011). Increased deposition of fibrillar collagen has been found to 

increase tumour incidence 3-5 fold, as well as promote an invasive phenotype of tumours in vivo, 

thus may be linked to an increase in breast cancer risk (Provenzano et al., 2008). The organisation 

of collagen-I within the stroma has also been shown to differ between low and high mammographic 

density tissue. A recent study found no significant increase in the deposition of collagen-I in the 

peri-ductal stroma of high-density tissue. Instead, there was a difference in the organisation of 

periductal collagen. Collagen fibrils within the high mammographic density samples were more 

aligned, and homogeneous large in diameter. Furthermore, atomic force microscopy revealed an 

increase in the mechanical stiffness of the peri-ductal stroma of these samples (McConnell et al., 

2016). Stiffened collagen fibres and increased expression of collagen cross-linking enzymes has 

also been demonstrated in high mammographic density tissue (Northey et al., 2020b). As both in 

vitro and in vivo studies have shown that the mechanical properties of a tissue can be mediated by 

fibrillar collagen organisation (Franke et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2006), it is likely that this increase 

in stromal stiffness is in part due to the formation and increased organisation of large diameter 

collagen fibrils. As mechanical properties of the ECM can have a profound effect on cell fate and 

function in both healthy and disease contexts, the increase in breast cancer risk associated with high 

mammographic density may be related to altered mechanosignalling in relatively stiff region of the 

breast.  
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Figure 1.2 – The molecular and cellular basis of low and high mammographic density tissue  

a) Cartoon illustrating differences in the proportions of epithelial and fibroglandular tissue to adipose tissue between 

LMD and HMD breasts. LMD breasts exhibit a relatively low proportion of epithelial and stromal tissue, thus a greater 

proportion of adipose tissue. The organisation and stiffness of collagen in the periductal stroma may confer increased risk 

of breast cancer 

b) Mammogram images of increasing percentage mammographic density classified using the BI RADS system. Dark 

areas of the breast correspond to areas occupied by adipose tissue, whereas white areas correspond to epithelial tissue and 

stromal tissue. Mammograms obtained from (Wang et al., 2014).  
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1.3 ECM stiffness and mechanotransduction – from force to phenotype through 

regulation of gene expression 

 

Cells can sense and interpret mechanical cues from their microenvironment, resulting in the 

induction of mechanically regulated gene expression programmes, that establish a cell’s behaviour 

within a tissue. In this section, I will cover how ECM stiffness regulates fundamental cellular 

processes: differentiation, proliferation, cell survival and migration, processes which are also 

altered in cancer (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). 

1.3.1 Mechanotransduction, cell fate and function 

 

ECM stiffness can determine stem cell fate. For stem cells to commit to a specific lineage, specific 

gene expression programmes must be activated or repressed. In a seminal paper, ECM stiffness was 

found to be both necessary and sufficient to drive cell fate decisions in mesenchymal stem cells 

(MSCs) (Engler et al., 2006). In this paper, MSCs were seeded on collagen-coated polyacrylamide 

gels of three different stiffnesses: soft, mimicking the stiffness of brain (0.1-1 kPa), medium 

mimicking striated muscle (8-17 kPa) and stiff representative of osseous tissues (25-40 kPa). MSCs 

on the soft gels adopted neuron-like morphologies and upregulated neural differentiation markers, 

indicative of early neurogenic lineage commitment. In contrast, the medium and stiff gels induced 

transcriptional programmes indicative of myogenic and osteogenic differentiation respectively, 

with upregulation of lineage specific transcription factors such as MyoD (myogenic) and 

CBFalpha1 (osteogenic). This differentiation in response to different substrate stiffnesses was 

dependent on the activity of non-muscle myosins, linking differential contractility of the actin 

cytoskeleton to the induction of specific gene expression programmes (Engler et al., 2006). Similar 

regulation has been observed in 3D culture models, where culture of MSCs in softer 3D alginate-

RGD hydrogels (2.5-5 kPa) predominantly committed to adipogenic lineages, whereas cells 

cultured in 11-30 kPa gels exhibited osteogenic differentiation. This was again dependent on 

actomyosin contractility – as expression of dominant negative RhoA reduced intracellular tension, 

resulting in adipocyte differentiation in the stiffer gels (McBeath et al., 2004). Taken together, 

these results provide evidence for regulation of gene expression programmes required for stem cell 

lineage commitment by ECM stiffness and mechanotransduction pathways.  

Once cells have differentiated, ECM stiffness and mechanotransduction pathways also play a key 

role in the facilitation of specialised cells to perform key functions. For example, muscle stem cells 

lose the ability to self-renew, an important feature of stem cells in adult tissues, when seeded on 

plastic dishes, but retain this ability when seeded on substrates mimicking muscle stiffness (Gilbert 

et al., 2010). Furthermore, embryonic cardiomyocytes can beat at a frequency of 1 Hz in vitro when 

cultured on substrates with a stiffness reminiscent of normal heart tissue. However, on rigid 

substrates mimicking the fibrotic scar-like tissue observed in the heart following myocardial 
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infarction, the cells lose the ability to beat, which is accompanied by the loss of striated myofibrils 

(Engler et al., 2008). Additionally, our lab have previously demonstrated that the adhesion complex 

mechanotransducer and actin-binding protein vinculin is necessary for mammary epithelial cell 

differentiation in 3D Matrigel cultures. Depletion of vinculin or lack of interaction of the vinculin 

D1 domain with talin was found to impair differentiation, and resulted in the loss the expression of 

milk proteins in an in vitro model of lactation (Wang et al., 2019). Taken together, these results 

demonstrate the importance of ECM stiffness and mechanotransduction pathways in the 

establishment of gene expression programmes which drive cell fate and function. 

1.3.2 Mechanotransduction and cell proliferation 

 

Cell proliferation is regulated by ECM stiffness and mechanotransduction. Progression through the 

various stages of the cell cycle is regulated through expression of cyclins. Cyclins activate their 

respective cyclin dependent kinases (Cdks) to regulate various specific protein targets by 

phosphorylation, thus promoting cell cycle progression (Ding et al., 2020). Expression of G1 

cyclins is dependent on cell attachment, and several studies have shown that ECM stiffness and 

mechanotransduction are able to alter cyclin expression. For example, culture of mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts (MEFs) on a stiff (24 kPa) fibronectin-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels and stimulated 

with serum upregulated cyclin D1, required for G1/S-phase transition through Cdk4/6-mediated Rb 

phosphorylation. However, the same treatment on soft (2 kPa) substrates failed to induce cyclin D1 

expression. This occurred through a mechanism involving focal adhesion kinase (FAK) activation 

downstream of integrin-mediated adhesion signalling in cells cultured on stiff, but not soft, ECM 

(Klein et al., 2009). Similar mechanisms have been identified in MECs cultured in 3D collagen 

matrices, in which the density and stiffness of the collagen matrix was set up in low- and high-

density configurations, to mimic low and high mammographic density breast tissue. This study 

showed differential regulation of cell cycle-related genes between the two conditions, including 

upregulation of cyclin D1. This was shown to occur in a FAK-Rho-ERK dependent manner 

(Provenzano et al., 2009). Regulation of cell proliferation by ECM stiffness has also been shown in 

MECs cultured in other 3D systems. MCF10A MECs in 3D Matrigel-alginate hydrogels showed 

cyclin D1 upregulation downstream of PI3K signalling in cells cultured in stiffer Matrigel-alginate 

hydrogels compared to soft (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b). Thus, differential mechanosignalling 

between cells cultured on soft and stiff environments regulates gene expression associated with cell 

cycle progression. 

1.3.3 Mechanotransduction and cell survival 

 

Cell survival is also regulated by the ECM and mechanotransduction. Detachment of endothelial 

cells from their ECM resulted in these cells undergoing programmed cell death, demonstrating a 

key role for the ECM in regulating apoptosis (Meredith et al., 1993). After similar results were 
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obtained in epithelial cells, apoptosis stimulated through detachment of a cell from its ECM was 

termed anoikis (Frisch and Francis, 1994). Since then, the mechanisms by which the ECM of cells 

regulate apoptosis and anoikis have been further elucidated. For example, in primary MECs, 

stimulation of insulin and PI3K/AKT signalling downstream of cell adhesion to a laminin-rich 

basement membrane resulted in suppression of apoptosis (Farrelly et al., 1999). This has been 

suggested to occur via integrin signalling, with activation of FAK resulting in stimulation of 

PI3K/AKT signalling, resulting in the retro-translocation of the pro-apoptotic protein BAX from 

the outer-mitochondrial membrane, thus suppressing apoptosis (Schellenberg et al., 2013a). As 

FAK is phosphorylated and activated in response to increased force across an integrin (Klein et al., 

2009), it is thus logical that ECM stiffness could modulate apoptosis. Indeed, NIH 3T3 fibroblasts 

grown on rigid substrates underwent less apoptosis compared to cells on a softer, more flexible 

substrate (Wang et al., 2000b). Similar results have been reported for bone-marrow derived CD34+ 

cells, where cells exhibited less apoptosis on substrates over 42 kPa than on substrates between 4 

and 15 kPa (Zhang et al., 2017a). This demonstrates that there is generally less apoptosis of cells 

cultured on stiff ECM compared to soft. It has also been shown that stiff ECM can make cells less 

sensitive to specific apoptotic signals. Culture of MDA-MB-231, a metastatic, triple negative breast 

cancer line on 2 kPa substrates compared to 0.2 kPa substrates resulted in increased resistance to 

apoptosis in response to doxorubicin-mediated DNA damage (Joyce et al., 2018). Although 

specific mechanisms were not elucidated in these studies, it is likely that this occurred through 

integrin-mediated mechanosignalling. Integrin-mediated adhesion confers increased resistance to 

chemotherapies that induce apoptosis, and FAK has been shown to inhibit apoptosis and anoikis by 

various mechanisms (Cordes et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2008; Schellenberg et al., 2013a; Walker et 

al., 2016; Zouq et al., 2009). As such, enhancing adhesion signalling through increased ECM 

stiffness would be expected to affect apoptotic sensitivity (Schellenberg et al., 2013b). 

Additionally, one mechanism by which FAK can promote survival has been through inhibition of 

p53 through direct interaction and promotion of its degradation by Mdm2 (Lim et al., 2008). As 

p53 controls transcriptional programmes which promote apoptosis, it is likely that differences in 

the apoptotic sensitivity of cells cultured on soft and stiff ECM can also be mediated by differential 

gene expression (Fridman and Lowe, 2003). Cell survival therefore provides another example of a 

key cellular process which is regulated by differences in gene expression regulated by differences 

in mechanical cues. 

1.3.4 Mechanotransduction and cell migration 

 

ECM stiffness can also influence cell migratory behaviour through mechanically induced gene 

expression. Perhaps the most obvious example of this is in durotaxis, the process by which cells 

exhibit directed cell migration along a gradient of increasing ECM stiffness. This is exhibited by 

many cell types and is dependent on mechanically induced changes in the actin cytoskeleton and 

cell contractility to generate traction forces (DuChez et al., 2019; Lo et al., 2000; Vincent et al., 

2013). The mechanically induced transcription factor Yes-associated protein (YAP) has been 
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shown to be necessary for durotaxis, exhibiting increased nuclear translocation and transcriptional 

activity in response to adhesion signalling at leading edge of the migrating cells (Lachowski et al., 

2018). Furthermore, YAP nuclear translocation has been shown to result in the activation of gene 

expression programmes which regulate cell adhesion and actin cytoskeletal dynamics, resulting in 

increased intracellular tension and cell motility (Nardone et al., 2017). This therefore provides 

another example of the regulation of cell behaviour through gene expression in response to ECM 

stiffness and mechanotransduction. Cells also exhibit differential motility on homogeneous 

substrates of different stiffnesses. In general, cells appear to show increased motility on stiff 

substrates than they do on soft substrates. This can be driven by differences in gene expression 

induced by differential ECM stiffness. For example, keratinocytes show increased migration on 

stiff substrates, and exhibit hallmark gene expression changes of epithelial to mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) – a process which increases the migratory behaviour of cells during development 

and tumour progression (Kim et al., 2015a). These gene expression changes include upregulation of 

genes which promote migration, such as vimentin, FAK and MMP-1, and the downregulation of 

genes associated with static epithelial cells, such as E-cadherin. Stiffness-induced morphological 

changes have also shown to increase the migration of MDA-MB-231 triple-negative breast cancer 

cells in 3D environments (Liu et al., 2021). Taken together, these studies demonstrate gene 

expression differences induced by differential ECM stiffness result in differences migratory 

behaviour of cells cultured on soft and stiff substrates.  

1.3.5 ECM stiffness and the hallmarks of cancer 

 

The tumour microenvironment tends to be stiffer than that of normal tissue. This increased stiffness 

has significant implications for cancer progression (Pickup et al., 2014). For example, a study of 

ECM stiffness on proliferation and chemoresistance in hepatocellular carcinoma cells showed 

increased proliferation and lower levels of cisplatin-induced apoptosis when seeded on stiff 

substrates compared to soft (Schrader et al., 2011). This chemoresistant phenotype was also shown 

in pancreatic cancer cells, which exhibited a reduced sensitivity to paclitaxel on stiffer substrates. 

Additionally, chemoresistance was accompanied by an increase in the expression of epithelial-

mesenchymal transition (EMT) markers, which correlates with metastasis (Heerboth et al., 2015; 

Rice et al., 2017). These studies demonstrate the role of increasing ECM stiffness in the acquisition 

of four of the major hallmarks of cancer (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000; Hanahan and Weinberg, 

2011). With regards to breast cancer, overexpression of lysyl oxidase (LOX) in the fibroblasts of 

mouse mammary fat pads led to increased matrix stiffness, and proliferation of injected MCF10AT 

cells in vivo (Levental et al., 2009b). Additionally, culturing T47D luminal breast cancer cells in 

stiff collagen matrices increased expression of MMP2, the expression of which has been associated 

with metastasis. Furthermore, a more migratory phenotype for these cells was observed via 

transwell assay (Barcus et al., 2013b). Taken together, these results demonstrate the regulation of 

cancer cell behaviour by ECM stiffness.  
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1.3.6 Summary of the regulation of key cellular processes by ECM stiffness 

 

The information contained in this section highlight how differences in ECM stiffness and 

corresponding alterations to cellular mechanotransduction result in the control of key cellular 

behaviours through changes in gene expression. As such, it is reasonable to hypothesise that 

variations in ECM stiffness within normal breast tissue of differing mammographic density might 

alter mechanotransduction in normal MECs. This could result in differences in the regulation of 

fundamental processes in these cells, driving pro-oncogenic changes. 

 

1.4.1 Cellular adhesion complexes: bidirectional signalling hubs facilitating force-

transduction 

 

Most key cellular processes are regulated in part by ECM stiffness via mechanotransduction induced 

changes in gene expression. To fully understand this, it is necessary to define the mechanisms by 

which cells interpret the mechanics of their microenvironment into the biochemical and structural 

rearrangements which culminate in gene expression programmes. 

There are numerous ways in which mechanical cues can transduce force to elicit gene expression 

programmes. For example, in tissues which undergo regular deformation, rapid changes in 

biochemical signalling can be achieved upon deformation of the plasma membrane through 

mechanically sensitive ion channels. This mechanism is particularly important in the 

mechanotransduction events which control our ability to sense touch and hear sounds (Ranade et al., 

2015). Deformation of the plasma membrane can also result in the activation of mechanically 

regulated phospholipases resulting in activation of downstream signalling cascades via lipid-derived 

second messengers (Lin and Liu, 2019; Petersen et al., 2016). However, this relies on a force actively 

deforming the tissue. For most tissues in the body, including the mammary epithelium, cells exist 

within a microenvironment of a defined stiffness, and probably do not experience rapid membrane 

deformation like skin, muscle or lung tissue might. As such, these immediate responses to changes 

in stiffness may not be as relevant to understanding mechanotransduction in cells such as MECs.  

This section will therefore focus on the structure and mechanotransduction through cell-ECM and 

cell-cell adhesion complexes. Adhesion complexes convert mechanical cues from the extracellular 

environment into cytoskeletal rearrangements, thus tuning intracellular tension, and serve as 

platforms coupling mechanical cues from a cell’s environment to intracellular signalling pathways. 

In the mammary epithelium, MECs adhere to their basement membrane ECM via integrin-

containing adhesion complexes (IACs). MECs contain two types of IAC, hemidesmosomes and 

complexes widely referred to in the literature as focal adhesions. Hemidesmosomes fall outside of 

the scope of this project, and as such, I will refer to the focal adhesion-type IACs as “IACs” 

throughout my thesis. MECs also adhere to neighbouring cells via adherens junctions, tight 
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junctions, gap junctions and desmosomes. Many of these adhesion complexes have been shown to 

exhibit mechanotransduction capability (Citi, 2019; Ladoux et al., 2015; Price et al., 2018; Salameh 

and Dhein, 2013; Seong et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2020). However, the scope of this thesis project 

covers the major routes by which force is transduced through IACs and cadherin-based adherens 

junctions, which link the extracellular environment to the actomyosin cytoskeleton. As such, these 

complexes are the specific ones that I will cover here. 

1.4.2 Integrin-containing adhesion complexes: master sensors of the ECM environment 

 

IACs facilitate the mechanical linkage of the ECM to the actin cytoskeleton. Integrins are integral 

membrane proteins and bind ECM ligands such as collagens, fibronectin, and laminins via their 

extracellular domains. Integrin cytoplasmic domains act as platforms for the recruitment of 

signalling and scaffold proteins, which constitute the adhesion complex (Wozniak et al., 2004). Via 

these complexes, cells can sense the mechanical properties of their extracellular environment. This 

occurs through contractility of the actomyosin cytoskeleton and “pulling” on their extracellular 

environment via IACs. The ability of these complexes to transduce mechanical cues from the ECM 

to the actin cytoskeleton, and from the actin cytoskeleton to the ECM, is what defines these 

complexes as bidirectional force-transducers (Provenzano and Keely, 2011).  

IACs achieve bidirectional force transduction through changes to their structure, composition, and 

stability, proportional to the amount of force exerted on the complex. This can be demonstrated by 

examining the size, morphology, and stability of adhesions when cells are cultured on a relatively 

soft or stiff substrate. For example, visualisation of IACs with fluorescent vinculin in live normal 

rat kidney cells on soft collagen-coated polyacrylamide gels, revealed irregular punctate structures 

which were prone to disappear within minutes of their appearance. In contrast, on a stiffer ECM, 

large, elongated, vinculin-containing structures were seen which were relatively stable over the 

same timescale (Wang et al., 2000b). This is supported by many studies which have demonstrated 

the formation of small, nascent IACs in response to application of external force to cells, and 

increased size of these adhesion complexes in response to the local application of force (Galbraith 

et al., 2002a; Riveline et al., 2001). Differential force transduction from the ECM therefore affects 

the assembly, size, and stability of IACs. The same holds true for IAC dynamics in response to 

intracellular mechanical cues exerting force on the ECM. For example, treating fibroblasts with 

lysophosphatidic acid, to stimulate RhoA-mediated actomyosin contractility, drove focal adhesion 

assembly (Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and Burridge, 1996). Taken together, such studies demonstrate 

that IACs show differences in assembly, size and stability proportional to the force transduced 

through the complex. These properties are driven by both extracellular and intracellular forces.  

At a molecular level, the differences in assembly, morphology and stability of IACs in response to 

force reflects the differential recruitment of proteins to the integrin intracellular domains, 

proportional to the amount of force being transduced through the complex. This process is termed 

maturation (Provenzano and Keely, 2011). Integrin clustering also plays a part in assembly, 
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morphology and stability of focal adhesions. Integrin clustering increases their avidity for ECM 

ligands, stabilising adhesion and facilitating IAC maturation and downstream signalling (Puklin-

Faucher and Sheetz, 2009). Once recruited to the complex, signalling and scaffold proteins can 

undergo post-translational modifications which regulate downstream pathways and gene 

expression. Differential IAC maturation proportional to the amount of force across the complex 

therefore tunes cellular behaviour through regulation of gene expression, as signalling and 

scaffolding proteins are recruited to IAC and are differentially post-translationally regulated 

depending on the amount of force is being transduced across the complex. These complexes 

therefore provide a link between mechanical cues from a cell’s microenvironment, and the 

induction of gene expression. As such, these complexes provide a good candidate for how 

differential regulation of MEC behaviour may occur between cells cultured in soft and stiff regions 

of the breast.  

Central to mechanotransduction are the proteins recruited to adhesion complexes. A study defining 

a consensus integrin adhesome combined seven mass spectrometry datasets which catalogued 

proteins associated with these complexes. The resulting meta-adhesome contained 2412 proteins 

identified within IACs. This was narrowed down to a consensus adhesome of 60 proteins suggested 

to be the core constituents of these complexes (Horton et al., 2015). As this is too many proteins to 

cover here, this next section will focus only on key proteins with clear roles in 

mechanotransduction and adhesion signalling. 

1.4.2 Integrins 

 

Integrins, provide the basis for cellular adhesion to the ECM in IACs. Integrins are heterodimeric 

type-I transmembrane proteins which comprise non-covalently linked α and β subunits. Integrins 

cluster together within IACs, binding to ligands in the ECM. There are 18 α and 8 β subunits, 

allowing 24 different αβ combinations. Different integrin heterodimers can bind to different ECM 

ligands, such as collagens, laminins, or fibronectin (Li et al., 2016b). In the context of the 

mammary gland, MECs predominantly utilise alpha6 beta1 integrins in IACs, which adhere to 

laminin within the basement membrane (Klinowska et al., 2001). Integrins contain large 

extracellular domains, then a single-pass membrane-spanning alpha-helix followed by a short 

cytoplasmic domain. In an inactive state, the integrin extracellular domain adopts a bent, closed 

conformation. Upon activation, this changes to an extended, open confirmation with a high affinity 

for integrin substrates (Hytönen and Wehrle-Haller, 2016). Activation requires integrins to undergo 

a series of intermediate conformations (Zhu et al., 2013). These conformational changes can be 

initiated from either the outside or the inside of the cell, reflecting the bidirectional nature of force 

transmission through FAs. For outside-in signalling, ECM ligand binding to an integrin in its 

inactive form leads to an opening of the integrin headpiece, followed by extension of the 

ectodomain. This eventually leads to separation of the cytoplasmic domains of the integrins and 

talin association. Inside-out signalling occurs through the binding of talin and kindlin to the 
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cytoplasmic tail of the β subunit forces the integrin into an extended conformation. The headpiece 

of the extended integrin can then bind the ECM ligand, adopting a fully active conformation (Li et 

al., 2016). 

Integrins themselves have been shown to have some mechanosensing ability. Alpha-5/beta-1 

integrin pairs can only assume a conformation where they can be experimentally cross-linked to 

fibronectin upon application of force, suggestive of force-induced conformational changes 

(Friedland et al., 2009). Furthermore, the bond between integrin headpieces and their ECM ligands, 

as initially demonstrated between fragments of fibronectin and alpha 5/beta 1 integrin pairs, is 

prolonged upon the application of tensile force. This bond is therefore an example of a catch bond. 

The strengthening of the integrin-ECM linkage in response to force may provide a mechanism of 

mechanosensing by integrins, as tuning the length of time an integrin is engaged with its ligand 

may elicit distinct mechanosignalling events to occur in a temporally controlled manner. This may 

be particularly pertinent in mechanosensing and adhesion during cell migration, where cycles of 

adherence to and detachment from a cell’s ECM are required (Kong et al., 2009). Finally, the 

clustering of integrins between adjacent adhesion complexes, which further stabilises the 

complexes and boosts their signalling capacity, has been shown to occur more on stiff substrates 

compared to soft (Cheng et al., 2020), demonstrating a further way in which integrin activity and 

downstream signalling can be influence by differences in force.  

However, as these proteins lack any intrinsic catalytic activity or actin-binding capability, 

mechanotransduction downstream of integrins occurs through force-dependent recruitment of 

downstream actin-binding proteins, scaffold proteins, kinases, phosphatases and signalling adaptor 

proteins. Many of these proteins, such as talin and vinculin, are themselves involved in force 

transmission to the cytoskeleton (Boujemaa-Paterski et al., 2020), or couple integrin adhesion to 

downstream signalling pathways, such as FAK and paxillin (Zouq et al., 2009).  

Integrins therefore mediate mechanotransduction through IACs by binding to the ECM, undergoing 

force-dependent conformational changes, and by providing a platform for the recruitment of other 

proteins to facilitate linkage to the cytoskeleton, and activation of signalling pathways.  

1.4.3 Talin 

 

Talin is a large, 270 kDa scaffold protein that plays an important role in integrin activation and 

force-transduction through IACs (del Rio et al., 2009; Rees et al., 1990; Tadokoro et al., 2003). 

There are two isoforms of talin: talin-1, which is ubiquitously expressed, and talin-2, which is only 

detectable in the brain, cardiac muscle, and kidney (Gough and Goult, 2018).  

Structurally, talin consists of an N-terminal FERM domain (protein 4.1 ezrin, radixin, moesin 

domain), and a large C-terminal rod domain, consisting of 13 helical bundles. Each bundle consists 

of four or five alpha-helices and is linked to the adjacent bundle via a short, flexible linker (Gingras 

et al., 2008; Rees et al., 1990). Talin, alongside kindlin, is recruited to integrin cytoplasmic tails 
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early in the formation of adhesions and work synergistically to induce the full activation of 

integrins during inside-out integrin activation and force-transduction (Calderwood et al., 1999; 

Theodosiou et al., 2016). This occurs by binding of the F3 region of its N-terminal FERM domain 

directly to an NPXY motif in the beta integrin cytoplasmic tail, resulting in a conformational 

change in the integrin heterodimer which increases its affinity for its ECM ligand (Calderwood et 

al., 2003; García-Alvarez et al., 2003). Furthermore, simultaneous binding of the talin head region 

to beta integrins, and the talin rod domain to F-actin provides the initial link of a nascent IAC to the 

actin cytoskeleton (Jiang et al., 2003). In addition to integrins, the talin FERM domain is known to 

facilitate an interaction with key IAC proteins such as FAK, and its C-terminal rod domains contain 

binding sites for both actin, and the actin-binding protein vinculin (Di Paolo et al., 2002; Gingras et 

al., 2008; Gingras et al., 2005).  

In addition to its role in integrin activation, talin is also capable of transducing force to the actin 

cytoskeleton. This is due to talin’s capacity to undergo conformational changes in response to 

force. Studies have shown that the talin rod domain stretches when force is applied across it, 

resulting in the unravelling of the alpha-helical bundles (del Rio et al., 2009). This results in the 

exposure of 11 cryptic vinculin binding sites within the rod domain, thus stimulating the binding of 

active vinculin to talin in response to force. Vinculin then reinforces the attachment of IACs to the 

actin cytoskeleton, increasing the strength of the adhesion and promoting further focal adhesion 

maturation (Grashoff et al., 2010).  

As such, talin contributes to force transduction through IACs, by physically linking integrins and F-

actin, thus mediating force transmission between the ECM and the actin cytoskseleton. 

Furthermore, talin undergoes a force-dependent conformational change which promotes 

recruitment of further proteins such as vinculin to IACs, thus strengthening the adhesion and 

promoting maturation.  

1.4.4 Kindlins 

 

Kindlins are another group of FERM domain-containing proteins which are recruited to the beta 

integrin cytoplasmic tails early in the formation of IACs. There are three kindlin isoforms with 

different tissue expression patterns. Kindlin-2 is the most studied isoform and is ubiquitously 

expressed. Kindlin-1 is only expressed in epithelial tissues, and therefore relevant in our studies of 

MECs. Kindlin-3 is only expressed in haematopoietic tissues (Malinin et al., 2010). As such, MECs 

are likely to express kindlin-1 and kindlin-2. Like talin, kindlins have been shown to be essential 

for integrin activation, with one study suggesting that kindlins are the first proteins present at the 

beta integrin cytoplasmic domain following ECM binding (Bachir et al., 2014; Theodosiou et al., 

2016). Kindlin-2 has been shown to interact with a number of different proteins within IACs, 

including integrin-linked kinase (ILK), a member of the ILK/pinch/parvin complex which provides 

a means of linking adhesions to the actin cytoskeleton (Fukuda et al., 2014); migfilin, an interacting 

protein of the protein filamin, an actin-binding protein (Brahme et al., 2013); and has also been 
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shown to be capable of binding F-actin itself via the F0 region of its FERM domain (Bledzka et al., 

2016). As such, in addition to facilitating integrin activation, kindlin-2’s scaffolding/adaptor and 

actin-binding functions serve to strengthen the IAC linkage to the actin cytoskeleton. 

With regards to mechanotransduction capability, relatively little is known about kindlins compared 

to IAC components such as talin, vinculin and FAK. However, recent studies have shown that 

kindlin-2 associates with myosin-light chain kinase in response to mechanical cues, resulting in 

RhoA-mediated actomyosin contractility and downstream gene expression changes mediated by the 

YAP/TAZ transcription factors, resulting in the osteogenic differentiation of MSCs (Guo et al., 

2018). Furthermore, molecular dynamics simulations of force on integrin beta1 in complex with 

kindlin-2 have suggested that force is transmitted from integrins to kindlin-2. This results in a 

conformational change which strengthens the interaction of kindlin-2 dimers which form between 

neighbouring integrin/kindlin-2 complexes. This force-dependent conformational change may 

therefore affect integrin clustering within focal adhesion plaques (Jahed et al., 2019).  

Kindlins are therefore important components of IACs, facilitating integrin activation and F-actin 

binding both directly and indirectly through ILK/PINCH/parvin and migfilin/filamin. Furthermore, 

kindlin-2 exhibits some mechanosensing functions, such as activation of YAP/TAZ and undergoing 

force-induced conformational changes to promote integrin clustering.  

1.4.5 Vinculin 

 

Vinculin is a 117 kDa adaptor and F-actin binding protein and a key component of the 

mechanotransduction machinery in both IACs and adherens junctions. Vinculin consists of a 

globular head domain at its N-terminus, which consists of multiple alpha-helical bundles. At its C-

terminus, vinculin contains an extended tail domain, which connects to the head domain by a 

flexible, proline-rich linker. Vinculin contains binding sites for other IAC components throughout 

its structure, which are necessary for facilitating its functions in actin-binding and force-

transduction. For example, vinculin can bind talin, alpha-catenin and alpha-actinin via its head 

domain, which are important in its recruitment to adhesion complexes, and in facilitating its linkage 

to F-actin (Bois et al., 2006; Boujemaa-Paterski et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2014). Via its C-terminal 

tail domain, vinculin binds to F-actin, paxillin, and the lipid phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate 

(PIP2). The binding of the vinculin tail domain to PIP2 may be important in vinculin activation 

(Gilmore and Burridge, 1996; Menkel et al., 1994; Wood et al., 1994). Via the proline-rich linker, 

vinculin can bind proteins such as Arp2/3 and VASP to facilitate actin polymerisation and 

organisation (Brindle et al., 1996; DeMali et al., 2002).  

Vinculin can switch between an inactive and an active conformation. Vinculin in the cytosol exists 

in a closed, autoinhibited state, characterised by an intramolecular interaction between the N-

terminal head domain and C-terminal tail (Johnson and Craig, 1994). For vinculin to exhibit high 

affinity binding to talin and F-actin at IACs, it must undergo a conformational change where the 
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intramolecular interaction is disrupted, resulting in the adoption an open conformation. The 

mechanisms regulating vinculin activation are still somewhat controversial. It is generally accepted 

that a signal must loosen the autoinhibitory intramolecular interaction to allow initial vinculin 

binding to talin and F-actin.  As activated vinculin is incorporated into IACs in response to 

actomyosin contractility, it is likely that force plays some role in either the initiation or 

maintenance of the open conformation (Carisey et al., 2013). A potential candidate for a signal to 

loosen the autoinhibited state of vinculin may therefore also be linked to force-generation and/or 

mechanotransduction. One such candidate is PIP2. The concentration of PIP2 can be increased in 

the plasma membrane downstream of Rho GTPases, which occurs in response to force (Burridge et 

al., 2019a). Direct binding of these small GTPases to phosphoinositol-5-kinase (PIP5K), results in 

its activation, resulting in the conversion of phosphoinositol-4-phosphate (PI4P) into PIP2 

(Weernink et al., 2004). It may be that mechano-induced activation of Rho GTPases increases the 

concentration of PIP2 in the plasma membrane, resulting in the binding of vinculin to PIP2, thus 

loosening the autoinhibitory intramolecular interaction. The active conformation of vinculin may 

then be stabilised through binding of talin and F-actin to vinculin, resulting in tension across the 

molecule holding the structure open (Carisey et al., 2013; Dumbauld et al., 2013; Gilmore and 

Burridge, 1996; Hirata et al., 2014).  

Recruitment of vinculin to IACs is enhanced upon force-dependent stretching of the talin rod 

domain, thus revealing cryptic binding sites which facilitate association of multiple vinculin 

molecules with talin (del Rio et al., 2009). Once active, the major function of vinculin appears to 

be to strengthen the linkage of the integrin-talin complex to the actin cytoskeleton (Dumbauld et 

al., 2013). Failure to recruit vinculin to growing IACs results in disassembly. This is because force-

bearing by vinculin, and vinculin-dependent increased force transmission to the cytoskeleton 

stabilises the IAC (Grashoff et al., 2010). The association of vinculin with talin is also important 

for IAC formation, integrin clustering, and focal adhesion maturation, through the downstream 

recruitment and release of proteins from the growing complex (Carisey et al., 2013). However, 

vinculin has also been implicated in signal transduction downstream of IACs. In MECs cultured in 

3D, interaction of the vinculin head domain with talin is also necessary for the cells to differentiate 

and express milk proteins, showing that interpretation of ECM signals through mechanosignalling 

via the talin/vinculin linkage is essential in regulating aspects of gene expression and cell behaviour 

in these cells (Wang et al., 2019).  

Vinculin demonstrates a several mechanosensitive qualities: it is recruited to IACs in response to 

force; its conformational change and stabilisation in its active form is force-dependent; it 

strengthens the integrin/talin/F-actin linkage; and transmission of force through vinculin to the 

actin cytoskeleton is necessary to stabilise the growing adhesion complex, facilitating continued 

force-dependent maturation.  

1.4.6 ILK/PINCH/PARVIN 
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ILK is a key component of IACs which directly interacts with the beta-1 integrin cytoplasmic tail 

(Hannigan et al., 1996). ILK was initially thought to be a serine-threonine protein kinase due to the 

presence of a conserved catalytic domain. Although this role was controversial, it was finally 

debunked when the structure of the putative kinase domain was found to lack several amino acid 

motifs within the active site that are essential for kinase activity. Instead, ILK functions a 

pseudokinase and utilises its catalytically inactive kinase substrate recognition domain to guide 

protein-protein interactions to regulate IAC assembly, maturation and cytoskeletal organisation 

(Fukuda et al., 2009). Thus, ILK acts as an adaptor/scaffolding protein (Wickström et al., 2010). 

The major interactions of ILK are with the proteins PINCH, and parvin, which it binds via its N-

terminal ankyrin repeats and its pseudokinase domain respectively (Tu et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 

2004). Binding to these two proteins directs the formation of the ILK/PINCH/parvin (IPP) ternary 

complex. The assembly of this complex occurs prior to incorporation into adhesion complexes, and 

is necessary for the stability of each constituent protein, and to the recruitment of all three proteins 

to IACs (Zhang et al., 2002). The major function of the IPP complex is to link beta1 integrin to the 

actin cytoskeleton. This can occur via F-actin binding to the parvin component of the IPP complex 

(Vaynberg et al., 2018). ILK can also bolster connections to the actin cytoskeleton via other aspects 

of its scaffolding function: binding of ILK to kindlin-2-migfilin-filamin provides another link to F-

actin, as does binding to paxillin/vinculin complexes (Rooney and Streuli, 2011).  

There are two PINCH isoforms, PINCH-1 and PINCH-2, and three parvins: alpha, beta, and 

gamma parvin. PINCH-1 and PINCH-2 are co-expressed in many cell types, as are alpha and beta-

parvin. Binding of PINCH and parvin isoforms to ILK is mutually exclusive, and as such, distinct 

IPP complexes form within the same cell. It has also been suggested that, while PINCH/parvin 

isoforms show some, but not full, functional redundancy, these distinct IPP complexes may also 

play different roles within the cell and respond to different cues (Wickström et al., 2010). This is 

exemplified by the opposing roles played by alpha- and beta-parvin in the regulation of Rac1, and 

in the regulation of cell survival (Zhang et al., 2004). As to the general functions of the complex, 

however, genetic ablation of ILK and PINCH-1 in mice leads to embryonic lethality, with the ILK 

knockout phenotype showing defects in the organisation of F-actin associated with IACs (Sakai et 

al., 2003). The PINCH-1 knockout phenotype was associated with detachment of epiblast cells 

from their basement membrane, also reflecting defects in cell adhesion (Li et al., 2005). This is 

further supported by studies of ILK knockout in fibroblasts, with removal of ILK resulting in cell 

adhesion and migration defects resulting from weak linkage of immature IACs to a disorganised 

cytoskeleton (Stanchi et al., 2009). The IPP complex has also been shown in vitro to modulate actin 

dynamics and generate intracellular mechanical force via the scaffolding functions of the PINCH 

and parvin components of the complex. This is due to PINCH and parvin recruiting guanine 

nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) for the small GTPases 

Rac1 and Cdc42, such as Nck2 and alpha-PIX, leading to actin re-organisation (Mishima et al., 

2004; Tu et al., 1998). These studies therefore show the importance of this complex in the 

mechanical linkage of integrins to the actin cytoskeleton, in IAC assembly, maturation, and 
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regulation of actin dynamics. In the context of MECs, knockdown of ILK, and therefore the IPP 

complex, results in the loss of mammary acinar polarity and lumen formation in 3D culture, 

demonstrating a key role for this complex in the maintenance of MEC behaviour (Akhtar and 

Streuli, 2013). The ILK-PINCH-parvin complex is also required to mediate Rac1 activation and 

downstream Jak/STAT signalling to facilitate differentiation and production of milk proteins in 

response to exposure of the cells to prolactin, demonstrating a role for ILK adhesion signalling in 

directing gene expression changes and cell fate (Rooney and Streuli, 2011). Furthermore, ECM 

stiffness-induced, ILK-mediated YAP activation and nuclear translocation has been suggested to 

increase the resistance of breast cancer cell lines to the topoisomerase inhibitor chemotherapeutic 

doxorubicin (Qin et al., 2020). Taken together, these studies suggest that the IPP complex also 

plays a key role in IAC dynamics, actin dynamics, and mechanotransduction. 

1.4.7 FAK 

 

FAK is a 125kDa non-receptor tyrosine kinase which is recruited to IACs following integrin 

adhesion to the ECM (Hanks et al., 1992; Schaller et al., 1992). Unlike proteins such as vinculin, 

talin, and the IPP complex, the main contribution of FAK to adhesion complexes is not to establish 

a physical linkage to the actin cytoskeleton. Instead, FAK serves as the major biochemical 

signalling hub in IACs, linking integrin-mediated adhesions to intracellular signalling pathways 

which regulate cell proliferation, apoptosis, and cell migration, among others (Frisch et al., 1996; 

Gilmore and Romer, 1996; Sieg et al., 1998). Although exhibiting protein tyrosine kinase function, 

the only protein FAK has reliably been shown to phosphorylate is itself, and as such, functions 

primarily as a signalling scaffold protein (Schaller et al., 1994).  

FAK consists of four major domains. The N-terminal region of FAK consists of a FERM domain, 

important in FAK autoinhibition and protein-protein interactions. A kinase domain is present in the 

centre of FAK (Frame et al., 2010). A proline-rich region connects the N-terminal domains of FAK 

and the C-terminal focal adhesion targeting (FAT) domain (Hall et al., 2011). FAK recruitment to 

IACs results in displacement of the FERM domain from the FAK active site, resulting in enhanced 

kinase activity (Cooper et al., 2003) (Lietha et al., 2007). Integrin-clustering then promotes FAK 

dimerization within the adhesion complex, resulting in trans-autophosphorylation of Y397 (Brami-

Cherrier et al., 2014). Phosphorylation on this residue provides a docking site for the non-receptor 

tyrosine kinase Src, relieving the autoinhibition of Src (Eide et al., 1995). Src then phosphorylates 

FAK on multiple tyrosine residues including Y576, Y577, Y861 and Y925 (Westhoff et al., 2004). 

This cascade of tyrosine phosphorylation facilitates many of the protein-protein interactions which 

link the activated FAK/Src complex to intracellular signalling pathways. The proline-rich regions 

also add to this scaffolding function, facilitating interactions with mechanosensitive SH3-domain-

containing proteins such as p130Cas (Polte and Hanks, 1995a). 

FAK activation occurs proportional to force across the adhesion, showing that FAK participates in 

mechanotransduction through IACs. For example, phosphorylation of FAK at Y397 is significantly 
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higher in MEFs cultured on stiff substrates (20-25 kPa) than it is on soft substrates (2-4 kPa), 

showing FAK phosphorylation and activation can be regulated by ECM stiffness (Bae et al., 2014). 

As such, many of the downstream intracellular pathways which FAK regulates are also activated in 

proportional to mechanical cues, culminating in the regulation of gene expression programmes. 

One of the major cellular processes FAK-mediated signalling has been shown to influence is 

proliferation. For example, FAK Y925 phosphorylation provides a docking site for Grb2, linking 

FAK activation to the ERK/MAPK pathway, which drives cell proliferation through mitogenic 

gene expression (Schlaepfer et al., 1994a) (Katz et al., 2003). Indeed, FAK mediated activation of 

ERK signalling has been found to occur in MECs in response to high ECM stiffness and results in 

the upregulation of cyclin D1 by this mechanism (Provenzano et al., 2008). FAK also plays key 

roles in adhesion-dependent cell survival. For example, phosphorylation of FAK at Y397 provides 

a docking site for the SH2 domain of the p85 subunit of PI3K, allowing FAK to engage the 

PI3K/AKT signalling pathway. FAK-mediated AKT signalling has been shown to inhibit apoptosis 

through mechanisms including the phosphorylation of the pro-apoptotic protein BAD, resulting in 

its sequestration by 14-3-3 proteins in the cytosol and thus preventing it from priming cells for 

apoptosis at the outer mitochondrial membrane (Chen et al., 1996; Datta et al., 1997). Furthermore 

AKT signalling downstream of FAK also promotes the retrotranslocation of the pro-apoptotic 

protein BAX from the outer mitochondrial membrane to the cytosol, inhibiting apoptosis 

(Schellenberg et al., 2013b). Activation of FAK has also been shown to drive apoptosis-resistance 

and aberrant mammary acinar formation in 3D, through a mechanism reliant on its interaction with 

paxillin (Walker et al., 2016). FAK can also translocate to the nucleus itself to regulate pro-survival 

gene expression through promoting Mdm2 mediated ubiquitination and degradation of p53. 

Although it is unknown what stimuli result in FAK nuclear translocation, this provides an example 

by which FAK directly regulates gene expression to alter cellular behaviour (Lim et al., 2008). 

FAK-mediated promotion of YAP nuclear translocation is also a key mechanism by which 

signalling downstream of FAK can result in changes in gene expression and cell behaviour, and 

this will be discussed in a later section.  

Taken together, these studies demonstrate that FAK is a major signalling scaffold protein, which 

shows increased phosphorylation in response to greater force exerted on IACs. Once activated, it 

then couples the mechanical cues transduced through integrins to intracellular signalling pathways, 

thus controlling cell behaviour.  

1.4.8 Paxillin 

 

Paxillin is a 68 kDa adaptor protein which was first identified as a member of the IAC bound to the 

vinculin C-terminal domain (Turner et al., 1990). Paxillin does not undergo conformational 

changes in response to tension across the molecule, it does not bind to actin, and it may or may not 

be recruited to focal adhesions in response to force (Pasapera et al., 2010) (Norman et al., 1998). 

However, its ability to interact with, recruit and regulate key adhesion proteins to direct cell 
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adhesion assembly and disassembly, cytoskeletal organisation, cell survival and cell migration in 

an adhesion dependent manner makes it a key component of IACs and the cellular 

mechanotransduction machinery (Deakin and Turner, 2008).  

The structure of paxillin reflects its necessary role in coordinating protein interactions within focal 

adhesions and influencing downstream cellular processes. The N-terminus of paxillin contains a 

number of leucine-rich aspartate (LD) motifs, protein interactions domains which, for example, 

mediate the binding to parvin within the IPP complex. This, along with kindlin-2 binding by ILK, 

mediates the recruitment of the IPP complex to IACs (Stiegler et al., 2012). The paxillin N-terminal 

domains also contain multiple phosphorylation sites including Y31, Y118 and S273 (Deakin and 

Turner, 2008). Phosphorylation of these residues and downstream recruitment of proteins are 

important for a number of processes downstream of paxillin. For example, phosphorylation of 

paxillin on Y31 and Y118 by a FAK/Src complex results in the recruitment of the adaptor protein 

Crk2, in complex with the Rac GEF DOCK180 (Petit et al., 2000; Vallés et al., 2004). Recruitment 

of this complex to paxillin mediates activation of Rac1 and reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton 

to promote lamellipodia formation and cell migration. In MECs Y31 and Y118 are also important 

in survival signalling, through the ERK/MAPK pathway downstream of paxillin binding to FAK 

(Zouq et al., 2009). S273 phosphorylation is important for cell migration by promoting IAC 

turnover during cell migration. Phosphorylation of S273 by PAK occurs downstream of the GIT1-

PAK-PIX complex binding to the paxillin LD4 domain. Phosphorylation of this residue increases 

the binding affinity for GIT1 with paxillin, which promotes focal adhesion turnover in a GIT1-PIX-

dependent manner (Nayal et al., 2006). The C-terminus of paxillin contains multiple LIM domains, 

protein-protein interaction domains that direct the interaction of paxillin with proteins such as 

PTPN12, a protein tyrosine phosphatase which dephosphorylates paxillin on Y31 and Y118 to 

repress its signalling capacity (Jamieson et al., 2005).  

Paxillin is therefore a key IAC scaffold protein that regulates multiple intracellular signalling 

pathways downstream of integrin-adhesion through facilitating recruitment of other proteins to 

IACs. 

1.4.9 p130Cas 
 

p130Cas is another signalling adaptor protein recruited to IACs and which directs intracellular 

signalling downstream of integrin adhesion through interactions with many signalling proteins. 

p130Cas exhibits a conformational change upon the transmission of force across the molecule, 

which enables it to mediate protein-protein interactions in response to that force. The structure of 

p130Cas, from N-terminus to C-terminus, consists of an SH3 domain, a proline-rich domain, 

followed by p130Cas substrate domain, a serine-rich domain, and finally a Src-binding domain 

(Matsui et al., 2012). The p130Cas substrate domain has been shown to stretch in response to force 

across the molecule. This leads to the exposure of cryptic tyrosine residues which can be 

phosphorylated by Src, downstream of p130Cas being recruited to FAK via its SH3 domain 
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(Sawada et al., 2006). Following phosphorylation, this can lead to the docking of further adaptor 

proteins such as Crk, which, for example, can lead to increased cell migration via a Crk-DOCK180 

mechanism (Kiyokawa and Matsuda, 2009; Polte and Hanks, 1995b). The p130Cas FAT domain 

also exhibits mechanosensing capacity. Expressing the p130Cas FAT domain alone in migrating 

neuroblastoma cells in 2D resulted in decreased migration. This was found to be influenced by 

ECM stiffness, with cells expressing the p130Cas FAT domain showing further inhibition of 

migration on stiff (1 kPa) substrates compared to soft (0.2 kPa substrates), associated with 

stiffness-induced increased phosphorylation and inhibition of NEDD9, a focal adhesion protein 

which promotes migration (Bradbury et al., 2017). These studies therefore show the 

mechanotransduction capability of p130Cas, as the adaptor function of this protein is boosted in 

response to force.  

1.4.10 A word on IACs in mammary epithelial cells 

 

In the previous sub-sections, I have explained how IACs undergo dynamic recruitment of 

mechanosensitive and mechanoresponsive proteins in response to force exerted across the complex. 

I have also covered how force is then propagated to the actin cytoskeleton and intracellular 

biochemical signalling pathways. However, it is worth noting that the nature of these complexes 

will be different in epithelial cells compared to those characterised in the majority of the literature. 

For example, the meta- and consensus-adhesomes were curated from 7 studies utilising mass 

spectrometry analysis of IACs isolated from fibroblasts and various cancer cell lines when cultured 

on 2D fibronectin-coated plastic substrates (Horton et al., 2015). The fibronectin element was 

added in these contexts specifically to induce IAC assembly. In this context, cells form large, 

mature IACs connected to stress fibres under isometric conditions (Rosowski et al., 2018). 

As mesenchymal cells are migratory, these characterised structures are dynamic, with 

constant assembly of nascent adhesions which then undergo maturation, followed by 

disassembly of the complexes as cells migrate (Nagano et al., 2012). The traction forces 

generated by these cells on plastic substrates represent a major stimulus for IAC 

maturation in these cells (Beningo et al., 2001). In contrast, MECs exist as polarised acini 

and ducts, and adhere to their neighbours via cell-cell contacts (Wang et al., 2019). These 

cells do not exhibit overt migratory behaviour, and IACs may be far less dynamic in MECs 

compared with fibroblasts and certainly will not undergo traction-force induced maturation 

under physiological conditions. Additionally, cells in the body do not exist in tissues as 

stiff as plastic substrates, with only cells in an osseous environment coming anywhere 

close (Cox and Erler, 2011). As such, IAC structure and mechanosignalling 

mechanosignalling are likely to be very different in MECs compared to the consensus 

adhesome. Indeed, IACs in MECs cultured in 3D Matrigel hydrogels are difficult to see, 

quite distinct from the large, elongated structures observed in fibroblasts on stiff substrates 
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(Wang et al., 2019). Understanding adhesion complexes of cells that are not fibroblasts 

thus represents an important question with regard to mechanosignalling and tissue 

function. A visual comparison of IACs in fibroblasts compared to MECs in 3D Matrigel 

hydrogels can be found in Figure 1.4 b.  
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Figure 1.4 – Force sensing by integrin-containing adhesion complexes  

a) Schematic illustrating the maturation of IACs from small, nascent adhesions through to focal adhesion complexes, 

representative of what has been described in previous literature. In response to mechanical cues such as ECM stiffness, 

intracellular actomyosin stress fibre formation and contractility, and traction forces, nascent adhesions recruit increasing 

numbers of signalling, scaffold, and actin-regulatory proteins to the integrin cytoplasmic tails, facilitating the 

transduction of force into cytoskeletal reorganisation, and intracellular signalling pathways. Focal adhesion part of the 

figure adapted from (Kanchanawong et al., 2010). 

b) Left – images of REF52 fibroblasts cultured on 2D glass substrates and immunostained with talin and stained with 

phalloidin as indicated. IACs in this context take the form of large, elongated focal adhesion plaques, anchored to large 

stress fibres. Images kindly donated by my supervisor, Dr Andrew Gilmore. Right – image of a mammary acinus formed 

from EpH4 MECs expressing Venus-chicken vinculin. Staining for the Venus-tag reveals that vinculin is recruited IAC 

structures which are enriched at the basal surface of the acinus but far more difficult to see. Furthermore, vinculin also 

shows enrichment at cell-cell junctions, reflecting a key difference in cell adhesion between MECs and fibroblasts. Image 

obtained from the supplementary material of our paper (Wang et al., 2019). Staining and imaging of the acinus in this 

image was performed by myself and Dr Robert Pedley. 
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1.4.11 Summary of mechanotransduction by IAC components 

 

This sub-section thus describes the nature of initial mechanotransduction through IACs, relying on 

increased integrin clustering and recruitment of actin-binding proteins, scaffolds and signalling 

proteins to the integrin cytoplasmic tail. Many of these proteins are mechanoresponsive, either 

through force-dependent recruitment to focal adhesions (vinculin and talin), by undergoing force-

dependent conformational changes (vinculin, talin, kindlin-2, p130Cas), facilitating linkage to the 

actin cytoskeleton (vinculin, talin, kindlin-2, IPP complex), or by coupling integrin-mediated 

adhesion to intracellular signalling pathways which influence cellular behaviour (FAK, paxillin and 

p130Cas). This section therefore demonstrates how force is initially interpreted by IACs. Before 

moving on to discuss how mechanotransduction through focal adhesions drives gene expression 

programmes to alter cellular behaviour, it is first necessary to discuss adherens junctions, another 

mechanotransduction route important in the control of MEC function. 

1.5.1 Zonula adherens junctions: force-transduction between neighbours 

 

Apart from IACs, epithelial cells also contain adherens junctions. Adherens junctions are dynamic 

cell-cell contacts which mediate the mechanical coupling between neighbouring cells. Adherens 

junctions are essential in maintaining the integrity and tensional homeostasis of a tissue, as well as 

establishing morphology and polarity. Adherens junctions are established through the extracellular 

domains of epithelial cadherins interacting within the intercellular space of neighbouring cells. 

Like integrins, cadherins do not bind to actin, instead recruiting proteins to their cytoplasmic 

domains which link them to the cortical actin cytoskeleton which runs parallel to these adhesions 

around the circumference of the cell (Meng and Takeichi, 2009). Adherens junctions, like IACs, 

are capable of transmitting force to the cytoskeleton, and acting as signalling platforms to convert 

mechanical cues into changes in cortical actin, and intracellular signalling pathways. This is again 

achieved through the differential recruitment of proteins to the cadherin cytoplasmic domains in 

response to force, and results in downstream gene expression changes. Force-transduction through 

adherens junctions occurs in response to forces from outside of the cell, e.g. from neighbouring 

cells, and in response to changes in cytoskeletal tension and dynamics downstream of force-

transduction through IACs (Ladoux et al., 2015; Mui et al., 2016). The cooperation, and shared 

components between IACs and adherens junctions reflects another key difference between force-

transduction in MECs compared with mesenchymal cells such as fibroblasts. Adherens junctions 

therefore represent a major route by which mechanotransduction occurs within and between 

epithelial cells in a tissue. I will systematically review the function and mechanotransduction 

capability of core adherens junction proteins.  

1.5.2 E-cadherin 
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Cadherins are a family of transmembrane glycoproteins which mediate cell-cell adhesion through 

the interaction with cadherins on another cell in the intercellular space. The cadherin family 

consists of five major subfamilies: type I classical cadherins, such as E-cadherin; atypical cadherins 

such as FAT, which regulate cell-polarity; desmosomal cadherins such as desmogleins and 

desmocollins, which mediate cell-cell adhesion in desmosomes; proto-cadherins which are 

important in vertebrate development; and the Flamingo cadherins, which share homology with both 

cadherins and G-protein-coupled receptors. These sub-families localise to distinct cell-cell 

junctions and perform different functions within cells (Nollet et al., 2000; van Roy and Berx, 

2008). As MECs incorporate E-cadherin into their adherens junctions, this will be the only cadherin 

I will cover here.  

E-cadherin is a type I classical cadherin which consists of a single transmembrane domain, an 

extracellular domain consisting of five extracellular cadherin repeat domains (EC domains), and a 

short cytoplasmic domain (van Roy and Berx, 2008). Classical cadherins like E-cadherin dimerise 

in the same cell, and form trans homophilic interactions in the intercellular space via the EC1 

domain, meaning E-cadherin dimers on one cell interact with E-cadherin dimers on an adjacent 

cell. This interaction is dependent on calcium binding to the EC domains to stabilise the E-cadherin 

molecule in a rod like conformation (Pertz et al., 1999). This interaction in the intercellular space 

mediates cell-cell contact at adherens junctions.  

The cytoplasmic section of E-cadherin consists of two sub-domains, the juxtamembrane domain 

(JMD) and the catenin binding domain (CBD) (van Roy and Berx, 2008). These domains mediate 

the assembly of the adherens junction proteins. The assembled adherens junctions is made up of 

core proteins which maintain the integrity of the adherens junction, and mediate intracellular 

signalling and the contractility and organisation of the local cortical actin cytoskeleton downstream 

of these junctions. Many of the proteins recruited adherens junctions are done so in response to 

force. The core of the intracellular adherens junction consists of three members of the catenin 

family: alpha-catenin, beta-catenin, and p120-catenin. Catenins are scaffold proteins that regulate 

the stability of the adherens junction. Beta-catenin and alpha-catenin also link the core E-cadherin 

complex to signalling proteins and actin modifiers which mediate mechanotransduction through 

adherens junctions (Hartsock and Nelson, 2008). These proteins are discussed in detail in the 

sections below.  

Laser ablation studies have demonstrated that cadherins transmit tension across the molecule 

(Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2009; Hoffman and Yap, 2015). Furthermore, like integrins binding to 

ECM, cadherins form catch bonds with each other, which become stronger in response to force 

(Rakshit et al., 2012). This appears to be due to a conformational change in the EC1 domain region 

of E-cadherin. This therefore reveals some mechanosensing properties of E-cadherin molecules 

(Manibog et al., 2014). However, a large role for E-cadherin in mechanotransduction at adherens 

junctions, is to adhere neighbouring cells together, and to provide a platform upon which 

differential protein recruitment can occur in response to force, leading to downstream signalling. 
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1.5.3 p120-catenin 

 

p120-catenin associates with the JMD of the E-cadherin cytoplasmic region. P120-catenin serves to 

stabilise E-cadherin levels at the membrane by antagonising its endocytosis (Davis et al., 2003). It 

also provides a link for adherens junctions to microtubules, through its association with the 

microtubule binding protein, PLEKHA7 (Meng et al., 2008).  

There is currently little evidence to suggest that p120-catenin undergoes force-dependent 

recruitment to adherens junctions or undergoes conformational changes which allow force-

transduction through the molecular structure. However, p120-catenin interacts with a number of 

proteins which do mediate local organisation and contractility of the actin cytoskeleton, and which 

can alter the mechanical properties of the cell. For example, p120-catenin can interact directly with 

RhoA, where it acts as a guanine-nucleotide dissociation inhibitor (GDI). This means p120-catenin 

prevents the activation of RhoA by preventing its exchange of GDP for GTP. This prevents the 

activation of effector proteins such as Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) which are activated 

by RhoA-GTP, thus suppressing RhoA-mediated actomyosin contractility (Anastasiadis et al., 

2000). p120-catenin can also associate with proteins which modulate the activity of other small 

GTPases. It can interact with Vav2, a Rac1 and Cdc42 GEF, which activates Rac1 and Cdc42 

leading to changes in actin cytoskeletal dynamics and cell morphology (Noren et al., 2000). p120-

catenin can also directly interact with the effector proteins activated downstream of RhoA, Rac1, 

and Cdc42. p120-catenin can directly bind to the RhoA effector ROCK, mediating its localisation 

to adherens junctions. This interaction has shown to be important in ensuring correct localisation of 

developing adherens junctions, and local actin organisation. Furthermore, loss of p120-catenin 

mediated junctional ROCK induced a similar cortical actin morphological phenotype to treatment 

of the cells with blebbistatin, an inhibitor of myosin-II mediated actin-contractility (Smith et al., 

2012). This suggests that p120-catenin can influence local actin contractility and adherens junction 

stability through interaction with small GTPase effector proteins. p120-catenin has also been 

shown to influence cortical actin contractility through recruitment of SHROOM3, a protein which 

stimulates apical constriction of epithelial cells through stimulating myosin-II activity and 

increased actin-contractility (Simões Sde et al., 2014).  

These studies therefore show that although p120-catenin is not directly mechanosensitive, it 

influences actin contractility and organisation through its recruitment of various actin-regulatory 

proteins.  

1.5.4 Beta-catenin 

 

Beta-catenin is associated with the CBD of the E-cadherin cytoplasmic region, where it serves as a 

scaffolding protein at adherens junctions. The association of beta-catenin with E-cadherin is 

phosphorylation dependent. Phosphorylation on serines 684, 686 and 692 within the CBD of E-
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cadherin by casein kinase II (CKII) and glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta (GSK-3beta) increases the 

affinity of E-cadherin for beta-catenin, thus stabilising binding (Hartsock and Nelson, 2008). 

Furthermore, phosphorylation of tyrosine Y654 within beta-catenin disrupts its interaction between 

the two proteins (van Veelen et al., 2011). Association of beta-catenin with E-cadherin is crucial 

for adherens junction formation, as the E-cadherin/beta-catenin interaction has been suggested as a 

requirement for E-cadherin exit from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), thus allowing it to continue 

through the secretory pathway to the cell periphery where adherens junctions can then form (Chen 

et al., 1999). Beta-catenin in adherens junctions also serves as an adaptor between the E-cadherin 

cytoplasmic domain and alpha-catenin, with the latter providing the link between the adherens 

junction and the actin cytoskeleton (Jou et al., 1995).  

In addition to its role in cell-cell adhesions, beta-catenin is also an important signalling protein and 

transcriptional regulator. Beta-catenin can exist in two pools – a pool at adherens junctions, and a 

free pool in the cytosol. Most beta-catenin in the cell is present in adherens junctions. This is due to 

free cytoplasmic levels of beta-catenin being tightly regulated by a destruction complex consisting 

of the scaffolding proteins axin and adenomatous polyposis coli  (APC), and the protein kinases 

casein kinase I (CKI) and GSK-3beta (Kimelman and Xu, 2006). Binding of cytoplasmic beta-

catenin to this complex stimulates its phosphorylation at serine 45, and then sequentially at residues 

threonine 41, serine 37 and serine 33 by GSK-3beta (Hagen and Vidal-Puig, 2002). This 

phosphorylation then promotes the ubiquitination and subsequent proteasomal degradation of 

cytoplasmic beta-catenin (Aberle et al., 1997). Levels of cytoplasmic beta-catenin are controlled as 

stabilised cytoplasmic beta-catenin can bind to transcriptional activators of the TCF/LEF families, 

which then translocate to the nucleus to induce the expression of target genes involved in 

stimulation of cell proliferation such as cyclin D1 and c-myc (Lecarpentier et al., 2019). 

Cytoplasmic beta-catenin can be stabilised by Wnt signalling. This is achieved by a Wnt ligand 

binding to its receptor, frizzled, resulting in the recruitment of the adaptor protein dishevelled to the 

frizzled cytoplasmic domain. Dishevelled then sequesters the destruction complex at the 

membrane, leading to GSK-3beta phosphorylation and inactivation by Lrp5/6. This prevents the 

interaction of cytoplasmic beta-catenin with the destruction complex, leading to its interaction with 

TCF/LEF and translocation to the nucleus (Clevers and Nusse, 2012). Mechanical signals can also 

influence the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway, acting to promote and stabilise cytoplasmic beta-catenin, 

leading to target gene expression. For example, mechanical deformation of APC-deficient murine 

colon primary tissue using a tissue compression device mediates activation of the non-receptor 

tyrosine kinase Src, resulting in the phosphorylation of beta-catenin at Y654 (Whitehead et al., 

2008). Furthermore, the interface of E-cadherin and beta-catenin has been shown to stretch in 

response to force, which facilitates access of Src, and promotes Y654 phosphorylation (Röper et 

al., 2018). Src-mediated beta-catenin Y654 phosphorylation results in release of beta-catenin from 

adherens junctions and increased nuclear beta-catenin accumulation, resulting in the upregulation 

of c-myc expression (Whitehead et al., 2008). Furthermore, stimulation of RhoA-mediated actin 

contractility in inner ear progenitor cells (IEPCs) cultured in Matrigel resulted in an increase in 
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beta-catenin nuclear localisation and cyclin D1 expression, thus promoting proliferation. This 

mechanism was also found to be dependent on YAP nuclear translocation and transcriptional 

activity (Xia et al., 2020). This therefore shows the mechanosensitive activation of Wnt/beta-

catenin signalling in the regulation of cell proliferation through alterations in gene expression. 

These studies illustrate key roles for beta-catenin in adherens junctions and demonstrate 

mechanical regulation of Wnt/beta-catenin signalling to modulate gene expression to regulate cell 

proliferation.  

1.5.5 Alpha-catenin 

 

Alpha-catenin is the best characterised mechanoresponsive protein within adherens junctions. It 

shows significant sequence diversion from the other two catenins, and shows some structural 

similarities to that of vinculin (Herrenknecht et al., 1991). There are three major domains within 

alpha-catenin: an N-terminal domain which binds to beta-catenin; a mechanosensitive modulatory 

(M) domain which facilitates an interaction with vinculin; and a C-terminal actin-binding domain 

(ABD) (Angulo-Urarte et al., 2020). Alpha-catenin does not bind E-cadherin directly but is linked 

to it through an association with junctional beta-catenin. It is generally accepted that alpha-catenin 

provides the major link between the adherens junctions and the cortical actin cytoskeleton via its 

ABD (Rimm et al., 1995). Whether this link between the beta-catenin/alpha-catenin complex and 

F-actin was through direct binding, or indirectly by other proteins, however, had long been debated. 

This was because alpha-catenin was shown in separate studies to bind to F-actin and to the E-

cadherin/beta-catenin complex, and alpha-catenin in a complex with both E-cadherin/beta-catenin 

and F-actin at the same time had not been directly demonstrated (Pokutta and Weis, 2000; Rimm et 

al., 1995; Yamada et al., 2005). However, the crystal structure of alpha-catenin suggested in theory 

that the interactions between E-cadherin/beta-catenin/alpha-catenin and F-actin could occur at the 

same time (Ishiyama et al., 2018), and recently the elusive experimental demonstration of the E-

cadherin/beta-catenin/alpha-catenin complex directly engaging F-actin via alpha-catenin was 

achieved (Buckley et al., 2014).  

Alpha-catenin responds to force by undergoing force-dependent conformational changes. These 

conformational changes regulate its ability to bind to F-actin, as well as other proteins at the 

adherens junction, to mediate force transduction. Alpha-catenin exists in an autoinhibited form in 

conditions of low tension. In this state, alpha-catenin cannot bind to vinculin, as the vinculin 

binding site within the alpha-catenin M domain is inaccessible (Yao et al., 2014). Furthermore, in 

conditions of low tension, alpha-catenin can only weakly bind to F-actin (Ishiyama et al., 2018). 

However, upon the application of force, alpha-catenin undergoes a series of conformational 

changes which facilitate its activation (Kim et al., 2015b). Firstly, the ABD of alpha-catenin 

undergoes a conformational change which reveals a cryptic V796 residue, which increases the 

affinity of the alpha-catenin ABD for F-actin, facilitating strong F-actin binding, and stimulating 

actin bundling (Ishiyama et al., 2018). Another force-dependent conformational change occurs 
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within the M domain of alpha-catenin (Yao et al., 2014). This reveals a cryptic vinculin-binding 

site, allowing recruitment and activation of vinculin by alpha-catenin. Although vinculin activation 

is not as well-characterised at adherens junctions as it is at IACs, it is likely that it occurs in a 

similar way at both complexes, with a signal loosening vinculin autoinhibition, prior to vinculin 

binding to alpha-catenin, as well as F-actin, resulting in the force-dependent stabilisation of the 

open conformation of vinculin (Choi et al., 2012; le Duc et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2017). Recruitment 

of vinculin then reinforces the linkage of alpha-catenin to the actin cytoskeleton and helps mediate 

force transmission to cortical F-actin (Dumbauld et al., 2013). Furthermore, this allows the 

exploitation of vinculin scaffolding ability to recruit factors which modulate actin dynamics to the 

junction, such as VASP and Arp2/3, which are involved in actin polymerisation and branching, as 

well as factors which regulate downstream transcriptional activity, for example, by regulating 

YAP/TAZ activation and nuclear localisation (Brindle et al., 1996; DeMali et al., 2002; Dutta et 

al., 2018). 

Many other proteins are recruited in a force-dependent manner to alpha-catenin. These include 

proteins which stabilise the adherens junction link to cortical actin. For example, force promotes 

the recruitment of afadin to alpha-catenin, which bolsters the adherens junction link with the actin 

cytoskeleton (Matsuzawa et al., 2018; Sakakibara et al., 2020). Eplins have also been suggested to 

be recruited to alpha-catenin in response to force, again strengthening the link to the actin 

cytoskeleton and ensuring appropriate F-actin organisation (Abe and Takeichi, 2008; Taguchi et 

al., 2011). A number of factors can also be recruited to alpha-catenin in response to force which 

affect actin dynamics and contractility. For example, alpha-catenin recruits the Rho effector mDia, 

also known as formin, which promotes F-actin nucleation and polymerisation, as well as stabilising 

F-actin/myosin-II complexes at adherens junctions (Kobielak et al., 2004; Matsuzawa et al., 2018). 

mDia is also activated in response to RhoA activity at adherens junctions. RhoA activity is 

regulated at adherens junctions due to the recruitment of RhoGEFs such as p114RhoGEF and Ect-2 

to adherens junctions, with p114RhoGEF recruited in response to mechanical cues (Acharya et al., 

2018; Ratheesh et al., 2012). Finally, alpha-catenin can also recruit proteins which mediate 

intracellular signalling in response to force. For example, the AJUBA family protein LIMD1 is 

recruited to alpha-catenin in response to force. Furthermore, TRIP6 is recruited to vinculin at 

adherens junctions following vinculin activation by alpha-catenin. These proteins regulate 

mechanosignalling through the Hippo/YAP/TAZ pathway (discussed later), and as such, result in 

gene expression changes downstream of mechanotransduction through alpha-catenin (Dutta et al., 

2018; Ibar et al., 2018).  

Taken together, these studies show that alpha-catenin plays a major role in mechanotransduction at 

adherens junctions, undergoing conformational changes in response to force to facilitate the 

recruitment of proteins which regulate F-actin binding, cytoskeletal dynamics and intracellular 

signalling to the adherens junction complex. 
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1.5.6 Summary of mechanotransduction at adherens junctions 
 

Taken together, the information presented in this sub-section demonstrate how components of the 

adherens junction transduce force into biochemical signalling and changes in actin cytoskeletal 

dynamics. This can be achieved through the scaffolding functions of the catenins, for example, by 

alpha-catenin and p120-catenin interacting with small GTPases, their upstream regulators, as well 

as their effector proteins, to influence local cytoskeletal dynamics. For alpha-catenin, this 

scaffolding function is enhanced through force-dependent conformational changes in this molecule, 

resulting in vinculin activation, and the recruitment of proteins such as afadin and eplins to bolster 

the links between the adherens junctions and the actin cytoskeleton. Furthermore, the enhanced 

scaffolding function of alpha-catenin in response to force can lead to the recruitment of proteins 

which modulate intracellular signalling pathways, for example, by modulating YAP activity. A 

summary of some of the force-dependent changes in the composition of adherens junctions is 

provided in Figure 1.5. Furthermore, the adherens junction scaffolding protein beta-catenin acts as 

an important signalling protein and transcriptional regulator. Furthermore, the Wnt/beta-catenin 

pathway that this protein participates in can be regulated by mechanical cues, with increased 

tension across adherens junctions promoting accumulation of beta-catenin in the cytoplasm, 

resulting in its nuclear translocation and regulation of cell proliferation. As such, adherens 

junctions are another key route by which mechanical signals can elicit differences in epithelial cell 

behaviour and gene expression.   
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Figure 1.5 – Force sensing by adherens junctions  

Schematic illustrating the differential recruitment of signalling, scaffold, and actin regulatory proteins to alpha-catenin in 

an adherens junction under low (left) and high (right) tension. In the absence of strong mechanical cues, alpha-catenin 

exists in an autoinhibited state, which exhibits low affinity binding to cortical F-actin. In response to force, however, 

alpha-catenin undergoes conformation changes in its ABD and M domains, resulting in stronger binding to F-actin and 

the recruitment and activation of vinculin. Following the force-dependent conformational changes which occur in alpha-

catenin, this protein can recruit proteins which influence transcriptional regulation (LIMD1 and TRIP6), and actomyosin 

dynamics (afadin, eplin, mDia, vinculin). This facilitates mechanotransduction via the adherens junction. Figure adapted 

largely from information in (Angulo-Urarte et al., 2020). 
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1.6.1 Mechanotransduction by adhesion complexes: pathways to the nucleus 

 

In the two previous sections, we established how focal adhesion and adherens junction complexes 

and their constituent proteins are capable of transducing force. However, to address how MEC 

behaviour may be different in soft and stiff regions of the mammary gland, it is necessary to 

understand the routes by which gene expression programmes are altered downstream of adhesion 

complexes in response to mechanical signals such as ECM stiffness. As such, in this next section I 

will summarise key examples of pathways which are regulated by adhesion complexes, in order to 

drive gene expression changes which alter cell behaviour.  

1.6.2 RhoA signalling – utilising cytoskeletal tension and dynamics as secondary 

messengers 

 

Recruitment and activation of proteins which regulate F-actin dynamics and actomyosin 

contractility is a key way in which adhesion complexes influence downstream signalling and gene 

expression changes in response to mechanical cues. Actin contractility and polymerisation are 

controlled in a large part by Rho-family small GTPases. Rho GTPases are a family of around 20 

members, which act as molecular switches, which interconvert between an inactive GDP-bound 

state, and an active GTP-bound state, in which they control cytoskeletal dynamics through the 

activation of downstream effector proteins. This interconversion between GDP- and GTP-bound 

states is directed by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), and GTPase-activating proteins 

(GAPs). GEFs facilitate the exchange of GDP for GTP, thus activating Rho family GTPases. 

GAPs, in contrast, stimulate Rho GTPases to hydrolyse their bound GTP, thus facilitating the 

return of Rho family GTPases to their inactive, GDP-bound state. Another class of regulatory 

proteins, guanine-dissociation inhibitors (GDIs), act to repress Rho GTPase activity, by extracting 

membrane bound Rho-family GTPases and sequestering them in an inactive state in the cytosol. 

There are three main Rho GTPases involved in cytoskeletal regulation downstream of adhesion 

complexes: RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42. Given that RhoA is the primary GTPase responsible for the 

generation of intracellular force, this section will focus on RhoA as an example (Burridge et al., 

2019b). However, it may be that other small GTPases, such as Rac1 and Cdc42, which are also 

activated downstream of IACs and adherens junctions, can also elicit similar alterations in gene 

expression.  

The conversion of RhoA-GDP to RhoA-GTP occurs in response to the activation of GEFs at sites 

of cell adhesion in response to force. For example, downstream of tension across integrins, the 

RhoA GEFs GEF-H1 and LARG are recruited to IACs. GEF-H1 is then activated via 

phosphorylation by the tyrosine kinase Fyn. LARG is activated downstream of tension-induced 

FAK-activation, following FAK-dependent stimulation of the ERK/MAPK pathway (Guilluy et al., 

2011). This then leads to the conversion of RhoA-GDP to RhoA-GTP. At adherens junctions, the 

comversion of RhoA-GDP to RhoA-GTP can be achieved through the tension-induced recruitment 
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of p114RhoGEF (Acharya et al., 2018). RhoA GAPs are also regulated by force-transduction 

through adhesion complexes. For example, at IACs, the RhoGAP DLC1 is active when bound to 

unstretched talin, thus stimulating the conversion of RhoA-GTP back to RhoA-GDP. However, 

once the talin rod domain adopts its stretched conformation in response to tension across the 

molecule, DLC1 is released into the cytosol in an autoinhibited state, resulting in the promotion of 

RhoA activity (Haining et al., 2018). DLC1 can also be inactivated through phosphorylation by 

AKT (Tripathi et al., 2017). As this is activated downstream of FAK through the PI3K pathway, it 

is likely that this mechanism also occurs in response to force-mediated FAK activation (Burridge et 

al., 2019b; Xia et al., 2004).  

Once bound to GTP, RhoA binds to effector proteins, leading to actomyosin contractility and F-

actin polymerisation. The main effector of RhoA is Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK), which 

is activated upon RhoA binding. RhoA binding to ROCK results in the displacement of the ROCK 

C-terminal autoinhibitory region from its kinase domain, thus activating its kinase activity 

(Hartmann et al., 2015). Active ROCK drives actomyosin contractility indirectly by promoting 

phosphorylation of myosin light chain (MLC). This is achieved in two ways: through the direct 

phosphorylation of MLC, and also through the phosphorylation and inactivation of myosin light 

chain phosphatase (MLCP). Increased levels of phosphorylated MLC leads to the increased 

recruitment of myosin-II to F-actin fibres. Myosins are a superfamily of motor proteins which 

utilise ATP hydrolysis to move along adjacent F-actin filaments, resulting in the shortening and 

contraction of adjacent filaments to generate contractile forces. Recruitment of myosin-II to 

phosphorylated MLC therefore stimulates F-actin contraction. Furthermore, as myosin-II binds 

adjacent actin filaments, this leads to the bundling of F-actin, resulting in increased intracellular 

force generation (Amano et al., 1996; Kimura et al., 1996). RhoA signalling can also promote the 

assembly and elongation of F-actin fibres in response to mechanical cues. This can again occur 

through ROCK, which phosphorylates and activates LIM-kinase, which in turn phosphorylates and 

inactivates the actin-severing factor cofilin, thus preventing actin filament depolymerisation 

(Maekawa et al., 1999). RhoA itself can also bind and relieve the autoinhibition of mDia, also 

known as formin, which can nucleate the formation of new actin filaments, and promote their 

elongation, resulting in the formation of new actin cables and stress fibres, thus increasing 

intracellular force generation (Narumiya et al., 2009; Watanabe et al., 1999). A summary of RhoA 

signalling downstream of adhesion complexes is provided in Figure 1.6.2. 

The activation of RhoA downstream of adhesion complexes and the resulting changes in actin 

contractility and dynamics regulate many pathways leading to the nucleus and gene expression. For 

example, RhoA mediated actomyosin contractility and polymerisation are key regulators of 

transcription factor localisation in the YAP/TAZ and myocardin-related transcription factor/serum 

response factor (MRTF/SRF) pathways respectively, which will be covered in the following 

sections (Dupont et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2011). Actomyosin contractility also leads to inside-out 

integrin activation and can lead to the formation of new IACs, thus enhancing adhesion signalling, 

resulting in alterations in gene expression and cellular behaviour (Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and 
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Burridge, 1996; Harburger and Calderwood, 2009). However, actin contractility and transmission 

of force to the nucleus itself can directly regulate gene expression. Changes in actin contractility 

and intracellular forces are transmitted to the nucleus by the linker of nucleoskeleton and 

cytoskeleton (LINC) complex. This complex consists of nesprin proteins, which span the outer 

nuclear membrane and interact with F-actin and microtubules, and SUN proteins which span the 

inner nuclear membrane, and interact with the nuclear lamina. Nesprins and SUN proteins interact 

with each other in the nuclear intermembrane space, providing a physical link between the 

cytoskeleton and the nuclear lamina (Wang et al., 2009a). Another protein complex which interacts 

with the SUN proteins, the emerin/BAF complex, then links the nuclear lamina to heterochromatin 

at the nuclear cortex, thus allowing actomyosin contractile forces to be directly coupled to nuclear 

DNA (Samson et al., 2018). This physical linkage between the actin cytoskeleton, the nucleus, and 

DNA has been proposed to alter gene expression in a force-dependent manner. For example, 

applying mechanical force through integrin adhesion complexes in CHO cells bound to RGD-

coated magnetic beads can upregulate fluorescent transgene expression through the propagation of 

forces generated by actomyosin contractility through the LINC complex directly to chromatin. This 

was reasoned to modulate transcription through direct stretching of chromatin, thus opening the 

DNA architecture sufficiently to allow transcriptional machinery to access the transgene promoter 

(Tajik et al., 2016). Similar results have also been obtained for the endogenous genes EGR1 and 

CAV1 by the same group, suggesting that this was not an artifact of transgene expression (Sun et 

al., 2020). Direct regulation of gene expression by actomyosin contractility, the LINC complex and 

resulting changes in nuclear tension have also been shown to occur in response to ECM stiffness. 

This was demonstrated by disruption of the LINC complex and actomyosin contractility in 

fibroblasts cultured on soft (1 kPa) and stiff (308 kPa) hydrogels, revealing a number of genes 

which are differentially regulated directly in response to ECM stiffness propagated through the 

actin cytoskeleton and the LINC complex to the nucleus (Alam et al., 2016). These studies 

therefore show that forces generated through actomyosin contractility can be propagated directly to 

the nucleus to result in gene expression changes.  

This sub-section therefore demonstrates how RhoA signalling results in increased actomyosin 

contractility and actin filament nucleation, polymerisation and elongation through the activation of 

effector proteins. Additionally, it covers how gene expression can be altered downstream of 

changes in actin dynamics, through forces which are directly propagated to the nucleus through the 

LINC complex, resulting in, for example, chromatin stretching and upregulation of gene 

transcription.  
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Figure 1.6.2 – A summary of RhoA signalling downstream of adhesion complexes  

Schematic summarising the regulation of RhoA activity by IACs and adherens junctions. At IACs, tension dependent 

recruitment and activation of LARG and GEFH1 by Fyn and FAK signalling through ERK/MAPK and PI3K/AKT 

signalling results in the conversion of RhoA-GDP to RhoA-GTP. Force-dependent recruitment of p114GEF to adherens 

junctions can also stimulate RhoA exchange of GDP to GTP. High tension across the talin molecule at IACs also results 

in the inactivation of the RhoA GAP, DLC1. RhoA-GTP can then bind to effector proteins ROCK and mDia, resulting in 

increased actomyosin contractility and polymerisation of F-actin respectively. This can stimulate downstream changes in 

gene expression, through activation of mechanosensitive transcription factors such as YAP and MRTF-A. Cytoskeletal 

dynamics can also directly influence chromatin architecture and gene expression through propagation of force through 

the LINC complex. Figure adapted from information largely obtained from (Burridge et al., 2019b). 
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1.6.3 YAP/TAZ – mechanical regulation of the Hippo pathway 

 

Another major way in which signalling downstream of adhesion complexes influences gene 

expression and cellular behaviour is through the regulation of mechanoresponsive transcription 

factors. Mechanosensitive transcription factors are proteins which are stimulated to regulate gene 

expression in response to mechanical stimuli (Niu et al., 2019). Two of the most well-characterised 

mechanosensitive transcription factors are YES-associated protein (YAP) and WW-domain 

transcriptional regulator 1 (TAZ). YAP and TAZ are largely functionally redundant transcriptional 

regulators, which lack DNA-binding activity. They regulate the transcription through their 

association with TEA family member domain (TEAD) DNA-binding proteins (Li et al., 2010). In 

the absence of an activating signal, YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation is inhibited by the Hippo 

signalling pathway. This is achieved through a kinase cascade which culminates in the 

phosphorylation and activation of the LATS1/2 serine/threonine kinases, which in turn 

phosphorylate YAP/TAZ on five serine residues: S61, S109, S127, S164 and S397. 

Phosphorylation at these sites leads to the sequestration of YAP/TAZ in the cytosol and at adherens 

junctions, preventing interaction with TEAD in the nucleus and regulation of YAP/TAZ target 

genes. Regulation of LATS1/2 and YAP phosphorylation is therefore the major target for relief of 

YAP inhibition (Dasgupta and McCollum, 2019; He et al., 2016). YAP/TAZ/TEAD transcriptional 

activity is important for regulation of genes involved in cell proliferation, survival, migration, and 

differentiation (Cottini et al., 2014; Lorthongpanich et al., 2019; Nardone et al., 2017; Xu et al., 

2021). As such, YAP/TAZ transcriptional activity is often deregulated in cancers, including breast 

cancer (Schedin and Keely, 2011) 

 

LATS1/2 inhibition can occur via multiple mechanisms downstream of adhesion complexes. At 

IACs, activation of FAK/Src signalling can relieve YAP inhibition through influencing YAP 

phosphorylation states and regulating LATS1/2. FAK activation downstream of integrin adhesion 

has been shown to promote YAP dephosphorylation on its inhibitory S397 phosphorylation site by 

enhancing its association with the protein serine phosphatase PP1A, thus promoting YAP nuclear 

localisation (Hu et al., 2017). Src has also been proposed to directly phosphorylate YAP/TAZ on 

key tyrosine residues which appear to promote the formation of YAP/TEAD complexes (Li et al., 

2016a). Furthermore, Src can directly phosphorylate LATS1/2 leading to their inactivation, thus 

promoting YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation (Si et al., 2017). FAK and Src can also promote 

YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation indirectly. For example, FAK mediated activation of Rac1 results 

in the activation of p21-activated kinase (PAK), which phosphorylates neurofibromatosis 2 (NF2), 

a protein kinase which is necessary to facilitate LATS1/2 activation (Sabra et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, in MCF10A human MECs, FAK and Src activation downstream of integrin adhesion 

to fibronectin substrates mediates activation of PI3K. PI3K then activates pyruvate dehydrogenase 
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kinase 1 (PDK1), which inhibits LATS1/2 through a currently unknown mechanism (Kim and 

Gumbiner, 2015).  

ECM stiffness has also been suggested to affect YAP/TAZ nuclear localisation through differential 

regulation of FAK and Src on differentially stiff substrates. It has been proposed that on soft 

substrates (1 kPa), FAK and Src signalling is low, resulting in a lack of downstream phospholipase 

C activity (PLC), resulting in an abundance of the phospholipid PIP2. It has been suggested that 

PIP2 acts to inhibit YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation through the recruitment of phospholipase D to 

the plasma membrane, resulting in generation of the lipid-derived second messenger phosphatidic 

acid. Phosphatidic acid enhances the activity of the RAP2 small GTPase GEF, PDZGEF2, thus 

resulting in active RAP2. RAP2 is proposed to inhibit YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation through 

negative regulation of RhoA and F-actin polymerisation/contractility, or through enhancing 

MAPK4/5/6/7 kinase activity, which similar to NF2, facilitates LATS1/2 phosphorylation and 

activation. On stiff substrates (40 kPa), therefore, FAK/Src mediated activation of phospholipase C 

results in enhanced removal of PIP2, thus preventing phosphatidic acid/PDZGEF2 mediated RAP2 

activity and LATS1/2 activation (Dasgupta and McCollum, 2019).  

Importantly in epithelial cells, YAP/TAZ is also regulated downstream of adherens junctions in a 

force-dependent manner. Under conditions of low tension across the adherens junction, it has been 

proposed that YAP/TAZ is sequestered at adherens junctions in complex with 14-3-3 proteins and 

alpha-catenin. This prevents YAP dephosphorylation and activation by the phosphatase PP2A. 

(Schlegelmilch et al., 2011). However, upon increased tension, force-dependent conformational 

changes in alpha-catenin leads to the recruitment of factors which inhibit LATS1/2, thus promoting 

YAP signalling. In MCF10A MECs, it has been shown that tension-dependent recruitment of the 

AJUBA family protein LIMD1 to adherens junctions can inhibit LATS1/2. Recruitment of LIMD1 

to alpha-catenin in response to increased junctional tension was necessary for the recruitment of 

LATS1/2 to adherens junctions and nuclear translocation of YAP. LIMD1 knockdown prevented 

RhoA-mediated LATS1/2 junctional localisation and YAP nuclear translocation, showing that 

LIMD1 was necessary for activation of YAP by RhoA (Ibar et al., 2018). An alternative 

mechanism for LATS1/2 sequestration and inactivation at adherens junctions in response to force 

occurs downstream of vinculin recruitment by alpha-catenin in response to tension across the 

adherens junctions. Active vinculin has been shown to recruit the protein TRIP6 to adherens 

junctions, which in turn recruits LATS1/2. TRIP6 then inhibits LATS1/2 by competing for 

LATS1/2 binding to the adaptor protein MOB1, which is necessary in facilitating MST1/2-

mediated phosphorylation and activation of LATS1/2. This therefore results in YAP/TAZ nuclear 

translocation and target gene expression (Dutta et al., 2018).  

RhoA-mediated actomyosin contractility and actin polymerisation/stress fibre formation have also 

been shown to be necessary for YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation. When this was initially 

demonstrated in MCF10A cells, RhoA-mediated YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation was shown to 

occur independent of the regulation of LATS1/2 activity. The mechanism by which RhoA 
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stimulated YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation was unknown (Dupont et al., 2011). Although not a 

mechanism of activation, stress fibre formation leading to the generation of the nuclear actin cap 

has been shown to promote YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation through deformation of the nuclear 

pore complexes, promoting nuclear entry (Elosegui-Artola et al., 2017). As such, although the 

mechanisms are not yet fully elucidated, biophysical mechanisms of YAP/TAZ transcriptional 

activity downstream of RhoA-mediated actin reorganisation are important points of regulation of 

this pathway downstream of adhesion complexes.  

A summary of YAP regulation by adhesion complexes in provided in Figure 1.6.3.  
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Figure 1.6.3 – A summary of YAP/TAZ regulation by IACs and adherens junctions under high tension 

Schematic summarising the regulation of YAP/TAZ activity by IACs and adherens junctions. From left to right:  

At adherens junctions under high tension, recruitment of LIMD1 by alpha-catenin and TRIP6 by vinculin results in the 

inhibition of LATS1/2 following recruitment of LATS1/2 to adherens junctions. In the case of TRIP6 and vinculin, this 

occurs through preventing LATS1/2 association with MOB1, a factor required for LATS1/2 activity.  

At IACs, most of the regulation of YAP/TAZ is mediated by FAK and Src. FAK mediated activation of RAC1 results in 

the activation of PAK, which phosphorylates and inactivates NF2. As NF2 is required for LATS1/2 kinase activity, this 

cascade prevents LATS1/2 phosphorylation of YAP, resulting in YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation. FAK/Src stimulation 

of PI3K results in the activation of PDK1. PDK1 then inactivates LATS1/2 via a currently unknown mechanism. On stiff 

ECM, FAK/Src activation of PLC results in a reduction of PIP2 in the membrane. This reduces activation of RAP2, 

facilitating RhoA activity, which stimulates YAP/TAZ nuclear translocation. Furthermore, this prevents RAP2-mediated 

activation of MAP4K, preventing it from activating LATS1/2. FAK promotes the association of the PP2A phosphatase 

with YAP, leading to the removal of inhibitory phosphate groups added by LATS1/2, thus promoting YAP activity.  

At both IACs and adherens junctions, the recruitment of Rho GEFs stimulates actomyosin contractility and F-actin 

polymerisation, which promote YAP nuclear translocation.  

Figure adapted from (Dasgupta and McCollum, 2019) and (Dupont et al., 2011) 
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1.6.4 MRTF/SRF – forcing SRF to distinct gene expression programmes 

 

MRTF/SRF transcriptional programmes are also heavily regulated by cytoskeletal reorganisation 

downstream of adhesion complexes. SRF is a ubiquitously expressed transcriptional regulator, 

which is guided to direct distinct gene expression programmes depending on the type of signal a 

cell is receiving. This is achieved by the context-dependent association of SRF with transcriptional 

co-factors, which compete for the same binding surface on SRF, thus forming mutually exclusive 

SRF transcriptional complexes to regulate distinct sets of genes. SRF is mainly regulated by two 

types of input signals: growth factor induced activation of Ras/MAPK cascades, and differential F-

actin polymerisation states (Gau and Roy, 2018). The former results in the association of SRF with 

T-cell factor (TCF) family of transcriptional activators, resulting in the regulation of genes 

involved in cell proliferation and apoptosis. In contrast, reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton 

results in SRF association with the myocardin-related transcription factors (MRTFs), which result 

in the regulation of genes involved in cell adhesion, actin cytoskeletal dynamics and intracellular 

contractility (Gualdrini et al., 2016; Vickers et al., 2004). Reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton 

downstream of IACs and adherens junctions stimulated by the small GTPases RhoA and Cdc42 can 

therefore promote SRF association with MRTF, to regulate gene expression and mechanically-

induced alteration of cellular behaviour (Haikala et al., 2018b; Hu et al., 2011; Sebe et al., 2010).  

MRTF regulation by the actin cytoskeleton is achieved through regulating MRTF localisation. In 

the absence of mechanical cues which promote actin polymerisation, MRTFs are sequestered in the 

cytosol, through direct binding to G-actin monomers via its N-terminal RPEL amino acid motifs 

(Mouilleron et al., 2011). Binding of MRTFs to G-actin prevents interactions of MRTFs with 

importins, preventing its passage through the nuclear pore complex. Furthermore, binding of G-

actin to MRTFs also promotes nuclear export, thus leading to accumulation in the cytosol (Hayashi 

and Morita, 2013). G-actin bound MRTFs therefore cannot translocate to the nucleus to direct SRF 

transcriptional regulation. Upon stimulation of increased F-actin polymerisation through RhoA-

GTP or Cdc42-GTP, the levels of cellular G-actin decrease, thus relieving inhibition of MRTFs, 

resulting in their nuclear translocation and association with SRF (Carlier et al., 1999; Hu et al., 

2011; Kühn and Geyer, 2014; Sebe et al., 2010). Actin regulatory proteins, such as the Cdc42 

effector protein N-WASP, can also promote MRTF nuclear localisation through competing for the 

pool of G-actin, and sequestering it away from MRTFs (Weissbach et al., 2016). Once associated 

with SRF, MRTF directs SRF towards genes which influence cell adhesion and cytoskeletal 

dynamics, such as actins, myosins, vinculin, integrins and cadherins (Gau and Roy, 2018). 

Furthermore, RhoA-SRF signalling has also been suggested to modulate metabolic genes in cancer, 

such as genes involved in regulating glutamine metabolism synergistically with c-myc 

transcriptional activity (Haikala et al., 2018b). MRTF/SRF therefore provides another mechanism 

by which signalling downstream of adhesion complexes can result in changes in gene expression 

and cell behaviour. A visual summary of the mechanisms regulating MRTF/SRF activity 

downstream of adhesion complexes is provided in Figure 1.6.4. 
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Figure 1.6.4 – A summary of MRTF/SRF regulation by IACs and adherens junctions under low and high tension 

Schematic summarising the regulation of MRTF activity by IACs and adherens junctions via RhoA and Cdc42 

Low tension: in the absence of mechanical cues which stimulate the conversion of RhoA and Cdc42 to their GTP-bound, 

active forms, the cytosolic pool of G-actin is relatively high. This results in the binding of G-actin to MRTF RPEL amino 

acid motifs, resulting in its sequestration in the cytosol, and nuclear export. MRTF/SRF target genes are not active 

High tension: upon conversion of RhoA and Cdc42 to their GTP-bound states, these proteins stimulate effector proteins 

which promotes F-actin polymerisation. This reduces the pool of G-actin in the cytosol, through its polymerisation into F-

actin. Furthermore, Cdc42 activation of the effector protein N-WASP results in the sequestration of G-actin from MRTF. 

MRTF can then translocate to the nucleus, and direct SRF to MRTF/SRF target genes.  
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1.6.5 Summary of mechanotransduction to the nucleus 

 

In this section, I have summarised some of the routes by which gene expression can be altered 

downstream of mechanotransduction through IACs and adherens junctions. This has been shown to 

occur via the direct transmission of force to the nucleus through the activation of small GTPases 

such as RhoA; by intracellular signalling pathways downstream of FAK/Src and 

Vinculin/LimD1/TRIP6 and alpha-catenin to regulate YAP/TAZ; and through the small GTPase 

mediated actin cytoskeletal reorganisation relieving inhibition of transcriptional regulators like 

MRTFs that are sequestered in the cytosol by the cytoskeleton. As such, I have now demonstrated 

examples of ways in which gene expression and cellular behaviour can be altered in response to 

differential mechanical cues. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that differential ECM stiffness 

experienced by MECs in the context of low and high mammographic density may influence cell 

behaviour through differences in gene expression, which may result in transformation of these 

cells.   
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Figure 1.6.5 – Summary of mechanisms by which mechanotransduction through IACs and adherens junctions  
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1.7 Project aims 

 

In this chapter, I have introduced the concept that cells are capable of sensing and interpreting 

mechanical cues such as ECM stiffness via mechanotransduction through cell-ECM and cell-cell 

adhesion complexes. I have then demonstrated that mechanotransduction through these adhesion 

complexes via the recruitment and post-translational modifications of adhesion complex proteins 

results in the modulation of mechanosensitive gene expression programmes and establishment of 

cell behaviour. I have also introduced the concept that women with a high mammographic density 

are at greater risk of developing breast cancer, and that increased ECM stiffness in the context of 

high mammographic could play a role in this risk. As ECM stiffness and resulting 

mechanotransduction are such key determinants of cell behaviour, we hypothesise that differences 

in mechanotransduction in cells which exist in a region of relatively high ECM stiffness may drive 

differential gene expression programmes, resulting in differences in cell behaviour and the 

promotion of transformation. It is therefore essential to understand the mechanisms by which 

MECs sense and respond to force in environments of differential ECM stiffness, to establish how 

cells in a stiffer environment may be at greater risk of oncogenic transformation. Furthermore, as 

adhesion complexes are major routes by which cellular mechanotransduction occurs, we 

hypothesise that differences in adhesion signalling from IACs and adherens junctions in MECs 

cultured in soft and stiff environments may play a role in the differential behaviour and oncogenic 

transformation of cells cultured in a relatively stiff environment. It is therefore also essential to 

characterise mechanotransduction through these complexes in MECs at near-physiological 

stiffness, to determine how these complexes may contribute to differences in gene expression and 

cell behaviour in MECs cultured in soft and stiff environments. The aims of my project are:  

• To establish differences in gene expression, cell behaviour and transformation in mammary 

epithelial cells cultured in conditions mimicking the regions of relative soft and stiff 

observed with differences in mammographic density 

• To establish a BioID proximity-labelling system which to assess the interactions of key 

adhesion complex proteins which span both IACs and adherens junctions 

• To use this BioID system to determine any differences between the IACs of MECs and 

published focal adhesions of fibroblasts and cancer cells, and to assess the differences in 

adhesion complexes between MECs cultured in 2D and 3D environments 

• To utilise the BioID system to establish differences in the adhesome (IACs and adherens 

junctions) in MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM conditions, which are reminiscent of 

physiological breast stiffnesses. 
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Chapter 2 - Methods 
 

2.1 Tissue culture techniques 
 

2.1.1 Justification of cell lines 

 

MCF10A, EpH4, HEK-293T cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC). EpH4 cells were selected as an untransformed murine mammary epithelial cell line and 

were utilised in studies to investigate the effects of ECM stiffness on the differentiation status of 

cells, due to their ability to differentiate and make milk proteins in response to induction with 

prolactin. MCF10A cells are a human untransformed mammary epithelial cell line which were 

selected for the BioID experiments in this thesis. MCF10A cells were selected as they exhibit a 

more consistent phenotype in tissue culture over multiple passages than EpH4 cells. This allowed 

for greater consistency in mass spectrometry replicates. Furthermore, this satisfied our desire to 

move our experiments into a human model cell line. HEK-293T cells were utilised due to these 

cells being easy to transfect, making them useful for transient transfection studies. This also made 

these cells an efficient cell line in which to generate lentiviruses.  

2.1.2 Cell growth media 
 

EpH4 cells were cultured in DMEM-F12 supplemented with 10% FBS (Labtech) (v/v) and 1% 200 

mM L-glutamine (Sigma) (v/v). For differentiation of EpH4 cells for beta-casein experiments, 

growth media modified to contain DMEM-F12, 10% FBS (Labtech) (v/v), 5 µg/mL insulin 

(Sigma), 0.5 µg/mL hydrocortisone (Sigma), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma) (v/v) and 3 

µg/mL ovine prolactin (Sigma).  

MCF10A cells were cultured in DMEM-F12 (Corning) supplemented with 5% horse serum 

(Biosera) (v/v), 20 ng/mL EGF (Sigma), 0.5 mg/mL hydrocortisone (Sigma), 100 ng/mL cholera 

toxin (Sigma), 10 μg/mL human insulin (Sigma) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma) (v/v). For 

3D culture of MCF10A cells, assay media (DMEM-F12 supplemented with 2% horse serum (v/v), 

5 ng/mL EGF, 0.5 mg/mL hydrocortisone, 100 ng/mL cholera toxin, 10 μg/mL human insulin and 

1% penicillin/streptomycin (v/v)) was used to facilitate growth arrest and hollowing of acini.  

293T cells were cultured in DMEM (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS (Labtech) 

and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma).  

2.1.3 Maintenance of cell lines 
 

All cells were maintained in 10 cm dishes in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 5% CO2. Upon 

reaching 80-90% confluency, cells were removed from the plates using trypsin-EDTA solution for 

15 minutes (EpH4 and MCF10A) or 5 minutes (293T) prior to harvesting. Trypsin was then 
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neutralised through adding an equal volume of growth media, and then removed by pelleting cells 

via centrifugation at 350xg for 5 minutes. The supernatant was then discarded, and cells were 

resuspended in an appropriate volume of growth media prior to replating at an appropriate density.  

2.1.4 Culture of cells in 3D Matrigel-alginate hydrogels 
 

Matrigel/Alginate (M/A) gels were made to a volume of 250 μL in a 24-well plate. This was done 

as previously described (Chaudhuri et al., 2014). Briefly, wells of a 24-well plate were coated with 

40 μl Matrigel (11-12 mg/mL protein concentration) and left to set at 37°C for 30 minutes. 100 μL 

Matrigel was then combined with 50 μL 25 mg/mL Pronova SLG-100 Sodium Alginate 

(NovaMatrix). For the soft gels, 50 μL blank DMEM was added to maintain volume in the absence 

of CaSO4 solution. 1.5 – 2.5 x105 cells in 50 µL growth (EpH4) or assay (MCF10A) media were 

then added to the 200 µL gel mixture to a yield a 250 µL final volume. Soft gel mixtures were then 

added directly to a well. For the medium and stiff gels, 1.5 – 2.5x105 cells in 50 µL growth or assay 

media were added to 150 μL gel mixture, and this was transferred to a 1 mL syringe. Additionally, 

50 μL of a 2.4 mM (medium) or 24 mM (stiff) CaSO4 solution was transferred to a different 1 mL 

syringe. Syringes were then connected using a female-female luerlock connector (Sigma) and the 

two solutions were mixed using 4 pumps of each syringe. The gel mixture was then transferred to 

the appropriate well. All gels were then left to set for at least 30 minutes at 37°C prior to addition 

of 1 mL MCF10A growth media. Media was refreshed every 3 days for 12 days. 

Extraction of cells from these gels was adjusted depending on the downstream application. For 

extraction to yield protein lysates for LC-MS/MS, gels were incubated with 500 µL Cell Recovery 

Solution (Corning) for 1-2 hours on ice at 4°C until the Matrigel had completely depolymerised. 

Following this, the acini/Matrigel/Cell Recovery solution was transferred to a LoBind 15 mL 

Falcon tube (Eppendorf). Ice cold 1X PBS was then added to make the solution up to 10 mL, and 

acini were pelleted via centrifugation at 500 xg for 3 minutes. Acini were then washed once in 1 

mL alginate wash buffer (150 mM NaCl, 55 mM sodium citrate, 30 mM EDTA, pH 6.8). Acini 

were then re-pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended in 10 mL ice cold 1X PBS. This wash step 

was repeated twice more, prior to removal of the final supernatant and lysis in 500 µL S-Trap lysis 

buffer (5% SDS, 50 mM TEAB, pH 7.6). 

For extraction of single cells for genomic applications, fluorescent staining, or plating into soft 

agar, assay medium was removed, and wells were rinsed with sterile, 1X PBS. 1X Trypsin-EDTA 

was added and pipetted to manually break the gels. Trypsin-cell mixtures were incubated for 5 

minutes at 37°C. Digested mixes from replicate wells were pooled and spun at 1000 xg for 5 

minutes to pellet the cells. Cells were then resuspended in an appropriate buffer for the downstream 

application. 

2.1.5 Culture of cells in 3D Matrigel hydrogels 
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200 µL depolymerised 12 mg/mL Matrigel (Corning) was transferred to each of six wells of a 12-

well plate and left to polymerise at room temperature for 20 minutes. During this incubation, 

MCF10A cells were incubated with trypsin-EDTA and harvested as described above. Following 

pelleting, cells were resuspended in resuspension media (DMEM-F12 supplemented with 2% horse 

serum (v/v), 5 ng/mL EGF, 0.5 mg/mL hydrocortisone, 100 ng/mL cholera toxin, 10 μg/mL human 

insulin and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (v/v)) and counted. 1.5 x106 MCF10A cells were mixed 

with 2.4 mL depolymerised Matrigel. 400 µL cell/Matrigel suspension was then transferred into 

each of the six pre-coated wells and was left to polymerise in a humidified incubator at 37°C for 30 

minutes. 2 mL of MCF10A assay media was then added to each well and was refreshed every 3 

days for 19 days prior to treatment of cells and extraction as appropriate for the experiment.   

For recovery of acini from these gels, media was removed from the gels, gels were washed once in 

1X PBS and were then incubated with 1.2 mL per well Cell Recovery Solution (Corning) for 1-2 

hours on ice at 4°C until the Matrigel had completely depolymerised. Following this, the 

acini/Matrigel/Cell Recovery solution was transferred to a LoBind 15 mL Falcon tube. Ice cold 1X 

PBS was then added to make the solution up to 10 mL, and acini were pelleted via centrifugation at 

500 xg for 3 minutes. The supernatant was then discarded and cell pellets were washed through 

resuspension in a further 10 mL ice cold 1X PBS. This wash step was repeated twice more, prior to 

removal of the final supernatant and lysis as appropriate for the downstream application.  

2.1.6 Culture of cells on 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa collagen-I coated polyacrylamide 

hydrogels 
 

For large-scale culture, as for the BioID adhesome experiments in soft and stiff conditions, 

MCF10A cells were seeded at 100% confluency (approximately 16x106 cells) onto 10 cm Petrisoft 

0.2 kPa and 4 kPa collagen-I coated polyacrylamide hydrogels (Cell Guidance Systems) and 

maintained in standard growth media for 24 hours to ensure formation of appropriate cell-cell 

junctions. Following treatment as appropriate, cells were harvested from the dishes through culture 

for 20 minutes in 10 mL 1X sterile PBS (Sigma) at 37°C in a humidified incubator to facilitate 

serum diffusion out of the gels. Following this, cells were incubated for a further 20 minutes in 5 

mL 10X trypsin-EDTA. Trypsin was neutralised by addition of 5 mL growth media, and cell 

suspensions were then harvested and pelleted by centrifugation at 500 xg for 3 minutes. The 

supernatant was discarded, and cells were then washed through resuspension in 10 mL ice cold 1X 

PBS. This was repeated twice until the final supernatant was discarded and cells were lysed as 

appropriate for the downstream application.  

For small scale culture, such as for the cell spreading assays and IF, 5x104 MCF10A cells were 

seeded as single cells onto 35mm 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa Petrisoft collagen-I coated polyacrylamide 

gels, and cultured in standard growth media for 24 hours prior to fixation and staining for 

downstream applications.   
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2.1.7 Culture of cells in soft agar 
 

1 mL of molten 0.8% low gelling agarose solution was added to the bottom of each well of a 6 well 

plate and allowed to set for 20 minutes at room temperature. Following this, EpH4 cells grown for 

7 days in rBM/Alginate gels were extracted and 1x104 seeded inside 0.4% low gelling agarose 

solution and cast on top of the base layer. Plates were then placed on ice to cool until set. 1 mL of 

growth media was then added to each well and cells were incubated for 21 days at 37°C and 5% 

CO2 under humidified conditions, with media replaced every 4 days. Following incubation, cells 

were fixed in 0.005% crystal violet solution in 4% PFA for 1 hour. Number of colonies were then 

counted manually counted using a Leica DMIL LED Inverted Brightfield microscope. 

2.1.8 Freezing and recovery of cells 
 

Cells were harvested during their exponential growth phase and suspended in freezing media, 

consisting of cell growth media, supplemented with extra serum to a final concentration of 20% 

FBS/horse serum, and 10% DMSO. Cells were then transferred to Mr Frosty cell freezing 

containers (Sigma) and stored at -80°C. For recovery, cells were defrosted in a water bath at 37°C 

and immediately transferred to 20 mL growth media. Media was changed after 24 hours to remove 

the remaining DMSO. 

2.1.9 Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting 
 

Cells transduced with lentivirus and cultured for at least 2 weeks to allow dissipation of transient 

expression were harvested and pelleted as described above. Following pelleting, the supernatant 

was discarded and cells were resuspended in FACS media (DMEM-F12 without serum, 

supplemented with 25 mM HEPES and 1% penicillin/streptomycin). Cell suspensions were then 

passed through a 50 µM filter to yield single cells. Cells were then sorted using a FACS Aria 

Fusion machine (BD Biosciences) at 4°C. Cells expressing tagBFP were sorted using a 450/50 

bandpass filter after excitation at 405 nm. Cells expressing copGFP were sorted using a 530/30 

bandpass filter after excitation at 488 nm. FACS enrichment and analysis was conducted using 

FACSDiva software (Version 9.0, BD Biosciences). Sorted cells were then immediately transferred 

to 10 cm culture dishes into 20 mL of growth media. Media was refreshed after the cells had 

adhered to the dish.    

2.1.10 Disruption of actomyosin contractility using blebbistatin 
 

MCF10A cells were seeded at confluency (approximately 1.2x106 cells) onto glass coverslips on a 

6 well plate. Cells were then incubated for 1 hour in the presence of DMSO or 50 µM blebbistatin 

(Calbiochem). Cells were then washed briefly in 1X PBS and immediately fixed in 4% PFA prior 

to staining.  
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2.1.11 Transient transfection 
 

For transient transfection of HEK-293T cells (other than for lentivirus production), X-tremeGene9 

(Roche). Briefly, cells were seeded between 60 and 70% confluency in a 6-well plastic tissue 

culture dish. Cells were allowed to adhere to the dish for 24 hours prior to transfection. To 

transfect, plasmid constructs and X-tremeGene9 were mixed at a 3:1 ratio and diluted in serum-free 

culture media (blank DMEM). Plasmid/X-tremeGene mixes were then incubated at room 

temperature for 30 minutes to allow plasmid/X-tremeGene9 complexes to form. After 30 minutes, 

complexes were mixed gently by pipetting, and added dropwise to the cells, to ensure even 

distribution of complexes. Cells were then incubated in growth media with the complexes for 24 

hours, prior to lysis and immunoblotting.  

 

2.2 Microscopy techniques 
 

2.2.1 Fluorescent staining of adherent cells on glass 
 

Cells were seeded at an appropriate density for the given experiment on glass coverslips. To stain, 

cells were washed once in 1X PBS prior to fixation in 4% PFA for 15 minutes. Cells were then 

incubated with primary antibody diluted 1:500 in antibody dilution buffer (1X PBS containing 5% 

horse serum, 0.2% triton X-100 and 0.05% tween 20) for 2 hours in humidified conditions at room 

temperature. Coverslips were then washed 3 times in PBS prior to a 1 hour incubation with 

secondary antibody or phalloidin diluted 1:500 in antibody dilution buffer in the dark, at room 

temperature, in humidified conditions. Cells were then washed 3 times in 1X PBS followed by 

incubation with 0.1 mg/mL DAPI for 10 minutes to stain double-stranded DNA. DAPI was then 

removed by washing 3 times in 1X PBS. Salt residue was then removed by washing once in 

ddH2O. Coverslips were mounted onto slides using DAKO Fluorescence Mounting Media (Agilent 

Technologies) and imaged as appropriate. 

2.2.2 Fluorescent staining of 3D organoids in suspension 
 

Acini were extracted from Matrigel as described in 2.1.4. For all steps, pipette tips, welled plates 

and Falcon tubes were pre-coated with a solution of 1% BSA in 1X PBS (v/v) to prevent organoids 

from adhering to them. Organoids were harvested and transferred to a Falcon tube. Cells were then 

washed through suspension in 10 mL 1X PBS prior to pelleting at 70 xg for 3 minutes at 4°C. 

Supernatant was removed and cells were fixed through resuspension in excess 4% PFA for 45 

minutes, resuspending halfway through. The cell suspension volume was then made up to 10 mL in 

1X PBS to dilute out the PFA, and cells were pelleted as before. Supernatant was discarded and 

cells were resuspended in an appropriate volume of organoid wash buffer (0.1% triton-x100, 0.2% 

BSA in 1X PBS), and incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature to block. Cells were then 
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transferred to a lobind 24-well plate, and incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibody diluted 

1:200 in organoid wash buffer. Plates were left on an orbital shaker set to low speed (<100 rpm), so 

organoids congregated in the middle of the well with the antibody. The following day, the primary 

antibody solution was diluted in 1 mL organoid wash buffer without disturbing the organoid pellet, 

and then removed. 1 mL organoid wash buffer was then added and organoids were left on an 

orbital shaker for 1 hour to wash the pellet. This was repeated twice more. Organoids were then 

resuspended in secondary antibody solution (secondaries were diluted 1:250 in organoid wash 

buffer) and left overnight at 4°C on an orbital shaker at low speed. Organoids were then washed as 

before. After the final wash, organoids were resuspended in excess 1X PBS for imaging on the 

confocal microscope as described below using a 63X dipping lens.  

2.2.3 Fluorescent staining of non-adherent cells  
 

Single EpH4 cells isolated from Matrigel-alginate hydrogels for pγH2AX staining were 

resuspended in 1X PBS, and 50 µL was cytospun at 400 RPM for 5 minutes onto polysine slides 

using a Shandon Cytospin 2 (Thermo Scientific). Cells were then fixed onto the slides with 4% 

PFA. Fixed cells were permeabilized using 0.5 % Triton-X for 20 minutes, then washed in 1X 

TBS. The cells were then blocked using 3 % BSA in TBS for at least 1 hour before addition of the 

primary antibody. Staining was then performed as described in section 2.2.1. 

2.2.4 Fluorescent staining of adherent cells on collagen-I hydrogels  
 

MCF10A cells seeded sub-confluent (5x104 cells) were washed once in 1X PBS, and fixed in 4% 

PFA for 15 minutes. Cells were then permeabilised using 2D collagen permeabilization buffer (1% 

triton x-100 in 1X PBS) for 10 minutes, and then blocked for 30 minutes in 2D collagen blocking 

buffer (0.25% triton-x100, 2% BSA in 1X PBS). Phalloidin was then diluted 1:500 in antibody 

dilution buffer, and incubated for 1 hour in the dark in humidified conditions at room temperature. 

Cells were then washed 3 times in 1X PBS followed by incubation with 0.1 mg/mL DAPI for 10 

minutes to stain double-stranded DNA. DAPI was then removed by washing 3 times in 1X PBS. 

Cells were then imaged as described in 2.2.8 

2.2.5 Fluorescent staining for alkyne modified proteins 
 

WT EpH4 cells, and EpH4 cells expressing BFP-RhoA-Q63L or BFP-RhoA-Q63L were grown in 

soft and stiff rBM/Alginate gels for 24hrs. 5 hours prior to extraction from the gels, 50 µM LAA 

was added to the media. Cells were then fixed in 4% PFA, washed once in PBS, and cytospun onto 

polysine slides. Staining from lipid peroxidation was then carried out using a Click-iT Lipid 

Peroxidation Imaging Kit – Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol 

and mounted with DAKO fluorescence mounting medium (Agilent Technologies). Images were 

acquired on a 3D-Histech Pannoramic-250 microscope slide-scanner using a 40x/0.95 Plan 

Apochromat objective (Zeiss) and the DAPI and FITC filter sets. Quantification of fluorescence 
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intensity was completed using QuPath (0.2.0-m8) (Bankhead et al., 2017) and images were 

exported and processed in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). 

2.2.6 Brightfield microscopy 
 

Cells and acini were imaged using a Leica DMIL LED Inverted Brightfield microscope connected 

to a xiQ USB3.0 Vision Camera at 20x magnification. Any analysis of cell area was performed and 

quantified using ImageJ software. 

2.2.7 Fluorescence microscopy 
 

Fluorescently stained samples were visualised using a Zeiss Imager.M2 fluorescence microscope. 

Images were taken using a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER Digital Camera at 63x magnification. Exposure 

was kept constant throughout imaging. 

2.2.8 Confocal microscopy 
 

Images were collected on a Leica TCS SP8 AOBS upright confocal using a 63x / 0.9 HCX Apo U-

VW objective and 1x confocal zoom. The confocal settings were as follows: pinhole 1 airy unit, 

scan speed 400Hz unidirectional, format 512 x 512. Images were collected using hybrid detectors 

with the following detection mirror settings; FITC 494-530nm; Texas red 602-665nm; Cy5 640-

690nm using the white light laser with 488nm 10%, 594nm 5% and 633nm 5% laser lines 

respectively. When it was not possible to eliminate cross-talk between channels, the images were 

collected sequentially. When acquiring 3D optical stacks the confocal software was used to 

determine the optimal number of Z sections. In the results, the z-section through the middle of the 

acini is presented. For analysis of LMO7 and MISP co-localisation with phalloidin, maximal 

projections are shown and used for the image analysis. Any analysis of cell area was performed and 

quantified using ImageJ software. 

2.2.9 Co-localisation analysis of MISP and LMO7 with phalloidin 
 

IMARIS software (Bitplane) was used to quantify the colocalisation of F-actin and MISP/LMO7 

under conditions of high and low actomyosin contractility achieved through blebbistatin treatment. 

One representative untreated image was chosen for each image (i.e. one for MISP, one for LMO7) 

and thresholded by eye to remove noise. Actin threshold was set at 44.0 a.u., MISP at 45.3 a.u. and 

LMO7 at 31.7 a.u. This threshold was applied to all images. Intensity-based colocalisation was then 

performed for treated and untreated images.  

2.3 Molecular Techniques 

 

2.3.1 Plasmid sources 
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pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA-T2A-copGFP, pCDH-EF1A-mycBirA-FAK-V5-T2A-copGFP, pCDH-

EF1a-mycBirA-Paxillin-T2A-copGFP, pCDH-EF1a-CDH1-mycBirA-T2A-tagBFP, pCDH-EF1a-

CTNNB1-mycBirA-T2A-tagBFP, pCDH-EF1a-CTNNA1-mycBirA-T2A-tagBFP were made by 

me. All insert sequences for genes of interest were full-length I.M.A.G.E consortium clones 

obtained from Source Bioscience. pCDH-EF1A-FAK-V5-mycBirA-T2A-copGFP was a gift from 

Tabea Hohensee. pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP-T2A-mVenus-mycBirA was a gift from Robert Pedley. 

pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP-T2A-mycBirA-ILK, pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP-T2A-mycBirA-FERMT2, pCDH-

EF1a-tagBFP-T2A-mycBirA-Vinculin were gifts from Megan Chastney. pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP-

RhoAQ63L and pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP-RhoAT19N were gifts from Amber Wood. pCDH-EF1a-

ALDH3B2-T2A-copGFP was a gift from Heyuan Sun. All genes of interest were human sequences 

apart from: FAK (mouse), CTNNA1 (mouse), and vinculin (chicken).  

2.3.2 DNA sequencing and analysis 
 

Sanger sequencing to validate plasmids was performed using the Eurofins or GeneWiz Sanger 

sequencing services, and samples were prepared in accordance with the company protocols. All 

DNA sequence analysis was performed using DNA dynamo v1.554. 

2.3.3 Production of lentivirus (2nd generation) 
 

Day 1: To produce lentivirus, HEK-293T cells were seeded in a T75 cell culture flask at around 

70% confluency 

Day 2: For transfection of one flask of HEK-293Ts, 3 µg MD2.G, 4.5 µg psPAX2 and 6 µg 

plasmid of interest were diluted in 250 µL blank DMEM. In a separate tube PEI transfection 

reagent was diluted to 1 µg/µL in 250 µL blank DMEM. After incubation for 2 minutes, the two 

solutions were mixed and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. Following this, HEK-

293T media was removed and replaced with 5 mL fresh growth media. The transfection mix was 

then added dropwise to the media to ensure even distribution, and cells were incubated at 37°C in a 

humified incubator overnight.  

Day 3: Transfection media was then removed, discarded, and replaced with 10 mL fresh growth 

media, supplemented with 0.5 M sodium butyrate. Cells were then incubated at 37°C in a 

humidified incubator for 6-8 hours, prior to removal of the sodium butyrate media and addition of 

10 mL fresh growth media. Cells were then left to produce lentivirus for 36-48 hours to gain 

sufficient lentiviral titre in the media.  

Day 4: Media containing lentivirus was removed and transferred to 50 mL Falcon tubes. This was 

then filtered through a 0.45 µM filter to remove any viable cells which may have been harvested 

with the media. 4X lentivirus precipitation solution (80g PEG-8000, 14.0g NaCl in 80ml MillQ 

water and 20ml of 10×PBS, pH7.4) was then diluted to 1X in the media and incubated at 4°C for at 

least 12 hours to precipitate lentivirus from the media 
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Day 5: Precipitated lentivirus was pelleted by centrifugation at 1500 xg for 30 minutes. The 

supernatant was then transferred to another flask, and centrifuged at 1500 xg for a further 5 

minutes. Pellet were then resuspended in around 250 µL of the remaining supernatant, pooled, and 

transferred to -80°C prior to transduction of cells.  

2.3.4 Lentiviral transduction 
 

1x105 EpH4 or MCF10A cells (around 40% confluent) were seeded in 6-well dishes and allowed to 

adhere overnight. Prior to transfection, media was replaced with 1 mL growth media containing 8 

µg/mL polybrene. A lentivirus aliquot was then added dropwise to the well, evenly distributed, and 

cells were incubated for 24-36 hours to allow transduction. Lentivirus media was then discarded, 

and 2 mL growth media was added, and the cells were incubated for 36-48 hours to allow cells to 

recover from transduction prior to trypsinisation and expansion. Cells were cultured at high 

densities for around 14 days to allow transient expression to dissipate prior to sorting for stably 

expressing cells using FACS.  

2.3.5 Bacterial transformation 
 

For established constructs, a 50 µL aliquot of JM109 competent E. coli bacteria was defrosted on 

ice for 20 minutes. Under sterile conditions, 0.5 µL of a plasmid construct was then added to the 

bacteria, and cells were incubated on ice for a further 20 minutes. Bacteria were then heat-shocked 

at 42°C for 45 seconds, prior to subsequent cold-shock for 2 minutes on ice. 150 µL LB was then 

added, and tubes were transferred to a shaker incubator (37°C, 180 rpm) for 30 minutes to 1 hour to 

allow expression of the plasmid antibiotic resistance gene. Cells were then spread onto LB-agar 

plates containing the appropriate antibiotic.   

For transformation of Gibson Assembly reaction mixes, the 10 µL Gibson Assembly reaction mix 

was added to a 50 µL aliquot of NEB 5-alpha high efficiency competent bacteria (New England 

Biolabs) under sterile conditions, and the transformation was performed according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol.  

2.3.6 Preparation of plasmids 
 

Single bacterial colonies were picked under sterile conditions and transferred to 5 mL (Miniprep) 

or 100 mL (Maxiprep) of LB broth containing the appropriate antibiotic and incubated in a shaker 

incubator (37°C, 180 rpm) for 16-18 hours to allow expansion of the colony. Plasmids were then 

prepped using either a QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (QIAGEN) or a HiSpeed Plasmid Maxi kit 

(QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  

2.3.7 Agarose gel electrophoresis and DNA recovery 
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Linear, double-stranded DNA was analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis. 1% (w/v) agarose gel 

mixes were prepared by dissolving agarose in the appropriate volume of 1X TAE buffer by boiling 

in a microwave for approximately 2 minutes with occasional mixing. Gels were then cooled, and 

immediately prior to casting, SYBR-safe (Invitrogen) was added to the gel to allow visualisation of 

DNA. Samples were prepared through addition of 6X Purple Loading Dye (with SDS). DNA was 

then run for 45-minutes to 1 hour at 110 V to separate fragments. DNA was visualised using an 

LED Safe Imager Blue-light transilluminator (Invitrogen). Band sizes were compared to a 1 kb 

ladder (NEB), and fragments of interest were removed from the gel using a razor blade. DNA 

fragments were then recovered using a QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen) to purify DNA for 

downstream application. DNA concentration was determined using a Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo).  

2.3.8 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
 

In all examples of molecular cloning, fragments were amplified using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA 

polymerase (New England Biolabs) and its associated buffers according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol with the following changes/additions: for simple amplicons, buffer HF was utilised. For 

GC-rich or repetitive amplicons, buffer GC was used. DMSO was added to all reactions. 

Deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) for adenine, thymine, cytosine and guanine to supplement 

the Phusion kit were obtained from Thermo (R0191). Gibson Assembly primer design was 

performed using DNA dynamo v1.554. Primers used were synthesised by Sigma.  

2.3.9 Restriction digestion 
 

All restriction enzymes used were obtained from New England Biolabs and digests were performed 

according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Where available, High-Fidelity enzymes were used.  

2.3.10 Gibson Assembly 
 

After obtaining purified PCR and restriction digest products, Gibson Assembly reactions to 

generate the constructs presented in this thesis were performed using the Gibson Assembly Cloning 

kit (New England Biolabs, E5510) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  

2.3.11 RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis for qPCR 
 

RNA was extracted from EpH4 cells through direct lysis with TRIzol (Invitrogen). The resulting 

lysate was separated into its RNA, DNA and protein phases through addition of chloroform. 

Isoporpanol was added to precipitate the RNA. Samples were then spun at 17000 xg for 5 minutes 

at 4°C. RNA pellets were then resuspended in 5 M LiCl and kept at -20 ᵒC for several hours prior 

to centrifugation for 20 minutes at 17000 rpm at 4°C. Pellets were washed with 70 % ethanol, dried 

and resuspended in RNase free water. RNA concentration and purity was determined using a 

Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo). cDNA synthesis was performed using a High-Capacity RNA-to-cDNA 
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kit (Life Technology) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. This yielded 20 μl of cDNA, which 

was diluted 1:10 with RNase-free DEPC water for use in qRT-PCR. 

2.3.12 Quantitative Reverse-Transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) 
 

qRT-PCR was performed using TaqMan Fast Advanced Master Mix, and the TaqMan probes 

Mm04207885_m1 (Csn2) and Mm00599957_m1 (Prlr) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, 

on a StepOnePlus qRT-PCR machine (Applied Biosystems).  

2.3.13 Genomic DNA extraction 
 

Cells were pelleted after harvesting and supernatant was removed, leaving around 20 µL. Cells 

were then vortexed to resuspend in the remaining media, and transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf for 

lysis in 400 µL genomic DNA lysis buffer (1 M Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0, 5M NaCl, 10% 

SDS) supplemented with 0.2 mg/mL proteinase K. Tubes were then incubated overnight at 56°C. 

Lysed cells were then resuspended by vortexing and spun back down briefly in a table-top 

centrifuge, prior to the addition of 280 µL isopropanol. Tubes were then vigorously shaken with the 

to precipitate the DNA. Precipitated DNA was then pelleted through centrifugation at 21000 xg for 

30 minutes. The supernatant was then discarded, and the DNA was washed by addition of 500 µL 

ethanol and gentle inversion. DNA was then pelleted by centrifugation for 5 minutes at 21000 xg, 

and the supernatant was again discarded. Excess ethanol was removed with a tissue, and the pellet 

was air-dried for a further 10 minutes. The pellet was then resuspended in 50 µL TE buffer 

(Qiagen), and DNA was dissolved at 56°C with occasional agitation. DNA concentration was then 

determined using a Nanodrop 2000 instrument (Thermo).  

2.4 Protein techniques 

 

2.4.1 Cell lysis and lysate preparation 
 

For lysis of cells adhered to culture plates for Western blotting and 2D BioID studies on plastic 

dishes, the dishes were placed on ice, and cells were washed once in 1X PBS, prior to the addition 

of an appropriate volume of 1X RIPA buffer (150mM NaCl, 250mM Tris pH7.4, 25mM EDTA, 

5% NP-40, 5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.5% SDS) supplemented with 1X Protease Inhibitor 

Cocktail Set I (Millipore). After 20 minutes, lysates were gathered using a cell scraper.  

For lysis of cells in suspension extracted from Matrigel-alginate gels for global proteomic analysis, 

or Matrigel hydrogels or collagen-I plates for BioID studies in 3D and soft and stiff collagen-I 

polyacrylamide gels, cells were pelleted, the supernatant was discarded, and pellets were 

resuspended in an appropriate volume of either S-Trap lysis buffer (global proteomics) or 1X RIPA 

(BioID). Lysates were then placed on ice, and vortexed every 5 minutes for 30 minutes to ensure 

complete lysis.  
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For lysates interrogated by Western blotting, lysates were sonicated and then clarified by 

centrifugation at 20000 xg at 4°C.   

For lysates for use in BioID studies and mass spectrometry, lysates were ultrasonicated in a Covaris 

LE220 at 4°C and then clarified by centrifugation as above.  

2.4.2 Measurement of protein concentration 
 

Protein concentrations of lysates was determined using a Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol, with absorbance at 562 nm determined using a BP800 

microplate reader (BIOHIT).    

2.4.3 Western blotting  
 

Samples were separated by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (Laemmli, 

1970). Resolving gels consisted of 10% bis-acrylamide, 0.37 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 0.1% 

ammonium persulphate (APS), 0.1% SDS, and 0.0001% TEMED. Stacking gels consisted of 3% 

bis-acrylamide, 0.125 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 0.1% APS, 0.1% SDS, and 0.001% TEMED. 40-60 µg 

protein was loaded into the gels in a volume of 10-50 µL. Prior to loading, 5X Laemmli sample 

buffer (10% glycerol, 50mM Tris pH 6.8, 10% SDS, 100mM DTT and 0.2% bromophenol blue) 

was diluted 1:5 in the sample. 

Samples were resolved for 60-90 minutes at 35 mA per gel. Following this, protein was transferred 

to a 0.45 µM nitrocellulose blotting membrane (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) for 1 hr at 100 V on 

ice. Membranes were then blocked in either 5% BSA or 1% casein blocking buffer, diluted in 1X 

TBS-T. Membranes were then incubated for 2 hrs to overnight with primary antibody, diluted in 

1:1000 in blocking buffer. Membranes were then washed 3 times for 10 minutes in 1X TBS-T, 

prior to 1 hour incubation with secondary antibody (IR-Dye) or streptavidin-680 conjugate, diluted 

1:2000 in blocking buffer. Membranes were then washed 3 times in TBS-T, prior to imaging on an 

Odyssey CL-X imager (LI-COR), using Image Studio software. Image Studio software was also 

utilised for any quantification of bands.   

2.5 Methods associated with BioID Proximity Labelling experiments 
 

2.5.1 Small-scale biotinylation 
 

For BioID experiments designed to identify biotinylated (proximal) proteins by Western blotting, 

cells expressing the BioID fusion proteins were seeded and cultured until 100% confluent in a 6-

well (35 mm per well) culture dish. Growth media was then removed, discarded, and replaced with 

growth media supplemented with 50 µM D-biotin (Invitrogen), and cells were incubated at 37°C in 

a humidified incubator for 16 hours. Following this, the biotin media was then removed, and 

replaced with standard growth media for 1 hour, to allow free biotin to diffuse out of the cells, so as 
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not to interfere with any downstream streptavidin affinity purification. Cells were then lysed as 

appropriate.  

2.5.2 Biotinylation for mass spectrometry experiments (2D plastic) 
 

For BioID experiments on plastic substrates, in which the biotinylated (proximal) proteins were to 

be identified by mass spectrometry following streptavidin affinity purification, cells expressing the 

BioID fusion proteins were seeded at around 70% confluency on 10 cm plastic tissue culture dishes 

and allowed to grow to 100% confluency, to ensure all cell-cell junctions had formed. Following 

this, growth media was then removed, discarded, and replaced with 10 mL growth media 

supplemented with 50 µM D-biotin, and cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidified incubator for 

16 hours. The next day, biotin media was then removed, and replaced with standard growth media 

for 1 hour, to allow free biotin to diffuse out of the cells, so as not to interfere with any downstream 

streptavidin affinity purification. Cells were then lysed in 1X RIPA buffer in situ on the dish, as 

described previously.   

2.5.3 Biotinylation for mass spectrometry experiments (3D Matrigel) 
 

For BioID experiments in 3D Matrigel hydrogels, in which the biotinylated (proximal) proteins 

were to be identified by mass spectrometry following streptavidin affinity purification, cells 

expressing the BioID-fusion proteins were cultured as described in 2.1.4. On day 19, after the cells 

had formed mature acinar structures, assay media was removed, discarded, and replaced with 1 mL 

assay media supplemented with 50 µM D-biotin (Invitrogen). Cells were then incubated for 16 

hours at 37°C in a humidified incubator. Following this, biotin media was removed and replaced 

with standard assay media for 1 hour, to allow free biotin to diffuse out of the cells and gels so as 

not to interfere with downstream streptavidin affinity purification. Cells were then extracted from 

the gels as described in 2.1.4 and lysed in suspension as described in 2.4.1. 

2.5.4 Biotinylation for mass spectrometry experiments (2D collagen-I-coated 

polyacrylamide hydrogels) 
 

For BioID experiments comparing the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome of 

MCF10A cells cultured on 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa Petrisoft collagen-I-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels 

(Cell Guidance Systems), cells expressing BioID-fusion proteins were seeded at 100% confluency 

(approximately 16x106 cells) and cultured according to the large-scale culture method described in 

2.1.6. The day before harvesting the cells, growth media was removed, discarded, and replaced 

with 10 mL growth media supplemented with 50 µM D-biotin (Invitrogen). Cells were then 

incubated for 16 hours at 37°C in a humidified incubator. Following this, biotin media was 

replaced with standard growth media for 1 hour to allow diffusion of free biotin from the cells and 

gels. Cells were then harvested as described 2.1.6 (large-scale culture) and lysed in suspension as 

described in 2.4.1. 
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2.5.5 Streptavidin affinity purification 
 

Biotinylated lysates from cells expressing BioID fusion proteins were subjected to streptavidin 

affinity purification. Streptavidin agarose bead slurry was centrifuged at 400 xg for 2 minutes at 

4°C to pellet the beads. All centrifugation steps in this method were performed in this way. The 

supernatant was then discarded. To equilibrate the beads, the pellet was resuspended in 300 µL of 

1X RIPA buffer. The beads were then pelleted again by centrifugation and the supernatant was 

discarded. To bind biotinylated proteins, 1 mg (2D BioID on plastic substrates, 2D BioID on 2 kPa 

and 4 kPa collagen-I-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels) or 380 ng (3D BioID) protein mass in 1X 

RIPA buffer was incubated with the streptavidin agarose beads (Thermo) at a protein:bead ratio of 

6:1 overnight at 4°C on an end-over-end Eppendorf shaker. The following day, the bead/protein 

complexes were pelleted by centrifugation, and the supernatant was retained to serve as the “flow-

through” (FT) fraction. The bead/protein complexes were then washed by resuspension in 1X 

RIPA, pelleted by centrifugation, and the supernatant was discarded. This was repeated once more. 

The bead/protein complexes were then washed once in urea wash buffer (2 M urea, 10 mM Tris-

HCl, pH 8.0), and then twice more in 1X RIPA. To elute the biotinylated proteins from the beads, 

pelleted beads were resuspended in elution buffer (1X Laemmli sample buffer (BioRad), 2 mM D-

biotin (Invitrogen)). Samples were then boiled at 95°C for 5 minutes. Beads were then pelleted 

once more, and the supernatant was retained for downstream LC-MS/MS analysis.  

2.5.6 In-gel trypsin digest 
 

Elution fractions from the streptavidin affinity purification were run on a 10% polyacrylamide gel 

for 5 minutes. Proteins were then fixed and stained in the gel using InstantBlue (Expedion) for 1hr 

followed by washing ddH2O for 48 hrs. The gel top for each sample was then excised. At this 

point, the samples were handed over to the Biological Mass Spectrometry Facility at the University 

of Manchester for processing. Samples were processed as follows: excised gel tops were diced into 

1 mm x 1mm cubes. These cubes were then dehydrated in 100% Acetonitrile. Gel cubes were then 

pelleted, and the liquid phase was removed. Bands were then completely dehydrated via speed 

vacuum. Gel fragments were then rehydrated in 10 mM DTT in 25 mM Ammonium Bicarbonate 

(AmBic) and incubated at 56°C to reduce disulphide bonds. Fragments were then incubated for 45 

mins in 55 mM Iodoacetamide in 25 mM AmBic in the dark. The iodoacetamide was then removed 

by centrifugation and fragments were washed in 25 mM AmBic, followed by dehydration in 100% 

Acetonitrile. The wash and dehydration steps were then repeated, and the gel fragments were then 

completely dehydrated via speed vacuum. Fragment were then rehydrated in 12.5 ng/μl Trypsin 

from Porcine Pancreas (Sigma) in 25 mM AmBic for 30 minutes at 4°C to allow digestion of 

proteins within the gels. Fragments were then left in the trypsin overnight at 37°C. The following 

day, the liquid phase was collected. 25 mM AmBic was then added for 20 minutes, and then the 

liquid phase was pooled. Fragments were then incubated in 50% Acetonitrile with 5% Formic Acid 

for 20 minutes, and the liquid phase was pooled. Fragments were then incubated for a further 20 
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minutes in 50% acetonitrile and 5% formic acid, and the liquid phase was, again, pooled. 

Following this, the pooled liquid phase was completely dehydrated via speed vacuum. Dry peptides 

were then resuspended in injection solution (5% acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid). 

2.5.7 Peptide desalting 
 

Peptide desalting was again performed by the Biological Mass Spectrometry Facility at the 

University of Manchester. To desalt the peptides, POROS R3 beads (Thermo-Fisher) were 

resuspended in 50% acetonitrile to make a 10 mg/mL solution. The bead solution was then 

transferred to the appropriate number of wells (depending on the experiment) of a 96-well filtration 

plate with a 0.2 μM filter membrane. Beads were then centrifuged at 200 xg for 1 minute. All 

centrifugation steps in this method were performed in this way. The liquid phase was then 

discarded. Beads were then equilibrated in elution solution (50% acetonitrile), which was again 

discarded following centrifugation. Beads were then washed in wash solution (0.1% trifluoroacetic 

acid in ddH2O), and the liquid phase was again discarded after centrifugation. After preparing the 

beads, peptides were bound to the beads through resuspension of the beads in the peptide solution. 

The peptides were then washed in wash solution and eluted in elution solution. The eluted peptides 

were then completely dehydrated in a vacuum centrifuge (Thermo) and resuspended in injection 

solution ready for LC-MS/MS.  

2.5.8 Liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) 
 

LC-MS/MS was performed by the Biological Mass Spectrometry core facility at the University of 

Manchester on a 3000 Rapid Separation LC (Dionex Corp.) Q Exactive HF mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific).    

2.5.9 MaxQuant analysis 
 

MaxQuant and SAINT analyses were performed as previously published (Chastney et al., 2020). 

Briefly, raw mass spectrometry data was analysed using MaxQuant version 1.6.17.0 against the 

human proteome (taxonomy ID 9606) obtained from UniProt (November 2020) (Apweiler et al., 

2004; Cox and Mann, 2008; Tyanova et al., 2016). Default MaxQuant parameters were used with 

the following changes/additions: methionine oxidation, N-terminal acetylation and lysine 

biotinylation were added as variable modifications; carbamidomethylation of cysteine residues was 

added as a fixed modification; match-between-runs was used to maximise peptide identifications 

and protein quantification was performed using only unique peptides. In BioID experiments where 

multiple conditions were present (i.e. BioID on 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa collagen gels), the soft condition 

and stiff condition were run through MaxQuant separately. 

2.5.10 SAINT analysis 
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Significance of proximal interactions of bait proteins was determined using the intensity version of 

SAINTexpress (version 3.6.3) (Choi et al., 2011; Teo et al., 2014). Proximal interactions were 

considered high confidence compared to the BioID negative control with a BFDR value of <0.05. 

In BioID experiments where multiple conditions were present (i.e. BioID on 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa 

collagen gels), the soft condition and stiff conditions were run through the pipeline separately, and 

lists of identifications were then compared following SAINT analysis.  

2.5.11 Protein function GO analysis 
 

GO analysis was performed using PANTHER GO (Version 16.0) Functional classification (protein 

function) viewed in graphic charts analysis, (Release 2021-02-24) against GO database DOI: 

10.5281/zenodo.5228828 (Released 2021-08-18) (Mi et al., 2021). 

2.5.12 Network analysis using Cytoscape and Search Tool for the Retrieval of 

Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) 
 

Networks showing results from the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome in MECs 

were built using Cytoscape version 3.8.0 (Shannon et al., 2003). For wider network analysis of the 

alpha-catenin-BirA* bait/prey interactions identified in the BioID dataset from MECs on stiff 

ECM, up to 50 medium confidence (STRING score of 0.4) potential interactions predicted using 

the following methods: textmining, experiments, databases, co-expression, neighbourhood, gene 

fusion were incorporated for each prey protein and the alpha-catenin bait from the STRING 

database (Szklarczyk et al., 2021). 

2.6 ‘Omics methods 
 

2.6.1 S-Trap preparation of samples for global mass spectrometry 
 

1.5 x106 EpH4 cells per condition were cultured in soft and stiff rBM-alginate gels for 10 days. 

Gels were depolymerised by incubation with Corning Cell Recovery Solution for 1 – 2 hours, 

allowing extraction of cells by centrifugation at 500 RCF for 5 minutes. Pellets were washed once 

via resuspension in alginate wash buffer (150 mM NaCl, 55 mM sodium citrate, 30 mM EDTA in 

ddH2O; pH 6.8), prior to centrifugation at 500 RCF for 5 minutes. Cells were then washed 3 times 

in 10 mL 1X PBS, prior to centrifugation at 500 RCF for 5 minutes. Cells were then lysed directly 

in 1X S-Trap lysis buffer (5% SDS, 50 mM TEAB, pH 7.6). Samples were sonicated to shear 

genomic DNA and centrifuged at 20000 RCF to clarify the lysates. Protein concentration was 

determined by BCA assay (Pierce) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Protein lysates were 

prepared for mass spectrometry using S-TrapTM methodologies according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Briefly, Proteins were reduced using 500 mM DTT, cooled to room temperature, and then 

alkylated using 500 mM iodoacetamide. H3PO4 was then added to acidify the samples, prior to 

washing addition of 6 volumes of S-Trap binding buffer (90% MeOH, 100 mM final TEAB, pH 
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7.1). Samples were then added to the S-Trap spin column. Samples were bound to the column 

through centrifugation at 4000 RCF for 1 minute. Samples were then washed 3 times in S-Trap 

binding buffer. Proteins were then digested in 2 µg trypsin diluted in 75 µL S-Trap lysis buffer at 

47°C for 1 hour. Peptides were then eluted in digestion buffer, and further eluted using 0.1% 

formic acid. Peptide desalting and LC-MS/MS were then performed as described above.  

2.6.2 Global LC-MS/MS analysis 
 

Raw data were processed using MaxQuant (v1.6.14.0, available from Max Planck Institute of 

Biochemistry) (Tyanova et al., 2016). Features were identified using default parameters in 

MaxQuant, then searched against the murine proteome (obtained from Uniprot, June 2021). 

Oxidation of methionine (M) & proline (P), phosphorylation of serine (S), tyrosine (Y) & threonine 

(T) and Acetylation of protein N-terminus were set as variable modification, whereas 

Carbamidomethyl (C) was set as a fixed modification. Peptide quantitation was performed using 

label-free quantification (LFQ), using only un-modified, unique peptides and with ‘match between 

runs’ enabled. Statistical analysis was performed using MSqRob, (Goeminne et al., 2016). LFQ 

data was normalised by means of the median of peptide intensities. Condition (Stiff or Soft) was 

treated as a fixed effect. Peptide sequence and technical replicate were treated as random effects. 

Peptides belonging to contaminant protein lists (annotated by MaxQuant) or proteins with fewer 

that 2 peptides were excluded from analysis. For annotation of individual peptides ECM/non-ECM 

status, the peptide table generated by MaxQuant was screened against the MatrisomeDB, a curated 

database of ECM proteins (Hynes and Naba, 2012; Naba et al., 2012). ECM and Non-ECM 

peptides were then processed separately through MSqRob. (Method provided courtesy of Robert 

Pedley, University of Manchester, who kindly performed this analysis for us). 

Sequence alignment of Aldh3b1 and Aldh3b2 was performed using the Clustal Omega server 

(Sievers et al., 2011). 

GO analysis was performed using PANTHER GO (Version 16.0) Enrichment Test (Release 2021-

02-24) against GO database DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.5228828 (Released 2021-08-18) (Mi et al., 

2021). GO terms were considered significant with a False Discovery Score of <0.05. 

2.6.3 RNA sequencing (RNAseq) 
 

Polyadenylated mRNA was purified from 1 µg total RNA using poly-T oligo attached magnetic 

beads. Quality and integrity of total RNA was confirmed using a 2200 TapeStation (Agilent 

Technologies). mRNA libraries were then generated using TruSeq Stranded mRNA Assay 

(Illumina inc.) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Multiplex libraries were then generated 

using adaptor indices and pooled prior to cluster generation using a cBot instrument. The loaded 

flow-cell was then paired-end sequenced (76 + 76 cycles, plus indices) on an Illumina HiSeq4000 

instrument. 
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2.6.4 RNAseq analysis 
 

Unmapped paired-end sequences from an Illumina HiSeq2500 sequencer were tested by FastQC, 

(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Sequence adapters were removed, 

and reads were quality trimmed using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014). The reads were mapped 

against the reference mouse genome (mm10/GRCm38) and counts per gene were calculated using 

annotation from GENCODE M2 (http://www.gencodegenes.org/) using Tophat2 (Kim et al., 2013) 

and HTSeq (Anders et al., 2015). Normalisation, principal component analysis, and differential 

expression was calculated with DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014b). 

For the GO analysis, over-represented GO terms of significantly changing genes (adjusted p< 0.05 

and fold change ±2) were calculated by the R package TopGO (Alexa et al., 2006b). GO terms with 

adjusted p-values < 0.05 were considered significant (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). For the GO-

gene bipartite graph, the significantly changing genes were submitted for to GO over-

representation analysis using the R package ClusterProfiler (Yu et al., 2012).  ClusterProfiler 

results were simplified using semantic similarity (Wang et al., 2007a) to cluster terms with 

similarity score > 0.7, with the representative term taken from each cluster with the lowest adjusted 

p-value. GO terms with adjusted p-values < 0.05 were considered significant. 

(Method provided courtesy of Craig Lawless, the Wellcome Trust Centre for Cell Matrix Research 

Bioinformatician, who kindly performed this analysis for us) 

2.6.5 Exome sequencing 
 

Libraries were prepared for exome sequencing by the University of Manchester Genomic 

Technologies Core Facility using an Illumina® DNA Prep with Enrichment, (S) Tagmentation 

(20025524) kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Libraries were dual indexed using IDT 

for Illumina DNA/RNA UD Indexes Set A, Tagmentation (20027213). 500 ng of each library was 

then pooled for enrichment. Enrichment reactions were performed using the Illumina Exome Panel 

(20020183) and the enriched library was amplified through 10 cycles of PCR. Final libraries were 

run on an Agilent D1000 ScreenTape using an Agilent TapeStation 4200 to determine average 

fragment size (331 bp) and and quantified using a KAPA Library Quant Kit For Illumina (ABI) 

qPCR Mix run on Applied BioSystems StepOne Plus RTPCR instrument. Sequencing was then 

performed using an Illumina HiSeq 4000. Libraries were loaded on one lane of a flowcell at 3pM 

with 1% PhiX, in a 75x75 bp paired end run. 

2.6.6 Exome sequencing analysis 
 

Unmapped paired-reads of 76bp were interrogated using a quality control pipeline comprising 

FastQC v0.11.3 (Babraham Institute 2010, 

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) and FastQ Screen v0.13.0 (Babraham 

Institute 2011, https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastq_screen/). The reads were 
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trimmed to remove any adapter sequence or poor-quality reads using Trimmomatic v0.39 (Bolger 

et al., 2014); reads were truncated at a sliding 4bp window, starting 5’, with a mean quality <Q30, 

and removed if the final length was less than 35bp. Only paired good quality reads were used 

downstream. The filtered reads were mapped to the mouse reference sequences mm39 (GRCm39) 

and BALB_cJ_v1 (GCA_001632525.1), both from the UCSC browser (Kent et al., 2002), using 

BWA-MEM v0.7.17 (Li and Durbin, 2009). The -M flag was used to flag secondary reads. Read 

group information was also added to each read.  The 'RG ID' read group was required to be unique 

for each sample. The mapped reads were further processed using samtools v1.12 (Li et al., 2009), 

to identify properly paired reads, fixmates, and sort the reads by coordinates. Picard Tools v2.1.0 

MarkDuplicates (Broad Institute, n.d.) was used to flag duplicates. Variant calling in each sample 

was performed using Freebayes v1.3.5 (Garrison and Marth, 2012) using the following parameters 

--min-mapping-quality 20 --min-base-quality 20 --ploidy 2 --min-coverage 10.  The resulting VCF 

file was processed to remove any variants not mapping to canonical chromosomes (chr1-19, X, M, 

plus chrY for mm39). Comparisons between VCF files were made using bcftools v1.12 isec, using 

the -w1, -C, and -c none (crucially stipulates exact allele matching) parameters.  VCF files were 

first converted into compressed and tabix indexed VCF files using bgzip and tabix that are part of 

samtools.  Information from the VCF files was extracted, including the number of different variant 

types and substitutions, using bcftools stats. SigProfilerMatrixGenerator v1.1.30 (Bergstrom et al., 

2019) was used to generate reports on the context for SNV, dinucleotide and INDEL variants. The 

setup for mm39 was automated as part of the supplied script.  BALB_cJ was set up as a custom 

genome; the transcriptPath file data was extracted using Ensembl BioMart v103 (Hubbard et al., 

2002), without the header line, in the format: 

<Gene stable ID/or place_holder> <Transcript stable ID/or place_holder> <Chromosome/scaffold 

name> <Transcript start (bp)> <Transcript end (bp)>. 

conda environment 'FreeBayes135' 

conda install freebayes=1.3.5 trimmomatic=0.39 bwa=0.7.17 samtools=1.12 picard=2.25.2 

bcftools=1.12 biopet-vcftools=1.2 vcftools=0.1.16 bedtools=2.30.0 bedops=2.4.39 

# Python 3.9.2 

--- 

Other installations in conda environment: 

pip install SigProfilerMatrixGenerator (ver 1.1.28) 

pip install SigProfilerMatrixGenerator --upgrade (ver 1.1.30) 

--- 

(Method provided courtesy of Ian Donaldson, University of Manchester Bioinformatics core 

facility, who kindly performed this analysis for us) 
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2.7 General reagents and resources 
 

2.7.1 General reagents and chemicals 
 

Chemicals and reagents were purchased from either Sigma-Aldrich or ThermoFisher unless 

otherwise stated.  

2.7.2 Statistical analysis 
 

Statistical analysis was performed, and graphs were made using Graphpad Prism 7.04 (Graphpad 

software inc.). The details of any statistical tests performed are provided in the relevant figure 

legend. For all statistical analyses, p values of <0.05 were considered to be significant.  

2.7.3 Primary antibodies used in Western blotting and fluorescence microscopy 
 

Epitope Species Company Catalogue number 

Phospho-gamma H2AX 

(S139) 

Mouse Sigma 05-363 

Myc-tag clone 4A6 Mouse Millipore 05-724 

V5-tag Rabbit Abcam Ab9116 

copGFP Rabbit Evrogen Ab513 

Beta-actin Mouse Abcam Ab8224 

FAK Mouse BD Transduction 610088 

Paxillin Y113 Rabbit Abcam Ab32084 

Paxillin Mouse BD Transduction 610052 

Mitochondrial Hsp70 Mouse Thermo MA3-028 

FAK phospho-Y397 Rabbit Cell Signalling 3283S 

Paxillin phospho-Y31 Rabbit Invitrogen 44-720-G 

ILK Mouse BD Transduction 611803 

Kindlin-2 Rabbit Atlas Antibodies HPA040505 

Vinculin Mouse Sigma V9131 

Alpha-catenin Mouse ProteinTech 66221-1-IG 

Beta-catenin Mouse BD Transduction 610154 

E-cadherin Mouse BD Biosciences 610181 

MISP Rabbit ProteinTech 26338-1-AP 
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LMO7 Rabbit Abcam Ab224113 

 

2.7.4 Secondary antibodies, probes and dyes used in Western blotting and 

fluorescence microscopy  
 

Antibody Species Experiment Company Catalogue 

number 

IRDye 680RD (anti-

mouse) 

Donkey Western LI-COR 926-68072 

IRDye 680RD (anti-

rabbit) 

Donkey Western LI-COR 926-68073 

IRDye 800CW (anti-

mouse) 

Donkey Western LI-COR 925-32212 

IRDye 800CW (anti-

rabbit) 

Donkey Western LI-COR 925-32213 

Alexa Fluor Anti-

Rabbit 488 

Donkey IF LI-COR Ab150073 

Alexa Fluor Anti-

Rabbit 555 

Goat IF LI-COR Ab150078 

Alexa Fluor Anti-

Mouse 594 

Donkey IF LI-COR Ab150108 

Alexa Fluor Anti-

Mouse 647 

Donkey IF LI-COR Ab150115 
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Chapter 3: Investigating the role of mechanotransduction in 

mammary epithelial cell transformation 

 

3.0 – Introduction 
 

In the previous chapter, we discussed how mechanotransduction is the process by which 

cells sense and interpret the stiffness of their extracellular environment. Furthermore, we 

discussed how mechanotransduction processes are fundamental in establishing the gene 

expression programmes regulating cell behaviours such as differentiation, proliferation, 

apoptotic sensitivity, spreading and migration (Engler et al., 2006; Klein et al., 2009; 

Pelham and Wang, 1997; Wang et al., 2000a). Breast tissue stiffness is a spectrum, 

exhibiting variation both within an individual breast, and amongst the general population 

(McConnell et al., 2016; Sherratt et al., 2016). We therefore hypothesised that 

mechanotransduction within mammary cells would differ depending on whether cells 

existed in a relatively soft region of breast tissue, or a region of higher stiffness. This is 

supported by the fact that both normal and transformed MECs exhibit different phenotypes 

in response to differences in the stiffness of their microenvironment in vitro (Chaudhuri et 

al., 2014b; Levental et al., 2009a; Paszek et al., 2005a). Furthermore, women with a high 

percentage mammographic density are at greater risk of developing breast cancer. The high 

degree of periductal collagen-I organisation that this density reflects may result in a greater 

proportion of MECs being exposed to a relatively stiff environment (McConnell et al., 

2016). We therefore hypothesised that differential mechanotransduction between MECs in 

a soft environment and a stiff environment may provide a mechanistic link to the increased 

risk of breast cancer development observed in women with a high mammographic density.  

To address this hypothesis, we sought to identify differences in mechanotransduction and 

gene expression programmes in MECs cultured in soft and stiff 3D environments which 

may contribute to the transformation of MECs. To do this, we first validated the use of a 

3D culture model to measure gene expression and morphological differences of MECs 

cultured in soft and stiff environments. Following this, we utilised RNA sequencing to 

examine differences in the transcriptome of cells cultured in the soft and stiff 

environments, to identify gene expression programmes which may be altered between the 

two conditions due to differential mechanotransduction. This led to the identification of a 

family of aldehyde dehydrogenase (Aldh) enzymes, which were significantly 

downregulated in cells cultured in stiff conditions compared to soft. We then validated that 

this downregulation translated into a reduction of some of these enzymes at the protein 
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level via mass spectrometry. We then sought to identify a mechanism by which decreased 

levels of Aldhs in cells cultured in a stiff environment may lead to increased 

transformation. As Aldhs are responsible for the detoxification and clearance of reactive 

aldehyde species (RASP) generated during normal cell metabolism, we reasoned that 

(RASP) may be increased in cells cultured in a stiff ECM. Measurement of the clearance of 

reactive aldehydes suggested that this was indeed perturbed in cells cultured in a stiff 

ECM. As RASP also provide a source of endogenous DNA damage through the formation 

of base aldehyde adducts, we reasoned that DNA damage and mutations may be enhanced 

in cells cultured in a stiff environment compared to a soft environment, providing a 

plausible mechanism by which transformation could be enhanced in cells cultured in a stiff 

environment. As such, we quantified the levels of double-strand breaks and genetic 

mutations occurring in cells cultured in a stiff environment compared to soft, using 

phospho-gamma H2AX staining and exome sequencing respectively. This revealed that 

both DNA damage and the accumulation of genetic mutations were enhanced in cells 

cultured in a stiff environment compared to a soft environment. Cells cultured in a stiff 

environment also showed greater capacity to grow independent of anchorage to an ECM, a 

trait exhibited by transformed cells. Constitutive expression of an Aldh enzyme under a 

promoter insensitive to changes in ECM stiffness, and treatment of the cells with carnosine 

to increase clearance of RASP, resulted in the reversal of the DNA damage and 

transformation phenotype in cells cultured in a stiff ECM. Finally, we showed that 

inhibition of RhoA activity through expression of a dominant negative RhoA mutant 

reduced the levels of RASP, DNA damage and transformed cells in stiff ECM. The results 

in this chapter therefore present a novel mechanism of mechanotransduction in MECs 

cultured in stiff ECM, where RhoA signalling drives increased levels of RASP, resulting in 

the accumulation of DNA damage and transformation of MECs cultured in a stiff ECM.  

The work in this chapter is adapted from our paper which has recently been submitted for 

review, and the latest version is available to read in Appendix A. As such, I will make 

references to Appendix A throughout this chapter. I also acknowledge that many 

researchers contributed to this work in addition to myself. A breakdown of author 

contributions is included in the Author Contributions section of my thesis.  
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3.1 Soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate hydrogels are a suitable model for assessing 

gene expression and behavioural differences between MECs cultured in soft and 

stiff environments 

 

To be able to identify differences in mechanotransduction between MECs cultured in soft 

and stiff environments, it was necessary to choose a model system in which we could 

assess differences in gene expression and cell behaviour between cells cultured in soft and 

stiff environments. As cells exist in 3D ECM environments in vivo, we reasoned that 

identifying a 3D model in which to investigate mechanotransduction would yield more 

physiologically relevant results. Previous studies on the effect of stiffness on the 

transformation of MECs have utilised interpenetrating networks of Matrigel and alginate to 

investigate changes in mechanotransduction between MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM 

(Chaudhuri et al., 2014a; Lee et al., 2019a; Stowers et al., 2019b). Matrigel is a 

commercially available reconstituted basement membrane hydrogel in which culture of 

normal MECs has been extensively characterised. In Matrigel, untransformed MECs form 

acinar structures reminiscent of the acini structures in vivo (Kenny et al., 2007). Alginate is 

a linear polymer consisting of homopolymeric units of b-D-mannuronate and α-L-

guluronate. Upon addition of divalent cations such as Ca2+, the α-L-guluronate residues 

form cross-links, thus stiffening the hydrogel. Mixing of Matrigel and alginate together 

with differential concentrations of Ca2+ therefore allows cells to exist in either a soft or a 

stiff environment, whilst the biochemical environment remains consistent across the two 

conditions. Furthermore, the authors of the initial paper reporting the development of this 

system suggested that the stiffness of these gels in the presence of 0 mM, 2,4 mM and 24 

mM CaSO4 reflected the physiological stiffness of soft regions of normal breast tissue, 

stiffer regions of breast tissue, and early breast carcinoma tissue respectively. We reasoned 

that this model system would thus provide a good model in which to study differences in 

mechanotransduction between soft and stiff environments (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b). A 

schematic describing this system is shown in Figure 3.1a. 

It was also necessary to choose a suitable MEC line in which to study differences in 

mechanotransduction. We have previously published work utilising EpH4 cells cultured in 

3D Matrigel. EpH4 cells are luminal MECs which form spherical, hollow acinar structures 

in 3D culture. Furthermore, EpH4 cells can differentiate to form functional acini through 

activation of the prolactin pathway, resulting in the expression of milk proteins such as 

beta-casein (Wang et al., 2019). Mechanotransduction regulates cell differentiation through 

changes in gene expression, and changes in the differentiation state of mammary cells is 
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often found in breast cancer (Engler et al., 2006; Risom et al., 2018). As such, we reasoned 

that examining differences in prolactin pathway components such as beta-casein may 

provide insight into whether altered mechanotransduction may be affecting the 

differentiation state of these cells through changes in gene expression, and that this may be 

indicative of early transformation events. As such, we reasoned that EpH4 cells would be a 

suitable model for investigating alterations in mechanotransduction in MECs.  

To assess the behaviour of MECs in this gel system, we cultured single cell suspensions of 

EpH4 cells for 10 days in Matrigel-alginate gels generated using 0 mM (soft), 2.4 mM 

(medium) and 24 mM (stiff) concentrations of CaSO4. 10 days gave the cells enough time 

to develop into mature acinar structures. We then examined the morphology of the acini 

which developed in each stiffness condition (Figure 3.1b), and quantified acinar area in 

ImageJ (Figure 3.1c). Following this, we extracted cells for quantification of prolactin 

receptor (Prlr) and beta-casein (Csn2) transcripts using qRT-PCR, to determine if there 

were any differences in gene expression and differentiation amongst cells in the different 

stiffness conditions (Figure 3.1d). The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.1d.  

Cells cultured in the soft gels recapitulated the previously described morphological 

phenotype of EpH4 cells in Matrigel, forming regular, spherical, growth-arrested acinar 

structures (Figure 3.1b). Quantification of the area of individual acini revealed that the 

average cluster size was around 240 µm2 (Figure 3.1c). In contrast, EpH4 cells cultured in 

the medium and stiff gels, representative of higher stiffness normal breast tissue and early 

breast carcinoma tissue respectively, formed disorganised acinar structures which did not 

appear to growth arrest as cells did in the soft hydrogels (Figure 3.1b). Quantification of 

the size of these disorganised acini revealed that these structures were significantly larger 

than those formed in the soft hydrogels, exhibiting average areas between 600 and 700 

µM2 in both the medium and stiff hydrogels (Figure 3.1c). These results were also 

consistent with the morphological phenotype observed in studies utilising these hydrogels 

to examine changes of MCF10A MECs in response to altered mechanotransduction 

(Chaudhuri et al., 2014b). These results therefore confirmed changes in the behaviour of 

MECs in response to exposure to different ECM stiffnesses as identified previously. 

Furthermore, the morphology of the acinar structures formed in the medium and stiff gels 

resembled the morphology of transformed mammary cells such as MCF7 or SK-BR3 cells 

cultured in Matrigel (Kenny et al., 2007). This therefore suggested that these cells may be 

starting to exhibit features of transformed mammary cells in environments of greater ECM 

stiffness. Taken together, these results were suggestive of differential mechanotransduction 

in these cells in response to differences in the ECM stiffness of their environment.  
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To gain an insight into whether these behavioural and morphological differences were 

accompanied by differences in gene expression and differentiation of EpH4 cells, we then 

extracted mRNA from acini recovered from the soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, and 

performed qRT-PCR to identify transcript changes in the prolactin pathway components 

prolactin Prlr and Csn2. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.1d. Relative to the soft 

condition, EpH4 cells cultured in the medium and stiff gels expressed significantly lower 

levels of Prlr and Csn2. These data suggested that the ability of EpH4 cells to differentiate 

was perturbed in response to culture in a stiffer ECM environment. This was consistent 

with results obtained from culturing murine MECs recovered from pregnant mice in the 

soft and medium Matrigel-alginate gels, where we observed a significant reduction in the 

number of cells exhibiting beta-casein protein staining in cells cultured in the higher 

stiffness hydrogel (Appendix A, Figure 1a). Furthermore, as mechanotransduction 

machinery at adhesion complexes in MECs is required for differentiation and expression of 

beta-casein in these cells, this again suggested that mechanisms of mechanotransduction 

may be different in these cells amongst different stiffness conditions (Wang et al., 2019). 

Taken together, these results validated that the Matrigel-alginate 3D culture model was 

suitable for studying altered mechanotransduction in MECs, as previously reported. 

Furthermore, the observed differences in the behaviour and differentiation state of EpH4 

cells cultured in the soft gels and cells cultured in the medium and stiff gels were 

suggestive of differential mechanotransduction and regulation of gene expression amongst 

the different stiffness conditions. As we did not observe any significant differences in 

cluster area or prolactin pathway gene expression between cells cultured in the medium 

and stiff hydrogels, we decided to utilise only the soft (0 mM) and medium (2.4 mM) 

hydrogels from this point on. As such, the medium (2.4 mM) hydrogels will be referred to 

as “stiff” from this point onwards.  
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Figure 3.1 – EpH4 cells in stiff Matrigel-alginate gels form aberrant acinar structures with impaired ability to differentiate 

a) Schematic outlining the generation of Matrigel-alginate gels of different stiffnesses for culture of MECs. Mixing of 

Matrigel-alginate and the addition of 0 mM, 2.4 mM and 24 mM results in the formation of hydrogels of different stiffnesses 

suggested to represent soft regions of normal breast tissue, stiffer regions of normal breast tissue, and the stiffness of breast 

tissue in early breast carcinoma (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b) 

b) Representative 20X Brightfield images of WT EpH4 MECs cultured for 10 days in soft, medium, and stiff Matrigel-

Alginate gels  

c) Graph showing area of individual EpH4 cell acini (µm2) following 10 days of culture in soft, medium and stiff Matrigel-

alginate gels. Data points represent the mean values obtained from each of the three independent biological replicates in each 

condition. Means were calculated from determination of the area of 40-100 acini per condition. Significance was determined 

by one-way ANOVA (n = 3) 

d) Log2 fold-change in gene expression of Prlr (left), and Csn2 (right), normalised to Gapdh, as determined by RT-qPCR in 

EpH4 cells, relative to the 0 mM CaSO4 condition. Bars depict the mean  SD, n = 3 per condition. Data points represent the 

means of each individual biological replicate. Significance was determined via two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc 

test. 
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3.2 EpH4 cells exhibit differences in the expression of multiple aldehyde 

dehydrogenase isoforms when cultured in soft and stiff hydrogels 

 

Following establishment of a suitable model system and cell line and having gained some 

indication that mechanotransduction and gene expression may be different between cells 

cultured in soft and stiff ECM, we then sought to determine differences in global gene 

expression, to identify how altered mechanotransduction could lead to transformation of 

MECs cultured in a stiffer ECM. To do this, we performed RNA sequencing (RNAseq), an 

unbiased, high-throughput transcriptomic approach (Wang et al., 2009b). For this 

experiment, EpH4 cells were cultured for 10 days in soft (0 mM) and stiff (2.4 mM) 

Matrigel-alginate gels, allowing formation of mature acinar structures. Acini were then 

recovered from the gels, prior to RNA extraction and sequencing. We then interrogated the 

sequencing data to identify gene transcripts which were significantly differentially 

expressed between cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM. The results of this are outlined in 

Figure 3.2. Overall, approximately 1500 genes were significantly differentially expressed 

between cells cultured in soft and stiff conditions (Figure 3.2a). The majority of these 

showed significantly lower expression in stiff conditions compared to soft. These results 

therefore confirmed that culture in different ECM stiffnesses resulted in differences in 

global gene expression in MECs.  

To establish which of the significant transcriptional differences might be contributing to 

transformation, we asked what cellular processes might be most influenced by the gene 

expression differences we observed. To identify these processes, we performed gene 

ontology (GO) enrichment analysis on the genes identified in the RNAseq using 

ClusterProfiler (Figure 3.2b). As expected, many of the GO terms identified as 

significantly different between cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM were processes known 

to be influenced by differences in the mechanical environment of cells. These included 

cytoskeletal organisation, cell regulation of substrate adhesion-dependent cell spreading, 

and regulation of Rho protein signal transduction. These results suggested that EpH4 cells 

were sensing and interpreting the stiffness of their mechanical environment differently 

between the two conditions, leading to altered gene expression. Interestingly, however, we 

also observed terms associated with metabolic processes which were differentially 

enriched between cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM. These included fatty acid metabolic 

process, response to reactive oxygen species, and oxidation-reduction process. As there is a 

precedent in the literature for mechanical regulation of metabolic processes (Park et al., 

2020; Romani et al., 2019a; Tharp et al., 2021), and changes to metabolic processes often 
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occur in cancer (Smith et al., 2016; Srinivas et al., 2019) we speculated that differences in 

these pathways may be influencing the phenotype of MECs in stiff gels and priming the 

cells for transformation.  
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Figure 3.2.1 – EpH4 cells exhibit differences in global gene expression when cultured in soft and stiff ECM 

a) Volcano plot showing genes which were significantly upregulated (blue) and downregulated (red) in cells cultured in stiff 

ECM compared to soft as identified by RNAseq (n = 3) 

b) Heat plot showing a subset of GO terms associated with differentially expressed genes, and their fold changes, between 

cells cultured in stiff conditions compared to soft. Data analysed using ClusterProfiler 
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To further investigate whether differences in specific metabolic processes may be 

contributing to transformation of cells in a stiff ECM, we then examined which molecular 

function terms were associated with differentially expressed genes (Figure 3.2.2a). Some 

of the most marked changes in gene expression were in genes required for oxidation and 

reduction processes within cells. In particular, we saw the significant downregulation of a 

number of Aldh enzyme isoforms in cells cultured in stiff ECM compared to soft. In total, 

eight Aldh isoforms were downregulated in cells cultured in stiff conditions compared to 

soft, with Aldh3b2 being one of the most significantly differentially expressed genes in the 

dataset (Figure 3.2.2b). Aldh enzymes are responsible for the detoxification and removal of 

highly reactive aldehyde species (RASP) by catalysing their oxidation to carboxylic acids. 

RASP are generated during normal cellular metabolism, in processes such as lipid 

peroxidation, and the metabolism of lipids, carbohydrates and amino acids (Shortall et al., 

2021). Once generated, RASP react with thiol and amino groups within various 

biomolecules such as DNA, lipids and proteins, resulting in perturbation of function 

biological function. Notably, reaction with DNA leads to the formation of base-aldehyde 

adducts, which can lead to DNA damage through base transversions, frame shifts and 

DNA double-strand breaks, resulting in increased accumulation of genetic mutations 

(Voulgaridou et al., 2011b). We therefore hypothesised that perturbation of RASP 

detoxification through downregulation of Aldh isoforms by cells cultured in stiff ECM may 

be resulting in the accumulation of DNA damage which may promote initial 

transformation of MECs by increased accumulation of genetic mutations.  
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Figure 3.2.2 – Differential expression of aldehyde dehydrogenase isozymes in MECs cultured in soft and stiff conditions 

a) Graphic outlining GO molecular function terms associated with significantly differentially expressed genes between EpH4 

cells cultured in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels. Red circles denote genes associated with the MeSH term “Neoplasms”. 

Highlighted are six genes coding for aldehyde dehydrogenase isozymes which are significantly downregulated in EpH4 cells 

cultured in stiff ECM relative to soft 

b) Graph showing Log2 fold change of all aldehyde dehydrogenase isozymes identified in the RNAseq analysis in cells 

cultured in stiff ECM compared to soft. Error bars denote SE, adjusted p values are shown for significantly changed genes 
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As changes in transcript levels of a gene may not accurately reflect the amount of protein 

product present in cells, we next sought to determine whether changes in Aldh enzyme 

transcript levels translated through to the protein level. As antibodies to many Aldh 

enzymes were not readily available, we performed an unbiased global proteomics 

experiment to see if we could identify differences in Aldh protein levels in cells cultured in 

soft and stiff ECM using mass spectrometry. As before, single-cell suspensions of EpH4 

cells were cultured for 10 days in soft (0 mM CaSO4) and stiff (2.4 mM CaSO4) Matrigel-

Alginate gels prior to extraction of cells and lysis. Peptides for mass spectrometry were 

then prepared using an S-Trap based method (HaileMariam et al., 2018). The results of this 

experiment are shown in Figure 3.4a-b. In total, we identified significant differences in 142 

proteins (Figure 3.2.3a). We therefore identified significantly less differentially expressed 

proteins than we observed transcripts significantly differentially expressed in the RNAseq. 

However, proteomic experiments are inherently less sensitive than transcriptomic 

experiments, this was to be expected. GO analysis to identify biological processes 

associated with proteins identified by the mass spectrometry revealed similar processes 

enriched at the protein level in cells cultured in stiff ECM to those observed at the 

transcript level (Figure 3.2.3b). As such, many processes involved in mechanotransduction 

were identified, such as actin cytoskeleton organisation, regulation of cell shape, regulation 

of cell-substrate adhesion, cell-junction assembly, and regulation of small GTPase 

mediated signal transduction. We also identified several metabolic processes differentially 

enriched between cells in soft and stiff conditions, including regulation of glucose 

metabolism and the electron transport chain, as well as processes related to lipid and fatty 

acid metabolism. Interestingly, genes involved in the regulation of base-excision repair 

were also significantly enriched in the stiff condition. This suggested that cells in the stiff 

condition could be experiencing greater amounts of DNA damage than those in soft, 

consistent with the increased presence of an endogenous mutagen such as RASP.  

With regards to Aldh enzymes, we observed significant downregulation of Aldh3b1, 

Aldh4a1 and Aldh18a1 in cells cultured in stiff ECM compared to soft (Figure 3.2.3c). 

Interestingly, Aldh3b1 shares significant functional and sequence homology with Aldh3b2, 

the Aldh isoform most significantly downregulated in stiff conditions at the transcript level 

(Figure 3.2.3d). Both enzymes are responsible for oxidation of long-chain fatty aldehydes 

derived from lipid metabolism. Additionally, the mechanism of action for both enzymes is 

the same, with key residues necessary for aldehyde oxidation to carboxylic acids. These 

include residues in the active site essential for catalysis; residues which allow co-factor 

binding; and residues which ensure the correct geometry of the active site for catalysis 

(Marchitti et al., 2010; Michorowska et al., 2019). Taken together, these results suggested 
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that similar processes were altered between cells cultured in soft and stiff conditions at the 

both the transcript level and the protein level, including processes involved in cytoskeletal 

regulation and mechanosignalling. Furthermore, we observed a downregulation of three 

Aldh enzyme isoforms, with the most significantly downregulated isoform sharing 

sequence and functional homology with the isoform most significantly downregulated in 

the RNAseq. These results therefore suggested that the clearance of aldehydes could be 

decreased in cells cultured in a stiff ECM.  
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Figure 3.2.3 – Aldh enzymes exhibit lower protein abundance in MECs cultured in stiff ECM compared to soft 

a) Volcano plot showing proteins which were significantly upregulated (blue) and downregulated (red) in EpH4 cells 

cultured in stiff conditions compared to soft as assessed by mass spectrometry (n = 3). Dotted line denotes Log10 adjusted 

p value (q value) of 1.3 (q = 0.05) 

b) Bar graph showing biological process terms significantly enriched in EpH4 cells cultured in stiff (blue) and soft (red) 

conditions identified using PANTHER GO 

c) Bar graph showing Log2 fold change in abundance of Aldhs identified by mass spectrometry in EpH4 cells cultured in 

stiff conditions compared to soft. Error bars denote SE, adjusted p values (q values) are shown for significantly 

differentially abundant proteins 

d) Alignment of the murine protein sequences of Aldh3b1 and Aldh3b2 using ClustalX. Sequences highlighted in yellow 

represent peptides for each protein identified in the mass spectrometry analysis. Residues in purple form part of the active 

site and are essential for catalysis; residues in blue are required for Rossman fold formation and co-factor binding; 

residues in grey ensure correct geometry of the active site (Michorowska et al., 2019)) 
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3.3 Downregulation of aldehyde dehydrogenases in stiff ECM results in a greater 

accumulation of reactive aldehyde species 
 

Having observed consistent downregulation of Aldh enzyme isoforms at the transcript and 

protein level, we hypothesised that cells in a stiff matrix may have a reduced ability to 

detoxify and remove RASP. As RASP posed a credible source of the DNA damage 

required for cells to accumulate genetic mutations and transform, we sought to characterise 

whether levels of RASP were indeed higher in cells cultured in a stiff ECM. To do this, we 

cultured EpH4 cells for 24 hours in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels. 5 hours prior to 

extraction, cells were incubated with alkyne-modified linoleic acid (LAA). LAA is 

incorporated into cell membranes, where it can be oxidised during the process of lipid 

peroxidation. The hyperoxides produced following oxidation of LAA rapidly decompose 

to form RASP. RASP generated then react with nucleophilic sites on amino acid side 

chains. This leaves an alkyne group detectable by Click-iT fluorescent dyes, allowing us to 

quantify fluorescence intensity of modified proteins per cell. Low efficiency removal of 

RASP, therefore, would result in a higher fluorescence intensity per cell, due to the 

increased presence of RASP resulting in greater levels of alkyne-modified proteins. Upon 

recovery of EpH4 cells from the soft and stiff gels, we then fixed and stained the cells with 

the Click-iT dye to visualise alkyne-modified proteins, and quantified the fluorescence 

intensity per cell. The average fluorescence intensities for the populations of cells in each 

stiffness condition was then compared to determine whether there was lower removal of 

RASP in MECs cultured in stiff ECM. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 

3.3a-b. EpH4 cells cultured in stiff ECM exhibited significantly higher fluorescence 

intensity arising from alkyne-modified proteins than cells cultured in a soft ECM. This 

therefore suggested that RASP were being less efficiently cleared from cells in a stiff 

matrix compared to soft, consistent with a downregulation of the Aldh enzymes 

responsible for detoxification and clearance of RASP.  

To further confirm that the higher fluorescence per cell in cells cultured in a stiff ECM was 

a result of reduced RASP clearance, we also treated cells cultured in a stiff ECM with 

carnosine, prior to LAA treatment of the cells. Carnosine is a dipeptide which acts as a 

scavenger for unsaturated aldehydes produced during lipid oxidation reactions, and reduces 

the amount of RASP available to react with proteins (Guiotto et al., 2005). As expected, 

we observed a decrease in the fluorescence intensity, which showed that alkyne-modified 

proteins were accumulating due to reduced clearance of RASP.  

Taken together, these results suggested that downregulation of Aldh enzymes in cells 

cultured in a stiff environment resulted in the increased accumulation of RASP, due to the 
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reduced ability of the cells to detoxify and clear them. As RASP can form DNA adducts 

which drive increased DNA damage in cells (Voulgaridou et al., 2011a), altered aldehyde 

metabolism in MECs cultured in stiff conditions provided a credible candidate for how 

these cells may be more likely to undergo transformation. 
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Figure 3.3 – MECs in stiff ECM exhibit reduced clearance of RASP 

a) Representative fluorescent images of alkyne-modified proteins in untreated EpH4 cells cultured in soft and stiff 

Matrigel-alginate gels, and cells cultured in stiff Matrigel-alginate gels treated with carnosine, following incubation with 

LAA and staining using Click-iT lipid peroxidation imaging kit 

b) Quantification of relative fluorescence intensity of alkyne modified proteins per cell in EpH4 cells cultured in soft and 

stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, untreated or treated with carnosine. Mean ± SD (510 cells measured per condition, per 

biological replicate, n = 2). Individual data points denote fluorescence intensity of individual cells, normalised to the 

median fluorescence intensity of cells in the untreated, soft condition. Significance was determined via Kruskal-Wallis 

test, with Dunn’s multiple comparison post-hoc test.  
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3.4 Cells cultured in stiff ECM accumulate greater levels of DNA damage 
 

At this point, our data were suggesting that the downregulation of Aldh enzymes in cells 

cultured in a stiff ECM may be leading to a reduced clearance of RASP in cells cultured in 

a stiff ECM. As the reaction of RASP with nucleotides within genomic DNA can result in 

the formation of base adducts which promote DNA-double strand breaks (Voulgaridou et 

al., 2011a), we hypothesised that RASP could be causing increased DNA damage in these 

cells, which could promote transformation of MECs in a stiff ECM due to increasing the 

frequency of genetic mutations. We therefore asked whether cells in stiff ECM 

accumulated greater levels of DNA damage. To do this, we utilised phospho-gamma 

H2AX (pγH2AX) staining as a readout for DNA double-strand breaks. Histone H2AX is a 

variant of histone H2 which becomes rapidly phosphorylated on S139 in response to the 

detection of a DNA double-strand break, leading to the presence of pγH2AX foci at sites of 

DNA double-strand breaks. Physiologically, this then increases DNA accessibility for 

repair, and acts as an epigenetic marker for the recruitment of DNA damage repair proteins 

(Mah et al., 2010). Experimentally, however, pγH2AX antibodies allow us to visualise 

pγH2AX foci at the sites of DNA double-strand breaks. Quantification of these foci within 

the nuclei of single cells thus provide a surrogate readout for the number of DNA double-

strand breaks which are occurring within a cell. As such, we seeded single cell suspensions 

of EpH4 cells into soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 24 hours. Following this, cells 

were recovered from the gels, dissociated into single cells, cytospun onto slides, and fixed 

and immunostained for pγH2AX. The number of pγH2AX foci per cell was then 

quantified, to compare levels of DNA double-strand breaks between cells cultured in soft 

and stiff ECM. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.4a-b. These data 

showed that EpH4 cells cultured in stiff ECM accrued significantly higher levels of DNA 

damage than cell cultured in soft ECM, due to the observation of higher numbers of 

pγH2AX foci per cell in cells cultured in a stiff ECM. 
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Figure 3.4 – MECs cultured in stiff ECM accumulate greater levels of DNA damage 

a) Representative IF images of EpH4 cells extracted from soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels after 24 hours and 

immunosstained for pγH2AX (S139) 

b) Quantification of pγH2AX foci per cell. Bars show Mean ± SD, calculated from counting 40 – 50 cells per condition 

(n = 3). Data points depict mean value of each of the three independent replicates. Significance was determined by two-

way ANOVA  
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3.5 Increased ECM stiffness enhances the accumulation of endogenous genetic 

mutations, and drives transformation in MECs 
 

As we had observed increased accumulation of DNA damage in MECs cultured in a stiff 

ECM, we then hypothesised that this would translate into an increased accumulation of 

genetic mutations within these cells, due to errors introduced by DNA repair mechanisms 

utilised to fix DNA damage (Torgovnick and Schumacher, 2015). We therefore sought to 

determine whether cells cultured in a stiff ECM also accumulated an increase in genetic 

mutations. A recent study utilised exome sequencing to quantify the DNA damage and 

genetic mutations which occurred in response to treatment of cells with specific mutagens 

(Alexandrov et al., 2020). We therefore decided to submit the genomic DNA of EpH4 cells 

cultured in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels to exome sequencing, to quantify and 

compare the accumulation of genetic mutations in cells from each condition.  

To do this, we cultured EpH4 cells in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 10 days prior 

to extraction, lysis, and isolation of genomic DNA. We then utilised exome sequencing, 

and quantified the numbers of base transitions and transversions, single base substitutions 

(SBS) and double base substitutions (DBS) occurring in the cells recovered from soft and 

stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, by comparing them with parental EpH4 cells (cells obtained 

immediately prior to seeding into the Matrigel-alginate gels) and a BALBc reference 

genome. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.5 a-b.  

Quantification of base transition and transversion mutations occurring on the sense 

(transcribed) and anti-sense (untranscribed) strands of exonic DNA in cells cultured in soft 

and stiff ECM revealed that both conditions exhibited the accumulation of genetic 

mutations when compared to parental cells and the reference genome (Figure 3.7a). 

However, the accumulation of these mutations in cells cultured in stiff ECM was enhanced 

above that of cells cultured in soft ECM at any given transition or transversion. This 

indicated that EpH4 cells cultured in stiff ECM were accumulating more genetic mutations 

than cells cultured in soft. Interestingly, for the DNA sequenced outside of exons (non-

transcribed), the amount of transition and transversion mutations was consistently high 

regardless of the ECM stiffness. This could be speculated to reflect differential regulation 

of DNA repair mechanisms between coding and non-coding regions of DNA.  

Quantification of SBS in exomic DNA from cells cultured in soft ECM and stiff ECM 

again showed that cells cultured in both soft and stiff ECM accumulated this type of 

genetic mutation compared to the parental cells and the reference genome (Figure 3.5 b, 

top panel). As before, however, we see an enhanced accumulation of SBS observed at any 
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given triplet of bases in the cells cultured in a stiff ECM compared to soft. This trend was 

also reflected for the accumulation of DBS (Figure 3.5 b, bottom panel). This again 

suggested that the accumulation of genetic mutations was higher in cells cultured in a stiff 

ECM compared to soft. Interestingly, comparing the SBS and DBS profiles obtained with 

cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM to those presented in the study utilising exome 

sequencing to quantify accumulation of mutations in response to specific mutagens, 

showed that both the soft and stiff ECM profiles resembled that of cells accumulating 

genetic mutations due to endogenous mutagens. As cells cultured in a stiff environment 

showed an enhanced accumulation of genetic mutations, potentially from an endogenous 

source, this would be consistent with the increased presence of an endogenous mutagen, 

such as RASP, in cells cultured in a stiff ECM compared to soft. Taken together, these 

results therefore suggested that cells cultured in a stiff ECM exhibited enhanced 

accumulation of DNA damage compared to those cultured in soft ECM. Furthermore, these 

results were consistent with the hypothesis that the increased accumulation of DNA 

damage and genetic mutations in cells cultured in a stiff ECM could be occurring due to 

downregulation of Aldh enzymes, and reduced clearance of RASP.  

As we observed a greater frequency of mutagenesis within exomic regions of DNA in cell 

cultured in stiff ECM, we then asked whether this was driving transformation. As 

transformed cells gain the ability to grow independently of anchorage to a solid surface or 

ECM, with untransformed cells undergoing anoikis in these circumstances, assessing the 

number of colonies able to form within soft agar provides a surrogate measure for the 

relative numbers of transformed cells within two populations (Borowicz et al., 2014b). As 

such, we seeded single cell suspensions of EpH4 cells cultured in soft and stiff Matrigel-

alginate gels for 7 days into soft agar, where they were allowed to form colonies for a 

further 21 days. We then manually counted the number of colonies formed in each 

condition, to compare levels of transformation between the populations of cells cultured in 

soft and stiff ECM. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.5c. We observed a significant 

increase in the number of cells able to form colonies in soft agar in the population obtained 

from stiff ECM compared to soft. A small number of colonies were also observed from 

cells in the soft population. This may be due to mammary stem cells also being able to 

form colonies in soft agar (Dontu and Wicha, 2005). However, recent data from our lab has 

suggested that there is no change in the stem cell populations between EpH4 cells cultured 

in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels (Appendix A, Figure 1c). We were therefore 

confident that the increase in colony formation within the population of cells extracted 

from stiff ECM was reflective of a higher number of transformed cells within this 

population.  
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Taken together, these results suggested that the increased accumulation of genetic 

mutations in cells cultured in stiff ECM may drive the initial transformation of MECs.  
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Figure 3.5 – Assessment of DNA double-strand breaks in cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM 

a) Graphic depicting the number of single base substitutions (top panel) and double-base substitutions (bottom panel) 

occurring at all possible DNA triplets in the exomic DNA of EpH4 cells cultured in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels 

for 10 days, compared to parental EpH4 cells and reference genome. 

b) Graphic depicting the number of transversion (pyrimidine to purine) and transition (pyrimidine to pyrimidine) 

mutations identified on the sense strand (transcribed) and antisense strand (untranscribed) of exomic DNA, and 

nontranscribed DNA from EpH4 cells cultured in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 10 days. Numbers of mutations 

quantified relative to parental EpH4 cells and reference genome. 

c) Quantification of the number of colonies formed in soft agar after 21 days, following culture of EpH4 cels in soft and 

stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 7 days. Bars show Mean ± SD, calculated from counting 40 – 50 cells per condition (n = 

3). Data points depict mean value of each of the three independent replicates. Significance was determined by two-tailed 

Student’s t-test 
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3.6 Re-expression of aldehyde dehydrogenases reduces DNA damage accumulation 

and transformation of cells cultured in stiff ECM 

 

After establishing that MECs cultured in stiff ECM accumulate increased DNA damage, 

genetic mutations, and anchorage-independent growth, we sought to determine whether 

these phenotypes were driven by downregulation of Aldh enzymes, and reduced clearance 

of RASP. To do this, we built a lentiviral vector containing the Aldh3b2 gene under the 

regulation of the EF1a promoter (pCDH-Ef1a-Aldh3b2-T2A-copGFP). We then used this 

vector to generate a lentivirus and used this to make an EpH4 cell line constitutively and 

stably expressing Aldh3b2. As this gene was constitutively expressed under the EF1a 

promoter in the EpH4 cells, the expression of this gene was insensitive to regulation by 

ECM stiffness, meaning that this enzyme would be present to clear RASP regardless of 

mechanical cues from the ECM. As such, we were able to use this cell line to determine 

the effect of maintaining the clearance of RASP in stiff ECM on the accumulation of DNA 

damage. We chose Aldh3b2 as this was the most significantly downregulated Aldh enzyme 

at the transcript level in a stiff environment. Aldh3b2 also exhibits the same cellular 

function and mechanism of catalysis as the most significantly downregulated Aldh enzyme 

at the protein level, Aldh3b1. However, as we see the significant downregulation of 

multiple Aldh isoforms at both the transcript and protein level, we reasoned that restoration 

of the function of Aldh enzymes generally was more important than the expression of any 

specific variant.  

To establish the effect of clearance of RASP on DNA damage, we cultured WT EpH4 cells 

in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, and EpH4 cells constitutively expressing Aldh3b2 

into stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, for 24 hours. Cells were then extracted, dissociated into 

single cells, and immunostained for pγH2AX (Figure 3.6 a-b). The numbers of pγH2AX 

foci were then quantified to assess the relative amounts of DNA double-strand breaks 

occurring in each condition. As before, WT EpH4 cells cultured in stiff ECM accumulated 

greater levels of DNA damage compared to those grown in soft ECM. However, 

constitutive expression of Aldh3b2 reduced the amount of DNA damage observed in cells 

extracted from stiff ECM was significantly lower than in WT cells cultured in stiff ECM 

and brought accumulation of DNA damage back to levels resembling those of the soft 

condition. This therefore suggested that accumulation of RASP was driving the increased 

accumulation of DNA damage observed in stiff ECM, as increased clearance of RASP 

through constitutive expression of Aldh3b2 abrogated this phenotype.  
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As constitutive expression of Aldh3b2 reduced the accumulation of DNA damage in cells 

cultured in a stiff ECM, we then asked whether this would also reduce the amount of 

transformed cells within populations of cells recovered from stiff ECM. We therefore 

cultured WT EpH4 cells, and EpH4 cells constitutively expressing Aldh3b2 into soft and 

stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 7 days. Cells were then extracted, dissociated into single 

cells and seeded into soft agar. The number of colonies in growing in soft agar was then 

quantified after a further 21 days culture in soft agar, to establish relative numbers of 

transformed cells between conditions (Figure 3.6 c). As hypothesised, the number of 

transformed cells in the populations of cells recovered from stiff ECM expressing Aldh3b2 

were significantly lower than in WT cells cultured in soft ECM.  

Taken together, these results suggested that downregulation of aldehyde dehydrogenases 

and reduced clearance of RASP in cells cultured in stiff ECM was driving the 

accumulation of DNA damage and transformation of MECs.  
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Figure 3.6 – Assessment of DNA double-strand breaks and colony formation in soft agar of MECs cultured in soft and 

stiff Matrigel-alginate gels expressing Aldh3b2.  

a) Representative IF images of WT EpH4 cells and Aldh3b2-overexpressing EpH4 cells extracted from soft and stiff 

Matrigel-alginate gels after 24 hours and immunostained for pγH2AX (S139) 

b) Quantification of pγH2AX foci per cell. Bars show Mean ± SD, calculated from counting 30 cells per condition, per 

replicate (n = 3). Data points depict mean value of each of the three independent replicates. Significance was determined 

by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test.  

c) Number of colonies formed in soft agar by WT EpH4 cells and Aldh3b2-overexpressing EpH4 cells following culture 

in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 7 days. Colony number was determined following 21 days growth in soft agar. 

Bars show Mean ± SD for each condition (n = 3).  Data points denote mean value for each independent biological 

replicate.  Significance was determined by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test 
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3.7 RhoA signalling mediates reactive aldehyde and DNA damage accumulation in 

cells cultured in stiff ECM 

 

After establishing that downregulation of aldehyde dehydrogenases and increased 

accumulation of RASP was driving DNA damage and initial transformation in MECs in 

stiff ECM, we then sought to determine a mechanotransduction mechanism by which this 

might be occurring. After re-examining the GO analysis obtained for the RNAseq and 

mass spectrometry datasets, we identified that terms associated with RhoA signalling and 

regulation of small GTPase signalling appeared to be differentially enriched between soft 

and stiff conditions. RhoA is a key mediator of mechanotransduction, and upon conversion 

to its GTP-bound state, regulates signalling cascades which alter actomyosin contractility, 

F-actin polymerisation, cell adhesion and mechanosensitive gene expression programmes 

through direct transmission of force to the nucleus, and regulation of mechanosensitive 

transcriptional regulators such as YAP and SRF (Burridge et al., 2019b; Hu et al., 2011; 

Liu et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2020). As such, we sought to determine whether RhoA 

signalling could be responsible for the differences in aldehyde metabolism, DNA damage 

and transformation that we observed between cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM. To do 

this, we built lentiviral constructs capable of expressing BFP-RhoA-T19N (pCDH-Ef1a-

BFP-RhoA-T19N), a dominant negative form of RhoA to show the effect of inhibiting 

RhoA signalling, and BFP-RhoA-Q63L, a mutant which exhibits sustained activation due 

to impaired GTP-hydrolysis (pCDH-Ef1a-BFP-RhoA-Q63L), thus showing the effect of 

sustained activation of RhoA signalling. We then generated lentiviruses from these 

constructs which were used to make stable EpH4 cell lines expressing BFP-RhoA-T19N, 

and BFP-RhoA-Q63L.  

We first sought to determine whether expression of the RhoA mutants affected the 

morphology and organoid area of EpH4 cells cultured in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate 

gels. To do this, WT EpH4 cells and EpH4 cells expressing BFP-RhoA-Q63L were seeded 

as single cell suspensions in the soft Matrigel-alginate gels, and WT EpH4 cells and EpH4 

cells expressing BFP-RhoA-T19N were seeded as single cell suspensions in the stiff gels. 

Cells were then cultured for 10 days to allow mature acinar structures to form. The cluster 

area of the acini was the quantified to determine differences in the morphology of these 

cells between conditions. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.7 a-b. Cells cultured in 

stiff ECM expressing RhoA-T19N developed organoids of similar area to WT cells 

cultured in soft ECM. This suggested that inhibition of RhoA signalling could abrogate the 

development of the aberrant morphology exhibited by acini formed by MECs cultured in 
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stiff ECM. Furthermore, expressing BFP-RhoA-Q63L in cells cultured in soft ECM also 

resulted in a small but significant increase in organoid area when expressed in cells 

cultured in soft, however, this failed to fully recapitulate the morphology of WT EpH4 

cells cultured in a stiff ECM. These results therefore suggested that RhoA may be involved 

in the development of the phenotype observed by MECs cultured in stiff ECM.  

We next asked whether manipulation of RhoA signalling could alter the differences in 

DNA damage accumulation and transformation between cells cultured in soft and stiff 

ECM. To do this, WT EpH4 cells and EpH4 cells expressing BFP-RhoA-Q63L were 

seeded as single cell suspensions in the soft Matrigel-alginate gels, and WT EpH4 cells and 

EpH4 cells expressing BFP-RhoA-T19N were seeded as single cell suspensions in the stiff 

gels. Following 24 hours of culture, cells were recovered from the gels and dissociated into 

single cells. Cells were then fixed and immunostained for pγH2AX. The number of 

pγH2AX was then quantified per cell in each condition to compare DNA double-strand 

break accumulation. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.9c-d. As observed with the 

morphological changes, RhoA-T19N expression in cells cultured in stiff ECM reduced the 

accumulation of DNA damage, with numbers of pγH2AX foci returning to levels 

resembling those of cells cultured in soft ECM. In contrast, no significant change was 

observed in the levels of DNA damage between WT EpH4s and EpH4s expressing RhoA-

Q63L cultured in soft ECM. These data therefore suggested that inhibition of RhoA 

signalling was necessary, but not sufficient to drive the accumulation of DNA damage in 

cells cultured in stiff ECM.  

After identifying a reduction in the accumulation of DNA damage in cells cultured in stiff 

ECM upon the inhibition of RhoA, we then sought to determine whether this reduction in 

DNA damage, led to a reduction in the number of transformed cells in the populations 

cultured in a stiff environment, to determine whether altered RhoA signalling could be 

driving transformation in MECs in response to ECM stiffness. To do this, WT EpH4 cells 

and EpH4 cells expressing BFP-RhoA-T19N were seeded as single cell suspensions in the 

stiff gels. Following 7 days of culture, cells were recovered from the soft and stiff gels, 

dissociated into single cells, and re-seeded in soft agar, where they were cultured for 21 

days. The number of colonies was then quantified to compare levels of transformation 

amongst the different conditions (Figure 3.7 d). As with the results obtained in the DNA 

damage assay, EpH4 cells expressing BFP-RhoA-T19N cultured in stiff ECM showed 

significantly lower colony formation than WT cells cultured in stiff ECM. Again, RhoA-

Q63L cells failed to drive a significant increase in colony formation when cultured in soft 
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ECM compared to WT cells. These results therefore suggested that that RhoA signalling 

was necessary but not sufficient to drive transformation of MECs in stiff ECM.  

At this stage, we had established that impaired clearance of RASP due to downregulation 

of Aldh enzyme isoforms was likely resulting in the increased accumulation of DNA 

damage, genetic mutations, and driving transformation in cells cultured in stiff ECM. 

Furthermore, we had established that inhibition of RhoA signalling could reduce the levels 

of DNA damage and transformation of cells cultured in stiff ECM. As such, we then 

sought to link these pathways, and to determine whether reduced RASP clearance could 

occur in a RhoA-dependent manner. To determine whether perturbation of RASP clearance 

was occurring in a RhoA-dependent manner, we cultured WT EpH4 cells and EpH4 cells 

expressing BFP-RhoA-T19N in stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, and WT EpH4 cells and BFP-

RhoA-Q63L cells in soft Matrigel-alginate gels. We then performed the LAA Click-iT 

assay to RASP clearance, as previously described. The results of this are shown in Figure 

3.9e-f. Following a similar pattern to the previous experiments, expression of BFP-RhoA-

Q63L failed to drive increased accumulation of RASP when expressed in cells cultured in 

soft ECM compared to WT cells, suggesting that clearance of reactive aldehydes was 

functioning as normal despite apparent sustained activation of RhoA. However, EpH4 cells 

expressing BFP-RhoA-T19N cultured in stiff ECM exhibited significantly lower 

accumulation of RASP than WT cells, suggesting that inhibiting RhoA signalling led to 

more efficient clearance of RASP from these cells. These data therefore suggested that 

RhoA signalling was necessary but not sufficient to drive reduced clearance of RASP in 

MECs cultured in stiff ECM.  

Taken together, the results in this section suggest that RhoA signalling plays a key role in 

driving DNA damage and transformation in MECs cultured in a stiff ECM. Furthermore, 

the mechanism by which RhoA does this may be through impaired clearance of RASP. We 

therefore suggest a novel mechanism by which RhoA-mediated mechanotransduction in 

MECs cultured in stiff ECM results in decreased clearance of RASP, resulting in enhanced 

accumulation of DNA damage, and genetic mutations, leading to transformation.  
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Figure 3.7 – Assessment of the role of RhoA in aldehyde metabolism, DNA damage accumulation, and transformation in 

MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM  

a) Representative Brightfield images of WT EpH4 cells and RhoA-T19N/Q63L-overexpressing EpH4 cells cultured in 

soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 10 days 

b) Quantification of acinar (cluster) area of WT, RhoA-T19N and RhoA Q63L EpH4 cells cultured in soft and stiff 

Matrigel-alginate gels for 10 days. Bars depict Mean ± SD calculated from 40 – 100 cells per condition, per replicate (n = 

3). Data points denote mean of each independent biological replicate Significance was determined by two-way ANOVA 

with Tukey’s post-hoc test 

c) Quantification of the number of pγH2AX (S139) foci observed in WT, Rho-T19N and RhoA-Q63L EpH4 cells 

following culture in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 24 hours. Bars show Mean ± SD calculated from 15 – 50 cells 

per condition, per replicate (n = 3). Data points denote mean of each independent biological replicate Significance was 

determined by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test 

d)  Number of colonies formed in soft agar by WT, RhoA-T19N and RhoA-Q63L EpH4 cells following culture in soft 

and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 7 days. Colony number was determined following 21 days growth in soft agar. Bars 

show Mean ± SD for each condition (n = 3).  Data points denote mean value for each independent biological replicate.  

Significance was determined by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test 

e) Representative fluorescent images of alkyne-modified proteins in WT, RhoA-T19N and RhoA-Q63L EpH4 cells 

cultured in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels for 24 hours prior to incubation with LAA and staining using Click-iT 

lipid peroxidation imaging kit 

f) Quantification of relative fluorescence intensity of alkyne modified proteins per cell in EpH4 cells cultured in soft and 

stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, untreated or treated with carnosine. Mean ± SD was calculated from > 500 cells per 

condition, per biological replicate (n = 3). Individual data points denote fluorescence intensity of individual cells, 

normalised to the median fluorescence intensity of cells in the untreated, soft condition. Significance was determined via 

one-way ANOVA, with Tukey’s post-hoc test 
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3.8 – Discussion 
 

The results presented in this chapter suggest a novel mechanism for the transformation of 

MECs through impaired clearance of RASP in cells cultured in stiff ECM. Consistent with 

previous studies, we show that MECs cultured in stiff ECM adopt an aberrant morphology 

compared to those cultured in soft ECM, in a Matrigel-alginate 3D hydrogel model. We 

then showed that this was accompanied by altered expression of genes involved in the 

prolactin pathway, suggesting differences in the differentiation state of cells cultured in 

soft and stiff ECM. RNAseq analysis then revealed that the global transcriptome of MECs 

cultured in soft and stiff environments was different, with some of the most marked 

differences observed in metabolic processes. Among the metabolic genes differentially 

expressed, several Aldh isoforms were shown to be significantly downregulated in cells 

cultured in stiff ECM compared to soft, resulting in the increased accumulation of RASP. 

Subsequently we showed that MECs cultured in stiff ECM accumulate more DNA 

damage, genetic mutations, and show increased levels of transformation compared to those 

cultured in soft ECM. Increasing clearance of RASP by overexpressing an Aldh enzyme in 

stiff ECM was able to reverse these phenotypes. Furthermore, we showed that inhibition of 

RhoA signalling in cells cultured in stiff ECM reduced the accumulation of RASP, DNA 

damage, and the number transformed cells in the population. Taken together, these results 

suggest a novel, RhoA-mediated mechanism by which transformation of MECs in stiff 

ECM is driven by reduced clearance of RASP. 

Mechanical regulation of metabolic processes has been suggested in other studies across a 

range of different cell types in 2D. Several of these studies have focused on the mechanical 

regulation of ATP generation through cellular respiration. For example, in cardiomyocytes, 

it has been shown that differential intensity of cyclical strain results in differential glucose 

consumption and mitochondrial ATPase activity, accompanied by changes in the 

polymerisation of beta-tubulin, suggesting mechanical regulation of aerobic respiration in 

this context (Guo et al., 2009). Glycolysis in bronchial epithelial cells has also been shown 

to be regulated by differences in mechanosignalling on soft and stiff substrates. Increased 

stress fibre formation on stiff substrates has been shown to stabilise the levels of phospho-

fructokinase (PFK), due to sequestration of the E3-ubiquitin ligase responsible for PFK 

degradation-targeting, TRIM21, by the actin cytoskeleton. This therefore facilitated an 

increase in glycolysis in stiff conditions showing post-translational mechanical control of 

metabolism by these cells (Park et al., 2020). Interestingly, we also observed the glycolytic 

processes GO term differentially enriched in our mass spectrometry experiment on cells 

cultured in soft and stiff ECM. As transformed cells often also upregulate glycolysis during 
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cancer progression as part of their transition to Warburg metabolism, this could be an 

interesting process to investigate in the context of the initial transformation of MECs 

(Smith et al., 2016). However, as this study was performed in 2D, further study would be 

required to determine whether this mechanism was active in 3D, particularly because 

MECs in 3D soft and stiff ECM do not appear to form robust stress fibres (Lee et al., 

2019a). Aspects of metabolism have also been shown to be regulated by changes in 

transcriptional programmes in response to mechanosignalling. For example, activation of 

RhoA signalling, increased activity of the mitochondrial proton efflux pump SLC9A1, and 

HSF-1-mediated gene expression changes in MCF10A MECs on stiff ECM compared to 

soft has been shown to affect mitochondrial shape, reduce mitochondrial oxygen 

consumption and increase ROS accumulation in these cells. Furthermore, reduced 

actomyosin contractility has been shown to inactivate Lipin-1 through differential 

transmission of force to the Golgi apparatus, resulting in reduced Golgi-localised Arf1, 

activation of the transcription factors SREBP1/2, resulting in reduced neutral lipid and 

cholesterol accumulation (Romani et al., 2019a). We also see differential enrichment of 

GO terms related to lipid metabolism between cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM in both 

the transcriptomic and proteomic datasets. Again however, as this study was performed on 

2D plastic, where the “soft” condition was mimicked using blebbistatin treatment to inhibit 

actomyosin contractility, further investigation would be required to determine whether 

these mechanisms were also applicable in 3D.  

Here we also identify global gene expression differences between MECs cultured in a soft 

ECM and stiff ECM. Some of the most prominent changes are observed in Aldh enzymes, 

responsible for detoxifying RASP generated in processes such as lipid peroxidation, by 

converting them into carboxylic acids. Increased accumulation of RASP can lead to 

formation of nucleobase-aldehyde adducts which can lead to double-strand breaks during 

DNA replication (Voulgaridou et al., 2011b). This therefore provides a credible source of 

the genetic mutations observed in cells cultured in stiff ECM, which are required for 

transformation. Only one Aldh enzyme has been widely studied in MECs previously – 

Aldh1a1 – which has been characterised as a stem cell marker and is associated with poor 

prognosis and drug resistance in breast cancer (Croker et al., 2017; Ginestier et al., 2007; 

Pors and Moreb, 2014). We do not observe differences in Aldh1a1, or any other markers 

which would suggest that we were selecting for a particular lineage or that indicated an 

increase in stemness, however (Appendix A, Figure 1c). Instead, we observed changes in a 

range of other members of the Aldh family, with Aldh3b2 and Aldh3b1 being the most 

significantly downregulated at the transcriptional and protein level respectively in cells 

cultured in stiff ECM compared to soft. As increased levels of DNA damage have also 
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been observed in primary mammary epithelial cells obtained from women with a high 

mammographic density, it would be interesting to examine whether levels of these 

enzymes are altered in patient-matched breast tissue from regions of low and high 

mammographic density (DeFilippis et al., 2014). This would allow determination of 

whether accumulation of RASP could be driving DNA damage in vivo.  

In addition to increased RASP accumulation in cells cultured in a stiff ECM leading to 

DNA damage and the accumulation of the genetic mutations required for oncogenic 

transformation, there are other ways in which increased RASP accumulation could result in 

the development of pre-transformed MEC phenotypes without necessarily inducing DNA 

damage. For example, as well as nucleobases in DNA being covalently modified through 

reaction with RASP, amino acid side chains are also susceptible to modification, resulting 

in protein carbonylation (Grimsrud et al., 2008). This has been shown to have significant 

effects on protein function. For example, RASP resulting from lipid peroxidation processes 

reacting with lysine, key amino acids responsible for catalysis in enzyme active sites can 

result in the impediment of enzymatic function. The enzymes thioredoxin and thioredoxin 

reductase have been shown to be inactivated through reaction of the lipid peroxidation-

derived aldehydes 4-hydroxynonenal (4-HNE) and acrolein with active site cysteine and 

selenocysteine residues, thus impacting cellular redox status and resulting in increased 

oxidative stress (Grimsrud et al., 2008). Furthermore, thioredoxin reductase is responsible 

for maintaining the redox status of various tumour-suppressive and oncogenic transcription 

factors such as p53, AP-1 and NF-kappaB. In the case of p53, inhibition of thioredoxin 

reductase by electrophiles such as 4-HNE results in p53 adopting an aberrant 

conformation, impacting p53 function in the regulation of apoptosis (Cassidy et al., 2006). 

This therefore provides an example of how RASP could indirectly affect processes relevant 

to transformation indirectly through the regulation of metabolic enzyme function. RASP 

can also have direct effects on cell signalling and transcription through the modification of 

protein kinases and transcriptional regulators, which could also account for the global 

transcriptional differences and alterations to cell phenotype we observe in cells cultured in 

a stiff ECM. Previous work has shown that the transcription factor NRF2 can be activated 

through the reaction of 4-HNE with its inhibitor, KEAP1, resulting in KEAP1 dissociation 

from NRF2 and NRF2 nuclear translocation (Levonen et al., 2004). NRF2 has dual 

oncogenic and tumour-suppressive roles in cancer progression, regulating genes involved 

in antioxidant and anti-tumour inflammatory processes, but also driving the expression of 

genes involved in cell proliferation, apoptosis resistance, and cancer stem cell self-renewal 

(Wu et al., 2019). With regards to the direct impact of RASP on cell signalling, both 

ASK1, a protein kinase upstream of JNK, and EGFR have been shown to be directly 
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activated through reaction with 4-HNE, resulting in activation of the ASK1-SEK1-JNK 

pathway and the EGFR clustering and autophosphorylation, respectively (Grimsrud et al., 

2008). Taken together, these studies show that RASP can directly impact oncogenic and 

tumour-suppressive processes independently of the accumulation of DNA damage and the 

accumulation of genetic mutations. Future experiments arising from our observations in 

this chapter may elucidate whether the aberrant morphology and anoikis-

resistance/transformation phenotypes we observe in MECs cultured in a stiff ECM are 

indeed due to DNA damage and genetic mutations, a direct effect of RASP on cellular 

function independent of DNA damage, or perhaps a mixture of both.  

Other data presented in this chapter demonstrated that RhoA plays a key role in the 

mechanism which leads to the accumulation of RASP. Inhibition of RhoA signalling 

through overexpression of the RhoA-T19N dominant negative resulted in the increased 

clearance of RASP, and abrogated the morphological, DNA damage, and transformation 

differences exhibited by EpH4s cultured in stiff ECM compared to soft. The role of RhoA 

in mechanotransduction is well established, as are its roles in breast cancer development 

and progression (Burridge et al., 2019a; Paszek et al., 2005b). Although the mechanisms 

by which RhoA may lead to the accumulation of RASP were not identified here, we 

hypothesise that this may occur through downregulation of Aldh enzyme isoforms. RhoA 

has been found to regulate changes in gene expression by modulation of the activity of 

transcriptional regulators previously. For example, RhoA mediated changes in cytoskeletal 

dynamics are known to modulate the transcriptional activity of serum response factor 

(SRF) (Liu et al., 2003). SRF is a transcriptional factor which regulates distinct sets of 

genes depending on the external stimulus and which co-factors it associates with (Gineitis 

and Treisman, 2001). In breast cancer, RhoA has been shown to influence SRF signalling 

by stimulating polymerisation of G-actin to F-actin, thus relieving G-actin inhibition of 

MRTF-A, allowing its translocation to the nucleus. This results in direction of SRF 

towards genes related to muscle function and actin cytoskeletal dynamics, promoting cell 

contractility and migration (Hu et al., 2011). In the context of breast cancer metabolism, 

RhoA-mediated SRF transcriptional activity has also been shown to upregulate glutamine 

metabolism in MECs which express oncogenic Myc (Haikala et al., 2018b). As glutamine 

addiction alongside Warburg metabolism represents a key feature of many cancer cells, 

this may allude to another potential way in which RhoA could drive breast cancer 

progression through influencing metabolism (Smith et al., 2016). Contractility of the actin 

cytoskeleton stimulated by RhoA has also been shown to negatively regulate SREBP1 

transcriptional activity, resulting in modulation of lipid synthesis pathways (Bertolio et al., 

2019). Utilising ATAC sequencing methods as previously performed by other lab groups 
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may be able to elucidate which transcription factors show differential activity in MECs 

cultured in soft and stiff ECM, or in response to inhibition or sustained activation of RhoA 

signalling (Li et al., 2019). This would provide some indication of the transcription factors 

which could be controlling RASP levels, and thus DNA damage and transformation of 

MECs in stiff ECM.  

Interestingly, however, we also found that overexpression of RhoA-Q63L, which has been 

previously reported in the literature as a constitutively active form of RhoA, only resulted 

in a small increase in organoid area, and failed to drive the accumulation of DNA damage 

or increased transformation of cells cultured in soft ECM. This would suggest that RhoA 

signalling is necessary but not sufficient to drive the phenotype that we observe in cells 

cultured in stiff ECM. This comes with the caveat that the RhoA-Q63L mutant has not 

been characterised in 3D or in mechanical environments as soft as the Matrigel-alginate 

gels we used here, and it may be that the soft ECM environment does not provide a strong 

enough mechanical cue to induce the exchange of GDP for GTP still required by this 

mutant for sustained activation of downstream RhoA signalling (Longenecker et al., 2003). 

Expressing a RhoA dominant active mutant such as RhoA-V14 instead – which is 

predominantly GTP-bound regardless of mechanical cues – may therefore provide a more 

definitive answer as to whether RhoA is or is not necessary and sufficient to drive the 

DNA damage and transformation of cells cultured in stiff ECM (Frantz et al., 2002). 

Disregarding this for now, however, the data presented here, suggested that RhoA is not 

sufficient to drive DNA damage and RASP accumulation. This therefore suggests that 

there may be other mechanotransduction mechanisms at play acting synergistically with 

RhoA signalling to induce DNA damage, genetic mutations, and transformation in MECs 

cultured in a stiff environment. As we observe differential enrichment in GO terms related 

to small GTPases, not just RhoA, it may be that other small GTPases which regulate actin 

dynamics, such as Rac1 and Cdc42 may also play a role here (Carlier et al., 1999; Eden et 

al., 2002; Sebe et al., 2010). With regards to mechanosensitive transcription factors that 

may be involved, the RNA sequencing data that we have presented identified many YAP 

target genes differentially expressed between the cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM. YAP 

and its regulatory Hippo pathway are regulated by mechanical signals, also presenting a 

candidate by which gene expression and behaviour could be differentially regulated 

between soft and stiff conditions (Dutta et al., 2018; Ibar et al., 2018). As such, we 

examined the effect of modulating YAP signalling in this context to determine whether this 

may play a role in the phenotypes we observe in MECs cultured in a stiff ECM. We did 

this by expressing a constitutively active form of YAP, YAP-4SA, in EpH4 cells in soft 

Matrigel-alginate gels, which acted to constitutively activate YAP transcriptional 
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programmes, and a dominant negative form of TEAD2 in EpH4s in stiff Matrigel-alginate 

gels, which acted to inhibit YAP signalling (Appendix A, Figure 6). Although we found 

that YAP signalling was necessary and sufficient to drive the morphological phenotype 

associated with cells cultured in a stiff ECM, YAP signalling did not influence DNA 

damage accumulation or transformation. This suggested that YAP may not be the factor 

driving DNA damage and transformation synergistically with RhoA, although inhibiting 

both RhoA and YAP simultaneously through co-expression of dominant negative TEAD2 

and RhoA-T19N may provide a more definitive answer to this. Furthermore, as many SRF 

target genes overlap with those of YAP, it could be that differential SRF regulation in soft 

and stiff ECM is driving differences in some of the genes differentially expressed between 

MECs in soft and stiff ECM, not YAP (Foster et al., 2017). Based on the data presented 

here, however, the signal or signals which may act synergistically with RhoA to drive 

DNA damage, genetic mutations, and transformation in MECs cultured in a stiff 

environment remain to be elucidated.  

Many of the aforementioned candidates for factors which may act synergistically with 

RhoA in the development of the phenotype exhibited by MECs cultured in stiff ECM, such 

as Rac1, Cdc42, YAP and SRF, are regulated downstream of cellular adhesion complexes 

(Dutta et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2011; Ibar et al., 2018; Noren et al., 2001; Sabra et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, GO analysis of the mass spectrometry dataset revealed that the terms 

“regulation of cell-substrate adhesion” and “regulation of cell junction assembly” were 

significantly differentially enriched between MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM, 

suggesting that these complexes were being differentially regulated between MECs in soft 

and stiff conditions. Cellular adhesion complexes represent major routes by which cells 

sense and transduce mechanical cues from their microenvironment. In MECs, both focal 

adhesion and adherens junctions have been shown to transduce force and alter gene 

expression through biochemical signalling pathways and through regulation of the actin 

cytoskeleton (Ladoux et al., 2015; Mui et al., 2016; Schwartz, 2010). As these complexes 

regulate RhoA activity and downstream actin cytoskeletal contractility and polymerisation, 

we speculated that perhaps the signal acting synergistically with RhoA may also lie 

downstream of these complexes (Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and Burridge, 1996; Costa et al., 

2013; Guilluy et al., 2011; Noren et al., 2001; Peng et al., 2010; Ratheesh et al., 2012; 

Shaifta et al., 2010). We therefore hypothesised that a bifurcation of mechanotransduction 

mechanisms downstream of cellular adhesion complexes may regulate the MEC response 

to differences in ECM stiffness. In the following chapters, we therefore adapt, validate, and 

utilise a system by which we can explore mechanically induced differences in adhesion 

complexes in MECs cultured in soft and stiff conditions.  
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Chapter 4 – Development of a BioID strategy to investigate the 

mammary epithelial adhesome 

 

4.1 – Introduction 
 

In the previous chapter we established a novel mechanism in MECs cultured in stiff ECM 

by which RhoA mechanosignalling drove differences in aldehyde metabolism, resulting in 

the accumulation of RASP, leading to increased accumulation of DNA damage and 

transformation. RhoA was found to be necessary but not sufficient for driving this 

phenotype. We therefore reasoned that other mechanotransduction mechanisms must also 

be at play in MECs in stiff ECM to act synergistically with RhoA to drive this phenotype. 

Analysis of the RNA sequencing and mass spectrometry experiments revealed that GO 

terms associated with cell-substrate adhesion and cell junction assembly were significantly 

differentially enriched between MECs cultured in soft and stiff conditions. IACs (cell-

ECM adhesion complexes) and adherens junctions (cell-cell junction complexes) have 

been previously shown to act as bidirectional force-transduction hubs, converting 

mechanical cues from a cell’s extracellular environment into changes in the actin 

cytoskeleton and intracellular signalling pathways, and vice versa (Ladoux et al., 2015; 

Mui et al., 2016; Seong et al., 2013). As such, we reasoned that mechanisms acting 

synergistically with RhoA to drive the phenotypes we observe in MECs cultured in stiff 

ECM may occur via these complexes. We therefore wanted to establish an experimental 

system by which the differences in adhesion complexes in MECs cultured in soft and stiff 

MECs could be examined and quantified, to identify mechanotransduction mechanisms 

which may be present, absent, or differentially regulated in each condition which may 

contribute to the DNA damage and transformation phenotypes we observed in MECs 

cultured in stiff ECM. 

Despite the global transcriptome and proteomic analyses suggesting differences in the 

expression of components associated with adhesion complexes in MECs, many of the ways 

in which these complexes transduce force occur at the post-translational level. This is 

achieved through the differential recruitment and regulation of adhesion complex 

components under different amounts of tension. The recruited proteins then stimulate 

changes in actin cytoskeletal dynamics and alter intracellular signalling pathways resulting 

in differential regulation of gene expression (Ibar et al., 2018; le Duc et al., 2010; Liu et 

al., 2000; Ratheesh et al., 2012). We therefore reasoned that examining the differential 

recruitment of proteins to these complexes in MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM 
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environments would yield information as to what mechanotransduction pathways may be 

active downstream of these complexes in each stiffness condition. However, we needed to 

identify a method by which we could do this.  

Recently, several groups have utilised proximity-dependent biotin identification (BioID) to 

identify potential interactions occurring within IACs (Chastney et al., 2020; Dong et al., 

2016b; Mekhdjian et al., 2017; Rahikainen et al., 2019). BioID is an unbiased, high-

throughput method of identifying potential protein-protein interactions through fusion of a 

protein of interest (the “bait” protein) to a mutant form of the E. coli biotin ligase, BirA*. 

BirA* functions to convert biotin to a highly reactive form - biotinoyl-5’-AMP – which 

reacts with the amine groups on the lysine side-chains of proteins. Owing to its short half-

life, biotinoyl-5’-AMP is only present long enough to react with lysines in the immediate 

vicinity of where it is generated. This means a fused BirA* enzyme generates a cloud of 

biotinoyl-5’-AMP around the bait protein, with a radius comparable to the size of the 

mammalian ribosome. As such, expressing a protein of interest fused to BirA* in cells 

allows the specific biotinylation of proteins within a radius of around 15-20 nm of the 

proteins of interest upon addition of biotin to culture media, thus biotin labelling proximal 

proteins (“prey” proteins). The biotin label can then be utilised for streptavidin-based 

affinity purification, allowing the specific isolation of biotinylated proximal proteins. 

Following isolation, these proteins can be identified and quantified using liquid 

chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) (Roux et al., 2012a). 

Quantitative comparison of proteins labelled with the fusion protein to those labelled by an 

unconjugated BirA* control then allows identification of high confidence potential 

interacting partners of the bait following analysis in SAINT Express (Chastney et al., 

2020).  A detailed schematic and explanation of this technique is presented in Figure 4.1.  

We therefore reasoned that by identifying and quantifying the differences in the potential 

interactions of key structural and mechanosensitive proteins within IACs and adherens 

junctions in MECs in soft and stiff ECM environments using BioID, we would be able to 

assess mechanosensitive differences in these complexes, to determine what 

mechanotransduction mechanisms may be differentially occurring downstream of adhesion 

complexes in each condition. This would then provide an insight into what 

mechanosignalling mechanisms are occurring in these cells downstream of adhesion 

complexes which could be helping to drive transformation. The overall aim of this chapter 

was therefore to establish a functional BioID system to identify and quantify the potential 

interactions of key adhesion complex components in MECs. To do this, we needed to:  
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• identify a mechanosensitive MEC line in which to express the BirA*-fused 

adhesome bait proteins 

• to validate the capability of BioID to identify a known interaction between 

adhesome proteins in MECs 

• to determine what adhesome proteins to fuse to the BirA* enzyme to gain a 

representative idea of differences in the mechanosensitive MEC adhesome between 

soft and stiff ECM conditions 

• To validate that the fusion proteins function similarly to their endogenous 

counterparts.  

The results in this chapter demonstrate the adaptation of the BioID proximity labelling 

technique for use in adhesion complexes within MCF10A MECs. Firstly, I validate the 

suitability of MCF10A cells for the study of mechanotransduction in MECs. I then 

describe the generation of N- and C-terminal fusions of the proximity labelling enzyme 

BirA* to FAK and validate the capability of BioID to identify the known interaction 

between FAK and paxillin in MCF10A cells. Finally, I describe the expansion of this study 

to encompass a range of key structural and mechanosensitive adhesome proteins across 

both IACs and adherens junctions, generating stable MCF10A cell lines expressing each of 

the BirA*-adhesome bait proteins. Finally, I validate the functionality of these fusion 

proteins by confirming that they expressed and localised as expected. Taken together, the 

results in this chapter describe the establishment of a BioID system capable of identifying 

high-confidence potential interactions of key adhesome proteins in MCF10A MECs.   
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Figure 4.1 – BioID proximity labelling allows identification of proximal and interacting proteins of a protein of interest 

a) Schematic outlining the BioID methodology. BioID involves the fusion of a gene coding for a protein of interest (the 

“bait” protein) to the BirA R118G mutant form of the E. coli biotin ligase, BirA*. Following the generation of cells stably 

expressing the BirA*-bait fusion protein, biotin is added to the culture media of the cells for 16 hours. During this time, the 

BirA* enzyme combines biotin molecules with ATP to form biotinoyl-5’-AMP – a highly reactive derivative of biotin. As 

the mutant BirA* has a low affinity for biotinoyl-5’-AMP, this molecule dissociates from the enzyme, forming a 15 – 20 nM 

radius cloud of biotinoyl-5’-AMP around the Bait-BirA* fusion protein. Biotinoyl-5’-AMP then reacts with the primary 

amine groups on the lysine residues on the outer shell of proximal proteins, forming a covalent bond. Proteins outside this 

labelling radius are not labelled. As biotin has a high binding affinity for the protein streptavidin, biotinylated proteins can be 

specifically isolated from whole-cell lysates through incubation with streptavidin beads. Following elution of biotinylated 

proteins from the beads, proteins can be processed using in-gel digestion techniques, identified, and quantified by mass 

spectrometry.   

b) Schematic outlining the role of an unconjugated BirA* control. Upon addition of biotin to the media of cells expressing a 

bait protein conjugated to BirA*, highly abundant proteins such as translation factors, ribosomal subunits, or extremely large 

scaffolding proteins are likely to be biotin labelled non-specifically by the bait in passing. A negative control is therefore 

required to identify which proteins are labelled non-specifically, to aid identification of proteins which are specifically 

interacting with the bait. To achieve this, BirA* enzymes which are unconjugated to mammalian cellular proteins are utilised 

as controls (Chastney et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2016b; Roux et al., 2012a). These enzymes are not restricted to a particular 

sub-cellular location and diffuse freely throughout the cell. Upon addition of biotin to the media of cells expressing the 

BirA* control, the BirA* should biotin label, in passing, the same highly abundant or large proteins in the cell that the bait 

protein also labels non-specifically. The lists of proteins identified in the bait and control conditions, and their relative 

intensities, are then considered in the SAINT Express algorithm. SAINT Express then calculates a confidence score and a 

Bayesian false discovery rate (BFDR) for each protein identified in the screen. Proteins enriched to the same or greater 

extent by the control compared to the bait proteins are assigned a high BFDR, whereas proteins which are enriched in the 

bait condition compared to the control are given a low BFDR score. This allows us to prioritise the study of proteins which 

are enriched more in the bait condition than in the controls, to maximise identification of real proximal or interacting 

proteins of the bait.  

c) Schematic outlining our strategy for investigating the mechanosensitive mammary epithelial adhesome using BioID. 

BioID allows identification and quantification of proteins which are interacting with or proximal to a protein of interest. As 

such, if BioID is performed in parallel with the same bait in two separate conditions, following MaxQuant and SAINT 

Express analysis, the proteins with low BFDR scores can be compared to allow identification of interactions which are 

gained, lost, or occur to a greater or lesser extent in one condition compared to the other. We therefore sought to establish a 

BioID system in which we could compare the interactions of key IAC and adherens junction proteins in MECs cultured in 

soft and stiff ECM, to gain insight into the mechanosensitive MEC adhesome. This would therefore allow us to determine 

potential mechanotransduction pathways which were differentially occurring in soft and stiff conditions, which may be 

leading to increased transformation of MECs cultured in stiff ECM.  
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4.2 MCF10A cells exhibit a similar phenotype to EpH4 cells when cultured in 

soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels 

 

To find a suitable cell line in which to perform the BioID studies, I needed to identify an 

untransformed MEC line which was mechanosensitive. Although we had previously used 

EpH4 cells to study mechanotransduction in MECs, these cells undergo progressive 

transcriptional changes throughout their time in culture, eventually losing their ability to 

differentiate and form functional acini (unpublished findings from our lab). As I needed to 

generate stable cell lines expressing the BirA*-adhesome fusion proteins, and then obtain 

independent biological replicates of the samples for mass spectrometry, I was concerned 

that the variation between earlier and later passages of EpH4 cells within the timeframe of 

my sample collection may impede my ability to identify differences in adhesion complexes 

and mechanotransduction pathways using BioID-LC-MS/MS. Furthermore, EpH4 cells are 

a murine cell line, and there was some desire to move our mechanotransduction work into 

a human model. This was because the stroma is a major factor in determining the variation 

in mammographic density in humans, but this is not necessarily the case in mice 

(McConnell et al., 2016; McGinley and Thompson, 2011). MCF10A cells provided an 

untransformed, human, mostly diploid MEC line which has been extensively used in 

mechanotransduction studies (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b; Kenny et al., 2007; Paszek et al., 

2005b; Provenzano et al., 2008). Furthermore, MCF10A cells are a well-established model 

for acini formation, and our lab have previously used these cells as a model for normal and 

aberrant acini formation in 3D Matrigel hydrogels (Walker et al., 2016). We therefore 

sought to determine whether culture of MCF10A cells in soft and stiff ECM elicited a 

phenotype similar to that of EpH4 cells in the same conditions.  

To do this, we seeded single cell suspensions of MCF10A cells into soft (0 mM CaSO4) 

and stiff (24 mM CaSO4) Matrigel-alginate hydrogels and cultured for 12 days. On day 12 

Brightfield images were acquired and acinar area was quantified using ImageJ, to 

determine whether MCF10A cells, like EpH4 cells, exhibited aberrant acinar morphology 

in stiff hydrogels compared to soft. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.2 a-b. As was 

observed for the EpH4 cells, MCF10A cells in these gels form significantly larger, 

disorganised acini, resembling the phenotype of transformed cells in 3D, when cultured in 

stiff ECM (Kenny et al., 2007). These results were also in agreement with the morphology 

of MCF10A acinar structures in other studies investigating differential 

mechanotransduction in these cells (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b; Lee et al., 2019a; Provenzano 

et al., 2008; Stowers et al., 2019a). These results therefore confirmed that MCF10A cells 
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were mechanosensitive in our chosen 3D in vitro model system and could be used as the 

MEC model for our BioID mechanotransduction experiments in soft and stiff ECM.  
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Figure 4.2 – MCF10A cells exhibit larger cluster area and aberrant cluster area when cultured in a stiff ECM compared to 

soft 

a) Representative 20X Brightfield images of MCF10A MECs cultured for 10 days in soft (30 Pa) and stiff (300 Pa) Matrigel-

alginate gels at days 0, 2, 4, 8 and 12  

b) Graph showing relative cluster area of organoids formed by MCF10A cells cultured in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate 

gels, quantified one day 12. A significant difference in area between acini formed in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate 

hydrogels was determined by unpaired t-test.  
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4.3 BioID can identify the known interaction between FAK and paxillin  
 

After establishing the MEC line in which to perform my studies, I then sought to validate 

that BioID could identify a known interaction between two adhesome proteins. To do this, 

it was necessary to generate lentiviral constructs which would allow the generation of 

stable MCF10A lines expressing a BirA*-adhesome fusion bait protein or a BirA* control. 

I could then culture these lines in the presence of biotin, perform a streptavidin affinity 

purification, and immunoblot the elution fractions of the bait and control lysates for a 

known interactor of the adhesome protein bait. This would allow me to determine whether 

the known interacting partner of the adhesome protein was labelled and enriched to a 

greater extent by the bait protein than the control. If this was the case, then this would 

indicate that a BioID methodology could identify that the known interactor was more 

proximal to the bait protein than the control, thus providing an initial validation of the 

approach.  

FAK was chosen as the initial adhesome bait protein to fuse to BirA*. This was because 

FAK acts as a key scaffold protein within IACs and has multiple well-established 

interactions within these complexes (Han and Guan, 1999; Polte and Hanks, 1995b; 

Schlaepfer et al., 1994a; Thomas et al., 1999). Furthermore, as our lab previously 

published a functional interaction of FAK and paxillin in MCF10A cells, this provided a 

robust interaction with which to validate BioID as a methodology in these cells (Walker et 

al., 2016). We therefore generated two lentiviral pCDH constructs using Gibson Assembly: 

one to express FAK conjugated to BirA* on its N-terminus (pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-FAK-

V5-T2A-copGFP), and another to express FAK conjugated to BirA* at its C-terminus 

(pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-mycBirA*-T2A-copGFP). We conjugated BirA* at both the N- 

and C-termini of FAK to determine whether the labelling radius of BioID could identify 

the FAK C-terminus/paxillin interaction regardless of which end of the molecule BirA* 

was fused. Plasmid maps for these constructs can be found in Figure 4.3.1 a-b. The 

mycBirA*-FAK-V5 and FAK-V5-mycBirA* proteins which are expressed from the 

pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-FAK-V5-T2A-copGFP and pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-mycBirA*-

T2A-copGFP constructs respectively will be referred to as N-FAK and C-FAK 

respectively from this point onwards. As a BirA* control, we utilised a pCDH-EF1a-

BirA*-EGFP construct, which expressed a BirA*-EGFP protein (hereon referred to as 

BirA-GFP), as previously published (Dong et al., 2016b).  

Prior to generating stable cell lines, it was necessary to verify expression of the N-FAK 

and C-FAK fusion proteins from these constructs. As such, we transiently transfected the 
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pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-FAK-V5-T2A-copGFP and pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-mycBirA*-

T2A-copGFP into HEK-293T cells. After allowing 24 hours for the cells to express the N-

FAK and C-FAK fusion proteins, cells were lysed in RIPA buffer, and lysates were 

immunoblotted with antibodies against myc-tag, V5-tag and copGFP. The results of this 

experiment are shown in Figure 4.3.1c. Bands were observed when blotting with the myc-

tag and V5-tag antibodies between 135 and 190 kDa in the lysates of the HEK-293T cells 

transfected with the pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-FAK-V5-T2A-copGFP construct or the 

pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-mycBirA*-T2A-copGFP construct. This indicated that the N-FAK 

and C-FAK fusion proteins were being expressed at the expected size of 160 kDa. N-FAK 

or C-FAK bands at 160 kDa were not present in the lysates of the untransfected cells, 

indicating that these bands were not present due to non-specific binding of the antibody. 

Additionally, as bands were obtained with both the myc-tag and V5-tag antibodies, this 

confirmed that both the myc-tagged BirA* and V5-tagged FAK were present within both 

the N-FAK and C-FAK fusion proteins. A band was obtained with the copGFP antibody 

just above 25 kDa in the N-FAK and C-FAK lysates, which confirmed the expression of 

copGFP. This also confirmed that the self-cleaving T2A sequence within the fusion protein 

was functional, as the copGFP identified a 26 kDa band and not a 185 kDa band, which 

would occur should the T2A sequence not be cleaved.  

Following validation of expression of these proteins from our constructs, it was necessary 

to determine whether N-FAK and C-FAK fusion proteins were functional with regards to 

biotinylating potential prey proteins. To do this, two wells of HEK-293T cells were 

transfected with either the pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-FAK-V5-T2A-copGFP to express N-

FAK, pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-mycBirA*-T2A-copGFP to express C-FAK or transfected 

with the control construct pCDH-EF1a-BirA*-EGFP to express BirA-GFP. Two wells of 

untransfected cells were used as negative controls. 24 hours post-transfection, the growth 

media of one of the wells in each condition was incubated with growth media 

supplemented with 50 µM biotin for 16 hours. The other well was left untreated as a 

negative control for biotinylation and was therefore cultured for 16 hours in standard 

growth media. Following this, media in all wells was replaced with standard growth media 

to allow any free biotin to wash out of the cells, and the cells were then lysed in 1X RIPA 

buffer. The presence of biotinylated proteins was then assessed via western blotting with a 

fluorescent streptavidin probe, to visualise biotinylated proteins. The results of this are 

shown in Figure 4.3.1d. Several common proteins were seen within all lanes, even in the 

absence of excess biotin or transfected BirA*. These common bands were likely known 

endogenously biotinylated proteins present in mammalian cells (Kirkeby et al., 1993). In 

the conditions where biotin was supplemented in the culture media, the untransfected cells 
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also only contained the same endogenously biotinylated proteins that were observed in 

cells in the absence of excess biotin. In the N-FAK, C-FAK and BirA-GFP transfected 

HEK-293T cell lysates, however, a range of biotinylated proteins was observed when 

biotin was added, but not in its absence. This suggested that the N-FAK and C-FAK cells 

could biotinylate other proteins in the cells. Bands between 190 kDa and 130 kDa were 

present in the cell lysates containing N-FAK and C-FAK. This suggested that the N-FAK 

and C-FAK were labelling themselves. These results therefore showed that N-FAK and C-

FAK could biotinylate themselves and potential prey proteins. Interestingly, the patterns of 

labelling in this experiment were suggestive of differences in the preys being labelled by 

C-FAK and N-FAK. For example, a band between 58 and 75 kDa was more prominent in 

the N-FAK lysates than the C-FAK lysates. Conversely, a band between 75 kDa and 100 

kDa was more prominent in the C-FAK lysates than the N-FAK lysates. This could 

indicate that the preys observed may alter depending on which end of the FAK molecule 

the BirA* is conjugated to. Taken together, these results show the successful generation of 

constructs expressing N-FAK and C-FAK protein, and that the BioID-FAK fusion proteins 

are capable of biotin labelling. 
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Figure 4.3.1 – Generation of constructs to express N-terminal and C-terminal fusions of BirA* and FAK  

a) Plasmid maps of the constructs generated by Gibson Assembly to express FAK-BirA* (C-FAK, left) and BirA*-FAK (N-

FAK, right). Constructs were confirmed using Sanger sequencing (not shown) 

b) Immunoblots showing transient expression of N-FAK and C-FAK in HEK-293T cells. Lysates were blotted for the myc-

tag on the BirA, V5-tag on FAK, and copGFP expressed on the lentiviral pCDH vectors into which these sequences were 

inserted. Beta-actin was used a loading control. Numbers to the left indicate molecular weight in kDa. Expected molecular 

weights: myc-tag (N-FAK) 160 kDa, myc-tag (C-FAK) 160 kDa, V5-tag (N-FAK) 160 kDa, V5-tag (C-FAK) 160 kDa, 

copGFP 26 kDa, beta-actin 42 kDa. 

c) Western blot showing biotinylation capability of the N-FAK, C-FAK and BirA-GFP proteins transiently expressed from 

pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-FAK-V5-T2A-copGFP, pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-mycBirA*-T2A-copGFP, and pCDH-EF1a-BirA*-

GFP vectors respectively in HEK-293T cells. Blots were probed using a streptavidin-IR 680 nm IR conjugate. Numbers to 

the left indicate molecular weight in kDa 
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To assess whether a BioID methodology could identify the interaction between FAK and 

paxillin, we then generated stable cell lines expressing N-FAK, C-FAK and BirA-GFP 

fusion proteins, using the lentiviral pCDH constructs we had verified. To generate these 

lines, the pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-FAK-V5-T2A-copGFP, pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-

mycBirA*-T2A-copGFP, and pCDH-EF1a-BirA*-GFP constructs were packaged into 

lentiviruses and MCF10A cells were transduced over a period of 24 hours. Cells were then 

passaged 4 times over the course of two weeks to allow transient lentiviral expression to be 

lost. Cells stably expressing N-FAK, C-FAK and BirA-GFP were then selected for using 

FACS for copGFP expression (in cells transduced with pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-FAK-V5-

T2A-copGFP and pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-mycBirA*-T2A-copGFP) or EGFP expression 

(cells transduced with pCDH-EF1α-BirA*-EGFP) (Figure 4.3.2a).  

Prior to testing the BioID methodology in its ability to identify the interaction between 

FAK and paxillin, we first wanted to confirm that the N-FAK and C-FAK proteins were 

localising to IACs in our stable cell lines. This would confirm that the N-FAK and C-FAK 

proteins were localised to the same sub-cellular localisation as endogenous FAK, thus 

making it more likely that these proteins would encounter the same proximal proteins as 

endogenous FAK, such as paxillin, in a BioID study. To test this, MCF10A cells 

expressing N-FAK, C-FAK and BirA-GFP were seeded onto glass coverslips at a low 

density, to allow visualisation of IACs forming at the edge of the cells. After 24 hours of 

culture, cells were then fixed in 4% PFA and then immunostained using either an anti-

myc-tag primary antibody to image the N-FAK and C-FAK fusion proteins, or an anti-GFP 

antibody to visualise BirA-GFP. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.3.2b. In cells 

expressing the N-FAK and C-FAK fusion bait proteins, myc-tag staining indicated the 

presence of N-FAK and C-FAK in IACs. Staining for the control BirA-GFP fusion protein, 

was diffuse, showing no specific sub-cellular localisation. These results therefore 

confirmed that each of the proteins were being expressed in the stable lines generated, and 

that the N-FAK and C-FAK exhibited localisation to the correct sub-cellular location.  

After generating our stable MCF10A cell lines expressing N-FAK, C-FAK, and BirA-GFP, 

and verifying that each protein exhibited the correct sub-cellular localisation, we then 

sought to determine whether we were able to identify the known interaction of FAK with 

paxillin using this system. To do this, MCF10A cells expressing N-FAK, C-FAK, and 

BirA-GFP were seeded at confluency in a 6 well plate and cultured for 24 hours. Following 

this the cells were incubated with 50 µM biotin for 16 hours to allow biotinylation of 

proteins proximal to the fusion proteins. After 16 hours, biotin media was removed and 

replaced with standard growth media, to allow free biotin to diffuse out of the cells, to 
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prevent this from interfering with a streptavidin affinity purification. The cells were then 

lysed in RIPA buffer. A fraction of the whole cell lysate was collected at this point to act 

as the input (IN) fraction. 60 µg protein mass from each lysate was then incubated with 

streptavidin agarose beads overnight to allow binding of biotinylated proteins to the beads. 

The following day, the unbound fraction or flow-through (FT) was collected. After the 

appropriate wash steps had been performed, biotinylated proteins were then eluted from 

the beads to yield the elution fraction (EL). The IN, FT, and the EL fractions were then 

analysed by western blotting for biotinylated proteins with a Streptavidin 680 nM IR 

conjugate, and antibodies against FAK, Paxillin, and mitochondrial Hsp70 (mt Hsp70). 

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.3.2c. 

Streptavidin staining showed that there were a range of biotinylated proteins present in all 

fractions of the BirA-GFP, N-FAK and C-FAK lysates. Biotinylated proteins were 

enriched in the EL fraction compared to the FT fraction, suggesting that the streptavidin 

affinity purification was working reasonably efficiently to isolate biotinylated proteins. 

Distinct patterns of biotin-labelled proteins were observed with each of the BirA-GFP, N-

FAK and C-FAK lines, as expected if the fusion proteins were labelling both themselves 

and distinct sets of proteins within the cell. Probing these blots for FAK revealed that both 

the N-FAK and C-FAK proteins were labelling themselves, as bands between 135 and 190 

kDa were observed in the EL fractions of both cell lines expressing these proteins. The N-

FAK fusion protein also appeared to identify endogenous FAK, as indicated by a band 

around 125 kDa in the EL of this cell line. Although biotin-labelled by the control, was 

enriched in the N-FAK and C-FAK lines. This is consistent with paxillin’s localisation in 

the cytosol, making it likely to be labelled in passing by the control, but more likely to be 

labelled by the N-FAK and C-FAK bait proteins due to its specific interaction with these 

proteins in IACs. This suggested that the BioID methodology could identify a proximal 

prey protein of an adhesome bait protein in MCF10A cells. mtHsp70 staining suggested 

that there was some contamination in the pull-down by proteins which should not come in 

to contact with FAK, however, this only occurred in the N-FAK lysate, and due to biotin-

labelling of mtHsp70 appearing to be much less than the proximal protein paxillin, was 

unlikely to be a major issue. Taken together, these results provided evidence that the N-

FAK and C-FAK proteins could biotin-label a known interacting partner of FAK, and that 

BioID was a suitable tool for the analysis of the interactions of key adhesome proteins in 

MCF10A cells.  
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Figure 4.3.2 – Assessing the capability of BioID to identify a known interaction of FAK in MCF10A cells 

a) FACS plots showing generation of the BirA-GFP control, N-FAK and C-FAK stable MCF10A cell lines by sorting for 

GFP (BirA-GFP) and copGFP (N-FAK and C-FAK) 

b) Immunofluorescence microscopy showing representative images of MCF10A cells transduced with N-FAK, C-FAK 

and BirA-GFP lentiviruses compared to untransduced (WT). Cells were stained using an antibody against myc-tag, and 

DAPI.  

c) Immunoblot showing the results of streptavidin pull-downs using the BirA-GFP, N-FAK and C-FAK cell lines. 60 µg 

protein was initially loaded into the streptavidin affinity purification, and 20 µg protein mass of the IN and FT fractions 

were loaded into the western blot. IN = input (whole cell lysate), FT = flow-through (unbound fraction) and EL = elution 

fraction. Lysates were blotted for a streptavidin-680 nm IR conjugate, and antibodies against FAK, paxillin, and 

mtHsp70. Numbers to the left of the blot indicate molecular weight in kDa.  
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4.4 Generation of BioID MCF10A lines expressing core adhesome baits 
 

After establishing that BioID could be used to identify a known interaction of FAK, we set 

out to design a screen which would enable us to determine differences in the 

mechanosensitive adhesome of MECs. As epithelial cells can sense force via both their 

IACs and adherens junctions, it was necessary to generate MCF10A cell lines expressing a 

range of core BioID bait proteins from across both complexes to ensure a comprehensive 

analysis of mechanotransduction in MECs. 

With regards to IACs, previous studies have proposed that there are four major signalling 

axes arising from mature IACs. These are the alpha-actinin-zyxin-VASP, talin-vinculin, 

FAK-paxillin and kindlin-ILK-PINCH-parvin axes (Horton et al., 2015). As such, we 

originally chose zyxin, vinculin, FAK (using the pCDH-EF1a-FAK-V5-mycBirA*-T2A-

copGFP to generate a line expressing C-FAK as characterised earlier), paxillin, p130-Cas, 

kindlin-2 and ILK to cover these axes. Talin was not chosen for this screen despite its 

mechanosensing properties, as a full-length talin coding sequence with a BirA* fusion was 

too large to efficiently package into a lentivirus. C-FAK was chosen over N-FAK to 

maximise the chance of identifying any key mechanosignalling events which occur via 

sites located at the FAK C-terminus, such as binding to GRB2 and paxillin (Schlaepfer et 

al., 1994b; Thomas et al., 1999). Furthermore, both N-FAK and C-FAK identified the C-

terminal FAK/paxillin interaction, this suggested that the labelling radius of BioID is 

sufficient to identify interacting partners of FAK independent of the end of the protein 

BirA* is fused to. We also originally chose to include p130Cas in the screen as its 

substrate domain has been shown to undergo a conformational change in response to force 

(Sawada et al., 2006). However, immunoblotting showed that p130Cas was not expressed 

in MCF10A cells (data not shown), so it was omitted from the final screen as we did not 

want to identify artifactual potential interactions. Additionally, due to issues arising during 

FACS sorting, and time lost due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the zyxin cell line was not 

generated. As such, the final screen for IACs consisted of FAK, Paxillin, ILK, Kindlin-2 

and Vinculin, covering three out of the four major signalling axes reported from these 

complexes, and the previously described signal and force transduction layers of a mature 

IAC  (Kanchanawong et al., 2010). A graphical representation of our panel of bait proteins 

in the context of a mature IAC is shown in Figure 4.4a.  

The core proteins within epithelial zonular adherens junctions are E-cadherin, alpha-

catenin, beta-catenin, and p120-catenin. Additionally, some proteins which localise to 

IACs are also reported to localise to these junctions, such as ILK, kindlin-2 and vinculin, 
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and as such, these were also in the screen (Merkel et al., 2019; Pluskota et al., 2017; Vespa 

et al., 2005b). We originally also chose to include LIMD1, a protein which has been shown 

to interact with vinculin in a force-dependent manner in MCF10A cells and can influence 

YAP signalling downstream from adherens junctions (Ibar et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021). 

However, again due to time constraints arising from the Covid-19 pandemic, p120-Catenin 

and LIMD1 lines were not generated. Adherens junction baits included in the final panel 

therefore consisted of E-cadherin, alpha-catenin and beta-catenin. A graphical 

representation of our panel of bait proteins in the context of adherens junctions is shown in 

Figure 4.4a.  

All plasmid maps for the lentiviral vectors used to generate the stable cell lines for this 

screen are provided in Appendix B.  

It was important to carefully consider controls for these experiments. Unconjugated BirA* 

controls allow proteins to be disregarded as potential interactors following SAINT analysis 

if they are labelled to a greater or similar extent in the control line compared with the bait 

line. For example, this may be the case for very large, or highly abundant proteins which 

show diffuse, non-specific localisation within cells. These might include ribosomal 

subunits, translation initiation factors, or extremely large structural proteins, which the bait 

proteins are likely to label non-specifically in passing (Figure 4.1b). It was also necessary 

to match the expression of the bait proteins to each other and the controls as closely as 

possible to prevent overexpression of the control compared to the bait masking the 

enrichment of a specific bait-prey interaction. We therefore also built stable cell lines using 

two control lentiviral vectors. We used a pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-T2A-copGFP to generate 

a stable cell line which could be expression matched to the bait lines with a copGFP 

selectable marker (C-FAK and BirA*-paxillin – see Appendix B for maps of the plasmids 

used to make these lines). We also utilised a pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP-T2A-Venus-BirA* 

construct for control-bait expression matching of bait lines with a tagBFP selectable 

marker (lines expressing BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-vinculin, E-cadherin-BirA*, 

alpha-catenin-BirA* and beta-catenin-BirA* - see Appendix B for maps of plasmids used 

to make these lines). 

As the copGFP and tagBFP genes were expressed under the same promoter as the control 

and bait proteins on all of the constructs used for the screen, we could use the copGFP and 

tagBFP fluorescence intensity as a rough readout for the level of expression of the baits 

and controls. As such, by sorting cells expressing the bait and control cell lines for the 

same window of copGFP and tagBFP expression using FACS, this allowed us to match the 

expression of the baits to each other and to the controls. To do this, the lentiviral constructs 
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shown in Appendix B were packaged into lentiviruses, and MCF10A cells were transduced 

as previously described. As the transduction efficiency was much higher for the BirA* 

control lentiviruses than the bait lentiviruses, we used 40% of the volume of lentivirus for 

the control transductions compared to the bait transductions. After the cells had been 

cultured for 2 weeks to allow transient lentiviral expression to dissipate, cells were then 

sorted by FACS for copGFP or tagBFP expression to isolate stably expressing cells. One 

week after this, cells were then sorted again by FACS for a narrow window of copGFP and 

tagBFP expression to match the expression of the baits and controls (Figure 4.4b-d). In the 

first sort, we observed higher transduction efficiency and mean copGFP or tagBFP 

expression in the control lines, and lines expressing the relatively small BirA*-fusion 

proteins in our screen (such as BirA*-ILK), due to greater lentiviral packaging efficiency 

of smaller sequences. However, the copGFP and tagBFP expression in the lines expressing 

the larger BirA*-fusion proteins (such as BirA*-vinculin or E-cadherin-BirA*), remained 

within the same range as the control. This allowed us to expression match the copGFP and 

tagBFP expression of all bait proteins to the controls during the second FACS sort. To do 

this, we sorted the cell lines stably expressing our bait and control proteins again for a 

narrower window of copGFP and tagBFP expression by FACS. We still observed variation 

in the mean expression values within this narrow range, however, we felt this was 

sufficient to take forward into our screen. Taken together, this section describes the 

generation of MCF10A cell lines expressing BirA*-fused proteins from across both IACs 

and adherens junctions, and how expression matching was achieved as far as possible of 

the bait proteins to the BioID controls.  
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Figure 4.4 – Generation of a panel of BirA*-adhesome bait expressing MCF10A cells to interrogate the mechanosensitive 

mammary epithelial adhesome 

a) A graphical representation of the bait proteins utilised for our BioID studies of IACs and adherens jucntions. Left: 

graphical representation of IACs. Right: graphical representation of adherens junctions. Proteins in colour were utilised for 

the study, proteins in greyscale were not utilised.  

b) FACS plots showing expression matching of the C-FAK and BirA-Paxillin MCF10A cell lines to the BirA control. Top 

panels show the first sort, bottom panels show the second. i) WT control ii) BirA* iii) C-FAK iv) BirA*-paxillin 

c) FACS plots showing expression matching of the BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin2 and BirA*-vinculin MCF10A cell lines to 

the Venus-BirA* control. Top panels show the first sort, bottom panels show the second. i) WT control ii) Venus-BirA* iii) 

BirA*-ILK iv) BirA*-kindlin2) BirA*-vinculin 

d) FACS plots showing expression matching of the E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-BirA* and beta-catenin-BirA* 

MCF10A cell lines to the Venus-BirA* control. Top panels show the first sort, bottom panels show the second. i) WT 

control ii) Venus-BirA* iii) BirA*-E-cadherin iv) BirA*-alpha-catenin v) BirA*-beta-catenin 
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4.5 Validation of BioID-adhesome fusion protein expression, localisation and 

biotinylation 

 

Following generation of the MCF10A cell lines expressing the bait proteins which would 

be used for our BioID screen, it was then necessary to validate that the BioID bait proteins 

were expressed at the correct size, exhibited comparable sub-cellular localisation to their 

endogenous counterparts, and were capable of biotinylating potential prey proteins within 

the cells.  For these validation experiments, the baits and controls were divided into three 

groups, so for this section, I will describe the validation results for each group individually. 

Group 1 consisted of MCF10A cells expressing C-FAK, BirA*-paxillin, and the MCF10A 

control line generated with lentivirus made from the pCDH-EF1a-mycBirA*-T2A-

copGFP, expressing an unconjugated BirA* control. Group 2 consisted of BirA*-ILK, 

BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-vinculin, and the MCF10A control line generated with lentivirus 

made from the pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP-T2A-Venus-BirA* construct, expressing a Venus-

BirA* fusion protein. Group 3 consisted of the adherens junction baits E-cadherin-BirA*, 

beta-catenin-BirA* and alpha-catenin-BirA*, which were also expression matched to the 

MCF10A control cell line generated with lentivirus made from the pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP-

T2A-Venus-BirA* construct, expressing a Venus-BirA* fusion protein. 

Firstly, we sought to determine whether the cell lines expressed each bait protein at the 

correct sizes via immunoblotting. To do this, MCF10A cells expressing each of the baits 

and control proteins were cultured on 2D plastic substrates for 24 hours prior to lysis in 

RIPA buffer. Following this, lysates were then immunoblotted with antibodies against 

myc-tag, the endogenous equivalent of the bait protein, and a loading control. The results 

of this are shown in Figure 4.5.1. 

For Group 1 baits, blotting for the myc-tag showed that both C-FAK and BirA*-paxillin 

were expressed at the expected sizes (Figure 4.5.1 a). The BirA* control was also 

expressed at the expected size. C-FAK was overexpressed compared to endogenous FAK. 

This was more difficult to decipher for the BirA*-paxillin, as various the phosphorylated 

forms of paxillin run at different molecular weights during SDS-PAGE, resulting in a 

diffuse endogenous band on an immunoblot. As such, it is difficult to determine whether 

BirA*-paxillin is overexpressed compared to endogenous. As FAK and paxillin are heavily 

involved in biochemical signalling from focal adhesions as well as regulating mechanical-

based signalling through the cytoskeleton, we also asked whether these proteins were 

capable of being phosphorylated on key residues. Blotting with an antibody against 

phospho-FAK Y397 suggested that C-FAK was still capable of autophosphorylation at this 
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residue. Blotting with an antibody against paxillin phospho-Y31 showed that the fusion 

protein was also still phosphorylated on a key residue required for its targeting to IACs. 

Taken together, these results showed that both the C-FAK and BirA*-paxillin fusion 

proteins were expressed at the correct size and were phosphorylated on key residues 

required for their function.   

For Group 2 baits, blotting with antibodies against ILK, kindlin-2 and vinculin showed that 

BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin2 and BirA*-vinculin respectively were expressed at the 

predicted molecular weights. The myc-tag immunoblotting supported this and showed that 

the Venus-BirA* control was also expressed at the expected size. With regards to 

comparing the levels of the bait proteins to their endogenous counterparts, immunoblotting 

for ILK showed that BirA*-ILK is expressed at around the same level as endogenous ILK. 

Immunoblotting for kindlin2 only detected the BirA*-kindlin2 bait, and not endogenous 

kindlin-2. However, we did observe endogenous Kindlin2 in our mass spectrometry 

datasets (see Chapters 5 and 6), and kindlin2 expression has been observed in MCF10A 

cells previously (Tan and Tan, 2020), so we judged this result to reflect the quality of the 

antibody, not the expression of kindlin2. Both BirA*-vinculin and endogenous vinculin 

were detected when we immunoblotted for vinculin and showed that the BirA*-vinculin 

was expressed at a lower level than endogenous vinculin. Taken together, these results 

validate the expression of BirA-ILK, BirA-kindlin2 and BirA-vinculin in MCF10A cells.  

For Group 3 baits, immunoblotting using an antibody against E-Cadherin showed that the 

E-cadherin-BirA* bait protein was expressed at the correct molecular weight. However, 

myc-tag staining failed to detect the E-cadherin fusion protein in this context. E-cadherin is 

detected with the myc-tag antibody in the immunofluorescence experiments to confirm 

localisation later in this chapter, however, which suggests that this was due to technical 

error. Blotting for alpha-catenin and beta-catenin showed that both proteins were expressed 

around the expected size, and this was reflected in the Myc-tag blotting. Both proteins also 

appeared to be expressed lower than their endogenous counterparts. These data showed 

successful generation of MCF10A cells expressing E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-

BirA*, beta-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA. 

Common to all three groups was that it appeared that the BirA* and Venus-BirA* controls 

were expressed higher than any of the baits, based on blotting with the myc-tag antibody 

showing that the expression of our baits and controls was not matched perfectly. There are 

likely many reasons for this, some of which could not be optimised. For example, the lack 

of post-translational degradation pathways in these cells for the BirA* controls may mean 

that they are not turned over as readily as the bait proteins. As such, we reasoned that it 
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was more important to prioritise data acquisition than further optimisation of the 

expression levels of the baits versus the controls, acknowledging that it would not be 

possible to have the expression levels matched exactly, and that this degree of expression 

matching would be sufficient to continue to data acquisition.  

Taken together, these results verify the expression of the baits and controls required for our 

BioID screen in MCF10A cells.  
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Figure 4.5.1 – BirA*-adhesome bait proteins are expressed at the correct molecular weights in MCF10A cells 

a) Immunoblot showing expression of BirA*, C-FAK and BirA-paxillin in MCF10A cells. WT, C-FAK, and BirA*-paxillin 

cell lysates were blotted for myc-tag, the relevant bait protein (FAK or paxillin), the relevant phosphorylated bait proteins 

(FAK phospho-Y397 or paxillin Y31) and beta-actin as a loading control. BirA* cell lysates were blotted for myc-tag. 

Numbers to the left of the blots indicate molecular weight in kDa. Aprroximate expected sizes: BirA*: 35kDa; FAK: 125 

kDa; C-FAK: 160 kDa; paxillin: 68kDa; BirA*-paxillin: 103 kDa 

b) Immunoblot showing expression of Venus-BirA*, BirA*-ILK, BirA-kindlin-2 and BirA*-vinculin in MCF10A cells. WT, 

BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin2, and BirA*-vinculin cell lysates were blotted for myc-tag, the relevant bait protein (ILK, 

kindlin-2 or vinculin), and paxillin as a loading control. BirA* cell lysates were blotted for myc-tag. Numbers to the left of 

the blots indicate molecular weight in kDa. Aprroximate expected sizes: Venus-BirA*: 60 kDa; ILK: 51 kDa; BirA*-ILK: 

86 kDa; kindlin2: 77 kDa; BirA*-kindlin2: 112kDa; vinculin: 124 kDa; BirA*-vinculin: 159 kDa 

c) Immunoblot showing expression of Venus-BirA*, E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-BirA* and beta-catenin-BirA* in 

MCF10A cells. WT, BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin2, and BirA*-vinculin cell lysates were blotted for myc-tag, the relevant bait 

protein (ILK, kindlin-2 or vinculin), and paxillin as a loading control. BirA* cell lysates were blotted for myc-tag. Numbers 

to the left of the blots indicate molecular weight in kDa. Aprroximate expected sizes: Venus-BirA*: 60 kDa; E-cadherin: 135 

kDa; E-cadherin-BirA*: 170 kDa; alpha-catenin: 100 kDa; alpha-catenin-BirA*: 135 kDa; beta-catenin: 95 kDa; beta-

catenin-BirA*: 130 kDa 
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After verifying the expression of the bait and control proteins in MCF10A cells, we then 

sought to determine whether these proteins localised to the correct subcellular location. We 

therefore performed co-localisation experiments with the bait proteins and known IAC or 

adherens junction components using immunofluorescence microscopy. To do this 

MCF10A cells expressing each of the BioID fusion proteins were seeded either sub-

confluency to image IACs (Groups 1 and 2), or confluent to image adherens junctions 

(Group 3) on 2D glass coverslips and were cultured overnight prior to fixation in 4% PFA 

and immunostaining with an anti-myc-tag antibody. In addition to the myc-tag staining, 

cells expressing proteins reported to localise to IACs were co-stained with antibodies 

against either paxillin or zyxin as indicated. Cells expressing proteins reported to localise 

to adherens junctions were co-stained with the adherens junction protein scribble. The 

results of these experiments are shown in 4.5.2 a-c. C-FAK, BirA*-paxillin, BirA*-ILK, 

BirA*-kindlin2 and BirA*-vinculin all localised to IACs (Figure 4.5.2 a-b). Alpha-catenin-

BirA* and beta-catenin-BirA* were enriched at the cell periphery and show some co-

localisation with scribble. E-cadherin did not co-localise perfectly with scribble but was 

enriched at the cell periphery. As E-cadherin-BirA* is present in multiple sub-cellular 

locations due to its trafficking to the plasma membrane and adherens junctions through the 

secretory pathway, it may be that the signal to noise ratio (junctional E-

cadherin:cytosolic/secretory pathway E-cadherin) may be too high to get clear staining in 

this context. Taken together though, these data show that the bait proteins show the correct 

sub-cellular localisation in MCF10A cells. 
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Figure 4.5.2 – BirA*-adhesome bait proteins localise to the correct sub-cellular locations in MCF10A cells 

a) Representative immunofluorescence images of BirA*, C-FAK and BirA*-paxillin in sub-confluent MCF10A cells. WT 

MCF10A cells, and MCF10A cells expressing BirA*, C-FAK and BirA*-paxillin were fixed and stained with DAPI, and 

antibodies against myc-tag, and either paxillin (BirA*, C-FAK) or ILK (BirA*-paxillin).  

b) Representative immunofluorescence images of Venus-BirA*, BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin2 and BirA*-vinculin in sub-

confluent MCF10A cells. WT MCF10A cells, and MCF10A cells expressing Venus-BirA*, BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin2 and 

BirA*-vinculin were fixed and stained with DAPI, and antibodies against myc-tag and paxillin 

c) Representative immunofluorescence images of Venus-BirA*, E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-BirA*, and beta-catenin-

BirA* in confluent MCF10A cells. WT MCF10A cells, and MCF10A cells expressing Venus-BirA*, E-cadherin-BirA*, 

alpha-catenin-BirA*, and beta-catenin-BirA* were fixed and stained with DAPI, and antibodies against myc-tag and scribble 
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After verifying expression and localisation of each of the bait and control proteins, we next 

sought to determine whether our expressed proteins were functional and could biotinylate 

potential prey proteins. To do this, the MCF10A cells stably expressing each of the bait 

and control proteins were seeded at confluency on 2D plastic substrates and cultured for 24 

hours prior to incubation in media supplemented with 50 µM biotin for 16 hours. Cells 

were then returned to standard growth media for 1 hour to allow diffusion of free biotin 

from the cells. Cells were then lysed in RIPA buffer, and lysates were probed for 

biotinylated proteins using a streptavidin probe via western blotting. The results are shown 

in Figure 4.5.3 a-c. In the absence of biotin, only the endogenously biotinylated proteins 

seen before are observed in the lysates of MCF10A cells expressing any of the bait 

proteins. Upon incubation with biotin, however, range of biotinylated proteins were 

observed in the lysates. This indicated that that each of the bait proteins was capable of 

biotinylating other proteins in the cells. The BirA* and Venus-BirA* control proteins 

appeared to label a greater range of proteins than any of the bait proteins. This is consistent 

with these proteins having no restricted sub-cellular location and thus potentially meeting a 

wider range of non-specific targets.  

Together, these results showed that the panel of MCF10A lines were suitable for 

proceeding with the BioID adhesome screen in MECs.  
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Figure 4.5.3 – BirA*-adhesome bait proteins can biotinylate potential prey proteins 

a) Immunoblot showing biotinylated proteins in the lysates of WT MCF10A cells, and MCF10A cells expressing BirA*, C-

FAK and BirA*-paxillin MCF10A cells incubated with and without biotin for 16 hours. Blots were probed for streptavidin-

680 nm IR conjugate and beta-actin (loading control). Numbers to the left of the blot indicate molecular weight in kDa 

b) Immunoblot showing biotinylated proteins in the lysates of WT MCF10A cells, and MCF10A cells expressing Venus-

BirA*, BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin2 and BirA*-vinculin MCF10A cells incubated with and without biotin for 16 hours. Blots 

were probed for streptavidin-680 nm IR conjugate and paxillin (loading control). Numbers to the left of the blot indicate 

molecular weight in kDa 

c) Immunoblot showing biotinylated proteins in the lysates of WT MCF10A cells, and MCF10A cells expressing Venus-

BirA*, E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-BirA* and beta-catenin-BirA* MCF10A cells incubated with and without biotin for 

16 hours. Blots were probed for streptavidin-680 nM IR conjugate and Paxillin (loading control). Numbers to the left of the 

blot indicate molecular weight in kDa 
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4.6 Discussion 
 

The results presented in this chapter describe the generation of a panel of stable MCF10A 

lines expressing BioID baits for interrogating the mechanosensitive mammary epithelial 

adhesome. We performed a series of experiments validating MCF10A cells as a model 

system for the investigation of mechanotransduction in MECs. We also validated the 

suitability of BioID to study the interactions of adhesome proteins in MCF10A cells by 

using BirA*-FAK and FAK-BirA* fusion proteins to detect the known interaction between 

FAK and paxillin. We then described the generation of cell lines expressing BirA-

adhesome fusion proteins which span both IACs and adherens junctions in MCF10A cells. 

Furthermore, we validated that these fusion proteins were suitable for use in BioID studies 

by confirming their expression, correct subcellular localisation, and ability to biotinylate 

potential prey proteins. Taken together, the results in this chapter describe the adaptation of 

the BioID technique to study protein-protein interactions of key adhesome proteins in 

MECs. 

Previous studies have also utilised MCF10A cells for the study of mechanotransduction in 

MECs. Culture of MCF10A cells on soft and stiff 2D collagen-coated hydrogels, as well as 

in 3D collagen gels of increasing stiffness has been shown to enhance integrin signalling 

through a FAK/ERK/Rho based mechanism, showing that MCF10As are capable of 

sensing force through adhesion complexes in both 2D and 3D (Paszek et al., 2005a). 

Additionally, studies utilising MCF10As in soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels have 

shown mechanosensitive changes in chromatin accessibility (Stowers et al., 2019b). One 

could argue this may be indicative of MCF10A cells exhibiting differences in global gene 

expression when cultured in soft and stiff ECM, like that observed for the EpH4 cells in 

the previous chapter. Another study also characterised PI3K signalling and Rac1 activation 

arising from differential integrin beta4 clustering within hemidesmosomes in MCF10As in 

stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, resulting in aberrant morphology (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b). 

The latter result is consistent with the morphological changes we observe here in 

MCF10As cultured in stiff Matrigel-alginate gels. Interestingly, this same study ruled out 

roles for mechanosensitive signalling pathways including Rho/ROCK, MAPK and FAK in 

the development of this phenotype. However, this was done on the basis that no effect was 

seen when cells were treated with inhibitors to key kinases within these pathways. This 

may not be the most appropriate way of studying mechanosignalling mechanisms from 

adhesion complexes in this context, however. For example, inhibition of FAK kinase 

activity has been shown to disrupt FAK regulation of migration, but not its roles in 

proliferation or anoikis, showing important areas of FAK function may not require its 
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kinase activity (Slack-Davis et al., 2007). This is likely due to its role as a scaffold being at 

least as important as its kinase role, meaning studying its scaffolding interactions as well as 

its kinase activity is necessary to understand FAK function in a given process. 

Furthermore, signalling downstream of Rho bifurcates, meaning that inhibition of ROCK 

does not necessarily perturb all Rho function (Narumiya et al., 2009). As such, assessing 

dynamic changes in protein-protein interactions within adhesion complexes using BioID 

provides a more thorough method by which to assess how MCF10A cells may be sensing 

force via these mechanisms.  

It is important to acknowledge, however, that MCF10A cells are not necessarily an ideal 

model system for examining the biology of MECs. For example, whereas EpH4 cells are a 

model of luminal MECs (Geletu et al., 2020), MCF10A acini have been shown to express 

both luminal and basal markers, which has not been shown to occur in cells in mammary 

tissue, amongst other issues outlined in a comprehensive study of the suitability of 

MCF10A cells to act as an in vitro model of MECs (Qu et al., 2015). As such, they may 

not recapitulate the biology of MECs in vivo as effectively as cells like EpH4s. However, 

as these cells do not show the progressive changes in phenotype that EpH4 cells do in 

prolonged culture, we reasoned that these cells were more likely to provide the consistent 

results required to maximise the identification of differences in mechanotransduction 

through adhesion complexes in MECs. Furthermore, other human MEC alternatives which 

are more representative of human MECs in vivo, such as human mammary epithelial 

(HMEC) cells, undergo senescence after a relatively low number of passages (Hammond et 

al., 1984). As such, these would not be appropriate for the generation of stable cell lines 

and acquisition of multiple replicate samples for BioID LC-MS/MS studies. As such, 

although I acknowledge that MCF10A cells are not a perfect model system in which to 

investigate mammary biology, they do provide a useful model for our purposes here.  

BioID has provided a way to perform unbiased, high-throughput examination of protein-

protein interactions within complexes which were previously difficult to characterise such 

as the nuclear pore complex, the centrosome, tight junctions and IACs (Chastney et al., 

2020; Firat-Karalar et al.; Gupta et al., 2015; Van Itallie et al., 2013). BioID therefore 

provides an unbiased, high-throughput alternative to other methods of assessing protein-

protein interactions, such as co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiments. Many previous 

studies have utilised affinity purification approaches such as coimmunoprecipitation to 

identify the composition of adhesion complexes and the interactions of key components 

within them (Choi et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2001; Zhuang et al., 2016). Co-IP experiments 

by themselves are biased, however, only allowing for identification of interactions already 
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predicted to occur as one chooses what proteins to immunoblot for. On their own, they are 

also relatively low throughput, allowing the identification of one or two proteins at a time 

through immunoblotting. Although it is true that coupling co-IP experiments to mass 

spectrometry allows for a more unbiased, higher-throughput screen of the interactions of a 

bait-protein (Nguyen et al., 2019), the size and lability of adhesion complexes likely results 

in the collapse of several interactions upon cell lysis and pull-down with the bait antibody. 

This then risks biasing the results of the experiment towards proteins that remain in 

complex despite detergent-based cell lysis and antibody pull-downs. Identifying 

interactions of proteins following detergent-based cell lysis as occurs in a co-IP experiment 

could also reveal interactions between proteins which do not normally encounter each 

other due to being exclusively present in separate sub-cellular locations (Phizicky and 

Fields, 1995). Furthermore, some detergents have been shown to actively induce the 

interaction of some cellular proteins following cell lysis (Hsu and Youle, 1998). Although 

this has not necessarily been shown for adhesion complex proteins, it does suggest that 

maintaining the native states and sub-cellular locations of proteins when identifying 

proximal or interacting proteins may be advantageous. As the biotin label is provided to 

proximal proteins in live cells within the BioID methodology, whilst proteins are in their 

native states and sub-cellular localisations, this technique offers a useful alternative to co-

IP studies in studying these complexes as it could identify interactions which are disrupted 

upon detergent extraction, or insoluble under mild extraction conditions.  

One of the most fundamentally important aspects of designing a BioID screen is ensuring 

that an appropriate control is used so that proteins identified due to non-specific biotin 

labelling can be disregarded in the study. Although many BioID studies have been 

controlled using BirA* controls which are not conjugated to mammalian cellular proteins 

(Chastney et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2015), some studies have opted to control BioID 

studies using only WT cells as a control (Guo et al., 2014). This leads to the identification 

of a relatively large number of prey proteins with a given bait compared to studies which 

utilise controls (Chastney et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2014), but yields a high signal to noise 

ratio, which in this context means a high ratio of identified non-specific proteins to real 

proximal proteins. This makes the results of these studies difficult to interpret. As such, we 

determined to use unconjugated BirA* controls here, and to use SAINT Express analysis to 

prioritise proteins which are statistically more likely to be genuine proximal and direct 

interactors of our bait proteins. Further to this, we also sought to match the expression of 

the unconjugated BirA* enzyme controls to the expression of the bait proteins. Matching 

the expression levels of the control and baits as closely as possible was essential to reduce 

the chance that specific bait-prey interactions would be masked due to overexpression of 
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the control versus the bait, or that an excess of non-specific preys were identified in the 

bait conditions due to overexpression of the bait versus the control. As such, we utilised 

two rounds of FACS to match the expression levels of the control and baits as much as 

possible, whilst acknowledging that perfect matching of expression levels was not 

possible. Generation of stable cell lines and efforts to match the expression levels of the 

baits and controls also makes our study more robust than recent BioID studies which have 

utilised transient transfection of bait and control constructs into cells prior to biotinylation, 

lysate preparation and mass spectrometry (Gudiño et al., 2021; Szczesniak et al., 2021). 

Transient transfection of the constructs to express the control and baits would result in 

some cells getting multiple copies of the plasmid and having very high expression levels of 

a bait or control, and many with no expression at all. This increases the risk of having high 

control expression masking real bait/prey interactions, or identification of artefactual 

interactions due to significant overexpression and gain of function of a bait protein. As 

such, it was important for us to match the expression of the baits and controls as far as 

possible.  

Another option for a BioID control utilised in previous studies would have been to use a 

non-functional bait control. This type of control method was utilised in a BioID study of 

Bid interactions in apoptotic priming during mitosis (Pedley et al., 2020).This involves the 

expression of a mutant form of the bait protein conjugated to BirA*, which cannot perform 

its in-cellulo function, or cannot localise to its usual sub-cellular location. This allows 

labelling of prey proteins which may interact with a bait protein outside of its function of 

interest, or outside of the complex being studied. This then allows enrichment of preys 

interacting specifically with a bait protein whilst it performs a certain function, or whilst it 

is in a particular complex. This method of control could have been problematic for several 

of the bait proteins used in this thesis, however. For example, a non-functional beta-catenin 

which could not localise to adherens junctions would be free in the cytosol and would 

constantly be degraded by the beta-catenin destruction complex in the absence of a Wnt 

signal (Stamos and Weis, 2013). A similar situation would occur for ILK, as disrupting the 

IPP complex to prevent ILK localisation in IACs would result in degradation of the protein 

(Stanchi et al., 2009). These baits would therefore require further mutations to maintain 

their stability, which could result in gain of function and affect cell phenotype. As such, we 

chose to utilise the unconjugated BirA*/Venus-BirA* BioID controls, similar to that of 

previous BioID studies of adhesion complexes.  

Another factor to consider when designing BioID studies is the expression level of the 

BirA*-bait fusion proteins compared to the corresponding endogenous protein. Some baits 
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in this study, such as C-FAK, BirA*-ILK, and BirA*-kindlin2, appear to be either 

overexpressed, or expressed at a similar level to the corresponding endogenous protein. 

Others, such as BirA*-vinculin, E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-BirA* and beta-catenin-

BirA*, appear to be expressed lower than their endogenous counterparts. Proteins 

expressed much higher than the endogenous protein may lead to artefactual interactions 

due to gain-of-function at high expression levels, or penetration of subcellular locations 

which the endogenous protein does not normally localise to. Conversely, proteins which 

are expressed significantly lower than the endogenous protein may result in less 

identifications of potential interactors, due to lower penetration of their subcellular location 

from competition with the higher expressed endogenous protein. As we observed the 

correct subcellular localisation of all the bait proteins presented here, we did not anticipate 

issues arising due to this. However, with homology-directed repair-based CRISPR 

technology now becoming much more efficient (Agudelo et al., 2017), design of BioID 

studies such as these may utilise knock-in of the BirA* enzyme upstream or downstream of 

the endogenous gene. This would remove uncertainty due to higher/lower expression of the 

fusion-protein compared to the endogenous bait protein. It would also allow for BioID 

studies on proteins whose gene sequences are too large to package into lentiviruses, such 

as talin. Matching the expression levels of the controls to the baits, and the baits to the 

corresponding endogenous proteins is a balance, however, and it is difficult to satisfy all 

these conditions at the same time. As such, I believe that our study was as robust as 

possible given the scope and timeframe of the project.  

IACs have been subject to interrogation using BioID in many studies over recent years. For 

example, KANK2 was identified as a novel IAC protein proximal to paxillin using BioID 

in U2OS osteosarcoma cells, showing the potential of BioID to identify novel proximal 

proteins of well-studied proteins (Dong et al., 2016a). KANK2 was later identified as an 

interacting partner of talin, confirming its proximity to paxillin (Sun et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, a recent study utilised 16 IAC baits for BioID coupled to mass spectrometry. 

Bioinformatic analysis of this dataset revealed theoretical functional modules consisting of 

clusters of overlapping bait-prey interactions, allowing hypotheses about the functionality 

of these modules to be proposed (Chastney et al., 2020). These studies, whilst 

demonstrating the suitability of BioID to assess protein-protein interactions within 

adhesion complexes of cancer cells or migratory cells on 2D plastic, may not yield results 

which are entirely relevant to cells such as MECs. MECs exist in a much softer 

environment and utilise adhesion complexes that may be absent from many cancer cells 

and fibroblasts, such as zonula adherens junctions, in addition to IACs for 

mechanotransduction (Ladoux et al., 2015; Morris et al., 2006). The results in this chapter 
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show the development of a BioID system in untransformed MECs, which can be used to 

interrogate protein-protein interactions of key proteins within both adhesion complexes and 

adherens junctions. This provides a system which can be utilised to give a more 

representative view of adhesion complexes in these cells, and how these complexes may 

change when force is applied across them. As such, in the experiments presented in the 

next chapter, I sought to characterise IACs in MCF10A cells on 2D plastic substrates and 

in 3D Matrigel cultures, to compare the composition of these complexes in MECs to those 

reported in the literature, and to compare the nature of these complexes between 2D and 

3D culture models. This also allowed us to test our BioID LC-MS/MS pipeline coupled of 

MaxQuant and SAINT Express for its ability to identify proximal proteins of key IAC 

components in MCF10A cells.  

Taken together, the results in this chapter demonstrate the adaptation of the BioID 

proximity-labelling technique to a range of bait proteins in IACs and adherens junctions in 

MECs. 
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Chapter 5 – Comparison of integrin-containing adhesion complexes 

in mammary epithelial cells in 2D and 3D using BioID 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

In the previous chapter we established and validated a panel of MCF10A cell lines expressing key 

IAC and adherens junction components fused to BirA*, for use in experiments to assess the 

mechanosensitive adhesome of MECs. Prior to performing experiments assessing the differences in 

the adhesome between MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM, we first used these to characterise the 

IACs of MECs in 2D and 3D, to compare these with the published IAC adhesome, and to each 

other.   

High-throughput mass spectrometry analyses of IACs have largely focused on the structure and 

composition of these complexes in fibroblasts and in cancer cell lines on 2D plastic substrates 

(Chastney et al., 2020; Horton et al., 2015). Many IACs in these cell types take the form of large 

focal adhesion plaques (see Figure 1.4). This is due to IACs undergoing a high degree of 

maturation when exposed to stiff  ECM (Yeh et al., 2017), and due to the directional 

polymerisation and contractility of F-actin required for migration of the cells on plastic substrates 

(Beningo et al., 2001; Burridge and Guilluy, 2016; Oakes et al., 2012; Ridley, 2015). Furthermore, 

these complexes are highly dynamic, as migrating cells require the constant assembly, maturation, 

and disassembly of IACs to move across the dish (Nagano et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2015; Ren et al., 

2000). The study of focal adhesions in these contexts has led others to question whether these large, 

highly mature focal adhesions are representative of what cells would exhibit in vivo, or whether 

they are merely artefacts of studies on plastic tissue culture dishes (Wozniak et al., 2004).  

The IACs characterised in fibroblasts and cancer cells are also likely to be different from those of 

normal MECs, even on 2D plastic substrates. For example, MECs lack prominent focal adhesions 

or IACs at the edge of the cells when plated on 2D plastic substrates at confluency, as they adhere 

to neighbouring cells via their cell-cell contacts (see vinculin staining in (Dutta et al., 2018). Cell-

cell contacts such as adherens junctions are also capable of transducing force (Ladoux et al., 2015). 

This could mean that less force is transduced through IACs in MECs than fibroblasts, as MECs 

have additional routes by which force can be transduced in addition to IACs. As force through 

IACs is one of the major drivers of IAC maturation (Galbraith et al., 2002b), this may mean that 

IACs in MECs are less mature, smaller structures. Cell-cell contacts also limit the migratory 

potential of individual MECs. As such, the formation of large F-actin stress fibres and traction 

stresses which aid IAC maturation in fibroblasts as they migrate are likely not present to the same 

extent for IACs in MECs (Beningo et al., 2001; Oakes et al., 2012). This may mean that IACs in 

MECs do not recruit the same complement of adhesion complex components shown to be 

incorporated into IACs in fibroblasts. Furthermore, one could argue that IACs in MECs are likely 
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to be more static, as a lower tendency to migrate under normal circumstances would mean a 

reduced requirement to constantly assemble, mature and disassemble IACs to move across a dish. 

In 3D, the IACs of MECs are also morphologically very different to the focal adhesion plaques 

observed in fibroblasts and likely also MECs cultured on 2D plastic substrates, forming small, 

punctate structures which do not form throughout the cell, instead being enriched along the basal 

surface of acini. As such, we were curious as to what proteins may be recruited to IACs in MECs 

cultured on 2D plastic, and in 3D Matrigel. BioID studies have previously been used to characterise 

features of IACs in fibroblasts, by identifying proteins which are potentially proximal to key 

components of IACs (Chastney et al., 2020). We therefore reasoned that by utilising the 

components of our BioID adhesome screen which localised to IACs, we would be able to perform 

BioID experiments to gain insight into the structure and composition of IACs in MECs cultured in 

2D and 3D. This also offered the opportunity to test the ability of our BioID-LC-MS/MS pipeline 

and subsequent MaxQuant and SAINT Express pipeline to identify proximal prey proteins of our 

BirA* adhesome baits, prior to our experiments aiming to establish a mechanosensitive, mammary 

epithelial adhesiome. 

The aim of the experiments in this chapter were therefore to identify proximal proteins of key 

adhesome components which localise to IACs in MECs in 2D and 3D using BioID, to gain insight 

into the structure and composition of these complexes. This would also allow us to compare 

examples of how IACs may differ between MECs and fibroblasts cultured in 2D, and how IACs 

may differ between MECs cultured on 2D plastic substrates versus 3D Matrigel. To do this, we set 

up two separate BioID experiments utilising the BirA*-adhesome baits which localise to IACs: 

FAK-BirA* (referred to as C-FAK in the previous chapter), BirA*-paxillin, BirA*-ILK, BirA*-

kindlin-2, and BirA*-vinculin. In the first experiment, cells were seeded and cultured to confluency 

on 2D plastic dishes, to define IACs in MECs in an epithelial monolayer. In the second experiment, 

cells were seeded into 3D Matrigel, to define IACs in mature acinar structures. The results 

presented in this chapter verified the ability of our BioID-LC-MS/MS pipeline and subsequent 

bioinformatic analysis to identify both known and novel proximal proteins of each of our baits in 

2D and 3D. In both conditions, we observed fewer proximal proteins of each of the IAC bait 

proteins than has been reported in fibroblasts, suggestive of less mature, smaller IAC structures. On 

2D plastic substrates, we observed proximal proteins of our baits which have been previously 

reported in the consensus adhesome generated from studies in fibroblasts and cancer cells, showing 

that some of the proteins in proximity to proteins such as FAK, paxillin and ILK are likely the 

same across IACs in fibroblasts and MECs. However, we also observed, epithelial-specific and 

novel proximal proteins with several of the baits, suggesting differences in the proximal 

interactions of key IAC components in MECs compared to fibroblasts. In MECs in 3D, we again 

observed many of the core IAC proteins which we observed in 2D and have been reported to 

localise to IACs by studies comprising the consensus adhesome. However, we again observed 

logical, novel, or epithelial-specific interactions, in many cases different to those observed in 2D. 

Overall, these data suggested that IACs in MECs cultured on 2D plastic are different in terms of 
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composition and structure compared to IACs in fibroblasts. These data also suggested that IACs in 

MECs cultured in 2D and 3D are again different with regards to structure and composition. Taken 

together, these experiments constituted a novel study which provided an initial characterisation of 

the proximal interactions of IAC components in MECs cultured in 2D and 3D, to gain insight into 

the composition and structure of these complexes. These results also verified the suitability of our 

BioID system to study the adhesome of MECs in both 2D and 3D culture, prior to our assessment 

of the mechanosensitive epithelial adhesome.  

 

5.2 – MCF10A cells in an epithelial monolayer on 2D plastic do not form 

prominent focal adhesions 

 

To be able to characterise IACs in MECs on 2D plastic substrates using BioID, we needed to 

design the experiment in such a way to ensure that the results would reflect the normal phenotype 

of IACs in MECs in an epithelial monolayer on a plastic dish. Confluent MECs in an epithelial 

monolayer form cell-cell junctions with neighbouring cells, and do not migrate. As such, they do 

not form large, highly mature IAC complexes at the cell edge like fibroblasts (Dutta et al., 2018). 

To gain a representative picture of IACs in this context, we therefore needed to seed the cells and 

allow them to become confluent prior to performing BioID. This would allow all necessary cell-

cell junctions to form and prevent biasing the system towards the formation of large, potentially 

artifactual focal adhesion plaques at the leading edge of the cells.   

To confirm that we had done this, we cultured MCF10A cells expressing BirA*-ILK, BirA*-

kindlin-2 and BirA*-vinculin to 100% confluency on glass coverslips. After reaching confluency, 

the cells were fixed in 4% PFA. We then obtained Brightfield images of the cells, prior to staining 

with an antibody against Myc-tag, and DAPI. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 

5.2. Brightfield imaging revealed that the cells were confluent and adopted a “cobblestone” 

morphology representative of cells in an epithelial monolayer (Ahn et al., 1995). Fluorescent 

staining of the bait proteins revealed that prominent focal adhesions were not observed at the cell 

edge in these cells, with the baits instead showing diffuse localisation within the cytosol. This 

therefore confirmed that we were not biasing our system towards the formation of large IACs at the 

cell edge which would not normally be present in MECs cultured in an epithelial monolayer.  
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Figure 5.2 – MECs in 2D epithelial monolayers on plastic dishes do not form prominent focal adhesions at the cell 

periphery 

Top panel: Representative (20X) Brightfield images of Venus-BirA*, BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2 and BirA*-vinculin 

MCF10A cells cultured to confluency on 2D plastic tissue culture dishes.  

Bottom panel: Representative immunofluorescence images of Venus-BirA*, ILK-BirA*, BirA*-kindlin-2 and BirA*-

vinculin MCF10A cells cultured to confluency on 2D plastic tissue culture dishes. Cell lines were stained for DAPI and 

Myc-tag in the colour indicated above. 
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5.3. BioID on IAC components in MECs in 2D suggests that these structures are 

different in size and composition to those of fibroblasts 

 

We then performed a BioID experiment to verify our BioID pipeline and identify the proximal prey 

proteins of key IAC components, to gain insight into the structure and composition of IACs in 

MECs in an epithelial monolayer on 2D plastic. To do this, MCF10A cells expressing the BirA* 

IAC bait proteins: BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-vinculin, BirA*-FAK and BirA*-paxillin, 

and MCF10A cells expressing the appropriate BirA* controls for each bait protein (Venus-BirA* 

for the ILK, kindlin-2 and vinculin baits, and BirA* for the FAK and paxillin baits) were cultured 

to 100% confluency on 10 cm plastic tissue culture dishes. Once the cells reached 100% 

confluency, cells were incubated with growth media containing 50 µM biotin for 16 hours. 

Following incubation with biotin, cells were switched to standard growth media for 1 hour, to 

allow free biotin to diffuse out of the cells, to prevent this from interfering with the downstream 

streptavidin affinity purification. Cells were then lysed on the dish in 1X RIPA, ultrasonicated, and 

clarified to yield lysates suitable for streptavidin affinity purification and LC-MS/MS. This was 

repeated twice more, to yield three independent biological replicates for each control and bait 

condition. Following this, 1 mg protein mass of each of the three biological replicates for the 

control and bait conditions were subjected to streptavidin affinity purification in parallel, to isolate 

biotinylated proteins in each sample. The elution fractions of each replicate of the control and bait 

conditions were then subjected to mass spectrometry preparation via in-gel digest methods in 

parallel. The Venus-BirA* control replicates, and the BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2 and BirA*-

vinculin bait replicates, were all then subjected to LC-MS/MS in the same session. The BirA* 

control replicates, and the FAK-BirA* and BirA*-paxillin bait replicates were prepared by another 

researcher, and as such were subjected to streptavidin affinity purification, in-gel digest and LC-

MS/MS separately. Raw data were then analysed using MaxQuant, followed by analysis in SAINT 

Express. SAINT is a computational tool which allows identification of prey proteins in affinity-

purification experiments which are statistically most likely to be proximal to the bait protein. This 

is done by comparing the spectral counts of peptides for a given protein within the bait condition, 

with a background dataset, the control condition. SAINT then calculates a confidence score and 

Bayesian false discovery rate (BFDR) for each potential bait/prey interaction (Choi et al., 2011; 

Teo et al., 2014). As such, we ranked proteins identified based on the BFDR value assigned by 

SAINT from lowest to highest, to prioritise discussion of proteins which were most likely to be 

proximal to the bait protein (Figure 5.3a). Proteins with a BFDR of <0.05 were considered 

statistically significant. A brief overview of this experimental pipeline is outlined in Figure 5.3a.  

As part of the analysis, we also gained quality control information for each of the control and bait 

replicates. This consisted of principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 5.3b-f left panels) and 

pairwise comparison analysis (Figure 5.3 b-f, right panels) for each bait as quality control for the 

datasets we obtained. Principal component analysis allows the primary sources of variation within 
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an experiment to be identified through observation of clustering patterns of independent biological 

replicates for the control and bait samples based on sources of variation within the data. Pairwise 

comparison analysis plots then show how well correlated peptides identified within a sample are 

with the other samples in the experiment. The higher the correlation score, the more similar the 

composition of the samples are to each other.  

Principal component analysis for the ILK (Figure 5.3b, left panel) and vinculin experiments (Figure 

5.3 d, left panel) showed that bait and control replicates clustered based on the condition (bait or 

control) along the X-axis (PC1). This indicated that a replicate within the bait condition was more 

similar to other bait replicates, than the equivalent control replicate. For example, preys and their 

respective intensities in vinculin replicate 1 was more similar to vinculin replicates 2 and 3, than it 

was the Venus-BirA* replicate 1. This indicated that the primary source of variation within these 

experiments was likely due to biological differences between the bait and control samples, 

accounting for 53.41% and 52.69% of the total variance in the ILK and vinculin experiments 

respectively. This indicated that the data was likely robust. Similar results were obtained with the 

kindlin-2 experiment (Figure 5.3 c, left panel), with control and bait replicates showing clear 

clustering together, suggesting that biological differences between the bait and control conditions 

accounted for a large source of the variance within this experiment. As these cluster on the Y-axis 

(PC2), this indicates that this is the second largest source of variation within the dataset, accounting 

for 25.14% of the total variance within the experiment. This still indicated that the data was likely 

robust. This was consistent with the pairwise comparison analyses for BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2 

and BirA*-vinculin, which showed a high degree of correlation between independent replicates 

within the same condition (control or bait) (Figure 5.3 b-d, right panels). Principal Component 

analysis for the FAK and paxillin experiments (Figure 5.3 e-f, left panels) was inconclusive as the 

control samples showed a large degree of variance between replicates, and did not cluster 

according to the two largest sources of variance within the dataset. As these samples were prepared 

by another researcher, it is difficult to speculate as to the reason for this. However, as the bait 

replicates appeared to cluster relatively closely on the PCA plots, and pairwise comparison analysis 

(Figure 5.3 e-f, right panels) still appeared to show a high degree of reproducibility among 

independent replicates of the same condition, and the potential interactors identified appeared to be 

logical, we continued using the data obtained in these experiments.  
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Figure 5.3 – Design and quality control of a BioID study to interrogate the nature of IACs in MECs cultured on 2D plastic 

substrates 

a) MCF10A cells expressing BirA-adhesome/control fusion proteins or an unconjugated BirA* control were grown to 

confluency on 2D plastic tissue culture dishes for 24-72 hours to allow all cell-cell junctions to form. Cells were then 

incubated for 16 hours with 50 µM biotin. Cells were then lysed in situ using 1X RIPA. Following lysis, 1 mg of protein was 

incubated with streptavidin agarose beads in a 6:1 protein:bead ratio (v/v) for isolation of biotinylated proteins. Biotinylated 

proteins were then eluted from the beads and samples were prepared for mass spectrometry using in-gel digestion 

techniques. High confidence potential proximal proteins were then established following MaxQuant analysis by SAINT 

Express analysis.  

Left Panels: Principal component analysis of BioID datasets obtained using b) BirA*-ILK and Venus-BirA* MCF10A cells; 

c) BirA*-kindlin-2 and Venus-BirA* MCF10A cells; d) BirA*-vinculin and Venus-BirA* MCF10A cells; e) FAK-BirA* 

and BirA* MCF10A cells; f) BirA*-paxillin and BirA* MCF10A cells 

Right Panels: Pairwise comparison analysis of BioID datasets obtained using a) BirA*-ILK and Venus-BirA* MCF10A 

cells; b) BirA*-kindlin-2 and Venus-BirA* MCF10A cells; c) BirA*-vinculin and Venus-BirA* MCF10A cells; d) FAK-

BirA* and BirA* MCF10A cells; e) BirA*-paxillin and BirA* MCF10A cells 
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5.4 Results and discussion - 2D BioID 
 

Interrogating the potential proximal proteins of key IAC components in confluent MECs in 2D 

plastic substrates revealed that, cumulatively, we identified 44 proteins which were significantly 

proximal to our bait proteins. Among these, we identified some proteins which had previously been 

identified as core IAC proteins in studies in fibroblasts and the consensus adhesome. However, we 

also identified several key IAC components which were not featured in the consensus adhesome or 

other BioID studies using the same bait proteins, such as epithelial-specific isoforms of 

components of the consensus adhesome. We identified several prey proteins which have been 

implicated in cell adhesion and related processes, which were not identified in BioID studies in 

fibroblasts, and may represent cell-type specific members of IACs. Finally, we identified several 

prey proteins which could indicate potential interactions of our bait proteins outside of IACs, in 

sub-cellular locations such as adherens junctions, the wider cytosol and nucleus, many of which 

were not identified in fibroblasts. Taken together, these results are suggestive of differences in the 

structure and composition of IACs in MECs and fibroblasts cultured on 2D plastic substrates.  

5.4.1 BirA*-ILK identifies known, novel, and epithelial-specific potential 

interacting partners in MCF10As cultured on 2D plastic substrates 

 

The BirA*-ILK fusion protein identified 13 proteins which had a BFDR value of <0.05 and 

considered significant (Figure 5.4.1 a-b). To group these proteins somewhat to facilitate discussion 

of the results, we categorised these proteins according to their PANTHER Protein Class 

annotations using the PANTHER GO server. Proteins which did not have a PANTHER protein 

class annotation were manually assigned a classification based on previously published molecular 

function (Figure 5.1.2 c). A large proportion of the proteins that BirA*-ILK identified as potential 

proximal proteins were classified as having roles in cell adhesion complexes and the cytoskeleton, 

consistent with the role ILK has been shown to play in IACs (Wickström et al., 2010). These 

proteins included proteins which are known to interact with ILK, many of which were featured in 

the consensus adhesome, such as kindlin-2, PINCH1, alpha-parvin, beta-parvin, Rsu-1 and tensin-3 

(Horton et al., 2015). Other proteins known to interact with ILK that were identified in our BioID 

experiment, but not featured in the consensus adhesome or the studies compiled to build it, were 

alpha-6 integrin and kindlin-1. Plotting Log2 fold change of peptide intensity against -Log10 BFDR 

also revealed that alpha-3 integrin was highly enriched in the ILK samples compared to the Venus-

BirA* samples, however, the BFDR for this protein did not reach significance. A significant 

potential interaction was also observed with MRPL24. MRPL24 is a component of the 

mitochondrial ribosome, and as such, has a function which is highly divergent from the reported 

function of ILK, and has not previously been implicated as a component of IACs, or to have any 

role in cell adhesion (Di Nottia et al., 2020). Further research would be required to determine a role 
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for this protein in IACs, and as such, implications of an ILK/MRPL24 potential interaction will not 

be discussed further here.  

Our BioID pipeline using MCF10A cells expressing BirA*-ILK identified all major members of 

the kindlin/ILK/PINCH/parvin signalling axis, and the ILK/PINCH/parvin complex other than 

PINCH2. This gave us confidence that our BioID-mass spectrometry pipeline was robust. 

Furthermore, this also suggested that many of the proximal proteins of ILK on 2D plastic were 

similar in MCF10A cells to that of murine pancreatic fibroblasts utilised in a recent BioID study 

(Chastney et al., 2020), and the various fibroblast and cancer cell lines utilised for mass 

spectrometry studies from which the consensus adhesome was derived (Horton et al., 2015). 

Interestingly, we also identified key differences in the proximal proteins of ILK compared to the 

BioID study in pancreatic fibroblasts, as well as preys which were not featured in the consensus 

adhesome. For example, we identified kindlin-1 as a potential interacting partner of ILK in these 

cells in addition to kindlin-2. Kindlin-1, in contrast to kindlin-2, does not show ubiquitous 

expression throughout tissues, instead being restricted to epithelial cells, and exhibits overlapping 

function with kindlin-2 in their ability to activate integrins (He et al., 2011; Ussar et al., 2006). As 

such, kindlin-1 was not identified as a component of the meta-adhesome or consensus adhesomes 

which were assembled using IAC databases characterised in non-epithelial cell lines. However, as 

kindlin-1 has been suggested to interact with ILK previously, and shares overlapping functions 

with kindlin-2 in integrin activation, it is reasonable to assume that ILK could be proximal to 

kindlin1 in these cells (Larjava et al., 2008). This therefore demonstrates one example of how IACs 

in MECs on 2D plastic substrates are different in composition to that of fibroblasts. The BioID 

pipeline with BirA*-ILK also identified alpha-6 integrin as a potential interactor. Again, alpha-6 

integrin is not featured in the consensus adhesome. However, as MECs favour the use of the alpha-

6/beta-1 integrin pairings in IACs to bind to the laminin-rich basement membrane these cells 

produce (Klinowska et al., 2001), and ILK has been suggested to bind to the beta-1 integrin 

cytoplasmic tail, this is a logical prey protein to identify with BirA*-ILK in this study. Like 

kindlin-1, this likely represents an epithelial-specific protein proximal to ILK, and again provides 

an example of how IACs in MECs may be different in composition to those of fibroblasts and 

cancer cells.  

BirA*-ILK also identifies novel preys not featured in the consensus adhesome or in BioID studies 

in fibroblasts (Chastney et al., 2020; Horton et al., 2015), but which play roles in cell-adhesion and 

related processes. For example, our data suggest a significant, high confidence potential interaction 

of ILK with ephrin-B1. Ephrin-B1 is a transmembrane protein which binds to Eph receptors on 

adjacent cells to achieve bidirectional, contact-dependent signalling. Signalling by ephrin-B1 and 

EphB has been shown to influence cell adhesion, and actin remodelling previously (Park and Lee, 

2015). For example, ephrin-B1 binding to Eph-B has previously been shown to inhibit dental pulp 

stem cell adhesion and spreading, in part through activation of Src signalling downstream of ephrin 

B1, demonstrating a role for ephrin-B1/Eph-B bidirectional signalling in the regulation of cell-

ECM adhesion (Stokowski et al., 2007). Furthermore, forward signalling into the Eph-B -
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presenting cell following binding of ephrin B1 to EphB2 has been suggested to occur through 

recruitment of VavRhoGEF to EphB, resulting in activation of Rho and actin remodelling (Park 

and Lee, 2015). This could be representative of an interesting difference in adhesion signalling 

between MECs and fibroblasts, as contact-dependent signalling such as ephrinB1/EphB may be 

more prevalent in MECs as there are more points of cell contact between neighbouring cells. 

Validating the presence of ephrin B1 proximal to ILK and IACs may therefore be interesting in 

establishing whether there could be crosstalk or cooperation between ephrinB1/EphB and IAC 

signalling in this cell type. Ephrin B1 can also act independently of Eph receptors, utilising its 

scaffold function to influence cell adhesion. For example, in polarised apical neural progenitor 

cells, ephrin B1 has been shown to localise to the apical membrane, where it plays a role in the 

recruitment of beta-1 integrin to the membrane to promote formation of cell-ECM adhesions during 

neurogenesis (Arvanitis et al., 2013). Furthermore, a recent study showed that ephrinB1 binds to 

the scaffolding protein CNK1, to regulate RhoA/Rac1 signalling and promote cell migration in 

HEK-293T, Ht-29 and HeLa cells. This occurred through activation of JNK signalling, and that this 

regulation is enhanced by integrin binding to fibronectin and Src activation, suggesting crosstalk 

between integrin and ephrin B1 signalling (Cho et al., 2014). As the MCF10A cells utilised in this 

study are not likely to be migrating, however, it would be interesting to determine what role ephrin-

B1 could have in cell adhesion and downstream signalling in MECs. Ephrin B1 therefore 

represents a logical, interesting, novel potential component of IACs in MECs not identified in 

fibroblasts.  

Another interesting prey protein which was significantly enriched with BirA*-ILK was YKT6. 

YKT6 is a SNARE protein and is best characterised as a regulator of vesicle trafficking. However, 

depletion of YKT6 in prostate epithelial cells did not affect beta-1 integrin protein levels, 

suggesting that we may not have identified YKT6 in the BirA*-ILK dataset due to a role for YKT6 

in trafficking integrin complexes (Naydenov et al., 2018). However, this protein has been shown to 

stabilise adherens and tight junctions in prostate epithelial cells. Furthermore, YKT6 has been 

suggested to inhibit cell spreading and migration through stimulating the downregulation of the 

junctional adhesion molecule JAM-A, which results in decreased Rap1 and Rac1 small GTPase 

activity (Naydenov et al., 2018). As ILK can also localise to cell-cell junctions, we cannot 

conclude from this data whether a potential interaction between ILK and YKT6 could be occurring 

at IACs or adherens junctions (Vespa et al., 2005a). However, as JAM-A can interact with 

integrins, and Rac1 signalling can be regulated by IACs (Akhtar and Streuli, 2006; Kummer and 

Ebnet, 2018), it is reasonable to suggest that similar mechanisms could occur through YKT6 at 

IACs. Further study could therefore reveal this protein as a potentially novel component of IACs in 

MECs not identified in fibroblasts, which may again suggest differential composition and 

signalling of IACs in MECs and fibroblasts on 2D plastic substrates.  

We also identified novel prey proteins with BirA*-ILK which have not been reported to regulate 

cell adhesion but could be reasoned to interact with ILK outside of adhesion complexes. For 

example, BirA*-ILK identified both NUDC and NUDCD2 as proximal proteins in MCF10A cells 
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in 2D. There is no prior literature which suggests that these proteins localise to adhesion 

complexes, other than NUDC being identified as a prey with BirA*-ILK in a BioID study in 

pancreatic fibroblasts (Chastney et al., 2020). The potential interaction of NUDC with ILK was not 

investigated further in fibroblasts, however, so further study would be required to identify exactly 

where BirA*-ILK may be labelling NUDC. Both NUDC and NUDCD2 have previously been 

reported to regulate the cell cycle, with localisation to the centrosome and mitotic spindle, where 

they are thought to regulate mitotic spindle assembly (Chuang et al., 2013; Li et al.). As such, our 

PANTHER Protein Class GO analysis grouped them as cytoskeletal binding proteins, due to their 

interaction with microtubules during cell division. ILK has also been proposed to play a role in 

mitotic spindle assembly, and has been shown to localise to the mitotic spindle and regulate 

microtubule dynamics (Lim et al., 2013). Furthermore, ILK knockout in MECs has been shown to 

alter microtubule dynamics, resulting in the loss of cell polarity (Akhtar and Streuli, 2013). As 

such, potential interactions of ILK with NUDC/NUDCD2 could influence MEC polarisation. These 

potential interactions may therefore be indicative of ILK function outside of adhesion complexes.  
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Figure 5.4.1 – BirA*-ILK identifies known, epithelial-specific, and novel potential interacting partners in MCF10A cells\ 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.4.2 BirA*-kindlin-2 identifies novel potential interactions with roles in actin 

cytoskeletal regulation or the nucleus  

 

SAINT analysis of the dataset obtained with BirA*-kindlin-2 identified 18 proteins with a BFDR of 

<0.05 (Figure 5.1.3a-b). Limitations of the PANTHER Protein Class GO analysis meant that many 

of the proteins identified in this dataset were not annotated. However, manual annotations in 

combination with the PANTHER dataset suggested that the most abundant class of proteins 

identified as potential interacting partners of kindlin-2 were proteins associated with cytoskeletal 

regulation (5.4.2 c). This dataset did not contain any currently known interactors of kindlin-2, such 

as beta-1 integrin, ILK, or paxillin. However, the data did identify several novel potential 

interactions with proteins suggested to regulate the actin cytoskeleton such as caldesmon (CALD1), 

coronin-1B (CORO1B), AIM1 and CD2AP. Only caldesmon was featured in the consensus 

adhesome, and none were identified with BirA*-kindlin-2, BioID studies of fibroblast IACs, or 

BioID studies of U2OS osteosarcoma IACs (Chastney et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2016a; Horton et 

al., 2015). CD2AP, coronin-1B  and AIM1 were all featured in the meta-adhesome, however, 

suggesting they can localise to IACs (Horton et al., 2015). Plotting Log2 fold change against -Log10 

BFDR revealed that other reported IAC components coronin 1C, cortactin, and filamin A were also 

enriched in the BirA*-kindlin-2 samples compared to the Venus-BirA* control samples, and 

therefore show low probability of being false interactions. Furthermore, none of these proteins 

were featured in the consensus adhesome, or identified with BirA*-kindlin-2 in BioID studies in 

fibroblasts or U2OS cells, but again were featured in the meta-adhesome (Chastney et al., 2020; 

Dong et al., 2016b; Horton et al., 2015). We also identified other proteins which could be reasoned 

to play roles in cell adhesion and cytoskeletal dynamics enriched in this dataset such as Ran 

Binding Protein 2 (involved in endocytosis of integrin complexes discussed later), beta-actin-like 

protein 2, and myosin heavy chain 9. None of these proteins reached the significance threshold of 

<0.05, however. 

The role of kindlin-2 in adhesion complexes has largely focused around its role in integrin 

activation, functioning synergistically with talin, as well as part of the kindlin/ILK/PINCH/parvin 

signalling axis (Bachir et al., 2014; Haydari et al., 2020; Huet-Calderwood et al., 2014; Kadry et 

al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019; Theodosiou et al., 2016). Interestingly, we did not observe any integrins 

or members of the ILK/PINCH/parvin complex in the BirA*-kindlin-2 dataset, although we did 

identify kindlin-2 in the BirA*-ILK dataset. This suggested that kindlin-2 may well be associated 

with these proteins to some degree, but that the association was not reciprocally identified by the 

BirA*-kindlin-2 bait protein. Instead, all of the IAC components identified here as significant, or 

highly enriched as potential interactors of kindlin-2 were peripheral actin-regulatory proteins, with 

three of these proteins, coronin-1B, cortactin, and coronin-1C having roles in regulating the Arp2/3 

complex, which regulates actin-filament branching (Cai et al., 2008; Haffner et al., 2017; Lehtonen 

et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2009; Shvetsov et al., 2009; Tilley et al., 2015; Yue et al., 2013). Recent 
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data has suggested that distinct pools of Kindlin-2 exist within IACs. This includes an immobile 

pool bound to integrin cytoplasmic tails, and a mobile pool which can diffuse both within and 

outside of IACs (Orré et al., 2021). Furthermore, kindlin-2 is able to directly bind actin via its F0 

domain (Bledzka et al., 2016). As such, we could speculate from our dataset that the potential IAC 

interactions identified here with BirA*-kindlin-2 could reflect interactions of kindlin-2 when not 

bound to the integrin cytoplasmic tail but of the mobile pool, which may interact with different 

proteins, such as actin binding proteins within IACs, consistent with kindlin-2’s own role in 

binding F-actin. We also cannot rule out from this experiment that some of these proteins represent 

novel interactions which may be occurring at cell-cell junctions due to the cells being grown to 

confluency. For example, kindlin-2, coronin1B, and CD2AP have all separately been shown to 

localise to adherens junctions in epithelial cells (He et al., 2011; Priya et al., 2016; Tang and 

Brieher, 2013). As such, these potential interactions may not have been identified in studies in 

fibroblasts which do not form robust cell-cell contacts.   

The presence of multiple kindlin isoforms in epithelial cells could also explain why we observe a 

different complement of potential kindlin-2 interactions in IACs in MECs compared to cells such 

as fibroblasts, which only express kindlin-2 (Horton et al., 2015; Larjava et al., 2008; Malinin et 

al., 2010). In the BirA*-ILK dataset, we identified a potential interaction of ILK with kindlin-1, as 

well as kindlin-2, meaning that MCF10A cells express both isoforms. Kindlin-1 and kindlin-2 have 

overlapping roles in integrin activation in epithelial cells, meaning that some of kindlin-2’s 

function is redundant with that of kindlin-1’s (He et al., 2011). If both kindlin-1 and kindlin-2 can 

activate integrins in these cells, it may be that less of the kindlin-2 population within MECs is 

required for integrin activation. As such, we could speculate that we might observe more potential 

interactions of the mobile pool of BirA*-kindlin-2 in these cells than in cell types only expressing 

kindlin-2, such as fibroblasts, as less of the BirA*- kindlin-2 is required in the immobile pool 

which activates integrins, due to compensation of this function by kindlin-1. Further study into the 

role of kindlin-2 in these cells could therefore elucidate novel functions for kindlin-2 in IACs in 

MECs which may not occur in other cell types such as fibroblasts, due to the presence of an 

additional kindlin isoform in MECs with overlapping function with kindlin-2. 

As with BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2 also identified potential interactions which could be reasoned 

to occur outside of adhesion complexes, consistent with previously reported functions (Sossey-

Alaoui et al., 2019a; Yu et al., 2013). For example, we observed potential interactions with several 

nuclear proteins such as TPR, HCFC1, NUMA1, RUVBL2 and AHNAK1/2. Kindlin-2 has a 

functional nuclear localisation signal and has been reported to form complexes with transcriptional 

regulators such as beta-catenin and p53 in the nucleus (Sossey-Alaoui et al., 2019b; Yu et al., 

2013). Kindlin-2 has also been recently identified in the nuclear fractions of squamous cell 

carcinoma cells along with other FERM domain proteins talin and FAK (Byron et al., Biorxiv 

2021). Interestingly, no nuclear preys were identified with BirA*-kindlin-2 in fibroblasts (Chastney 

et al., 2020). As such, this may represent another difference in the function of kindlin-2 in the 

context of MECs and fibroblasts on plastic substrates. We identified a potential interaction with the 
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transcription factor HCFC1, which has been shown to promote cell cycle progression (Xiang et al., 

2020; Zargar and Tyagi, 2012). In one study, this was shown to occur through upregulation of the 

small GTPase Cdc42, which may suggest a role for HCFC1 transcriptional activity in regulating 

actin dynamics (Xiang et al., 2020). Kindlin-2’s influence on transcription has also been shown to 

have important roles in cell cycle progression, as loss of the interaction of kindlin-2 with p53 in 

triple negative breast cancer cells has been suggested to induce senescence through upregulation of 

SERPINB2 and p21. This role was also found to be independent of its roles in cell adhesion and 

integrin-activation (Sossey-Alaoui et al., 2019a). As such, further investigation of a potential 

interaction between kindlin-2 and HCFC1 could elucidate further roles for nuclear kindlin-2 in cell 

cycle regulation. We also identify several microtubule-binding proteins such as NUMA1, EFHD2 

and MAP4, which could be consistent with previously described roles of kindlins regulating 

microtubule dynamics during cell division (Patel et al., 2016; Tan and Tan, 2020). 

Other novel potential interactor identified, such as the translational proteins RPS17 and EEF1D, 

both have canonical roles in translation. However, both proteins have been implicated in processes 

outside of translation, which may overlap with kindlin-2. For example, RPS17, despite being a 

involved in translation in the cytosol, has also been found to contain a nuclear localisation signal 

(Kenney and Meng, 2015), and could therefore be proximal to a nuclear pool of kindlin-2. 

However, as little is known about a nuclear role for RPS17, it is difficult to speculate on what the 

functional significance of this potential interaction would be. EEF1D, interestingly, has been found 

to be overexpressed in several types of cancer, and has been implicated to have roles in 

proliferation, EMT, invasion and metastasis through influencing the PI3K pathway (Flores et al., 

2016; Xie et al., 2020). As kindlin-2 has also been implicated in the processes of proliferation 

(Sossey-Alaoui et al., 2019a) and migration, with kindlin-2’s influence on migration also occurring 

via a mechanism involving PI3K signalling downstream of FAK (Wu et al., 2020), it may be that a 

potential interaction between kindlin-2 and EEF1D could have functional significance in these 

processes. Further characterisation would be required to determine whether RPS17 and EEF1D are 

indeed interacting partners of kindlin-2, whether potential interactions were occurring in IACs or 

elsewhere, and what the functional significance of these potential interactions may be. Regardless, 

neither of these proteins were identified with kindlin-2 in murine pancreatic fibroblasts or 

determined to be part of the consensus adhesome, and as such may represent mammary epithelial-

specific potential interacting partners of kindlin-2 in an epithelial monolayer on 2D plastic 

substrates.  
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Figure 5.4.2 – BirA*-kindlin-2 identifies novel potential interactions with roles in actin dynamics and the nucleus in 

MCF10A cells 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.4.3 BirA*-vinculin identifies the known interaction between vinculin and LIMD1 

in MCF10A cells  

 

SAINT analysis revealed that only two proteins other than the bait protein were identified as being 

potential interactors for vinculin in MCF10A cells in 2D (Figure 5.4.3 a-b). Although not 

immediately obvious from the quality control analyses, there was a technical error with the 

injection of the first vinculin replicate into the mass spectrometer, meaning this sample was run on 

a separate day to the other replicates. This, combined with the relative underexpression of BirA*-

vinculin compared to the control and endogenous vinculin, and vinculin’s incorporation into 

multiple adhesion complexes spreading the pool of BirA*-vinculin across the cell, may have 

resulted in us obtaining a less than comprehensive picture of potential interactions of vinculin in 

this context. Nevertheless, one of the proteins that was identified, LIMD1, is a known interactor of 

vinculin, which was also identified as a proximal protein of vinculin in murine pancreatic 

fibroblasts (Chastney et al., 2020).  

LIMD1 is a scaffolding protein that has previously been reported to localise to IACs in a force-

dependent manner (Wang et al., 2021). In addition to its role in adhesion complexes, LIMD1 also 

localises to the nucleus where it functions as a transcriptional regulator, hence the PANTHER 

protein class annotation (Figure 5.4.3 c) (Sharp et al., 2004). Furthermore, in MCF10A cells, 

LIMD1 has been shown to directly interact with vinculin at cell-cell junctions to modulate HIPPO 

signalling. As such, the potential interaction between vinculin and LIMD1 that we observed here 

could be occurring at cell-cell junctions, IACs, or both (Ibar et al., 2018). Despite a low number of 

identifications, this dataset was therefore still supportive of the BioID-mass spectrometry system 

being functional. We also identify a potential interaction with HNRNPF. Vinculin has recently 

been reported to be present in the nucleus in certain contexts (Panda et al., 2021), so it is not 

outside the realms of possibility that BirA*vinculin could encounter HNRNPF, as the known 

functions of HNRNPF and vinculin are so divergent, it is difficult to determine what this 

identification may suggest in terms of cellular roles for vinculin.  
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Figure 5.4.3 – BirA*-vinculin identifies the known interaction of vinculin and LIMD1 in MCF10A cells 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.4.4 FAK-BirA* identifies known and novel interactions in MCF10A cells 

 

SAINT analysis of the FAK-BirA* dataset revealed 5 proteins which met the significance threshold 

of <0.05 (Figure 5.4.4 a-b). 2 of these proteins, paxillin and PTPN12, are known to directly bind to 

FAK and have well-established roles within cell adhesion complexes, with both featured in the 

consensus adhesome and identified in BioID studies in fibroblasts (Chastney et al., 2020; Horton et 

al., 2015; Thomas et al., 1999; Villa-Moruzzi, 2013). As such, these were classified as proteins 

involved in cytoskeletal regulation and adhesion in our PANTHER protein classification analysis 

(Figure 5.4.4 c). We also observed 3 novel potential interactions in the transcriptional regulator 

PUR-alpha, the chloride ion channel CLIC4, and RAB3GAP1, none of which were identified by 

BirA*-FAK in murine pancreatic fibroblasts or featured in the consensus adhesome (Chastney et 

al., 2020; Horton et al., 2015).  

Identifying the well-characterised interaction of FAK with Paxillin showed that our BioID-mass 

spectrometry pipeline could reproduce the results of our targeted BioID pull-down experiment with 

FAK-BirA* and paxillin in the previous chapter. We also identified PTPN12. This protein has been 

shown to interact directly with FAK in other systems. PTPN12 dephosphorylates FAK at Y397 and 

has been enriched with FAK in BioID studies in murine pancreatic fibroblasts (Chastney et al., 

2020; Villa-Moruzzi, 2013). Identifying interactions with known interactors paxillin and PTPN12 

shows similarities in some of the core IAC components we identify here with core IAC 

components identified in studies in fibroblasts. This also suggested that this experiment worked 

despite the variability between the control sample replicates and gave us confidence in the novel 

potential interactions we identified with FAK-BirA*.   

We observed logical, novel potential interactions of FAK in this dataset, which are not identified in 

the murine pancreatic fibroblast BioID study (Chastney et al., 2020). For example, we identify 

RAB3GAP1 in this dataset. Previous studies have shown that biochemical signalling downstream 

of integrin adhesion via FAK is still active following the endocytosis of integrin complexes 

(Alanko et al., 2015). As such, it is logical that FAK would be proximal to proteins which regulate 

the RAB family of small GTPases which regulate vesicular trafficking (Agola et al., 2011). This 

also suggests that IAC turnover via endocytosis could still be occurring at some rate in static MECs 

in an epithelial monolayer. Interestingly, CLIC4, another novel potential interactor identified here, 

has also been shown to have a role in the trafficking of adhesion complexes containing beta-1 

integrin. CLIC4 is an ion channel, however, it has also been shown that a soluble form of CLIC4 is 

recruited to beta-1 integrin-containing adhesion complexes and endosomes in response to treatment 

with lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) (Argenzio et al., 2014). As LPA treatment stimulates actin 

contractility through activation of RhoA, leading to IAC maturation (Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and 

Burridge, 1996), it may be that CLIC4 could be recruited to adhesion complexes in response to 

actomyosin contractility to regulate migration. Although the cells in our study are unlikely to be 

migrating, the ability of CLIC4 to bind to beta-1 integrin makes this a logical potential interacting 
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partner of FAK in IACs in MECs, which is not identified in BioID studies in fibroblasts, or in the 

consensus adhesome. As such, identification of CLIC4 may represent another difference in the 

composition and structure of IACs in MECs compared to other cell types.  

As with other baits, we also identified a potential interaction of FAK which could be reasoned to 

occur outside of adhesion complexes, the transcription factor PUR-alpha. PUR-alpha has not been 

extensively studied, although some literature suggests this protein can drive RhoA expression in 

murine neural tissue (Mishra et al., 2013). PUR-alpha has also been reported to specifically bind a 

PUR element upstream of c-Myc, where it may act as a transcriptional activator (Herault et al., 

1993). Previous literature has shown that FAK is capable of translocating to the nucleus under 

certain conditions and can directly interact with transcription factors such as p53. A recent BioID 

study of FAK using nuclear extracts from squamous cell carcinoma cells also identified many 

nuclear proteins which were enriched with FAK compared with a BioID control (Byron et al., 

Biorxiv 2021). Interactions of FAK with nuclear proteins might therefore be expected.  

Furthermore, integrin signalling and FAK have been shown to act synergistically, reciprocally 

regulate, and function together in various cellular processes with both RhoA and c-Myc (Ashton et 

al., 2010; Benaud and Dickson; Costa et al., 2013; Del Re et al., 2008; Holinstat et al., 2006; Xu et 

al., 2017b). Validating the potential interaction between FAK and PUR-alpha and investigating 

what happened to RhoA/c-Myc activity upon disruption of any interaction could therefore shed 

light on a potentially novel role for FAK in the nucleus which is suggested here. As was the case 

for BirA*-kindlin-2, no nuclear prey proteins were identified in BioID experiments with BirA*-

FAK in fibroblasts (Chastney et al., 2020), representing another potential difference in the 

activities of IAC components in the contexts of MECs and fibroblasts on plastic substrates.   
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Figure 5.4.4 – FAK-BirA* identifies known and novel potential interactions in MCF10A cells 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.4.5 BirA*-paxillin identifies both FAK and PYK2 in MCF10A cells on 2D plastic 

substrates 

 

SAINT analysis of the BirA*-paxillin dataset identified 3 significant potential interactions, not 

including the bait protein (Figure 5.4.5 a-b). Two of these proteins, FAK and PTK2B (PYK2) were 

known interacting partners of paxillin. As such, protein classification showed that most of the 

proteins identified had roles in cell adhesion (Figure 5.4.5 c). We also identified laminin gamma 

chain 2 in this dataset. However, as this protein would be located on the other side of the plasma 

membrane, it is unlikely to be directly interacting with paxillin. Furthermore, plotting Log2 fold 

change of peptide intensity against -Log10 BFDR revealed 2 further proteins with roles in cell 

adhesion, FAT2 and GIT1, which were highly enriched in the paxillin samples compared to the 

control, but with BFDR values which did not reach significance. GIT1 is also known to interact 

with paxillin (Zhang et al., 2008).  

As well as the well-characterised interaction between FAK and paxillin, paxillin has also been 

reported to bind directly to the other FAK family non-receptor tyrosine kinase, PYK2 (Vanarotti et 

al., 2014). The relationship between FAK and PYK2 is complex, however, with some studies 

showing that PYK2 can compensate for FAK function upon knockout of FAK (Sieg et al., 1998), 

whereas others demonstrate opposing roles for FAK and PYK2 in the cellular processes which they 

both regulate (Xiong and Parsons, 1997; Zhao et al., 2000). The association between PYK2 and 

paxillin, however, has been shown to be important in cell adhesion, spreading and migration 

downstream of beta-1 integrin adhesion to fibronectin (Choi et al., 2007). PYK2 is generally less 

associated with adhesion complexes than FAK, and has been shown to interact with paxillin in the 

cytosol (Keogh et al., 2002). PYK2’s more prominent cytosolic localisation may explain why this 

potential interaction is not identified with BirA*-paxillin in BioID studies in murine pancreatic 

fibroblasts or U2OS osteosarcoma cells (Chastney et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2016b), and why PYK2 

itself is absent from the consensus adhesome, despite having been shown to be expressed in 

fibroblasts (Horton et al., 2015). TIRF microscopy experiments would be important to determine 

where paxillin and PYK2 may be co-localising in MCF10A cells. If co-localisation at IACs were 

identified, this may again reflect a difference in the composition of IACs between MECs, 

fibroblasts and cancer cells. Should they colocalise in the cytosol, however, this may reflect greater 

paxillin localisation in the wider cytosol in MECs than is observed in fibroblasts, which could also 

be suggestive of a different structure, composition, and maturation state of IACs in MECs 

compared to fibroblasts and other cell types.  

The only protein identified as significant which is not a known interactor of paxillin is laminin 

gamma chain 2. MECs produce Laminin-5 (3-3-2), which contains laminin gamma chain 2 

(Klinowska et al., 2001). This protein is also highly enriched in the FAK-BirA* dataset presented 

here, with a BFDR of 0.099. Furthermore, other BioID studies on adhesion complexes components 

on 2D plastic have also identified matrix components (Chastney et al., 2020). It is unclear why this 
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may be the case; however, it may be that the generated biotinoyl-5’-AMP can diffuse into 

exosomes/endosomes or across the plasma membrane, resulting in biotin labelling of matrix 

components which are being secreted, or to which the cells are bound. If this is the case, then 

matrix proteins may also be identified in BioID studies as extracellular components of the adhesion 

complex. As laminin gamma chain-2 is only identified with BirA*-paxillin, however, further study 

should be performed to determine whether there is a specific interaction between these two 

proteins, to determine whether there could be an intra-adhesion/intracellular functional role for a 

paxillin and laminin gamma chain 2.  
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Figure 5.4.5 – BirA*-paxillin identifies both FAK and PYK2 in MCF10A cells 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for protein class. Top panel: pie chart showing relative proportions 

of identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein 

class that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually 

assigned a classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.4.6 Summary and discussion of results – 2D BioID 
 

The results presented in this section demonstrate a successful, novel BioID study of IACs in MECs 

cultured as an epithelial monolayer on a 2D plastic substrate. Our data suggest that many of the 

potentially proximal proteins that we observe with our BirA*-IAC bait proteins in MECs in this 

study are core IAC components which have also been shown to localise to IACs in cell types such 

as fibroblasts. This suggested that there were some similarities between IACs in MECs and 

fibroblasts. However, our study also suggests a number of key differences between IACs in MECs 

and fibroblasts, such as the incorporation of MEC or epithelial specific components of IACs. We 

also identify several proteins which have been shown to regulate cell adhesion and related 

processes such as cell spreading and migration, which have not been identified either as part of the 

consensus adhesome, or in BioID studies using the same bait proteins in fibroblasts and 

osteosarcoma cells. This suggests that IACs in MECs are not identical to those characterised in cell 

types and may elicit different signals downstream of integrin adhesion due to recruitment of 

different proteins. Finally, we identified prey proteins which were suggestive of roles for IAC 

components outside of adhesion complexes and observe potential interactions which could be 

occurring in adherens junctions, consistent with the fact that many of the IAC bait proteins utilised 

here can also localise to cell-cell junctions, representing a key difference in the adhesome of MECs 

and fibroblasts. Taken together, these results suggest that IACs in MECs cultured as an epithelial 

monolayer on 2D plastic may be different in terms of composition, structure, and signalling 

capability compared to those characterised in fibroblasts and cancer cells on 2D plastic substrates 

and verified that our BioID was functioning robustly. 

A recent BioID study was performed in murine pancreatic fibroblasts utilising 16 bait proteins, 

including the bait proteins we used here, and the same analysis pipeline for BioID characterisation 

of IACs. As such, this provides an obvious comparison to the data presented here (Chastney et al., 

2020). Perhaps the most striking difference between the two studies is the number of prey proteins 

identified with each bait protein. We identify fewer prey proteins per bait in our study compared to 

theirs, with the fibroblast study significantly identifying around 119 prey proteins with the bait 

proteins we also used, compared to 41 unique prey proteins identified as significant here. There are 

likely many reasons for this, including some technical reasons. However, this could also be 

indicative of key differences in the biology of IACs in MECs versus fibroblasts. Fibroblasts on 2D 

plastic substrates form large focal adhesion plaques at the edge of cells (see Figure 1.4), which 

form and mature due to polymerisation and assembly of F-actin stress fibres which drive 

lamellipodia and adhesion formation, aided by the high ECM stiffness of plastic substrates, and 

traction stress across nascent adhesions (Beningo et al., 2001; Galbraith et al., 2002b; Oakes et al., 

2012; Yeh et al., 2017). Staining for our bait proteins in confluent MCF10A cells did not show the 

formation of large focal adhesion plaques at the edge of cells, instead showing diffuse cytosolic 

localisation of the BirA*-IAC proteins. This of course does not mean that IACs are not present, but 

unlike in fibroblasts, the IACs in an epithelial monolayer are not prominent enough to see without 
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the use of confocal or TIRF microscopy. Additionally, as cells in our study were confluent, forming 

cell-cell junctions and were therefore unlikely to migrate, it is reasonable to suggest that actin stress 

fibre formation, and traction stress across IACs in the MCF10A cells, were far lower than those in 

the fibroblast study. As such, we predict that IACs are likely smaller, and recruit less proteins due 

to a lower degree of maturation. As such, we may expect to identify fewer prey proteins in our 

BioID study compared to a study in fibroblasts, as IACs in MECs are likely to be smaller and less 

mature, meaning that less proteins are recruited to the complex. Quantitative analysis of IAC size 

and number in MECs vs fibroblasts following confocal or TIRF microscopy would be required to 

confirm this, however. Another reason for a relatively low number of identifications here is that 

there are more places that the BirA*-IAC bait proteins can localise to in MECs compared to a 

fibroblast, as several IAC components localise to cell-cell adhesion complexes in addition to IACs. 

For example, vinculin known to localise to IACs and adherens junctions in MECs (Wang et al., 

2019). In a fibroblast, however, vinculin will predominantly localise to IACs, as these cells lack 

zonula adherens junctions (Morris et al., 2006). As such, the bait proteins are spread more thinly 

amongst sub-cellular localisations in MECs, which may mean that some of the less stable or 

abundant interactions in each sub-cellular localisation are missed.  

Our results suggest that a number of core components of IACs could be shared between MECs, the 

murine fibroblasts, and cells used for the studies used to generate the consensus adhesome. These 

included proteins such as PINCH, parvins, PTPN12 and LIMD1, in addition to the bait proteins 

used. However, we also identified several proteins which were not featured in these other studies. 

Some of these appeared to be epithelial-specific isoforms of proteins already identified in the 

consensus adhesome and IACs in fibroblasts. These included kindlin-1 and alpha-6 integrin, which 

were both identified with BirA*-ILK. The presence of different integrin pairings when studying 

IACs in different cell types is to be expected, as different cell types utilise different integrin 

pairings to bind to their respective ECM environments (Barczyk et al., 2010). The presence of 

multiple isoforms of a given IAC component in a cell, such as the expression of both kindlin-1 and 

kindlin-2 that we observe here, however, could have greater consequences on the function of these 

proteins within adhesions. For example, both kindlin-1 and kindlin-2 are capable of binding to 

beta-1 integrin tails, acting synergistically with talin to elicit inside-out activation of the integrin 

complex. Redundancy in this function may allow kindlin-2 to perform other roles within the cell or 

an adhesion which are not as prominent in cells which only express kindlin-2, as not as much of the 

cellular pool of kindlin-2 may be required to be bound at the integrin cytoplasmic tail. Indeed, the 

data obtained with the BirA*-kindlin-2 in this study hint at this, as BirA*-kindlin-2 largely 

identified actin-regulatory proteins, consistent with its ability to move throughout the adhesion 

complex and bind to actin (Bledzka et al., 2016; Orré et al., 2021), as opposed to reciprocally 

labelling ILK and its associated proteins proximal to integrins, consistent with its functions in 

integrin activation and the ILK/PINCH/parvin signalling axis (Fukuda et al., 2014; Huet-

Calderwood et al., 2014). A similar suggestion could be made for FAK and PYK2, which are both 

identified with BirA*-paxillin in this study. As PYK2 has also been shown to compensate for FAK 
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function upon FAK knockout (Sieg et al., 1998), as well as antagonise FAK in other processes 

(Xiong and Parsons, 1997; Zhao et al., 2000), it may also be the case that co-expression or co-

localisation of these proteins with paxillin, which is a possibility arising from these data in these 

cells, may impact upon the function of the two proteins. We also identified preys which are not 

isoforms of consensus adhesome components but have been suggested to play a role in cell 

adhesion and related processes. These may represent novel components of IACs in MECs. These 

included ephrinB1 and YKT6 identified with BirA*-ILK, and CLIC4 with FAK-BirA*. Further 

interrogation of these potential interactions is required to determine whether these proteins localise 

to IACs in MECs. However, if this is the case, this may suggest that the composition and signalling 

capacity of IACs in MECs is different to fibroblasts due to recruitment of different proteins. 

In addition to being potential IAC components, a number of the preys we observe with our baits 

could be reasoned to localise to sub-cellular locations outside of the cells. Due to some IAC 

components such as ILK, kindlin-2 and vinculin also being able to localise to cell-cell junctions, 

some of the potential interactions identified by BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2, and BirA*-vinculin 

could actually be occurring at adherens junctions, not IACs. Some of the more likely candidates for 

this included YKT6 with BirA*-ILK, coronin 1B and CD2AP with BirA*-kindlin-2, and LIMD1 

with BirA*-vinculin, all of which have been previously suggested to localise to cell-cell junctions 

(Ibar et al., 2018; Naydenov et al., 2018; Priya et al., 2016; Tang and Brieher, 2013). As such, it 

would be important in studies following up on this work to determine where all these potential 

interactions could be occurring, as we cannot assume in these cells that all preys identified in this 

screen are likely to occur exclusively at IACs. The very fact that we cannot assume this, however, 

demonstrates a key difference in the adhesome of MECs and fibroblasts, and justifies why, when 

seeking to characterise mechanotransduction in MECs, it is necessary to look at both IACs and 

adherens junctions.  

In addition to prey proteins which may be identified at adherens junctions, we also observed some 

potential interactions that could be reasoned to occur in the wider cytosol, or in the nucleus. For 

example, BirA*-ILK identified NUDC and NUDCD2, which, along with ILK, have previously 

been suggested to localise to the mitotic spindle to regulate cell division. A potential interaction of 

ILK with NUDC was also suggested in the murine pancreatic fibroblast BioID study, which 

supports the idea that this is likely to represent a real proximal protein of ILK in either IACs or the 

wider cytosol, as SAINT analysis has now indicated this in two separate studies. With BirA*-

kindlin-2 and FAK-BirA*, however, we observe potential interactions with nuclear proteins, such 

as the transcriptional regulators HCFC1 and PUR-alpha respectively. BirA*-kindlin-2 also labelled 

a number of other nuclear proteins, such as nucleoprotein TPR, RUVBL2, and AHNAK1/2. 

Interestingly, the BioID study in murine pancreatic fibroblasts did not identify any nuclear proteins 

with either their BirA*-FAK or BirA*-kindlin-2 baits. Validation of these potential interactions 

may therefore reveal roles for FAK and kindlin-2 in the nucleus of MECs which are not present in 

fibroblasts. It could also be the case that by pushing large focal adhesion IACs to form at the cell 

periphery in fibroblasts through plating on 2D plastic substrates, IAC components are biased 
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towards localisation in IACs, and other potential interactions of the bait proteins which could occur 

in other parts of the cell are missed, due to artificial localisation of the bait proteins in focal 

adhesion plaques. As our system did not bias towards the formation of IACs by plating the 

MCF10A cells sub-confluency, we may have therefore gained more insight into what the bait 

proteins potentially interact with whilst carrying out their additional roles in the cell, as well as 

what they may be interacting with in adhesion complexes.  

Lastly, I was somewhat surprised not to see an interaction of talin-1 with any of these proteins in 

2D, particularly with vinculin, as the binding of vinculin to talin-1 is robust and well-characterised 

(Atherton et al., 2020; Boujemaa-Paterski et al., 2020; del Rio et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2019). 

Examination of all proteins identified in these experiments, regardless of BFDR value, however 

showed that talin-1 was identified in all of the ILK, kindlin-2, vinculin, FAK and paxillin datasets 

on 2D plastic, and that the cumulative protein intensity values were very high. However, as talin-1 

was also highly enriched in the control samples, it was not identified as significant. This highlights 

a potential limitation of this experimental system, in that BioID is context-dependent – some 

proteins are not identified because they are not labelled by the bait proteins, and others may not be 

identified because they are highly labelled by the control as well as the bait protein. This is likely 

the case for talin. As talin is a large, high abundant protein, which exists throughout the cytosol and 

in IACs, it is highly labelled by the control as well as the bait proteins, meaning it is not identified 

as a high confidence interaction. As such, the data I have presented here are unlikely to represent a 

full, comprehensive list of all of the potential interactions of the bait proteins used but give an 

insight into the composition and structure of IACs in MECs. Furthermore, as the study in murine 

pancreatic fibroblasts identified talin-1 with multiple baits (Chastney et al., 2020), it may be that 

our study not identifying this interaction suggests that, in MECs on 2D plastic substrates, talin is 

present in lower concentrations in IACs and a higher concentration in the wider cytosol than in 

fibroblasts, as the BirA*-control diffusing around the wider cytosol labels talin to a greater extent 

in our study than it does in the fibroblast BioID study. As such, this may again suggest differences 

in the structure and composition of IACs in MECs in an epithelial monolayer on 2D plastic, 

compared to fibroblasts on 2D plastic substrates.  

 

5.5 BirA*-IAC baits are enriched in IACs on the basal surface of 3D MCF10A acini 

 

We next sought to identify whether IAC composition and structure were different in MECs 

cultured in 3D Matrigel. MECs in 3D Matrigel cultures form growth-arrested, hollow, polarised 

acini, with IACs enriched on the basal surface (Walker et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019). Prior to 

interrogating these complexes using our BioID approach, it was necessary to establish that the bait 

proteins localised correctly in this context and were enriched along the basal surface of the acini. 
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To do this, we cultured MCF10A cells expressing our five BirA*-IAC baits: BirA*-ILK, BirA*-

kindlin-2, BirA*-vinculin, FAK-BirA* and BirA*-paxillin in 3D Matrigel hydrogels for 20 days, to 

allow them to form mature acinar structures. Prior to extraction from the gels, acini were imaged 

using Brightfield microscopy. Following this, intact acini were extracted from the gels, fixed in 4% 

PFA, and stained in suspension with an antibody against Myc-tag, and DAPI. Acini were then 

imaged using an upright confocal microscope with a dipping lens, and images of the Z-plane 

representing the mid-section through the acini were taken to image bait localisation. The results of 

this are shown in Figure 5.5. As expected, the BirA*-IAC proteins were enriched along the basal 

surface of the acini, but the unconjugated BirA* was diffuse in the cutosol. This was consistent 

with the morphology of IACs in MECs cultured in 3D Matrigel which has previously been 

presented by our lab, when staining for vinculin, talin and FAK Y397 (Walker et al., 2016; Wang 

et al., 2019). As such, we were confident that we would be able to gain insight into the composition 

and structure of IACs in MECs in 3D using these baits.  
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Figure 5.5 – BirA*-IAC baits are enriched in IACs on the basal surface of MCF10A acini 

Top panel: Representative (20X) Brightfield images of Venus-BirA, BirA-ILK, BirA-Kindlin-2 and BirA-Vinculin 

MCF10A cells cultured for 20 days in 3D Matrigel hydrogels. Bottom panel: Representative immunofluorescence images 

of Venus-BirA, ILK-BirA, BirA-Kindlin-2, BirA-Vinculin MCF10A acini cultured in 3D Matrigel hydrogels for 20 days. 

Cell lines were stained for DAPI and with an antibody against Myc-tag in the colours indicated above.  
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5.6 BioID of IACs in 3D MCF10A acini reveals differences in structure and 

composition to MECs in 2D 

After establishing that our bait proteins localised to IACs in 3D, we then performed BioID to gain 

insight into the composition and structure of IACs in 3D Matrigel. To do this, MCF10A cells 

expressing the BirA* IAC bait proteins: BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-vinculin, BirA*-FAK 

and BirA*-paxillin, and MCF10A cells expressing the appropriate BirA* controls for each bait 

protein (Venus-BirA* for the ILK, kindlin-2 and vinculin baits, and BirA* for the FAK and 

paxillin baits) were cultured for 19 days in 3D Matrigel hydrogels, to allow formation of mature 

acinar structures. On day 19, cells were incubated with MCF10A assay media containing 50 µM 

biotin for 16 hours. Following incubation with biotin, cells were switched to standard assay media 

for 1 hour, to allow free biotin to diffuse out of the cells, to prevent this from interfering with the 

downstream streptavidin affinity purification. Cells were extracted as intact acini from the gels, 

washed, and then lysed in suspension in 1X RIPA. Following this, lysates were ultrasonicated, and 

clarified to yield lysates suitable for streptavidin affinity purification and LC-MS/MS. This was 

repeated twice more, to yield three independent biological replicates for each control and bait 

condition. Following this, 380 ng protein mass of each of the lysates from the three biological 

replicates for the control and bait conditions were subjected to streptavidin affinity purification in 

parallel, to isolate biotinylated proteins in each sample. The elution fractions of each replicate of 

the control and bait conditions were then subjected to mass spectrometry preparation via in-gel 

digest methods in parallel. The Venus-BirA* control replicates, and the BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-

2 and BirA*-vinculin bait replicates, were all then subjected to LC-MS/MS in the same session. 

The BirA* control replicates, and the FAK-BirA* and BirA*-paxillin bait replicates were prepared 

by another researcher, and as such were subjected to streptavidin affinity purification, in-gel digest 

and LC-MS/MS separately. Raw data were then analysed using MaxQuant, followed by analysis in 

SAINT Express. Prey proteins assigned a BFDR value of <0.05 by the SAINT analysis were 

considered significant potential interacting partners of a bait protein. An outline of this experiment 

is provided in Figure 5.6 a. 

As before, we obtained quality control information for each of the five datasets (Figure 5.6 b). For 

the BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2 and BirA*-vinculin datasets, principal component analysis 

showed that independent replicates of the control and bait samples separate out and cluster along 

the X-axis (PC1). This suggested that biological differences in the composition of these samples 

were the major source of variation within this experiment, accounting for 55.22%, 53.76% and 

63.06% of the total variance in the ILK, Kindlin-2 and Vinculin experiments respectively. In the 

FAK-BirA* and BirA*-paxillin datasets, clustering of control and bait independent replicates 

suggested that biological variance was likely the second greatest source of variation in the samples, 

accounting for 19.61% and 20.62% of the total variance in the FAK-BirA* and BirA*-paxillin 

experiments respectively. This is more difficult to conclude in the BirA*-paxillin samples, as the 

first replicate did not cluster together with the second and third. However, as with the 2D 
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experiments, pairwise comparison analysis showed that there was a high degree of correlation 

between independent replicates from the same condition (control or bait) within all experiments. 

This suggested again that the data was relatively robust.  
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Figure 5.6 – A BioID study to interrogate the nature of IACs in MECs in 3D Matrigel hydrogels 

a) MCF10A cells expressing BirA-adhesome/control fusion proteins were allowed to develop to mature acinar structures 

in rBM hydrogels for 20 days. Overnight between day 20 and day 21, acini were incubated for 16 hours with 50 µM 

biotin. Cells were then lysed following extraction from the gels through resuspension in 1X RIPA buffer. Following lysis, 

380 µg of protein was incubated with streptavidin agarose beads in a 6:1 protein:bead ratio (v/v) for isolation of 

biotinylated proteins. Biotinylated proteins were then eluted from the beads and samples were prepared for mass 

spectrometry using in-gel digestion techniques 

b – f, left Panels: Principal component analysis of BioID datasets obtained using a) BirA-ILK and Venus-BirA MCF10A 

cells; b) BirA-Kindlin-2 and Venus-BirA MCF10A cells; c) BirA-Vinculin and Venus-BirA MCF10A cells; d) FAK-

BirA and BirA MCF10A cells; e) BirA-Paxillin and BirA MCF10A cells 

b – f, right Panels: Pairwise comparison analysis of BioID datasets obtained using a) BirA-ILK and Venus-BirA 

MCF10A cells; b) BirA-Kindlin-2 and Venus-BirA MCF10A cells; c) BirA-Vinculin and Venus-BirA MCF10A cells; d) 

FAK-BirA and BirA MCF10A cells; e) BirA-Paxillin and BirA MCF10A cells 
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5.6 Results and discussion – 3D BioID 
 

Examining the potential interactions of key IAC proteins using BioID revealed that many of the 

core IAC components representing members of the consensus adhesome and their epithelial-

specific isoforms, were identified similarly in IACs in 2D and 3D. However, many of the potential 

interactions we identified in 2D that were not featured in the consensus adhesome, were not 

identified in 3D. Furthermore, we observed greater overlap amongst the lists of prey proteins 

identified by our baits, including greater reciprocal biotin labelling of our bait proteins. Finally, we 

also identified potential additional components of IACs in 3D that was not identified in 2D such as 

SHROOM3 and MFGE8. Taken together, these results provide an initial indication that the size, 

structure, composition, and signalling capabilities of IACs in MECs in 3D are different compared 

to those of MECs cultured in an epithelial monolayer on 2D plastic substrates.  

 

5.6.1 BirA*-ILK identifies core IAC components in 3D, but suggests differences in 

the ILK/PINCH/parvin complex, regulation of the actin cytoskeleton, and cell 

polarity in MECs in 3D compared to 2D 

 

SAINT analysis of the BirA*-ILK dataset revealed 8 proteins which met the significance threshold 

of <0.05 for being a potential interacting partner of ILK (Figure 5.6.1 a-b). PANTHER Protein 

Class GO analysis combined with manual classification of unannotated proteins based on 

molecular function revealed that the majority of these proteins were classified as cytoskeletal 

binding proteins or cell adhesion proteins (Figure 5.6.1 c). Many of these proteins were also known 

interacting partners of ILK, including PINCH, alpha-parvin, tensin-3, kindlin-1, kindlin-2 and 

alpha-6 integrin. However, we also identify a novel potential interaction of BirA*-ILK with 

SHROOM3, which not observed with BirA*-ILK in our 2D dataset. Furthermore, plotting Log2 

fold change of peptide intensity against -Log10 BFDR revealed that several other proteins involved 

in cell adhesion were enriched in the BirA-ILK samples compared to the control, such as talin-1, 

beta-1-integrin and FAK, but did not reach the <0.05 significance threshold.   

As in 2D, BirA*-ILK identified other members of the kindlin/ILK/PINCH/parvin signalling axis, 

including PINCH, alpha-parvin, kindlin-1 and kindlin-2. We also identified both alpha-6 integrin 

and beta-1 integrin with high confidence with BirA*-ILK in 3D, reflecting the adherence of these 

acinar structures to their laminin-rich basement membrane (Klinowska et al., 2001). Interestingly, 

we did not observe a significant potential interaction with beta-parvin BirA*-ILK in 3D, as we did 

with BirA*-ILK in 2D. This could potentially reflect an important difference between IACs in 

MECs in 2D compared to 3D, as ILK/PINCH/alpha-parvin and ILK/PINCH/beta-parvin complexes 

form in a mutually exclusive manner, and have been suggested to perform different functions 

within cells (Sepulveda and Wu, 2006; Zhang et al., 2004). For example, whereas alpha-parvin 
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protects cells from undergoing apoptosis by promoting AKT membrane recruitment and therefore 

AKT activation, knockdown of beta-parvin levels in HeLa cells does not promote apoptosis, 

showing that it lacks the cell-survival signalling properties of alpha-parvin (Fukuda et al., 2003; 

Zhang et al., 2004). Furthermore, whereas knockdown of alpha-parvin results in increased Rac1 

activity, knockdown of ILK or beta-parvin results in a reduction in Rac1 activity (Zhang et al., 

2004). As the interaction of ILK and beta-parvin has been shown to be important in Rac1 activation 

via alpha-PIX (Filipenko et al., 2005), it may be that the formation of more ILK/alpha-parvin 

complexes inhibits Rac1 activity by sequestering ILK from beta-parvin, preventing more ILK/beta-

parvin complexes from forming. Not identifying beta-parvin as a significant potential interaction of 

ILK in 3D, but identifying this in 2D, could therefore be indicative of differences in Rac1 activity 

in 3D IACs in MECs compared to IACs in 2D. This could suggest that IACs in 2D and 3D may 

have distinct signalling properties. Furthermore, as Rac1 activity is required for prolactin-induced 

MEC differentiation to produce milk proteins such as beta-casein (Akhtar and Streuli, 2006), 

differences in the ratio of ILK/alpha-parvin and ILK/beta-parvin could have profound effects on 

the differentiation state of MECs. Unfortunately, MCF10As are not a good model to study MEC 

differentiation, as they cannot be induced to differentiate through exposure to prolactin like EpH4 

cells can (Qu et al., 2015). However, as loss of differentiation and beta-casein expression were 

found to be key features of the phenotype of EpH4 cells in stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, 

investigating the ratio of ILK/alpha-parvin and beta-parvin complexes in soft and stiff Matrigel-

alginate gels, and resulting Rac1 activity, could be an interesting future line of investigation. 

Other notable potential interactions identified with BirA*-ILK in 2D which were not identified in 

3D were the potential interactions of ILK with the regulators of mitotic spindle assembly, NUDC 

and NUDCD2. This may be understandable based on the characteristics of MECs cultured in 2D vs 

3D. For example, if ILK was potentially interacting with these proteins during mitotic spindle 

assembly and cell division, this potential interaction may not be expected to occur in mature acinar 

structures, as MCF10A acini growth arrest around day 10 (Debnath et al., 2003). As such, it is 

unlikely the constituent cells of the acini were dividing during the biotin labelling window, thus 

ILK may not have been required at a mitotic spindle. We also cannot rule out that NUDC and 

NUDCD2 represented novel potential interactions of ILK within IACs in 2D, which may not be 

recruited to IACs in 3D. We could speculate that the recruitment of NUDC and NUDCD2 may not 

occur due to Matrigel being far softer than plastic, suggesting that IACs could be less mature in 3D 

Matrigel than on 2D plastic, and therefore recruit less proteins (Galbraith et al., 2002b; Yeh et al., 

2017). Furthermore, IACs on plastic rely on F-actin stress fibres to help drive formation and 

maturation of the complex (Oakes et al., 2012), and stress fibres do not form across the cell in 

MECs cultured in 3D Matrigel, even in relatively stiff conditions (Lee et al., 2019a). Reduced IAC 

maturation could also be the reason for the absence of other novel potential interactions that we 

observed with BirA*-ILK in 2D, such as ephrin B1 and YKT6, which we speculated could be 

involved in cell adhesion and adhesion signalling in IACs in 2D. Taken together, these results give 
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examples of how the ILK interactome and the structure, composition, and signalling capabilities of 

IACs may be different in MECs in 3D compared to 2D.   

We do, however, identify novel potential interactions with BirA*-ILK in 3D, which we do not 

identify in 2D. For example, SHROOM3 is identified with BirA*-ILK in 3D, but not in 2D. 

SHROOM3 an actin-regulatory protein which has a key role in neural tube closure during 

embryonic development, through controlling cell shape (Haigo et al., 2003). In epithelial cells, 

SHROOM3 has been reported to stimulate the contractility of cortical actin through binding of 

actin filaments and recruitment of myosin-II (Dietz et al., 2006). This is likely to occur through the 

ability of SHROOM3 to directly bind to ROCK, thus activating its kinase activity, resulting in 

phosphorylation of myosin-light chain and recruitment of myosin-II (Zalewski et al., 2016). 

Interestingly, SHROOM3 has been implicated as a component of the planar cell polarity pathway, 

and genetic ablation of SHROOM3 in murine cardiomyocytes results in actin cytoskeletal defects 

and a loss of cell polarity (Durbin et al., 2020). ILK is also important in cell polarity and 

cytoskeletal organisation. Deletion of ILK in murine embryos is lethal due to failure to polarise the 

epiblast, accompanied by disruption to actin cytoskeletal organisation and cell adhesion (Sakai et 

al., 2003). Mammary-gland-specific deletion of ILK also results in loss of acinar polarity and 

prevents lumen formation. Loss polarity and lumen formation also occurs upon ILK knockout in 

MECs cultured in Matrigel (Akhtar and Streuli, 2013). As both ILK and SHROOM3 appear to 

influence similar processes in epithelial cells, a potential interaction between ILK and SHROOM3 

may be important in MECs in 3D, but not 2D, for establishing apical-basal polarity of MECs and 

for organisation of the actin cytoskeleton. Loss of cell polarity is also a key event which occurs 

during the transformation of epithelial cells (Lee and Vasioukhin, 2008), and as such, studies 

following on from this work may focus on whether potential ILK/SHROOM3 activity is different 

in MECs in soft and stiff ECM conditions, to determine whether these proteins could play a role in 

the development of the phenotype we observe in MECs cultured in stiff ECM. Identifying 

SHROOM3 as a potential interaction with BirA*-ILK in 3D could therefore represent a key 

difference in how actomyosin contractility and cell polarity is regulated by IACs in 3D but not 2D. 

However, this potential interaction is also another example of a prey which could have been 

identified by BirA*-ILK either at IACs or at adherens junctions, as SHROOM3 has been reported 

to co-localise with p120-catenin at adherens junctions, where has been found to influence cortical 

actomyosin contractility (Lang et al., 2014). As our BirA*-ILK staining suggested that BirA*-ILK 

is enriched in IACs along the basal surface of the acini, however, it is reasonable to suggest 

SHROOM3 may have been biotin labelled at IACs. Regardless, however, identification of 

SHROOM3 with BirA*-ILK in 3D but not in 2D, could represent another potential difference in 

the ILK interactome in 2D and 3D. 

The other novel potential interaction we identified with BirA*-ILK in 3D was with MFGE8. 

MFGE8 is a secreted protein which is expressed in mammary epithelial cells in vivo and plays a 

role in the clearance of cells which have undergone apoptosis during involution. It does this by 

binding phosphatidyl serine, which is flipped onto the outer membrane of apoptotic cells, via its C-
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terminal domains. Its N-terminal domain contains an RGD fibronectin-like integrin binding 

domain. This allows it to act as an opsonin – binding of a cell within the breast environment via 

αVβ3 and αVβ5 integrins stimulates endocytosis of the integrin complex with the apoptotic cell 

attached, resulting in clearance (Akakura et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2011). As MCF10A cell acini 

hollow by apoptosis, it could be that this protein is expressed and secreted in response to this 

(Debnath et al., 2003). However, as MECs lack the integrin pairs to bind to RGD peptides, it is 

likely that apoptotic cells are not cleared via this method. As such MFGE8 is likely not observed 

due to integrins binding to this protein. As this protein is identified with BirA*-ILK, BirA*-

kindlin-2 and BirA*-vinculin in 3D Matrigel, it may be that this protein instead has a novel, 

intracellular role within IACs or other sub-cellular compartments where these proteins are present. 

Further investigation of MFGE8 may therefore reveal this protein to be a novel, mammary-

epithelial specific component of adhesion complexes in MECs cultured in 3D Matrigel.  
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Figure 5.6.1 – BirA*-ILK identifies core IAC components in 3D, but suggests differences in the ILK/PINCH/parvin 

complex, and regulation of the actin cytoskeleton and cell polarity   

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.6.2 BirA*-kindlin-2 identifies potential interactions reflecting its role in integrin 

activation and ILK/PINCH/parvin signalling in 3D 

 

SAINT analysis of the Kindlin-2 dataset revealed 6 proteins other than the bait protein itself with a 

BFDR <0.05 (Figure 5.6.2 a-b). PANTHER Protein Class GO analysis combined with manual 

classifications of unannotated proteins based on molecular function revealed that prey porteins 

identified were largely cytoskeletal binding and cell adhesion proteins (Figure 5.6.2 c). Several of 

these proteins were known binding partners of kindlin-2 based on previous literature, including 

tensin-3, talin-1 and ILK.  

In 3D, BirA*-kindlin-2 largely identified known interacting partners of kindlin-2, and core 

components of IACs, such as tensin-3, talin, and ILK. This is in stark contrast to what was 

identified with BirA*-kindlin-2 in 2D, where we identified largely actin-regulatory proteins, most 

of which were not featured in the consensus adhesome or BioID studies in fibroblasts or cancer cell 

lines. (Chastney et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2016a; Horton et al., 2015). As such, in 2D, we 

speculated that the potential interactions or proximal proteins identified with BirA*-kindlin-2 may 

reflect proximal proteins to the mobile pool of kindlin-2 within IACs. In contrast, in 3D, BirA*-

kindlin-2 appeared to identify proteins which are likely to be proximal to the immobile pool of 

kindlin-2, which is bound to the beta-1 integrin cytoplasmic domain and involved in integrin 

activation and the ILK/PINCH/parvin signalling axis (Orré et al., 2021). For example, in 3D, we 

identified that kindlin-2 is likely to be proximal to talin. These proteins have been shown to act 

synergistically to bind beta-1 integrin cytoplasmic tails to achieve inside-out activation of integrin 

pairs (Bachir et al., 2014; Theodosiou et al., 2016). Furthermore, we identify a potential interaction 

of kindlin-2 with ILK in 2D, but not in 3D. ILK/PINCH/parvin complex and kindlin-2 interactions 

have been shown to be necessary for cell adhesion and spreading, and represent one of the major 

signalling nodes of IACs characterised in the consensus adhesome (Fukuda et al., 2014; Horton et 

al., 2015; Kadry et al., 2018). As such, the predominant potential interactions of kindlin-2 in IACs 

in MECs in 3D Matrigel appear to be different to IACs in MECs on 2D plastic. As alluded to when 

discussing the BirA*-ILK dataset, this may be due to differential maturation states of IACs in 

MECs on 2D plastic and in 3D Matrigel cultures. As Matrigel is far softer than plastic (Chaudhuri 

et al., 2014b), and MECs in 3D do not possess robust stress fibres (Lee et al., 2019a), it may be that 

IACs do not mature to the same degree and recruit less proteins to the complex in 2D and 3D, 

resulting in actin-regulators such as CD2AP, coronins and caldesmon not being recruited and 

labelled by kindlin-2. Additionally, the lack of notable stress fibres in MECs in acinar structures 

may mean that actin regulators that could be required in MECs in 2D are not required to the same 

degree in 3D. This could also explain why the actin-regulators identified with BirA*-kindlin-2 in 

2D, are not being labelled by BirA*-kindlin-2 in a 3D context. As such, the differences we identify 

in the potential interactions of kindlin-2 between 2D and 3D may reflect differences in kindlin-2 

function, and in the maturation state, composition, and structure of IACs in MECs in 3D Matrigel 
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compared with on 2D plastic substrates. We also do not observe any nuclear potential interactions 

with BirA*-kindlin-2 in this dataset, or with microtubule regulatory proteins, as we did with BirA*-

kindlin-2 in 2D. This again may reflect a key difference in the functions of kindlin-2 in MECs in 

3D compared to 2D.  

Another key difference we observed with our baits, including BirA*-kindlin-2 in 3D, is that we 

observed greater overlap in the lists of prey proteins identified with each bait. This could also 

reflect differences in the structure of IACs in MECs between 2D and 3D. For example, BirA*-ILK 

identified kindlin-2, and BirA*-kindlin-2 identified ILK in 3D, but not in 2D. This showed 

reciprocal labelling of ILK and kindlin-2 within IACs in 3D, but not in 2D. Furthermore, both 

proteins identify tensin-3 as a significant potential interactor, and talin-1 with high confidence. This 

demonstrates a greater level of reciprocal labelling and overlapping identification of potential 

interactions than was observed in 2D for these two baits. This may suggest that there is a greater, or 

more stable association of these proteins in 3D compared to 2D. This could reflect a difference in 

the size and structure of IACs in MECs in 3D compared to 2D. 

With regards to novel potential interactions which are identified with BirA*-kindlin-2 in 3D but not 

in 2D, we identified MFGE8 and MRPL24 which were discussed previously. The only other novel 

potential interaction of BirA*-kindlin-2 identified in 3D was either of two isoforms of aldose 

reductase, which were also identified by BirA*-vinculin in 3D. Aldose reductases are enzymes 

responsible for the reduction of aldehydes to the corresponding alcohol, and therefore their 

characterised function is divergent from that of kindlin-2 and vinculin. Interestingly, however, two 

previous studies have identified aldose reductase (AKR1B1) in mass spectrometry studies 

investigating adhesion complexes (Robertson et al.; Schiller et al., 2013). Additionally, one of these 

studies also identified the protein product of the murine paralogue of the AKR1B15 gene (Schiller 

et al., 2013). Neither of these proteins were identified in our study of IACs in 2D, however, or in 

BioID studies of IACs in fibroblasts or cancer cells (Chastney et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2016a). The 

only literature suggesting a link between aldose reductases and cell adhesion is a study in rats 

which had recently undergone surgery to remove their corneal epithelium. Treatment of the rats 

with aldose reductase inhibitors in this study promoted wound healing through decreased 

expression of the proteinase MMP-10, and increased alpha-3 integrin protein levels (Takamura et 

al., 2013). Further study may therefore shed greater light on whether aldose reductases could play 

some role in cell adhesion.  
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Figure 5.6.2 – BirA*-kindlin-2 identifies potential interactions related to its roles in integrin activation and ILK activity in 

3D 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.6.3 BirA*-vinculin identifies a potential interaction with talin in MECs in 3D, but 

does not identify LIMD1  

 

SAINT analysis of the BirA-Vinculin dataset revealed 4 proteins identified as being significant 

potential interactors of Vinculin (Figure 5.6.3 a-b). Of these four proteins, talin-1 was the only 

protein identified that is a known interactor of vinculin. Novel potential interactions included 

MRPL24, AKR1B1/AKR1B15 and MFGE8, which were also identified in either the BirA*-ILK or 

BirA*-kindlin-2 datasets and were discussed earlier. Plotting Log2 fold change of peptide intensity 

against -Log10 BFDR revealed that SHROOM3 is also identified with high confidence in this 

dataset, although this did not meet significance.  

The most obvious difference between our 3D and 2D datasets with BirA*-vinculin is that we do not 

observe a potential interaction with LIMD1 in 3D, as we did in 2D. Co-localisation of LIMD1 and 

vinculin in IACs in 2D has been shown to be force-dependent, as disruption of actomyosin 

contractility upon treatment with blebbistatin is sufficient to disrupt this association (Wang et al., 

2021). As the degree of actomyosin contractility in MECs in a soft, 3D matrix environment is 

likely to be lower than on a plastic dish, it may be that the force-dependent association of vinculin 

and LIMD1 does not occur in MECs in 3D Matrigel, whereas it is on stiff 2D plastic substrates. We 

also speculated in previous sections that BirA*-vinculin may biotin label LIMD1 at adherens 

junctions in 2D, as both vinculin and LIMD1 have been proposed to localise to adherens junctions 

in addition to IACs (Choi et al., 2012; Ibar et al., 2018). Previous data in MCF10A cells has 

suggested that LIMD1 is also recruited to adherens junctions to influence YAP signalling in 

response to tension across the adherens junction (Ibar et al., 2018). We may speculate that in a soft 

environment such as Matrigel, the tension across adherens junctions may also be relatively low, 

meaning that LIMD1 may not localise in MECs in 3D in Matrigel. Furthermore, tension-induced 

changes across the alpha-catenin molecule are also proposed to be required for vinculin recruitment 

to adherens junctions, as well as relief of vinculin autoinhibition (Choi et al., 2012). As such, if 

tension across adherens junctions is low in soft 3D Matrigel, vinculin may not be recruited to these 

junctions either. Indeed, our staining for BirA*-vinculin in 3D Matrigel suggests that this protein is 

predominantly localised in IACs at the basal surface of the acini, and less so cell-cell junctions in 

this context. As vinculin and LIMD1 have been shown to influence YAP signalling in response to 

tension previously (Dutta et al., 2018; Ibar et al., 2018), not identifying this potential interaction in 

3D may reflect differences in the signalling capacity of the adhesome in MECs in 3D Matrigel 

compared to on 2D plastic substrates. Furthermore, this may provide an example of why examining 

adhesion complexes in conditions more physiologically relevant enviornments than plastic 

substrates is important, as interactions which may occur on 2D plastic, may not necessarily occur in 

softer, 3D environments.  

Another key difference in the potential interactions identified by BirA*-vinculin in 3D and not in 

2D is that we observe a potential interaction of vinculin with talin. The interaction between 
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vinculin and talin has previously been shown to occur in EpH4 MECs cultured in 3D Matrigel and 

is essential for differentiation and beta-casein expression (Wang et al., 2019). Identifying this 

interaction in 3D and not 2D, however, may also suggest differences in talin dynamics between 

MECs cultured in 2D and in 3D. For example, in 2D, we identified that talin was highly labelled by 

our BirA*-IAC bait proteins, but as it was also highly labelled by the control, this was not 

identified as a significant potential interactor of any of our baits. However, in MECs in 3D, we 

observe enough enrichment of talin in the BirA*-vinculin, BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-paxillin, and 

BirA*-ILK samples compared to the controls, that we identify talin as a high confidence potential 

interaction. This suggests that talin may be more enriched in IACs in MECs in 3D compared to in 

2D, as the BirA* controls appear to label this protein to a lesser extent, allowing SAINT to identify 

the enrichment of talin with the bait proteins. Identifying high confidence, potential interactions 

with our bait proteins and talin in MECs in 3D, but not in 2D, therefore suggests differences in the 

structure and composition of IACs in MECs in 3D compared to 2D, as well as differences in the 

distribution of key IAC proteins in these two contexts.  

Identifying talin as a high confidence potential interaction with multiple bait proteins again 

demonstrates that we see greater overlap in the lists of preys identified amongst baits in 3D, which 

was observed to a lesser extent in 2D. Additionally, BirA*-vinculin also identifies a high 

confidence, if not significant, potential interaction with SHROOM3, demonstrating overlap with 

the BirA*-ILK dataset. This again is suggestive of greater association or proximity of the bait 

proteins in 3D compared to 2D, which may suggest differences in the structure of IACs in MECs 

between 3D Matrigel and 2D plastic substrates. 
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Figure 5.6.3 – BirA*-vinculin identifies a potential interaction with talin, but not LIMD1, in 3D 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.6.4 BirA*-FAK identifies potential interactions with paxillin, PTPN12, and PYK2 

in 3D 

 

SAINT analysis of the FAK dataset revealed 3 proteins which were identified as significant 

potential interactors: paxillin, PYK2 and PTPN12 (5.6.4 a-b). Paxillin and PTPN12 were both 

known interacting partners of FAK, with PYK2 being a member of the same family of non-receptor 

tyrosine kinases as FAK. All of these proteins were classified as being involved in cytoskeletal 

regulation or cell adhesion (5.6.4 c).  

As in 2D, FAK-BirA identified known interacting partners Paxillin and PTPN12, suggesting that 

these interactions could be relatively stable in MECs. Interestingly, we also observe a potential 

interaction with PYK2 (PTK2B). Although a direct binding interaction between FAK and PYK2 

has not been reported, there is of evidence to suggest that they may be proximal. Both FAK and 

PYK2 have been shown to localise to focal adhesion complexes both in tandem and individually 

(Du et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2014a; Litvak et al., 2000). Previous data suggested that PYK2 shows 

weaker adhesion complex targeting than FAK (Naser et al., 2018). As both proteins shuttle 

between the cytosol and adhesions, further imaging experiments would be required to determine 

whether FAK and PYK2 were proximal in IACs, in the cytosol, or another sub-cellular 

compartment. FAK and PYK2 can regulate a similar range of cellular processes including cell 

cycle regulation (Zhao et al., 2000), apoptosis (Frisch et al., 1996; Xiong and Parsons, 1997), and 

cell migration (Gilmore and Romer, 1996; Lipinski et al., 2005). In some cases, FAK and PYK2 

have been suggested to be functionally redundant. For example, in FAK-null murine fibroblasts, 

PYK2 can compensate for FAK’s role in stimulating ERK/MAPK signalling through GRB2 in 

response to integrin adhesion to fibronectin (Sieg et al., 1998). However, they have also been 

shown to play antagonistic roles in certain cellular processes, for example, FAK has been shown to 

drive the cell cycle forwards, whereas PYK2 has been shown to inhibit this (Zhao et al., 2000). 

Additionally, these proteins have similar reported interacting partners in other cell types, showing 

binding to Src family kinases, paxillin and p130Cas (Keogh et al., 2002; Polte and Hanks, 1995a; 

Thomas et al., 1999). Indeed, we also identify potential interactions with both PYK2 and FAK in 

3D, as we did in 2D. As such, it is reasonable to suggest that these proteins could be functioning in 

the same adhesion complexes in MCF10A cells in 3D. As we did not observe a potential 

interaction between FAK and PYK2 in 2D, however, this could suggest that these two proteins are 

more greatly associated in 3D than in 2D.  

As with BirA*-ILK and BirA*-kindlin-2 in 3D, we also do not observe potential interactions which 

suggest roles for FAK outside of adhesion complexes as we did in 2D, such as a potential 

interaction with the transcriptional regulator PUR-alpha. This again may be suggestive of 

differential roles and distributions of individual IAC components in 2D and 3D. 
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Figure 5.6.4 – BirA*-FAK identifies potential interactions with paxillin, PTPN12 and PYK2 in MECs cultured in 3D 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.6.5 BirA*-paxillin largely identifies known interacting partners in 3D 

 

SAINT analysis of the BirA*-paxillin dataset identified 5 proteins with a BFDR of <0.05 (Figure 

5.6.5 a-b). Of these proteins, 4 proteins were known interacting proteins of paxillin: FAK, PYK2, 

vinculin and talin. Furthermore, Plotting Log2 fold change of peptide intensity against -Log10 

BFDR revealed other proteins involved in cell adhesion and cytoskeletal regulation, such as ERC1, 

Moesin, and GIT1, which were highly enriched in the BirA*-paxillin samples compared to the 

controls, although none of these reached significance. We also identified ALDH1L2 as being a 

novel potential interactor of paxillin, however, as this protein is localised to the mitochondrial 

matrix and unlikely to represent a real interacting partner of paxillin, we disregarded this for the 

discussion.   

Identification of FAK and PYK2 in this dataset suggested that these three proteins could exist in a 

complex within IACs in MECs in 3D, as BirA*-FAK and BirA*-paxillin reciprocally labelled each 

other as well as PYK2. Identification of FAK and PYK2 with BirA*-paxillin in 2D and 3D also 

suggests that a number of the more stable interactions of paxillin within MECs are the same 

between both conditions. In addition to showing overlap with the FAK dataset, the BirA*-paxillin 

dataset also showed overlap with the BirA*-vinculin dataset in 3D, identifying both vinculin and 

talin. These potential interactions can be expected for BirA*-paxillin, as paxillin is known to bind 

talin, as this has been suggested to be one mechanism by which paxillin is recruited to IACs 

(Atherton et al., 2020; Zacharchenko et al., 2016). Furthermore, paxillin phosphorylation in 

response to force generated through actin contractility has been suggested to promote vinculin 

recruitment to IACs, where paxillin and vinculin have previously been shown to interact (Pasapera 

et al., 2010; Wood et al., 1994). Again, the increased overlapping of the lists of proteins identified 

in 3D compared to 2D may be suggestive of differential size and structure of the IACs between 

these two conditions.  
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Figure 5.6.5 – BirA*-paxillin identifies a number of known interacting partners in 3D  

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. 

Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 1.3). Points labelled in green represent 

proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to the control. Points in orange represent 

proteins which were highly enriched and may have overlapping function with the bait protein but did not have a BFDR of 

<0.05. 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control and 

whether they have been found to interact with the bait protein previously  

c) PANTHER GO Functional Classification analysis for Protein Class. Top panel: Pie Chart showing relative proportions of 

identified protein classes amongst significantly enriched proteins. Annotated proteins are shown adjacent to the protein class 

that they were assigned in PANTHER. Bottom panel: Table showing unannotated proteins which were manually assigned a 

classification based upon previously identified molecular function 
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5.7.6 Summary and discussion of results – 3D BioID 
 

Taken together, the experiments presented in this section constitute a novel BioID study, with the 

aim of gaining insight into the structure and composition of IACs in MECs cultured in 3D 

Matrigel. Furthermore, we aimed to establish some of the potential differences between IACs in 

MECs cultured on 2D plastic substrates and in 3D Matrigel. We identified that many of the core 

components of IACs which feature in the consensus adhesome, and their epithelial-specific 

isoforms, such as the kindlins, ILK, vinculin, paxillin, FAK, and PTPN12, were identified similarly 

between 2D and 3D. However, in our 3D datasets, we did not identify many of the proteins which 

we identified as being potential MEC-specific components of IACs in 2D, such as ephrin-B1, 

YKT6, CLIC4, and the actin regulatory proteins identified in 2D with kindlin-2, suggesting that the 

composition and maturation state of IACs in 3D may be different compared to IACs in MECs on 

2D plastic substrates. We also observed a greater degree of overlap between the lists of prey 

proteins identified with different baits, suggestive of IACs being different in terms of size and 

structure between 2D and 3D. Finally, we identified high-confidence potential interactions with the 

actin-regulatory protein SHROOM3 and opsonin MFGE8 with several of our bait proteins, 

suggesting that these proteins may be a components of IACs or other adhesion complexes in MECs 

in 3D, but not in 2D. Taken together, these results suggest that IACs in MECs cultured in 3D 

Matrigel hydrogels may be different in terms of composition, size, structure, and signalling 

capacity to IACs in MECs cultured on 2D plastic substrates. 

It is important to note that when making comparisons between BioID experiments in 2D and 3D, 

that there are many variables which may result in the differential identification of potential 

interactions besides differences in the biology. For example, due to the greater complication of 

extracting cells from 3D environments compared to 2D, the amount of raw protein mass loaded 

onto the beads for streptavidin affinity purification is lower in the 3D BioID experiment compared 

to the 2D BioID experiment. As such, it may be that low abundance or less stable potential 

interactions are less likely to be observed in our 3D BioID study than our 2D study. However, as 

the identifications of some bait proteins, such as BirA*-ILK, are largely the same between 2D and 

3D with a couple of notable differences, whereas others, notably BirA*-kindlin-2, are highly 

different, our comparison of IACs in 2D and 3D is still an interesting one to make, as we can still 

compare the most stably associated or proximal proteins of a bait, even if some of the less abundant 

and transient potential interactions are likely to be missed in 3D.  

One of the most interesting differences between our 2D and 3D IAC BioID datasets is the greater 

amount of overlap we observe between the lists of preys identified with our baits in 3D compared 

to 2D. In 2D, the only overlap in prey protein lists occurred with the FAK-BirA* and BirA*-

paxillin datasets, as these proteins both identified potential interactions with each other, and with 

the BirA*-ILK dataset, which identified kindlin-2. In 3D, we observed common prey proteins with 

all five bait proteins. For example, talin is identified with BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-
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vinculin, and BirA*-paxillin. We also observed reciprocal labelling of ILK and kindlin-2 with the 

BirA*-ILK and BirA*-kindlin-2 baits. Both BirA*-vinculin and BirA*-ILK identify SHROOM3 

with high confidence. Furthermore, BirA*-paxillin identified vinculin, and FAK-BirA* and BirA*-

paxillin both identified PYK2, in addition to reciprocally labelling each other. This demonstrates a 

clear increase in the overlap between the lists of preys amongst bait proteins in 3D, compared to 

2D. As the prey proteins identified as significant in a BioID experiment should represent the most 

stable potential interactions with a bait protein, a greater overlap in the lists of prey proteins 

amongst baits suggests that our bait proteins are more proximal to each other in 3D, than they are 

in 2D. This therefore suggests a difference in the size or structure of these complexes in 3D 

compared with 2D. Of course, total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) or confocal 

microscopy experiments would be required to make a definitive comparison between the size and 

morphology of IACs in MECs cultured on 2D plastic in an epithelial monolayer, and MECs in 3D 

acinar structures. However, our data provides an initial suggestion that the size and structure of 

these complexes may be different between the two conditions.  

Comparing the 2D and 3D datasets also suggested notable differences in the composition of IACs 

between these two conditions. For example, in 3D, we did not observe potential interactions with 

some of the prey proteins identified in 2D that had been described in other studies to have roles in 

cell adhesion and related processes, such as ephrin-B1, YKT6, and CLIC4. The potential 

interactions identified with BirA*-kindlin-2 were also vastly different in 3D compared to 2D, as we 

did not identify any of the actin-regulatory proteins identified in 2D, such as CD2AP, coronin-1B 

and caldesmon. Of course, we cannot rule out that some of these potential interactions may not 

have been observed in the 3D study due to less protein mass being loaded into the experiment. 

However, taken together with the data suggesting greater association and proximity of our bait 

proteins in 3D IACs compared to 2D, not observing potential interactions with proteins such as 

ephrin-B1, YKT6 and CLIC4 could also mean that less proteins are recruited to IACs in 3D 

compared to 2D, resulting in the IACs in 3D being smaller. Furthermore, as forces exerted on IACs 

from a stiff ECM and from assembly of F-actin stress fibres which drive IAC maturation are likely 

to be lower in 3D Matrigel cultures compared to 2D plastic (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b; Galbraith et 

al., 2002a; Oakes et al., 2012), we may expect that IACs in 3D are less likely to recruit as many 

proteins to the complex, at least in response to high amounts of force being transduced across the 

IAC. Indeed, CLIC4 was suggested to localise to the beta-1 integrin tail in response to increased 

actomyosin contractility (Argenzio et al., 2014), so may only localise to IACs in response to high 

force exerted across the IAC. As such, the data presented here may suggest that the composition of 

IACs may be different in MECs cultured in 3D Matrigel and MECs cultured on 2D plastic 

substrates. 

We also identified potential differences in the composition of IACs in MECs in 2D and 3D that 

may suggest differences in their signalling capacity. For example, we did not observe a high 

confidence potential interaction between ILK and beta-parvin in 3D, as we did in 2D. As 

differences in the function of the ILK/PINCH/parvin complex are observed depending on the 
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parvin incorporated, this suggested that differences in signalling through pathways such as Rac1 

may be different between IACs in 2D and in 3D (Sepulveda and Wu, 2006; Zhang et al., 2004). 

Furthermore, we did not observe the potential interaction between vinculin and LIMD1 in 3D, 

which we identified in 2D. This could suggest differences in the regulation of YAP signalling from 

adhesion complexes in MECs cultured in 2D and 3D (Ibar et al., 2018). We speculated that as the 

interaction between vinculin and LIMD1 has been suggested to occur at both IACs and adherens 

junctions in response to high force/tension across adhesion complexes, we may not be likely to 

observe this potential interaction in MECs cultured in soft 3D Matrigel (Choi et al., 2012; Ibar et 

al., 2018). Indeed, this is discussed more in the next chapter, where performed experiments to 

assess the mechanosensitive mammary epithelial adhesome. Finally, we identified a potential 

interaction with the actin regulator SHROOM3 with high confidence in both the BirA*-ILK and 

BirA*-vinculin datasets in 3D, but not in 2D. As SHROOM3 is involved in the establishment of 

cell polarity (Durbin et al., 2020; Lang et al., 2014; Zalewski et al., 2016), and stimulation of 

actomyosin contractility, this could represent an adhesion signalling molecule which could play a 

key role in establishing the phenotype of MECs in 3D. 

5.7 Conclusion 
 

The BioID studies in this chapter may suggest differences in the composition and structure of IACs 

in cell lines such as fibroblasts and MECs, when cultured on 2D plastic substrates. This may mean 

that the consensus adhesome and studies of IACs performed in fibroblasts and cancer cells may not 

be representative of the IACs in cell types such as MECs. Furthermore, comparing our BioID 

studies in 2D and 3D suggested differences in the size, structure, composition and signalling 

capacity of IACs in MECs cultured in 3D Matrigel and on 2D plastic substrates. Taken together, 

the potential differences we observe between IACs in MECs cultured in different environments 

suggest that studying adhesion complexes in environments which recapitulate in vivo conditions as 

closely as possible is important to gain a representative view of adhesion dynamics in a particular 

cell type.  
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Chapter 6 – Characterising the mechanosensitive proximity-

dependent adhesome in mammary epithelial cells 
 

6.1 Introduction 
 

In the previous chapter, we used the BirA*-IAC components of our adhesome BioID screen to gain 

insight into the structure and composition of IACs in MECs on 2D plastic substrates, and in 3D 

Matrigel. In those experiments, we identified that IACs are likely different in MECs compared to 

fibroblasts when both are cultured on 2D plastic substrates. Furthermore, our 3D BioID results 

suggested that IACs in MECs in 3D Matrigel cultures were likely different in structure, 

composition and signalling capabilities, to IACs in MECs on 2D plastic substrates. In performing 

these studies, we also validated that our BirA*-IAC bait proteins could identify both known, and 

logical, novel potential interactions of key adhesion complex components in MECs, thus verifying 

that our BioID LC-MS/MS pipeline was functioning robustly. In earlier chapters (notably Chapter 

3), we established that differences in mechanotransduction between MECs cultured in soft and stiff 

3D Matrigel-alginate gels resulted in more MECs cultured in stiff ECM undergoing transformation 

than those cultured in soft. Specifically, we found that RhoA signalling was necessary, but not 

sufficient, to drive the accumulation of reactive aldehyde species (RASP), increased DNA damage, 

and increased levels of transformation in cells cultured in stiff ECM. As such, we reasoned that 

there may be other mechanotransduction mechanisms in MECs in stiff ECM acting synergistically 

with RhoA to drive transformation. As IACs and adherens junctions have been identified as key 

routes by which mechanotransduction occurs (Ladoux et al., 2015; Schwartz, 2010), we reasoned 

that identifying mechanically induced differences in these complexes between MECs cultured in 

soft and stiff conditions, could suggest additional mechanisms by which increased ECM stiffness 

could be driving transformation in normal MECs. We therefore next sought to utilise our BioID 

system established in Chapter 4 to identify potential interactions of key adhesion complex proteins 

in MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM environments, to characterise the mechanosensitive, 

proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs.  

Originally, we planned to characterise the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome in the 

3D soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate hydrogels that we utilised for our experiments in Chapter 3. 

However, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, it became unfeasible to optimise biotin labelling and 

extraction of cells from Matrigel-alginate gels, to obtain enough protein mass for a BioID screen 

within the timeframe remaining on my project. As such, we opted to use the most physiologically 

relevant 2D ECM environment possible, to prioritise acquisition of novel data on the differences in 

the interactions of key adhesome components in different mechanical environments.  

The results in this chapter offer insight into the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome 

of MECs. This was achieved by utilising our BioID LC-MS/MS pipeline and cell lines generated in 

Chapter 4 to establish differences in the potential interactions of ILK, kindlin-2, vinculin, FAK, 
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paxillin, E-cadherin, alpha-catenin and beta-catenin when MECs were cultured on 0.2 kPa (soft) 

and 4 kPa (stiff) 2D collagen-I coated polyacrylamide substrates. Many of our BirA*-adhesome 

bait proteins identified differential interactions between the two ECM stiffness conditions, 

reflecting potential differences in mechanotransduction through IACs and adherens junctions. The 

greatest differences in potential interactions between soft and stiff conditions were observed with 

the mechanosensitive baits, BirA*-vinculin and alpha-catenin-BirA*. BirA*-vinculin identified 

many more potential interactions when MECs were cultured on stiff ECM compared to soft. These 

included potential interactions with LIMD1, which is known to promote YAP signalling (Ibar et 

al., 2018). BirA*-vinculin also identified several nuclear proteins and transcriptional regulators, 

suggestive of potential differences in the regulation of gene expression by IACs or adherens 

junctions between MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM conditions. Alpha-catenin-BirA* also 

identified a greater number of potential interactions in MECs on stiff ECM compared to soft. 

Several of these potential interactions were with proteins previously reported to regulate 

cytoskeletal dynamics by influencing small GTPase signalling. These prey proteins included 

LMO7 and MISP, proteins previously shown to influence RhoA and Cdc42 activity respectively. 

Network analysis utilising the STRING protein interaction database then revealed overlapping 

potential interaction networks of alpha-catenin, and three of the prey proteins identified in the 

alpha-catenin-BirA* dataset obtained on stiff ECM - afadin, LMO7, and MISP. Many of the 

overlapping potential interactions amongst these four proteins were with proteins known to regulate 

mechanotransduction and cytoskeletal dynamics. Lastly, we obtained preliminary data suggesting 

potential mechanosensitive changes in localisation and expression of MISP and LMO7 

respectively. Taken together, the data in this chapter suggest potential mechanisms by which MECs 

may be sensing and responding to ECM stiffness through IACs and adherens junctions. Further 

studies are now required to validate the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome, and 

build upon the work presented here, to identify mechanotransduction mechanisms altered when 

MECs are cultured on stiff ECM compared to soft, to determine whether these mechanisms could 

be driving transformation in these cells.  

6.2 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa 2D collagen-I coated polyacrylamide gels are suitable 

substrates to act as a soft and stiff ECM condition for MCF10A cells 

 

Before performing the BioID study to characterise the mechanosensitive proximity-dependent 

adhesome of MECs, it was necessary to validate an in vitro model system in which we could 

modulate ECM stiffness independent of ligand, across a stiffness range which was representative of 

that MECs would experience in vivo. We therefore decided to identify a system which could 

recapitulate the stiffness of normal breast tissue as the “soft” condition, and the stiffness of breast 

carcinoma tissue as the “stiff” condition. We reasoned that this would be stiff enough to induce 

robust changes in cellular mechanoresponses which we could identify with BioID, whilst still being 
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physiologically relevant to the conditions MECs experience in low and high mammographic 

density tissue.  

Previous studies that have measured the physiological stiffness of normal and cancerous breast 

tissue have obtained values which vary widely, depending on the state of the tissue measured, and 

the method utilised to measure it (Chen et al., 2019a; Golatta et al., 2013; Levental et al., 2009a; 

McConnell et al., 2016; Paszek et al., 2005a). For example, measuring the stiffness of breast tissue 

using ultrasound elastography techniques estimated that adipose tissue in the breast measured at 3.4 

kPa, whereas the stromal and epithelial compartments (the fibroglandular tissue), were measured 

around 50 kPa (with stiffnesses given as “Young’s modulus”) (Chen et al., 2019a). Studies using 

atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure patient-derived, ex vivo periductal stromal tissue from 

low and high mammographic density tissue reported that mammary tissue was even stiffer, 

measuring low mammographic density regions between 100 kPa and 840 kPa, and high 

mammographic density regions between 200 kPa and 1380 kPa (stiffnesses given as the “reduced 

modulus”) (McConnell et al., 2016). This is in stark contrast to measurements obtained for normal 

and carcinogenic murine breast tissue using compression and shear rheological techniques 

(Levental et al., 2009a; Paszek et al., 2005b). Compression and shear rheology measurements of 

normal and tumorigenic murine breast tissue measured normal breast tissue between 0.1 and 0.2 

kPa, and tumorigenic tissue between 0.8 and 2 kPa (Levental et al., 2009b). Another study by the 

same group, again using shear rheology to measure normal and tumorigenic murine breast tissue, 

found normal breast tissue to be between 0.1 and 0.2 kPa, and tumorigenic tissue between 3 and 4 

kPa (Paszek et al., 2005b). This shows that measurements of breast tissue stiffness vary widely in 

the literature. For reference, however, AFM measurements of the collagenous bone matrix in which 

osteoblasts exist, has been measured at 27 kPa, suggesting it would be softer than normal breast 

tissue measured by AFM or ultrasound elastography by other groups (Engler et al., 2006). As bone 

matrix in any form would be expected to be stiffer than breast tissue, these results suggest that 

differences in equipment, methods, protocols, and states of tissue being measured likely induce 

significant variation in the raw stiffness values obtained in experiments measuring tissue stiffness. 

As such, although measurements of tissue within the same lab may allow researchers to obtain an 

idea of the relative stiffness between, for example, normal breast tissue and breast cancer tissue, or 

high and low mammographic density tissue; without standardised equipment, methods, and 

protocols across different labs for measuring tissue stiffness, it is difficult to determine a definitive 

range of values for the stiffness breast tissue.  

The studies measuring murine breast tissue using shear rheological techniques at around 0.1-0.2 

kPa for normal tissue, and 0.8 - 4 kPa for tumorigenic tissue, however, also published data to 

support the use of these stiffness ranges for studying mechanotransduction in MECs. These studies 

showed elevated integrin clustering, FAK activity, and downstream PI3K and ERK/MAPK 

signalling leading to tumorigenic behaviour of MCF10A and MCF10AT cells, cultured in 

hydrogels reflecting the stiffness measurements they obtained using shear rheology (Levental et al., 

2009b; Paszek et al., 2005b). As such, we decided that performing our BioID experiments on 
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substrates reflecting the breast stiffness measurements obtained by these studies was a reasonable 

approach for studying differences in mechanotransduction through adhesion complexes in MECs. 

We therefore used commercially available collagen-I coated polyacrylamide hydrogels of 0.2 kPa 

and 4 kPa to perform our BioID studies on soft and stiff ECM substrates. 

To validate that MCF10A cells were differentially sensing stiffness on the 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa 

collagen-I gels, we seeded WT MCF10A cells as single cells onto the 0.2 kPa and 4kPa gels and 

allowed the cells to adhere for 24 hours prior to fixation and staining for phalloidin. We then 

assessed cell spreading as proxy for force-sensing. Previous studies have established that cells will 

spread to a greater extent on stiffer substrates due to increased polymerisation of actin into fibrils 

and contractility of stress fibres, accompanied by increased assembly and maturation of focal 

adhesion complexes (Yeung et al., 2005). We therefore used the area of cells on the soft and stiff 

hydrogels as a proxy for differential force-sensing. Following phalloidin staining, we imaged the 

cells on the dishes using confocal microscopy, and measured cell area in ImageJ. We then 

compared the area of MCF10A cells cultured on the 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa collagen gels, to determine 

whether there were differences in cell spreading, and therefore force-sensing. The results of this are 

shown in Figure 6.2. Cells cultured on the 0.2 kPa soft substrates generally adopted a rounded 

morphology with a small cell area, which suggested that the cells had weakly adhered to the 

substrate and lacked the actin dynamics to spread. In contrast, cells cultured on the 4 kPa stiff 

substrate spread far more, adopting a large cell area. Furthermore, we observed filopodial 

protrusions and large F-actin stress fibres, suggestive of increased actin cytoskeletal and IAC 

dynamics. As such, these data suggested that the MCF10A cells were differentially sensing ECM 

stiffness between the 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa collagen-I hydrogels, and that these gels were a suitable 

mechanical environment in which to perform our BioID study.  
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Figure 6.2 – MCF10A cells on stiff collagen-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels show greater cell spreading than MCF10A 

cells on soft collagen-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels 

a) Representative images of individual MCF10A cells cultured on 0.2 kPa (left panel) and 4 kPa (right panel) collagen-I 

coated polyacrylamide gels. Cells were stained with DAPI (blue) and phalloidin (green). 

b) Quantification of cell area of WT MCF10A cells cultured sub-confluence on 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa collagen-I coated 

polyacrylamide gels. N = 1, cells counted in the soft condition = 49, cells counted in the stiff condition = 61. 
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6.3 A BioID study to characterise the mechanosensitive proximity-dependent 

adhesome 

 

After establishing a culture model which would allow us to assess mechanotransduction through 

adhesion complexes in MECs, we then sought to perform BioID to establish mechanosensitive 

differences in IACs and adherens junctions, using the MCF10A cell lines expressing the BirA*-

adhesome baits that we validated in Chapter 4.  

To do this, MCF10A cells expressing BirA*- ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-vinculin, FAK-BirA*, 

BirA*-paxillin, E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-BirA* and beta-catenin-BirA*, as well as the 

relevant controls (Venus-BirA* for the ILK, kindlin-2, vinculin, E-cadherin, alpha-catenin and 

beta-catenin baits, and BirA* for the FAK and paxillin baits), were seeded at 100% confluency on 

10cm 0.2 kPa (soft ECM) and 4 kPa (stiff ECM) collagen-I coated polyacrylamide hydrogels. 

Images representative of how confluent these cells were after seeding can be found in Figure 6.3b). 

Cells were seeded at 100% confluency due to differences in proliferation between cells cultured on 

the 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa plates, meaning that cells could not be grown to 100% confluency on the 0.2 

kPa plates, due to low rates of proliferation (data not shown). MCF10A cells expressing the bait 

and control proteins were then incubated in growth media supplemented with 50 µM biotin for 16 

hours for biotin labelling of proximal proteins of each bait protein to occur. Cells were then 

switched to standard growth media for 1 hour to allow free biotin to diffuse out of the cells and 

gels, so as not to interfere with downstream streptavidin affinity purification. Cells were then 

further incubated in 1X PBS for 20 minutes to allow serum to diffuse out of the gels, allowing the 

cells to be harvested with 10X concentrated trypsin-EDTA solution. Cells were then trypsinised 

from the plates, washed, and lysed in suspension in 1X RIPA. Lysates were then ultrasonicated and 

clarified. This was repeated twice more to yield three independent biological replicates for each 

bait and control, obtained from each of the stiffness conditions (0.2 kPa and 4 kPa). Following this, 

1 mg protein mass was incubated at a ratio of 6:1 protein mass to volume of streptavidin agarose 

bead slurry. Streptavidin affinity purifications were then performed in parallel for all biological 

replicates of each bait and control across the two stiffness conditions. Biotinylated proteins were 

then eluted from the beads and prepared for mass spectrometry using in-gel digestion techniques. 

The samples were analysed by LC-MS/MS in three batches due to when they were prepared. As 

such, the BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-vinculin and the corresponding Venus-BirA* 

samples were run together in one session; the FAK-BirA*, BirA*-paxillin and BirA* samples were 

run together in a second session; and the adherens junction bait proteins E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-

catenin-BirA* and beta-catenin-BirA* samples were run in another session. Data analysis in the 

MaxQuant and SAINT Express pipeline was also performed separately for the three separate 

batches. Furthermore, raw data for each bait protein obtained from the 0.2 kPa substrates and 4 kPa 

substrates were run through the analysis pipeline separately. Potential interactions/proximal 

proteins were considered significant if they had a BFDR value of <0.05. The lists of significant 
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potential interactions were then manually compared between the 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa conditions 

following separate analysis. A visual summary of this experiment is provided in Figure 6.3 a. 

As with the previous BioID experiments, we obtained quality control information following LC-

MS/MS analysis. For the bait data obtained from the soft condition (0.2 kPa), principal component 

and pairwise comparison analyses are presented in 6.3 c, i-viii. Principal component analysis 

revealed that for all baits in the soft condition, bait replicates clustered together along either the x 

or y axes, as did the control replicates. This indicated that biological variation was one of the two 

largest sources of variation between the bait and control samples, indicating that the data were 

robust. Consistent with this, pairwise comparison analysis revealed that peptides within samples 

from the same condition (bait or control) were highly correlated, suggesting reproducibility 

amongst independent biological replicates. For the bait data obtained from the stiff condition (4 

kPa), principal component and pairwise comparison analyses are presented in 6.3 d, i-viii. Again, 

principal component analysis revealed that baits and control replicates clustered separately on 

either the x or y axis in all conditions, indicating that biological variation between the bait and 

control conditions was one of the two most prominent sources of variation within the dataset, 

suggesting that the data was reliable. Consistent with this, pairwise comparison analysis revealed 

that peptides within samples from the same condition (bait or control) were highly correlated, 

suggesting reproducibility amongst independent biological replicates.  
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Figure 6.3 – A BioID study to gain insight into the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome of MCF10A cells 

a) MCF10A cells expressing BirA*-adhesome bait or control fusion proteins were seeded at 100% confluency on 0.2 kPa 

and 4 kPa collagen-I-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels and cultured for 24 hours to allow adherence to the substrate and for 

all cell junctions to form. Cells were then incubated for 16 hours with 50 µM biotin. Following wash out of the biotin, cells 

were harvested from the plates and lysed in suspension using 1X RIPA. Following lysis, 1 mg of protein was incubated with 

streptavidin agarose beads in a 6:1 protein:bead ratio (v/v) for isolation of biotinylated proteins. Biotinylated proteins were 

then eluted from the beads and samples were prepared for mass spectrometry using in-gel digestion techniques. Samples 

from the 0.2 kPa gels and 4 kPa gels were then analysed separately in the MaxQuant/SAINT Express pipeline, to determine 

high-confidence potential interactions. The lists of proteins that were identified as significant (with a BFDR of <0.05, N = 3) 

were then manually compared to gain insight into the mechanosensitive adhesome of MECs.  

b) Representative Brightfield images (20X) depicting WT MCF10As seeded at 100% confluency, to emphasise the density at 

which the MCF10A cells expressing the BirA*-bait and BirA* control proteins were seeded to on 0.2 kPa (left panel) and 4 

kPa (right panel) collagen-I-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels to characterise the mechanosensitive proximity-dependent 

adhesome in MECs 

c) Quality control information for samples obtained from 0.2 kPa collagen-I plates. Left panels - principal component 

analysis obtained for the following BioID datasets: i) BirA*-ILK and Venus-BirA*; ii) BirA*-kindlin-2 and Venus-BirA*; 

iii) BirA*-vinculin and Venus-BirA*; iv) FAK-BirA* and BirA*; v) BirA*-paxillin and BirA*; vi) E-cadherin-BirA* and 

Venus-BirA*; vii) alpha-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA*; viii) beta-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA*. Right panels – 

pairwise comparison analysis obtained for the following BioID datasets: : i) BirA*-ILK and Venus-BirA*; ii) BirA*-kindlin-

2 and Venus-BirA*; iii) BirA*-vinculin and Venus-BirA*; iv) FAK-BirA* and BirA*; v) BirA*-paxillin and BirA*; vi) E-

cadherin-BirA* and Venus-BirA*; vii) alpha-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA*; viii) beta-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA* 

d) Quality control information for samples obtained from 4 kPa collagen-I plates. Left panels - principal component analysis 

obtained for the following BioID datasets: i) BirA*-ILK and Venus-BirA*; ii) BirA*-kindlin-2 and Venus-BirA*; iii) BirA*-

vinculin and Venus-BirA*; iv) FAK-BirA* and BirA*; v) BirA*-paxillin and BirA*; vi) E-cadherin-BirA* and Venus-

BirA*; vii) alpha-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA*; viii) beta-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA*. Right panels – pairwise 

comparison analysis obtained for the following BioID datasets: : i) BirA*-ILK and Venus-BirA*; ii) BirA*-kindlin-2 and 

Venus-BirA*; iii) BirA*-vinculin and Venus-BirA*; iv) FAK-BirA* and BirA*; v) BirA*-paxillin and BirA*; vi) E-

cadherin-BirA* and Venus-BirA*; vii) alpha-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA*; viii) beta-catenin-BirA* and Venus-BirA* 
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6.4 A BioID experiment to characterise the mechanosensitive adhesome of MECs – 

results and discussion 

 

A visual representation of the results of our characterisation of the mechanosensitive, proximity-

dependent adhesome using BioID are shown in Figure 6.4 a-b. The number of differences in the 

potential interactions identified by each bait protein between MCF10A cells cultured on soft ECM 

and stiff ECM varied from bait to bait. For example, baits including FAK-BirA*, BirA*-paxillin, 

BirA*-ILK, BirA*-kindlin-2, and E-cadherin-BirA* showed few differences in potential 

interactions between MCF10A cells cultured on soft ECM and stiff ECM. However, many of these 

baits identified at least one difference in the identification of prey proteins between soft and stiff 

ECM which could be reasoned to have a role in mechanotransduction based on previous literature. 

Beta-catenin-BirA*, BirA*-vinculin and alpha-catenin-BirA* showed the greatest number of 

differences in prey proteins identified between MECs cultured on soft ECM and stiff ECM. This 

was particularly noticeable with the BirA*-vinculin and alpha-catenin-BirA* datasets, consistent 

with the previously described function of these proteins as key mechanosensors in IACs, adherens 

junctions, or both. In general, the prey proteins differentially identified by BirA*-vinculin in soft 

and stiff ECM were suggestive of differential regulation of gene expression by adhesion 

complexes, with negative and positive regulators of YAP mechanotransduction identified on soft 

ECM and stiff ECM respectively. Furthermore, BirA*-vinculin identified several transcriptional 

regulators on stiff ECM but not on soft ECM, suggestive of regulation of gene expression 

programmes by this protein. Alpha-catenin-BirA*, on the other hand, differentially identified 

proteins indicative of differences in cytoskeletal regulation between MCF10A cells cultured on soft 

and stiff ECM. Of note, alpha-catenin-BirA* identified two proteins, LMO7 and MISP, on stiff 

ECM but not on soft, which have previously been shown to regulate the activity of the small 

GTPases RhoA and Cdc42. Taken together, these data give insight into the mechanosensitive 

potential interactions and associations of key proteins within IACs and adherens junctions in 

MECs. Hypotheses derived from this dataset can now be used to focus research to discover novel 

mechanisms of mechanotransduction occurring differentially through adhesion complexes in MECs 

in soft and stiff conditions, to identify if these are helping to drive transformation of MECs cultured 

in a stiff ECM environment.  
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Figure 6.4 – The mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs 

a) Cytoscape network indicating the high-confidence potential interactions (blue edge nodes) of each of our BirA*-adhesome 

bait proteins (yellow central nodes) on soft, 0.2 kPa collagen-I-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels  

b) Cytoscape network indicating the high-confidence potential interactions (blue edge nodes) of each of our BirA*-

adhesome bait proteins (yellow central nodes) on soft, 4 kPa collagen-I-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels  
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6.4.1 FAK-BirA* shows no differences in potential interacting partners in MECs 

cultured on soft and stiff ECM 

 

The FAK-BirA* identified two prey proteins as significant other than FAK itself in MCF10A cells 

cultured on both soft ECM and stiff ECM (Figure 6.4.1a-b). On soft ECM, AK3 is the only unique 

significant prey protein identified. On stiff ECM, COLGALT1 is instead identified as a significant 

potential interacting partner. Paxillin was identified as a significant potential interactor on both 

ECM stiffnesses (Figure 6.4.1c). As AK3 and COLGALT1 are situated in the mitochondrial matrix 

and endoplasmic reticulum respectively, it is unlikely that these represented real potential 

interactors or proximal proteins of FAK (Noma et al., 2001; Schegg et al., 2009). This meant that 

from the data presented here, we did not identify any logical, or novel mechanosensitive potential 

interactions which were different between MECs cultured on soft ECM and stiff ECM.  

The results we obtained with FAK are interesting, as previous studies in MECs, and indeed 

specifically in MCF10A cells, have identified that FAK, and signalling pathways downstream of 

FAK, exhibit increased activation in response to increased ECM stiffness. For example, it has been 

shown in MCF10A cells that increased integrin clustering and phosphorylation of FAK at Y397 

occurred when these cells were cultured in ECM of increasing stiffness. This resulted in increased 

invasion of these cells in a 3D matrix through enhancing PI3K/AKT signalling (Levental et al., 

2009a). Furthermore, another study utilising MCF10A cells showed that increased FAK activity 

and signalling through the ERK/MAPK pathway occurred when cells were cultured in stiff 

conditions compared to soft. This resulted in increased proliferation (Paszek et al., 2005a). As 

such, we were somewhat surprised that we did not observe differences in the potential interactions 

of FAK between soft and stiff ECM in this study, as signalling proteins such as PI3K and GRB2 

both directly bind to FAK during PI3K/AKT signalling and ERK/MAPK signalling respectively, 

downstream of IACs (Schlaepfer et al., 1994b)(Zeng et al., 2006).  

Our possible interpretation of our data is that FAK simply is not involved in mechanotransduction 

mechanisms in this context. Indeed, a previous study in MCF10A cells in 3D Matrigel-alginate gels 

ruled out a role for FAK signalling in ECM stiffness-induced transformation of MECs (Chaudhuri 

et al., 2014b). This was shown by inhibiting FAK kinase activity. However, as inhibiting FAK 

kinase activity does not have a significant effect on several key functions of FAK, such as 

proliferation and anoikis-resistance (Slack-Davis et al., 2007), I do not think that this was the most 

appropriate method of ruling out a role for FAK in the phenotype they observed. Another 

interpretation of our FAK-BirA* results, however, is that our BioID system works better to identify 

the potential interactions of proteins which are more stably associated with adhesion complexes, 

such as vinculin, than of signalling proteins such as FAK. A previous study using fluorescence 

recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) to assess the rate of turnover of proteins within IACs in 

fibroblasts showed that the half-time of fluorescence recovery for FAK was only 9.9 seconds. This 

was much shorter than vinculin, which had a recovery half-time of 39.8 seconds. Furthermore, the 
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rate of FAK turnover was unaffected by increased ECM stiffness, whereas ECM stiffness further 

increased the time at which vinculin remained at adhesions (Stutchbury et al., 2017). As such, it 

may be that FAK is not spending enough time at IACs to efficiently biotin label proximal proteins 

in this context, resulting in a lower number of identifications. Furthermore, signalling interactions 

can often be transient. It may also be the case that any signalling molecules such as GRB2 or PI3K 

kinase may not be associated with FAK for long enough to be efficiently labelled in our system 

(Acuner Ozbabacan et al., 2011). As such, it may be that utilising newer iterations of BioID now 

available, such as turboID or miniTurboID, which more efficiently generate biotinoyl-5’-AMP and 

label proximal proteins to a greater extent in a far shorter timeframe than the BioID enzyme we use 

here (10 minutes as opposed to 16 hours) (Branon et al., 2018), may be more appropriate for 

examining the potential interactions of signalling proteins such as FAK. We also do not know if the 

phosphorylation status of FAK or paxillin is different between the two conditions, which could 

influence their activity.  
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Figure 6.4.1 – Assessing differences in the interactions of FAK in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel) 

BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 

1.3). Points labelled in green represent proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to 

the control 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control in the 

soft experiment (left panel) and stiff experiment (right panel) 

c) Venn diagram illustrating proteins identified uniquely in the soft experiment (blue circle), the stiff experiment (red 

circle) or in both experiments (overlap) 
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6.4.2 BirA*-paxillin identifies a novel potential interactions between paxillin and 

KIAA1217 in MECs on stiff ECM, with potential implications for PI3K and 

ERK/MAPK signalling 

 

BirA*-paxillin identified five significant preys in the soft condition, and eight significant preys in 

the stiff condition (Figure 6.4.2 a-b). Most of the prey proteins identified were common between 

soft ECM and stiff ECM conditions. These included key IAC and mechanosensitive proteins which 

paxillin has been shown to form complexes with previously. For example, as in our 2D and 3D 

BioID studies of IACs in the previous chapter, we again observe potential interactions with both 

FAK and PYK in soft and stiff ECM conditions, which could suggest that these three proteins form 

a stable complex regardless of stiffness, or whether cells are cultured in 2D and 3D culture. The 

interactions of FAK and paxillin are well-described, and play roles in activating various signalling 

pathways downstream of integrin adhesion to regulate processes such as proliferation (Kaneda et 

al., 2008), apoptosis (Walker et al., 2016), and cell migration (Hu et al., 2014b; López-Colomé et 

al., 2017). Paxillin binding to PYK2 has been shown to be important for PYK2 recruitment to IACs 

and activation of ERK/MAPK signalling (Litvak et al., 2000). We also identify a potential 

interaction with talin-1, which has previously been shown to occur and regulate cell migration 

(Atherton et al., 2020; Zacharchenko et al., 2016). As such we identify several potential 

interactions of paxillin on both soft and stiff ECM which are described in previous studies, many of 

which were also identified in our 2D and 3D BioID datasets. 

Interestingly, we also identify GIT1 and ARFGEF7 – more commonly known as beta-PIX - in both 

the soft and stiff ECM datasets, neither of which were identified as significant, high confidence 

potential interactions in our 2D or 3D BioID experiments with BirA*-paxillin. Paxillin association 

with GIT1 and beta-PIX, in addition to the kinase PAK, has been shown to influence Rac1 

signalling in focal adhesion turnover during cell migration (Nayal et al., 2006). Furthermore, beta-

PIX is required for Rac1 recruitment to IACs and for subsequent Rac1 activation (ten Klooster et 

al., 2006). Although this complex has been implicated in the regulation of cell migration in other 

cell types, the MCF10A cells in this study were confluent and unlikely to be migrating, as such, 

this association could play a different role in confluent MECs than in migrating cells. Furthermore, 

although this complex appears to be present in both soft and stiff ECM in this study, as BioID does 

not necessarily give an indication of activity of a complex, only whether it is present, it might be 

that this complex shows differential activity between the two conditions. For example, Rac1 may 

be differentially activated in MECs cultured on stiff ECM compared to soft ECM by a paxillin-

GIT1-beta-PIX complex. As Rac1 plays important roles in cytoskeletal reorganisation and MEC 

differentiation (Akhtar and Streuli, 2006; Eden et al., 2002), it may be interesting to assess the 

activity of this complex in MECs on soft and stiff ECM, to identify whether Rac1 dynamics were 

different between MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM.  
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With regards to prey proteins which were unique to one condition or the other, no unique preys 

were observed with BirA*-paxillin on soft ECM. However, we identified EIF4G3 and KIAA1712 

as being unique to the stiff condition (Figure 6.3.2c). EIF4G3 is a eukaryotic translation factor. As 

such, its function is highly divergent to that of paxillin, and it is difficult to speculate as to what 

role this potential interaction could have in mechanosignalling. One interpretation is that the 

potential interaction between paxillin and EIF4G3 is likely to have been identified during 

translation of the BirA*-paxillin protein and may have no role in mechanotransduction. Relatively 

little is known about the function of KIAA1217. However, gene fusion of this protein to the RET 

gene occurs in around 1% of lung adenocarcinomas. The resulting protein has been shown to 

increase cell proliferation and invasion through activation of the PI3K and ERK/MAPK pathway 

(Lee et al., 2016). As paxillin has also been implicated in cell proliferation and migration (Kaneda 

et al., 2008; López-Colomé et al., 2017), it may be that KIAA1217 represents a novel interaction of 

paxillin in IACs which drives downstream signalling processes such as PI3K and ERK signalling in 

MECs on a stiff ECM, but not a soft ECM. Validating this potential interaction and its functional 

significance could therefore reveal a role for this potential interaction in mechanotransduction 

through adhesion complexes in MECs cultured in stiff ECM. Furthermore, as PI3K and 

ERK/MAPK signalling through IACs has been shown to result in malignant phenotypes in 

MCF10A cells (Levental et al., 2009a; Paszek et al., 2005b), it may be that a paxillin/KIAA1217 

interaction could help to drive transformation in MECs on a stiff ECM. Interestingly, we also 

identify a potential interaction between KIAA1217 and beta-catenin. As paxillin has also been 

shown to localise to the cell periphery and adherens junctions (Sun et al., 2009), we cannot rule out 

that potential signalling via paxillin/KIAA1217 or beta-catenin and KIAA1217 occurs at adherens 

junctions.  
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Figure 6.4.2 – Assessing differences in the interactions of paxillin in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM  

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel) 

BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 

1.3). Points labelled in green represent proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to 

the control 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control in the 

soft experiment (left panel) and stiff experiment (right panel) 

c) Venn diagram illustrating proteins identified uniquely in the soft experiment (blue circle), the stiff experiment (red 

circle) or in both experiments (overlap) 
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6.4.3 BirA*-ILK identifies a high confidence novel interaction with NUMB in 

MECs on stiff ECM, with potential implications for p53 regulation 

 

BirA*-ILK identified six significant preys in the soft condition and ten significant preys in the stiff 

condition (Figure 6.4.3 a-b). Previously known interactors were identified in both soft and stiff 

conditions, including RSU1 (Yang et al., 2021), PINCH (Tu et al., 1999), and both alpha- and beta-

parvins (Sepulveda and Wu, 2006). Tensin-3 and lysozyme were identified significantly only in the 

soft condition, whereas kindlin-1, kindlin-2, topoisomerase III beta, bleomycin hydrolase (BLMH), 

gamma glutamyltransferase (GGCT) and SNRPB2 were identified uniquely in the stiff condition 

(Figure 6.4.3 c). NUMB was also identified with high confidence in the stiff samples but was not 

identified in the soft dataset, falling slightly short of being considered significant (BFDR = 0.056).  

Preys uniquely identified as significant potential interacting partners of ILK in MCF10As on soft 

ECM included lysozyme and tensin-3. Lysozyme is a secreted protein which is abundant in 

secretions such as tears, mucus etc (Oliver and Wells, 2015). Lysozyme has no reported function in 

cell adhesion or mechanotransduction, and as such I’m inclined to believe that this reflects a 

contaminant in the BirA*-ILK samples obtained on soft ECM. Interestingly, we only observed a 

significant potential interaction of BirA*-ILK with tensin-3 uniquely on soft ECM, and not on stiff 

ECM. The average protein intensity values we obtained for tensin-3 in the mass spec on soft and 

stiff ECM with BirA*-ILK suggested that tensin-3 was enriched slightly less by BirA*-ILK on stiff 

ECM compared to soft and enriched slightly more by Venus-BirA* on stiff ECM compared to soft. 

As such, one interpretation of this data is that tensin-3 is present to a greater extent in the wider 

cytosol or another sub-cellular location when cells are cultured on stiff ECM compared to soft. This 

could lead to tensin-3 being labelled to a greater extent by the control on stiff ECM compared to 

soft ECM. Furthermore, as the interaction between ILK and tensin-3 is regulated by 

phosphorylation of the SH2 domain of tensin-3 (Qian et al., 2009), observing less enrichment with 

BirA*-ILK in stiff ECM could be reflect a difference in the phosphorylation state of tensin-3, 

resulting in reduced interaction with ILK in this context. As such, studying relative incorporation of 

tensin-3 into adhesion complexes in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM could reveal altered 

dynamics of this protein between the two conditions. Differences in enrichment of tensin-3 with 

BirA*-ILK, however, were quite subtle, and identification of tensin-3 as a significant potential 

interacting partner of ILK in soft ECM but not stiff may just reflect an artifact of the analysis.   

Preys uniquely identified by BirA*-ILK as significant potential interacting partners in MECs 

cultured on stiff ECM included, kindlin-1, kindlin-2, topoisomerase III beta, SNRPB2, BLMH, and 

GGCT. NUMB is also identified as a high confidence potential interaction in the stiff condition, 

but not soft, with a BFDR value just below the significance threshold of <0.05 (BFDR = 0.056). 

Both kindlin-1 and kindlin-2 were enriched slightly less with BirA*-ILK on soft ECM compared to 

stiff ECM and enriched slightly more with control in soft ECM compared to stiff ECM. Again, as 

the differences in enrichment with BirA*-ILK and the Venus-BirA* control with kindlin-1 and 
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kindlin-2 are only subtly different between the soft ECM and stiff ECM conditions, this could 

represent an artifact of the analysis. However, it could also be suggestive of differences in IAC 

dynamics between soft ECM and stiff ECM. Kindlins are required for integrin activation, and as 

such, are recruited to beta integrin cytoplasmic tails early in the formation of IACs (Bachir et al., 

2014). Upon formation of IACs, kindlins have then been suggested to play a role in recruiting the 

ILK/PINCH/parvin complex to IACs (Chen et al., 2008). If we observe greater enrichment of 

kindlins by the Venus-BirA* control in the soft condition compared to the stiff condition, this could 

suggest that kindlins show greater localisation in the wider cytosol, and not at IACs, in the soft 

condition compared to the stiff condition, leading to increased labelling by the control. As kindlins 

must be present for integrin activation, however, increased localisation of kindlins in the wider 

cytosol could indicate that less IACs are present or forming in the soft condition compared to the 

stiff condition, leading to greater localisation of the kindlins in the cytosol. This would be 

consistent with previous literature that suggests that IACs undergo greater rates of endocytosis on 

soft 2D ECM substrates compared to stiff, resulting in less IACs being present (Yeh et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, as the ILK/PINCH/parvin complex forms in the cytosol prior to recruitment into 

IACs (Wickström et al., 2010), less IACs being present would not affect BirA*-ILK enrichment of 

PINCH or the parvins as preys in MECs in soft ECM, but could affect enrichment of kindlins, 

which interact with ILK after recruitment to IACs (Fukuda et al., 2014). Using TIRF microscopy to 

quantify the relative numbers of IACs in MCF10A cells cultured on soft and stiff ECM substrates 

could shed further light on this suggestion. 

Of the other prey proteins identified uniquely with BirA*-ILK in stiff, none other than NUMB 

appeared to have any reported overlapping functions with ILK. NUMB is a multifunctional protein, 

which has described roles in numerous pathways including regulation of cell fate, endocytosis, 

developmental signalling pathways such as NOTCH and Hedgehog, regulation of cell-cell 

junctions by regulating E-cadherin stability, cell polarity, and regulation of gene expression 

through controlling p53 levels (Gulino et al., 2010). Furthermore, NUMB acts as a tumour-

suppressor in breast cells, meaning that suggestions of differential NUMB localisation or activity in 

MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM could have implications for breast cancer development 

(Stylianou et al., 2006). In the context of cell-ECM adhesion, NUMB, like ILK, has been identified 

to bind to the cytoplasmic domains of beta integrin subunits, and acting as an endocytic adaptor 

protein to link IACs to clathrin to facilitate endocytosis of integrin complexes in migrating cells 

(Nishimura and Kaibuchi, 2007). Furthermore, it was identified as being proximal to kindlin-2 in a 

previous BioID study (Chastney et al., 2020). This shows that NUMB is capable of localising to 

IACs.  It is currently unclear as to whether NUMB is recruited to adhesion complexes in a 

mechanosensitive manner. However, one could speculate that as it has previously been shown to 

regulate integrin internalisation and recycling during migration (Nishimura and Kaibuchi, 2007), it 

is likely to represent a protein which is recruited in the later stages of adhesion complex formation, 

following maturation of the complex through increased actin contractility and traction forces across 

the complex. However, as the MCF10A cells in this study were unlikely to be migrating, further 
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study would be required to elucidate a role for increased NUMB recruitment to IACs in response to 

increased ECM stiffness. Furthermore, as with many of the bait/prey potential interactions 

identified in this thesis, NUMB and ILK have also show overlapping localisation in sub-cellular 

locations outside of IACs. For example, both NUMB and ILK localise to cell-cell junctions in 

epithelial cells (Vespa et al., 2005b; Wang et al., 2009c). Furthermore, roles for NUMB at cell-cell 

adhesions has been shown to have effects on cell polarity (Wang et al., 2009c). As ILK also 

regulates cell-polarity in MECs downstream of integrin adhesion (Sakai et al., 2003), it could be 

that an association between NUMB and ILK occurring in IACs or adherens junctions in MECs on 

stiff ECM and not soft ECM could reflect differences in cell polarity. As loss of cell polarity is a 

key phenotype in transformed epithelial cells (Lee and Vasioukhin, 2008);(Halaoui et al., 2017), 

validating and interrogating a potential functional interaction between ILK and NUMB in MECs on 

stiff ECM could be indicative of a mechanotransduction mechanism which could be altering 

polarity and transformation state in MECs on stiff ECM. 

In addition to IACs and cell-cell junctions, NUMB and ILK have separately been shown to localise 

to the nucleus (Carter and Vousden, 2008), (Nakrieko et al., 2008). Interestingly, BirA*-ILK also 

identifies potential interactions with other nuclear proteins, topoisomerase III beta and SNRPB2 

(Moreira et al., 2021; Torosyan et al., 2010), in MECs on stiff ECM, but not on soft. As such, we 

cannot rule out that potential interactions between NUMB, ILK, and other proteins could be 

occurring in the nucleus, and that ILK could show an increased nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio in stiff 

ECM compared to soft. NUMB has been reported to stabilise p53 in the nucleus by forming a 

trimeric complex with p53 and Mdm2 (Carter and Vousden, 2008). P53 is a key tumour-suppressor 

protein which regulates gene expression to induce cell-cycle arrest in the event of DNA damage, 

and apoptosis should the damage prove irreparable. Mdm2 is an E3 ubiquitin ligase which 

promotes p53 degradation through ubiquitination of p53. NUMB binding to p53 and Mdm2 has 

been shown to prevent ubiquitination of p53, thus stabilising p53 (Carter and Vousden, 2008). As 

such, investigating differential localisation of NUMB at IACs, adherens junctions, or in the 

nucleus, could also have implications for p53 transcriptional activity and tumour suppressor 

activity. Interestingly, ILK and its associated proteins PINCH1 and ILKAP have been shown to 

suppress p53 apoptotic activity in p53-WT glioblastoma cells, as depletion of these proteins 

sensitised the cells to radiotherapy and apoptosis (Hausmann et al., 2015). As such, validating and 

investigating the role of a potential interaction between ILK and NUMB in MECs on stiff ECM 

could reveal roles in multiple processes including cell polarity and p53 stability, thus affecting the 

transformation of these cells.  

The physiological functions of the other prey proteins uniquely identified by BirA*-ILK on stiff 

ECM, BLMH and GGCT, are relatively poorly understood. BLMH’s only known function is to 

hydrolyse the anti-cancer drug bleomycin, with its normal physiological role unknown (Zheng and 

Johnston, 1998). GGCT is an enzyme with a role in glutathione metabolism. Interestingly, 

knockdown has been shown to induce cellular senescence in breast cancer, correlating with 

upregulation of p21 (Matsumura et al., 2016). However, as the mechanism by which GGCT 
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promotes proliferation is unknown, further study would be required to determine a potential role 

for this protein in mechanotransduction and transformation of MECs.  
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Figure 6.4.3 – Assessing differences in the interactions of ILK in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel) 

BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 

1.3). Points labelled in green represent proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to 

the control 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control in the 

soft experiment (left panel) and stiff experiment (right panel) 

c) Venn diagram illustrating proteins identified uniquely in the soft experiment (blue circle), the stiff experiment (red 

circle) or in both experiments (overlap) 
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6.4.4 BirA*-kindlin-2 identifies VANGL1 in MECs cultured in stiff ECM, with 

potential implications for actin dynamics and cell polarity 

 

BirA*-kindlin-2 identified two significant prey proteins other than itself in MECs cultured on soft 

and stiff ECM (Figure 6.4.4 a-b). The IAC component tensin-3 was identified on both soft and stiff 

ECM, suggesting that these proteins were proximal regardless of ECM stiffness. Unique to the soft 

condition, kindlin-2 identified ACAD9. Unique to the stiff condition, VANGL1 was identified 

(Figure 6.4.4c). ACAD9 localises to the mitochondrial matrix where it has two roles: the first in 

catalysing the alpha/beta-dehydrogenation of fatty acyl-coA thioesters, and a second in the 

assembly of the mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation complex I (Schiff et al., 2015; Xia et al., 

2021). As both of these roles are highly divergent from the published functions of kindlin-2, it is 

difficult to speculate what the consequence this potential interaction may have on processes such as 

mechanotransduction, metabolism, or oncogenic transformation. As such, further study would be 

required to establish a function for the potential interaction between kindlin-2 and ACAD9.  

VANGL1, on the other hand, is a component of the planar cell polarity pathway, which influences 

actin dynamics through activation of Rho GTPases to establish epithelial cell polarity within the 

plane of a tissue (Butler and Wallingford, 2017). Again, as loss of cell polarity is a key aspect in 

the transformation of mammary cells (Lee and Vasioukhin, 2008), differential activity of 

VANGL1, which regulates cell polarity, between MECs on soft and stiff ECM, could influence this 

process. Furthermore, VANGL1 has been reported to localise to lamellipodia in migrating triple 

negative breast cancer cells, forming a complex with the proteins SCRIBBLE and NOS1AP, 

suggesting that it could logically be proximal to adhesion complexes. Knockdown of expression of 

VANGL1 and loss of this complex was also found to perturb migration, suggesting a role in this 

process (Anastas et al., 2012). However, as the MCF10A cells used for our study were confluent 

and unlikely to migrate, further study would be required to identify how VANGL1 may contribute 

to processes such as actin dynamics, cell adhesion, mechanotransduction and cell polarity. Further 

study to determine where this protein was localised in relation to kindlin-2 or adhesion complexes, 

and perhaps the effect of knocking down this protein on cell polarity, or small GTPase signalling 

and actin dynamics through Rho GTPases, would be required to establish whether this is a 

functional interaction in processes related to cell mechanics in this context.  
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Figure 6.4.4 – Assessing differences in the interactions of kindlin-2 in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM  

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel) 

BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 

1.3). Points labelled in green represent proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to 

the control 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control in the 

soft experiment (left panel) and stiff experiment (right panel) 

c) Venn diagram illustrating proteins identified uniquely in the soft experiment (blue circle), the stiff experiment (red 

circle) or in both experiments (overlap) 
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6.4.5 BirA*-vinculin identifies many more potential interactions in MECs on stiff 

ECM compared to soft, consistent with the mechanosensing role of vinculin 

 

BirA*-vinculin showed the most differential identification of significant preys between MECs 

cultured on soft and stiff ECM of all the bait proteins. In MECs on soft ECM, only two proteins 

other than vinculin itself were identified as significant interacting partners. In MECs cultured on 

stiff ECM, however, seventeen proteins other than vinculin were identified as significant potential 

interacting partners (Figure 6.4.5 a-c).  

Preys identified by BirA*-vinculin only in the soft condition were DLG5 and NSFL1C (Figure 

6.4.5 c). NSFL1C is not well characterised by itself, but has been shown to be associated with the 

AAA ATPase VCP, a protein which has been reported to co-localise with vinculin in pseudopodia 

(Jia et al., 2005). VCP in complex with NSFL1C regulates various cellular processes, including 

autophagy (Krick et al., 2010), dendritic branching (Wang et al., 2018), and post-mitotic golgi 

reassembly (Kaneko et al., 2021). As these functions are quite divergent from those of vinculin, 

however, it is difficult to speculate as to what effect a potential interaction between NSFL1C and 

vinculin may have on MECs cultured in soft ECM. Further study of this potential interaction would 

therefore be required to elucidate this. The other prey protein uniquely identified by BirA*-vinculin 

in MECs on soft ECM was DLG5. DLG5 is a molecular scaffold and regulator of cell adhesion, 

cell proliferation, and actin-mediated force-transduction at adherens junctions (Venugopal et al., 

2020). Furthermore, DLG5 was identified as a prey protein with BirA*-LPP, BirA*-p130Cas, and 

BirA*-TRIP6 in the proximity-dependent adhesome BioID study of IACs in murine pancreatic 

fibroblasts (Chastney et al., 2020). This suggests that DLG5 could also localise to IACs. As 

vinculin can localise to both IACs and adherens junctions in epithelial cells (Choi et al., 2012; 

Wang et al., 2019), it is feasible that these two proteins may be proximal in one of these 

complexes, or both. Furthermore, in the context of breast cancer, DLG5 has been shown to play a 

role in inhibiting YAP signalling by promotion of the hippo signalling pathway (Liu et al., 2017). 

As YAP activation and nuclear translocation has been shown to occur in MECs cultured on stiff 

substrates, potentially observing DLG5 proximal to vinculin at adherens junctions on MECs 

cultured on soft substrates but not stiff substrates may reflect differential regulation of YAP 

signalling between these two conditions (Elosegui-Artola et al., 2017). As vinculin has also been 

shown to regulate YAP signalling from adherens junctions (Dutta et al., 2018), further study of this 

interaction could reveal a novel mechanism of YAP regulation by adhesion complexes in MECs 

cultured on soft ECM. 

Many of the proteins uniquely identified with BirA*-vinculin on stiff substrates had not been 

previously reported to co-localise with vinculin or adhesion complexes before, had poorly 

characterised physiological functions, or functioned in pathways without clear links to vinculin or 

mechanotransduction (Figure 6.3.5c). These included BLMH, NCCRP1, and SOD1. Furthermore, 

dermicidin (DCD) is a component of sweat and likely a contaminant (Schittek et al., 2001), and 
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RPLP2 is a translational protein and may have been identified as a result of co-translational 

biotinylation (Artero-Castro et al., 2011). Of the remaining proteins, however, we identify three 

proteins, LIMD1, ZONAB (YBX3) and NUMB which have been reported to show overlapping 

localisation with vinculin at IACs or adherens junctions (Ibar et al., 2018; Wang et al., 

2021);(Wang et al., 2009);(Balda et al., 2003; Nishimura and Kaibuchi, 2007). NUMB was 

discussed earlier as it was also identified by BirA*-ILK in MECs on stiff ECM.  

LIMD1 is a protein which can be found in IACs, adherens junctions and the nucleus, and has been 

implicated in the regulation of mechanotransduction via YAP (Ibar et al., 2018). Vinculin has 

previously been shown to interact with LIMD1 in focal adhesions and co-localises with this protein 

at adherens junctions (Ibar et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021). Furthermore, LIMD1 is recruited to 

focal adhesions in response to actomyosin contractility, as incubation of cells with blebbistatin is 

sufficient to perturb LIMD1 localisation in IACs (Wang et al., 2021). Our results are consistent 

with these findings, suggesting that vinculin is not proximal to LIMD1 when MCF10A cells are 

seeded on soft substrates reminiscent of the physiological stiffness of normal breast tissue, but may 

become so on stiffer substrates. This therefore suggests a logical, mechanically regulated potential 

interaction of vinculin in MECs cultured on stiff ECM, but not on soft ECM. LIMD1 and vinculin 

have also both been shown to localise to adherens junctions in response to force, where they are 

suggested, in complex with alpha-catenin and TRIP6 respectively, to inhibit LATS kinases in 

response to increased tension across adherens junctions. This relieves LATS inhibition of YAP and 

facilitates its translocation to the nucleus (Choi et al., 2012; Dasgupta and McCollum, 2019; Dutta 

et al., 2018; Ibar et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2015b). As such, it may be that this result, taken together 

with the identification of DLG5 by BirA*-vinculin on soft ECM but not on stiff, could suggest a 

vinculin-dependent mechanism by which YAP signalling could be influenced by differential 

localisation of DLG5 or LIMD1 with vinculin at either IACs or adherens junctions depending on 

the ECM stiffness. Further experiments are required to examine where the potential interactions of 

DLG5 and LIMD1 with vinculin may be occurring on soft and stiff substrates respectively. This is 

because both LIMD1 and vinculin can be present at IACs (Hirata et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2021), 

adherens junctions (Choi et al., 2012; Ibar et al., 2018), and in the nucleus (Panda et al., 2021; 

Wang et al., 2021), and DLG5 at IACs and adherens junctions (Chastney et al., 2020; Venugopal et 

al., 2020). Furthermore, examining the effect of perturbing this interaction on YAP signalling 

would be interesting to determine whether these two proteins may be regulating this at 

physiological stiffness, as opposed to on 2D plastic.  

BirA*-vinculin also identified a potential interaction with ZONAB in MECs cultured on stiff ECM. 

ZONAB is a Y-box transcription factor which regulates cell proliferation and contact-inhibition in 

epithelial and endothelial cells through its translocation to the nucleus from tight junctions, where it 

is inhibited by the cell-polarity protein ZO-1 (Balda et al., 2003). As vinculin can be present at both 

adherens junctions (proximal to tight junctions) and in the nucleus, this may also represent an 

interesting mechanically regulated proximal protein identified in this dataset (Choi et al., 2012; 

Panda et al., 2021). To further support the possibility of a mechanically regulated interaction, 
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ZONAB has also been found to be regulated by small-GTPases in the cytoplasm. For example, 

GTP-bound RalA has been found to inhibit ZONAB transcriptional function, through binding and 

sequestering the protein at tight junctions, where it might be proximal to vinculin (Frankel et al., 

2005). As RalA regulates actin cytoskeletal dynamics, this provides one potential mechanical link 

to the regulation of ZONAB by small GTPases. This also provides a potential mechanism by which 

ZONAB could be reasoned to become more proximal to vinculin in a stiffer environment, where 

actin cytoskeletal dynamics are likely to be increased (Sun et al., 2021). Quantification of 

differential association of ZONAB with vinculin, cell-cell junctions, and chromatin on soft and stiff 

substrates would provide insight into whether the nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio of ZONAB changes 

with stiffness. Following that, CRISPR Cas9 knockout of ZONAB followed by RNA-sequencing 

would give an insight into whether any genes involved in mechanoresponsive processes or 

signalling pathways are differentially expressed in the absence of ZONAB. 

CRISPR Cas9 mediated knockout coupled to RNA-sequencing may also be useful in deciphering 

the roles of two other transcriptional regulators identified by BirA*-vinculin on stiff ECM - BCOR 

and LCORL. As vinculin and other cell adhesion components have been detected in the nucleus 

previously (Lim et al., 2008; Panda et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2013), and regulation of transcriptional 

activity of proteins through sequestration in cellular adhesion complexes such as adherens junctions 

is well-characterised for some proteins, including YAP (Schlegelmilch et al., 2011), and ZONAB 

as discussed above (Balda et al., 2003; Frankel et al., 2005), it is reasonable to suggest that vinculin 

could be interacting with transcriptional regulators in one of its sub-cellular localisations. BCOR is 

a transcriptional co-repressor, with only one known interacting partner, the transcriptional repressor 

BCL6 (Huynh et al., 2000). Although not much is known about the activity of BCOR, the functions 

of its interacting partner, BCL6, are more well-characterised. Interestingly, BCL6 has been shown 

to be a key regulator of cell adhesion and migration in trophoblast cells during placental 

development. Furthermore, knockout of this protein has been shown to reduce phosphorylation of 

FAK, AKT1, and ERK1/2 (Ritter et al., 2020). As such, characterisation of whether vinculin may 

have a role in regulating BCOR in either the nucleus or at adhesion complexes and deciphering 

whether this potential interaction could play a role in regulating similar processes to Bcl6, such as 

cell adhesion and FAK/AKT/ERK signalling, could be enlightening. The cellular role of the 

transcription factor LCORL is very poorly characterised, however, it has been commonly linked to 

skeletal size, body size, and bone weight in various animals such as sheep, horses, and cattle (La et 

al., 2019), (Metzger et al., 2013), (Niu et al., 2021), (Tozaki et al., 2016). As bone formation, 

growth and architectural properties are clearly processes heavily dependent on 

mechanotransduction in osteocytes (Stewart et al., 2020), it is reasonable to suggest that LCORL 

could have a role in mechanotransduction when identified in other cell types. As such, 

characterisation of a potential interaction between LCORL and vinculin and examining the effect 

of disrupting this potential interaction on the transcriptional profiles of MECs on soft and stiff 

ECM may reveal a novel role for this transcription factor in mechanotransduction in MECs. As 

with ILK, we also cannot rule out that potential interactions of vinculin with regulators of 
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transcription aren’t occurring in the nucleus. Again, an increased nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio of 

vinculin in MECs on stiff ECM could explain why these nuclear proteins, and abundant nuclear 

proteins such as topoisomerase III beta and SNRPB2 are identified with BirA*-vinculin on stiff 

ECM, but not soft.  

BirA*-vinculin also identified the actin-binding proteins PHPT1 and POF1B. As the major 

described role of vinculin is in actin-cytoskeletal binding within both IACs and adherens junctions, 

it is reasonable to suggest that these proteins may be proximal to vinculin and may become more so 

in the stiff condition compared to the soft. This is because IACs and adherens junctions recruit 

more complex members and increase their anchorage to actin fibres in response to increased ECM 

stiffness or tension across the complex (Angulo-Urarte et al., 2020; Galbraith et al., 2002b). 

PHPT1 has previously been shown to localise to regions of the actin cytoskeleton undergoing 

remodelling and binding to F-actin in parallel with Arp3. Knockdown of this protein has also been 

shown to impair lamellipodia formation and inhibit cell migration (Xu et al., 2017a). Although cell 

migration is unlikely in our study, PHPT1 may still play a role in actin regulation in response to 

increased ECM stiffness. POF1B is an epithelial-specific actin-binding protein containing regions 

with significant homology to the myosin-tail domain. As such, this protein was not identified in the 

consensus adhesome (Horton et al., 2015). This protein has been shown to localise to cell adhesion 

complexes in epithelial cells such as tight junctions, suggesting this protein could be proximal to a 

pool of vinculin in adherens junctions. Not much is known about its role in regulating actin 

however, though mutations in POF1B which reduce its ability to bind to non-muscle actin are 

implicated in premature ovarian failure (Lacombe et al., 2006). 
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Figure 6.4.5 – Assessing differences in the interactions of vinculin in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel) 

BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 

1.3). Points labelled in green represent proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to 

the control 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control in the 

soft experiment (left panel) and stiff experiment (right panel) 

c) Venn diagram illustrating proteins identified uniquely in the soft experiment (blue circle), the stiff experiment (red 

circle) or in both experiments (overlap) 
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6.4.6 E-cadherin-BirA* identifies novel potential interactions of E-cadherin on soft 

ECM, and HMGB3 on stiff ECM, with potential implications for gene regulation at 

adherens junctions 

 

E-cadherin-BirA* identified five unique significant potential interactions in MECs on soft ECM.  

condition, and three significant potential interactions in MECs on stiff ECM (Figure 6.3.6 a-b). 

However, three of these preys were alpha-catenin, beta-catenin, and E-cadherin itself. As we 

thought it was unlikely that E-cadherin would not be identified as a significant potential interactor 

by E-cadherin-BirA* in stiff ECM as well, and because E-cadherin was still identified with high 

confidence in stiff ECM, we reasoned that only identifying E-cadherin in the soft ECM was likely 

due to technical issue. We also applied similar reasoning to alpha-catenin, beta-catenin, and 

CORO7-PAM16 (as this was also identified by alpha-catenin-BirA*), all of which were identified 

with high confidence in both soft and stiff ECM but were only identified as significant in soft 

ECM. As such, we reasoned that E-cadherin-BirA* identified two unique preys in MECs on soft 

ECM: TFAM and PTGES2; three unique preys in MECs on stiff ECM: HMGB3, CORO7-PAM16, 

and KIAA0391; and three proteins other than E-cadherin common to both conditions: alpha-

catenin, beta-catenin, and FAM110C.  

Identification of FAM110C by E-cadherin-BirA* on both soft and stiff ECM was interesting, as 

this protein had not been reported to localise to adherens junctions before. Little research has been 

done on FAM110C, however, this protein has been co-immunoprecipitated with AKT1 and alpha-

tubulin, and is reported to regulate microtubule dynamics in cell spreading and cell migration 

(Hauge et al., 2009). As this protein is not differentially proximal to E-cadherin between MECs on 

soft and stiff ECM, it may not be recruited to the adherens junction in response to force. However, 

as previously discussed, BioID does not necessarily give a readout of the activity of an individual 

protein, only whether it is proximal to a bait protein. As such, examining whether FAM110C 

regulation of AKT signalling or microtubule dynamics occurs differentially between MECs 

cultured on soft and stiff ECM could still reveal a role for this protein in mechanotransduction at 

adherens junctions. Regardless, FAM110C may represent a novel component of adherens junctions 

where it may regulate cytoskeletal dynamics. 

Preys identified by E-cadherin-BirA* only in MECs cultured on soft ECM included TFAM and 

Prostaglandin E Synthase 2. TFAM is a mitochondrial transcription factor which is essential for 

maintenance of mitochondrial DNA, as well as in mitochondrial-specific transcription (Kang et al., 

2007),(Shi et al., 2012). Whilst mainly localised to the mitochondria, it is synthesised in the cytosol 

and as such may be a potential interactor of E-cadherin before mitochondrial import occurs 

(Gensler et al., 2001). Furthermore, in our BioID study, it is identified exclusively in MECs on soft 

ECM, with E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-BirA*, and beta-catenin-BirA*, suggesting that this 

may not be an artifact of the analysis in the E-cadherin-BirA* dataset. Furthermore, TFAM has 

been reported to also regulate the expression of at least one nuclear gene, meaning not all of its 
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functions are mitochondrial (Watanabe et al., 2011). Cellular levels of TFAM correlate with 

mitochondrial DNA copy number, and therefore are tightly regulated (Kang et al., 2007),(Kanki et 

al., 2004). One suggestion for how TFAM could have been identified in this study, is that it could 

be sequestered away from mitochondrial DNA at adherens junctions under certain conditions, such 

as low ECM stiffness, to regulate mitochondrial DNA copy number. Furthermore, TFAM has been 

suggested to protect mitochondrial DNA from oxidative stress, which in turn prevents 

mitochondrial dysfunction (Watanabe et al., 2011). Differential localisation of this protein in MECs 

on soft ECM and stiff ECM could therefore have implications for mitochondrial function, which 

could affect reactive oxygen species levels and cellular metabolism. As such, further study of why 

this protein is identified by our BirA*-adherens junction bait proteins in MECs on soft ECM but 

not stiff could reveal novel mechanisms of how adherens junctions may regulate cell metabolism 

and mitochondrial function in response to ECM stiffness. E-cadherin-BirA* also identified 

prostaglandin E synthase 2 (PTGES2) on soft ECM, but not stiff ECM. However, as this is a 

protein synthesised on the Golgi membrane, this is likely picked up outside of adhesion complexes 

during trafficking of the E-cadherin-BirA* protein through the secretory pathway (Murakami et al., 

2003). It may be that PTGES2 is upregulated on soft ECM compared to stiff ECM and reflects a 

difference in prostaglandin synthesis in MECs cultured between MECs cultured on soft and stiff 

ECM. However, further study would be required to elucidate this.  

In MECs on stiff ECM, E-cadherin-BirA* identified three unique prey proteins - HMGB3, 

KIAA0391, and CORO7-PAM16. KIAA0391 is a mitochondrial ribosomal protein located 

exclusively in mitochondria, and therefore likely does not represent a real proximal protein 

(Reinhard et al., 2015). HMGB3 is a nucleic acid-binding protein, but exhibits both nuclear and 

cytoplasmic localisation, so could be reasoned to come into proximity of adherens junctions (Niu et 

al., 2020). In MDA-MB-231, MCF7, and ZR-75-1 breast cancer cell lines, HMGB3 has been 

shown to promote cell proliferation through cooperation with HIF1-alpha (Gu et al., 2019). In 

nasopharyngeal carcinoma, knockdown of this protein has also been shown to increase E-cadherin 

levels, although the mechanism remains unclear (Liu et al., 2020). Furthermore, HMGB3 has been 

shown to regulate WNT/beta-catenin transcriptional activity. HMGB3 overexpression drove 

increased expression of WNT target genes including beta-catenin and c-myc, resulting in increased 

growth and migration of colorectal cancer cells (Zhang et al., 2017b). It would be interesting to 

determine whether HMGB3 localised to, and was regulated by, adherens junctions in response to 

force. Assessing whether HMGB3 differentially localises to adherens junctions between MECs 

cultured in soft and stiff conditions, and whether knockdown/knockout of this protein influences 

the beta-catenin nuclear:junctional ratio would be required to elucidate a potential role for this 

protein in mechanosensing and transformation in MECs on stiff ECM.  
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Figure 6.4.6 – Assessing differences in the interactions of E-cadherin in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel) 

BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 

1.3). Points labelled in green represent proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to 

the control 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control in the 

soft experiment (left panel) and stiff experiment (right panel) 

c) Venn diagram illustrating proteins identified uniquely in the soft experiment (blue circle), the stiff experiment (red 

circle) or in both experiments (overlap) 
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6.4.7 Beta-catenin-BirA* identifies a novel potential interaction with PPP1R13L on 

stiff ECM with potential implications for p53 function 

 

Beta-catenin-BirA* identified nine significantly enriched prey proteins unique to MECs cultured 

on soft ECM, and seven significantly enriched prey proteins unique to MECs cultured on stiff 

ECM, not including the bait protein itself (Figure 6.3.7 a-c). Preys common on both soft and stiff 

ECM were mostly proteins previously identified in adherens junctions, including ankyrin-3 

(Cadwell et al., 2016), PDZD11(Guerrera et al., 2016), erbin (Rangwala et al., 2005), and 

PLEKHA5 (Sluysmans et al., 2021). Preys unique to the soft condition included pyruvate 

dehydrogenase complex component X (PDHX), mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM), 

p120-catenin, and ARHGAP32. PDHX localises specifically to the mitochondria and is thus not 

likely to be genuine proximal proteins. TFAM was described earlier with the E-cadherin-BirA* 

dataset. ARHGAP32 was also technically identified only in MECs in soft ECM by beta-catenin-

BirA*. Although just falling below significance in cells on stiff ECM, ARHGAP32 was still highly 

likely to be proximal to beta-catenin, with a BFDR of 0.052, and therefore unlikely to be enriched 

in one condition or the other. Furthermore, ARHGAP32 has been previously shown to interact with 

beta-catenin and regulate Cdc42 and Rac1 actvivity (Okabe et al., 2003). As such, we reasoned that 

ARHGAP32 was likely to be proximal to beta-catenin in MECs cultured on both soft and stiff 

ECM. 

p120-catenin was only identified as a significant potential interacting partner with beta-catenin-

BirA* in MECs cultured on soft ECM. p120-catenin has been shown to regulate adhesion 

signalling from adherens junctions, as well as function as a transcriptional regulator of WNT-

responsive genes following its translocation to the nucleus and association with the transcriptional 

regulator Kaiso (Kourtidis et al., 2013). As we identified p120-catenin with beta-catenin-BirA* in 

MECs cultured on soft ECM and not stiff, this may reflect a change in the nuclear:junctional ratio 

of p120-catenin in response to force. Quantifying the co-localisation of p120-catenin with beta-

catenin and chromatin between the soft and stiff conditions could elucidate whether p120-catenin 

exhibits differences in localisation in response to stiffness. It would also be interesting to see if 

there was a corresponding increase in WNT target genes. 

In MECs on stiff ECM, we identified two significant unique preys with beta-catenin-BirA*: 

PLEKHA6 and PPP1R13L. PLEKHA6 is a protein which has been characterised to interact with 

PDZD11, a protein that we identify in MECs on both soft and stiff ECM with beta-catenin-BirA*. 

PLEKHA6 shows overlapping localisation with beta-catenin at both adherens junctions and in the 

nucleus, and as such, co-localisation experiments would be required to determine whereabouts this 

PLEKHA6 is being labelled by beta-catenin-BirA* (Sluysmans et al., 2021), (Hwang et al., 2017). 

With regards to its role, an interaction between PLEKHA6 and PDZD11 at adherens junctions is 

important in targeting the Menkes copper pump ATP7A to the plasma membrane, thus maintaining 

cellular copper homeostasis (Sluysmans et al., 2021). However, PLEKHA6 has several domains 
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with poorly characterised functions (Sluysmans et al., 2021). As such, further study of PLEKHA6 

would be necessary to elucidate a role in mechanotransduction in MECs. PPP1R13L (also known 

as iASPP) is a highly conserved inhibitor of p53 (Bergamaschi et al., 2003). PPP1R13L has 

previously been reported to localise to desmosomal cell-cell junctions, where it regulates 

desmosome stability (Notari et al., 2015). Desmosomes are often proximal to adherens junctions, 

showing one possibility as to where PPP1R13L could be proximal to beta-catenin. PPP1R13L also 

has several roles in the nucleus, however, providing another candidate subcellular location for a 

potential interaction with beta-catenin. The roles of PPP1R13L in the nucleus include the inhibition 

of p53, through PPP1R13L binding to p53 and displacing a domain of p53 required for recognition 

of target gene sequences, thus inhibiting p53-mediated transcription, and inhibition of apoptosis 

(Chen et al., 2019). Interestingly, beta-catenin has been shown to regulate the expression of 

PPP1R13L, with beta-catenin knockdown leading to reduced expression of iASPP, resulting in 

p53-mediated apoptosis in gastric cancer (Dong et al., 2015). As such, further investigation into the 

potential interaction of beta-catenin and PPP1R13L in MECs cultured on stiff ECM could reveal a 

novel mechanism by which p53 regulation is achieved in response to force. As p53 is a key 

tumour-suppressor, this could have implications for the transformation of MECs cultured on stiff 

ECM. 
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Figure 6.4.7 – Assessing differences in the interactions of beta-catenin in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM 

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel) 

BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 

1.3). Points labelled in green represent proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to 

the control 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control in the 

soft experiment (left panel) and stiff experiment (right panel) 

c) Venn diagram illustrating proteins identified uniquely in the soft experiment (blue circle), the stiff experiment (red 

circle) or in both experiments (overlap) 
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6.4.8 Alpha-catenin-BirA* identifies many more potential interactions in MECs on 

stiff ECM compared to soft, with potential implications for cell proliferation, cell 

adhesion, and cytoskeletal dynamics 

 

Alpha-catenin identified three significant preys other than the bait itself in MECs on soft ECM, but 

identified ten significant preys, other than the bait itself, in stiff ECM (Figure 6.4.8 a-c). Preys 

common between the two conditions were afadin and calmin (Figure 6.4.8 c). The interaction 

between alpha-catenin and the large scaffold protein afadin is well characterised, and this 

interaction has been shown to regulate actomyosin dynamics from adherens junctions in epithelial 

cells (Pokutta et al., 2002; Sakakibara et al., 2020). Calmin is also an actin-binding protein which 

shows sequence similarity with calponin – although lacks the ATP-dependent motor functions of 

calponin (Takaishi et al., 2003). Calmin has not been shown to interact with alpha-catenin 

previously, however, as both bind to actin and regulate actin dynamics, it is reasonable to suggest 

that these proteins may be proximal. The only protein which is identified uniquely in the soft 

condition is TFAM, which was discussed earlier in the context of E-cadherin-BirA*. In MECs on 

stiff ECM, however, we uniquely identify proteins including HMGB3, LAP3, LMO7, PLEKHA6, 

MISP, NDUFA2, CORO7-PAM16 and PIP (Figure 6.4.5c). NDUFA2 is localised in the 

mitochondria, and as such is unlikely to reflect a real proximal protein of alpha-catenin. HMGB3 

and PLEKHA6 were again identified here, overlapping with the E-cadherin-BirA* and beta-

catenin-BirA* datasets from MECs on stiff ECM.  

An interesting candidate identified as a significant potential interaction by alpha-catenin-BirA* in 

stiff ECM was the aspartyl protease, prolactin-induced protein (PIP). PIP binds to numerous 

proteins, but its biological function in untransformed tissue is poorly understood (Baniwal et al., 

2013). However, this protein has been shown to play a role in breast cancer progression, notably in 

the luminal A subtype. For example, knockout of PIP in T47D breast cancer cells resulted in 

disruption to gene expression programmes mediated by the oncogenic transcription factors c-jun 

and c-myc. Furthermore, PIP knockout decreased FAK phosphorylation, and prevented AKT, 

ERK1/2, and JNK phosphorylation in response to the addition of serum to the cells. PIP knockout 

therefore prevented cell proliferation in this context (Baniwal et al., 2013). Furthermore, PIP has 

been shown to regulate both cell-ECM and cell-cell adhesion in T47D, BT-474 and MDA-233 

breast cancer cells. Knockout of PIP in these cells resulted in reduced adhesion of breast cancer 

cells to fibronectin, and reduced cell-cell adhesion (Vanneste and Naderi, 2015). Identifying a 

potential interaction between alpha-catenin and PIP in MECs cultured on stiff ECM could therefore 

present a novel way in which processes such as proliferation and cell adhesion may be regulated in 

response to ECM stiffness. Furthermore, due to PIP’s suggested role in breast cancer 

development/progression (Urbaniak et al., 2018),(Baniwal et al., 2013), this potential interactions 

could have implications for the transformation of MECs on stiff ECM.  
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Many of the other proteins identified uniquely in the stiff condition were actin or microtubule 

regulators, such as CORO7-PAM16, LMO7 and MISP. CORO7-PAM16 is an interesting case, as 

this protein represents transcriptional readthrough at the coronin-7 locus into the PAM16 locus. 

PAM16 is a gene which codes for the mitochondrial enzyme PAM16. Readthrough at this locus 

results in the expression of a fusion of these two proteins (Bhattacharya et al., 2016; Frazier et al., 

2004). Looking at the individual peptides identified by MaxQuant during mass spectrometry 

analysis revealed that peptides from both Coronin-7 and PAM16 were identified, making it difficult 

to say exactly whether we identified one protein or the other, or whether we identified the fusion 

protein. However, as this CORO7-PAM16 was identified both in the alpha-catenin and E-cadherin 

datasets, it may be that whichever is being identified plays a role in mechanotransduction through 

adherens juntions, but further study would be required to elucidate this.  

With regards to other proteins identified as significant uniquely in MECs on stiff ECM with alpha-

catenin-BirA*, we also identified LMO7. LMO7 is a multifunctional protein, which can act as both 

a scaffold protein at adherens junctions, as well as a transcriptional regulator in the nucleus 

(Angulo-Urarte et al., 2020; Holaska et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2011). Interestingly, an interaction 

between LMO7, afadin and alpha-catenin has been reported previously in MDA-MB-231 breast 

cancer cells. This study showed that LMO7-mediated activation of RHOA led to conversion of G-

actin into filamentous or F-actin, resulting in liberation of MRTF-1 from G-actin mediated 

inhibition. This led to nuclear translocation of MRTF-1 to the nucleus, where it influenced SRF 

transcriptional activity leading to increased cell migration (Hu et al., 2011). The identification of 

LMO7 by alpha-catenin-BirA* in MECs cultured on stiff ECM therefore represents a plausible 

mechanism by which MECs may be sensing and transducing force through activation of small 

GTPases. Furthermore, MRTF/SRF was one of the pathways that we speculated could be active in 

EpH4 cells cultured in stiff Matrigel-alginate gels, as a potential route by which gene expression 

differences could be induced downstream of RhoA activation. As such, LMO7 provides an 

interesting candidate for a protein involved in mechanotransduction mechanisms which could lead 

to differences in gene expression and transformation in MECs cultured in stiff ECM.  

Another protein identified as a significant potential interactor of alpha-catenin-BirA* in stiff ECM 

was MISP. MISP is capable of localising to both IACs and the cell periphery, but most research on 

MISP has focused on its role in mitotic spindle positioning and cell division (Maier et al., 2013), 

(Zhu et al., 2013). MISP has also been shown to be capable of binding actin (Maier et al., 2013). 

Like LMO7, MISP has also been suggested to regulate the activity of small GTPases. For example, 

a recent study identified that interaction of MISP with the small GTPase Cdc42 increased Cdc42 

binding affinity for IQGAP1. Binding of Cdc42 to IQGAP1 results in activation of Cdc42, by 

promoting Cdc42 conversion to its GTP-bound state. The MISP/Cdc42/IQGAP1 complex was then 

found to regulate microtubule dynamics and spindle positioning (Vodicska et al., 2018). However, 

the interaction between Cdc42 and IQGAP1 has also been shown to regulate actin (Swart-Mataraza 

et al., 2002). As such, it may be that MISP recruitment to alpha-catenin or adherens junctions in 

MECs in response to increased ECM stiffness may lead to changes to actin dynamics via 
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Cdc42/IQGAP1. As Cdc42 regulation of actin dynamics can, like RhoA, alleviate G-actin 

inhibition of MRTFs, resulting in altered SRF gene regulation (Sebe et al., 2010), it may be that a 

MISP/alpha-catenin interaction in MECs on stiff ECM could result in changes to gene expression 

through a mechanism involving Cdc42. As such, it would be interesting to investigate a role for a 

potential interaction between MISP/alpha-catenin in the context of mechanotransduction and 

transformation in MECs cultured on stiff ECM. Furthermore, this result provides the first 

indication that MISP activity may be regulated in a mechanosensitive way.  
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Figure 6.4.8 – Assessing differences in the interactions of alpha-catenin in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM  

a) Volcano plot of Log2 Fold Change against -Log10 of proteins identified in the soft (left panel) and stiff (right panel) 

BioID-mass spectrometry experiment. Dotted line depicts the threshold for significance (BFDR = 0.05, -Log10 BFDR = 

1.3). Points labelled in green represent proteins that were significantly enriched in the bait protein samples compared to 

the control 

b) Table outlining proteins which were significantly or highly enriched in the bait samples compared to the control in the 

soft experiment (left panel) and stiff experiment (right panel) 

c) Venn diagram illustrating proteins identified uniquely in the soft experiment (blue circle), the stiff experiment (red 

circle) or in both experiments (overlap) 
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6.4.9 Summary of the mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome 
 

Taken together, these data provide insight into the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent 

adhesome of MECs. We found that most of our bait proteins identified at least one significant 

potential interaction which was unique to the MECs cultured on soft ECM or stiff ECM. 

Furthermore, many of the proteins identified by our baits in one condition or the other had clear 

links to intracellular signalling pathways, cytoskeletal regulation, were direct transcriptional 

regulators, or had reported roles in breast cancer. This therefore allowed us to speculate on 

potential mechanisms by which these proteins may contribute to the transformation of MECs on 

stiff ECM. As such, this experiment provided a candidate list of proteins which may be involved in 

mechanotransduction mechanisms via cellular adhesion complexes and their constituent proteins. 

Further study is now required to validate and identify potential roles for these proteins in 

mechanotransduction and the transformation of MECs cultured on stiff ECM. 

6.5.1 Network analysis of LMO7 and MISP potential interactions reveals 

overlapping interaction networks with alpha-catenin and afadin 

 

We nexr sought to validate the mechanosensitivity of a couple of the prey proteins which were 

identified in our study. Obvious candidates for this were the preys identified by with BirA*-

vinculin or alpha-catenin-BirA*, as these proteins showed the most differential potential 

interactome between MECs on soft and stiff ECM, identifying many more proteins as potential 

interacting partners in stiff ECM than soft. We therefore chose to examine the potential interactions 

of alpha-catenin. This was due to alpha-catenin being identified as proximal to E-cadherin with 

high confidence in both conditions, suggesting that the alpha-catenin/prey potential interactions 

were likely occurring at adherens junctions. The vinculin datasets, in contrast, had little overlap 

with the other IAC or adherens junction baits, and bait/prey potential interactions could have been 

reasoned to occur in any of IACs, adherens junctions, or the nucleus. As such, we reasoned that the 

vinculin datasets would require more time to validate than we had remaining on the project due to 

the Covid-19 pandemic.  

To narrow down which alpha-catenin preys identified in MECs on stiff ECM we should validate 

first, we performed network analysis. This allowed us to identify which of the alpha-catenin preys 

were most likely to be genuine interacting partners of alpha-catenin, based on any overlap between 

the theoretical interaction networks of alpha-catenin and these prey proteins. To do this, we 

inputted the alpha-catenin/prey potential interactions we identified as significant potential 

interactions in MECs cultured on stiff ECM into Cytoscape. Following this, we then incorporated 

up to 50, medium confidence (STRING interaction score = 0.4), theoretical interactions of alpha-

catenin and each of the prey proteins from the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting 

Genes/Proteins (STRING) database. This allowed us to identify potential overlapping interaction 

networks of alpha-catenin with the prey proteins, to narrow down which preys were most likely to 
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be associated with alpha-catenin. The results of this are shown in Figure 6.5.1 a. These data 

identified that out of all the prey proteins identified, alpha-catenin and afadin showed the greatest 

amount of overlap, consistent with previous literature suggesting that these two proteins interact. 

However, as the alpha-catenin/afadin potential interaction was identified in MECs on both soft and 

stiff ECM, this potential interaction was likely to occur in these cells regardless of ECM stiffness. 

However, we also identified overlap between the alpha-catenin, afadin, LMO7 and MISP networks 

(a network featuring just these proteins is provided in Figure 6.5.1 b). Furthermore, many of the 

points of overlap between these networks were mechanosensitive proteins or proteins regulating 

cytoskeletal dynamics. For example, alpha-catenin, afadin, and LMO7 were all suggested to 

potentially interact with vinculin by the STRING database and previous literature. Furthermore, 

alpha-catenin, afadin, LMO7 and MISP were all suggested to potentially interact with IQGAP1 

based on the STRING database and previous literature. As such, picked LMO7 and MISP as our 

initial prey proteins to validate.  
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Figure 6.5.1 – Network analysis of alpha-catenin/prey potential interactions identified in MECs on stiff ECM  

a) Cytoscape network depicting the wider potential interactions of the alpha-catenin bait, and the prey proteins identified 

in our BioID study of alpha-catenin on 4 kPa (stiff) plates. Up to 50 medium confidence potential interactions of alpha-

catenin and each prey protein identified as a significant potential interaction by alpha-catenin-BirA* and SAINT Express 

were integrated from the STRING protein interaction database into our network. The central bait node representing 

alpha-catenin is highlighted in yellow. The edge nodes representing the prey proteins identified in our BioID study with 

alpha-catenin-BirA* are highlighted in blue. Up to 50 medium confidence potential interactions of alpha-catenin and each 

of the bait proteins from the STRING protein interaction database are highlighted in pink. Medium confidence potential 

interactions were allowed to be identified by any of the following methods: textmining, experiments, databases, co-

expression, neighbourhood, gene fusion and co-occurrence for the bait and prey proteins. A single, straight black line 

represents a potential interaction. 

b) Focused Cytoscape network depicting the wider potential interactions of the alpha-catenin bait, and afadin (MLLT4), 

LMO7, and MISP, three of the prey proteins identified in our BioID study of alpha-catenin on 4 kPa (stiff) plates. Up to 

50 medium confidence potential interactions of alpha-catenin and afadin (MLLT4), LMO7, and MISP. The central bait 

node representing alpha-catenin is highlighted in yellow. The edge nodes representing the prey proteins afadin, LMO7, 

and MISP are highlighted in blue. Up to 50 medium confidence potential interactions of alpha-catenin and each of the 

bait proteins from the STRING protein interaction database are highlighted in pink. Medium confidence potential 

interactions were allowed to be identified by any of the following methods: textmining, experiments, databases, co-

expression, neighbourhood, gene fusion and co-occurrence for the bait and prey proteins. A single, straight black line 

represents a potential interaction. 
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6.5.2 Increased expression of LMO7 in MECs on a stiff substrate may contribute to 

force-sensing in MECs cultured on stiff substrates 

 

To gain insight into the mechanosensitivity of the alpha-catenin/LMO7 potential interaction we 

first sought to identify whether LMO7 was differentially localised in response to intracellular 

tension. To do this, we seeded WT MCF10A cells and cultured them to confluency on glass 

coverslips on 2D. Cells were then treated with vehicle (DMSO) or blebbistatin for 1 hour, to inhibit 

actomyosin contractility and mimic a “soft” condition, as has previously been published (Romani et 

al., 2019b; Wang et al., 2021). After a brief PBS wash, we then immediately fixed the cells in 4% 

PFA, and stained cells using an anti-LMO7 antibody and phalloidin to image LMO7 and cortical 

actin respectively. We then imaged the cells using confocal microscopy and quantified the 

percentage volume of LMO7 co-localised with the phalloidin stain using IMARIS. As LMO7 can 

also translocate to the nucleus, we also quantified the volume of LMO7 co-localised with DAPI 

(Holaska et al., 2006). These results are shown in Figure 6.5.2 a-b. In both untreated and treated 

cells, LMO7 showed a large degree of co-localisation with cortical actin. As alpha-catenin is bound 

directly or indirectly to cortical actin when present in adherens junctions (Rimm et al., 1995), this 

was consistent with LMO7 being proximal to alpha-catenin in both conditions. Unfortunately, due 

to Covid-19-related time constraints, this experiment could only be performed once, and due to a 

large degree of variability in percentage LMO7 co-localisation in both conditions, we were unable 

to draw any preliminary conclusions as to whether LMO7 showed subtly different localisation 

under different levels of cellular contractility, which may not be obvious from just looking at the 

images. As such, more replicates would be required to determine whether LMO7 changes 

localisation between soft and stiff conditions. 

However, in parallel with the previous experiment, we also performed immunoblotting of WT 

MCF10A cell lysates for LMO7, to determine if LMO7 protein levels were different between 

MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM. To do this, we seeded WT MCF10A cells at 100% 

confluency on 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa collagen-I-coated polyacrylamide hydrogels. After 24 hours of 

culture, we then harvested the cells from the plates, washed in PBS, and lysed in suspension using 

RIPA. We then performed immunoblotting using an LMO7 antibody, and an ILK antibody to 

provide a loading control. Following imaging of the blot on an Odyssey CLX, we then used Image 

Studio software to quantify the intensity of the LMO7 bands obtained in lysates obtained in MECs 

cultured on soft (0.2 kPa) and stiff ECM (4 kPa). We then used this to compare the relative 

amounts of LMO7 protein present in MECs cultured on soft and stiff ECM. The results of this are 

presented in Figure 6.5.2 c-d. Although this was only performed once, initial data for this 

experiment showed that there may be an upregulation of LMO7 in MCF10A cells cultured on the 

stiff gels compared with the soft. Normalised band intensity of LMO7 in the stiff condition was 

around 2.5-fold higher than that of the soft condition. This could be consistent with our BioID 

results, as a greater expression and presence of LMO7 at adherens junctions would explain why 
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alpha-catenin-BirA* labelled this protein to a greater extent in stiff ECM compared to soft. 

However, in hindsight, normalising the band intensities using an ILK loading control was perhaps 

not appropriate. This is due to ILK being a component of IACs, meaning that levels of this protein 

may alter in response to ECM stiffness. As such, although these results provide an initial 

suggestion that LMO7 levels may be increased in MECs cultured on stiff ECM, further replicates 

with a more appropriate loading control would be required to verify this result. 
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Figure 6.5.2 – LMO7 may exhibit increased expression in MCF10A cells cultured on stiff substrates compared to soft  

a) Representative confocal images (63X) of WT MCF10A cells, stained with phalloidin and anti-LMO7, incubated with 

and without blebbistatin 

b) Quantification of LMO7 co-localisation with the phalloidin stain (n = 1) 

c) Quantification of LMO7 co-localisation with the DAPI stain (n = 1) 

d) Immunoblot of lysates obtained from WT MCF10A cells cultured on soft (0.2 kPa) and stiff (4 kPa) collagen-I-coated 

polyacrylamide hydrogels. Lysates were probed with an anti-LMO7 and anti-ILK antibodies as indicated 

e) Quantification of relative LMO7 antibody signal intensity in MECs cultured on soft or stiff ECM, normalised to the 

ILK control (n = 1) 
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6.5.3 Differential localisation of MISP in soft and stiff conditions may contribute to 

force-sensing cultured on stiff substrates 

 

To assess the mechanosensitivity of a potential alpha-catenin/MISP interaction, we then performed 

the above experiments again, followed by immunostaining for MISP. To assess the tension-

dependent differences in localisation of MISP, we again seeded WT MCF10A cells on glass 

coverslips, and allowed them to grow to 100% confluency, allowing all necessary cell-cell 

junctions to form. After 24 hours, cells were then treated with either vehicle (DMSO) or 50 µM 

blebbistatin for 1 hour, to disrupt actomyosin contractility through inhibition of myosin II. 

Following a brief PBS wash, cells were immediately fixed in 4% PFA, immunostained for MISP, 

and stained with phalloidin to visualise cortical actin. We then quantified the percentage co-

localisation of MISP immunostaining with phalloidin staining using IMARIS and compared this 

between untreated and treated cells. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 6.5.3 a-b. 

As with LMO7, MISP also showed strong co-localisation at the cell periphery in both conditions, 

again suggesting that this protein localises to the correct sub-cellular location to interact with alpha-

catenin. However, quantitative image analysis in IMARIS revealed that the proportion of MISP co-

localised with cortical actin trended downwards when cells were treated with blebbistatin. This 

provided an initial suggestion that MISP may show a greater presence at the cell periphery in 

conditions of high intracellular tension and show greater cytosolic localisation when this is 

disrupted. This would be consistent with our BioID results, as MISP showing greater recruitment to 

the cell periphery/adherens junctions in conditions of high intracellular tension, which would occur 

in conditions of high ECM stiffness, explains why alpha-catenin-BirA* labelled this protein more 

so in MECs on stiff ECM compared to soft. Further repeats of this experiment are now required to 

determine whether MISP localisation is significantly different between conditions mimicking 

intracellular tension in MECs on soft ECM and stiff ECM.  

We also performed western blot analysis of MISP protein levels on lysates obtained from WT 

MCF10A cells seeded at confluency on the 0.2 kPa and 4 kPa collagen-I coated polyacrylamide 

gels, as described above. The results of this are shown in Figure 6.5.3 c-d. Immunoblotting for anti-

MISP appeared to show that the levels of this protein were relatively stable between the two 

conditions. Taken together with the imaging results, this could suggest that MISP may be regulated 

through differential localisation under soft and stiff conditions, as opposed to through increased 

expression in stiff. However, these experiments would require a larger number of replicates to be 

able to draw firm conclusions. Furthermore, immunoblotting for a more appropriate control than 

ILK for this experiment would again be required to draw firm conclusions from the western blot 

data.  
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Figure 6.5.3 – MISP may exhibit differential localisation in MCF10A cells in conditions of low and high actomyosin 

contractility  

a) Representative confocal images (63X) of WT MCF10A cells, stained with phalloidin and anti-MISP, incubated with 

and without blebbistatin as indicated 

b) Quantification of MISP co-localisation with the phalloidin stain (n = 1) 

c) Immunoblot of lysates obtained from WT MCF10A cells cultured on soft (0.2 kPa) and stiff (4 kPa) collagen-I-coated 

polyacrylamide hydrogels. Lysates were probed with anti-MISP and anti-ILK antibodies as indicated 

d) Quantification of relative MISP antibody signal intensity in lysates obtained from MECs cultured on soft ECM or stiff 

ECM, normalised to the ILK control (n = 1) 
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6.6 Conclusion 
 

The results presented in this chapter give insight into the mechanosensitive proximity-dependent 

adhesome of MCF10A cells, by assessing differences in the proximal or associated proteins of key 

IAC and adherens junction proteins in MCF10A cells cultured on soft and stiff ECM. These data 

therefore propose a list of candidates for proteins involved in mechanotransduction mechanisms 

through adhesion complexes in MECs, which may also result in altered gene expression 

programmes and cell behaviour, driven by differential ECM stiffness. Further study of these 

proteins is now required to elucidate this. Furthermore, we present preliminary data on potential 

mechanisms by which MISP and LMO7, two proteins identified as significant potential interacting 

partners of alpha-catenin in stiff ECM, may be regulated in response to force. Our data on the 

mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome can now be used for hypothesis generation to 

identify mechanisms by which differences in mechanotransduction in MECs cultured in soft and 

stiff ECM conditions may lead to differences in gene expression, behaviour and transformation of 

MECs in stiff ECM. 
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Chapter 7 – General discussion and future work 
 

The mechanisms by which cells sense and transduce force are fundamental in regulating the gene 

expression programmes that govern cellular identity and the processes carried out by cells. Many of 

these processes, including differentiation status (Engler et al., 2006), cell proliferation (Klein et al., 

2009), apoptotic sensitivity (Schellenberg et al., 2013b), and cell migration (Lo et al., 2000), are 

key hallmarks of cancer cells (Pickup et al., 2014). As such, the mechanical cues from a cell’s 

microenvironment, and the mechanotransduction mechanisms by which they are interpreted, 

represent major routes by which cells can be driven towards oncogenic transformation. Studies in 

the last decade have suggested that the stiffness of the periductal stromal tissue surrounding MECs 

in women with a high mammographic density, is increased compared to that of women with a low 

mammographic density (McConnell et al., 2016). Furthermore, women with a high mammographic 

density are 4-6 times more likely to develop breast cancer throughout their lifetime (Sherratt et al., 

2016). It has therefore been hypothesised that the difference in the stiffness of the ECM 

environment of MECs in a high mammographic density breast may contribute to the increased risk 

of breast cancer development (McConnell et al., 2016; Sherratt et al., 2016). Despite the large 

increase in risk, and the acknowledgement of a potential role for ECM stiffness in this process, 

cellular mechanotransduction mechanisms which may contribute to transformation and breast 

cancer initiation in women with a high mammographic density are poorly elucidated. 

In this thesis, we present a novel mechanotransduction mechanism by which RhoA is necessary, 

but not sufficient, to perturb the clearance of RASP in MECs cultured in stiff ECM environments. 

This led to the increased accumulation of DNA damage, resulting in transformation of these cells. 

Furthermore, we present the adaptation of the BioID proximity-labelling technique to examine 

differences in mechanotransduction through IACs and adherens junctions – major routes by which 

epithelial cells sense and transduce force. By testing our BioID system to assess the nature of IACs 

in MECs, we suggest that IACs in MECs cultured on 2D plastic substrates may be different in 

terms of size, composition, and signalling capability from those widely studied in fibroblasts and 

other cell types. Furthermore, we present one of the first BioID studies performed in 3D Matrigel 

cultures, to assess the nature of IACs in mammary acinar structures. Again, our results suggest that 

these structures may be different in size, composition and signalling capability to both IACs in 

fibroblasts, as well as from IACs in MECs cultured in 2D. This demonstrated the importance of 

performing studies on adhesion complexes in conditions as close to those experienced by cells in 

vivo as possible, to characterise near-physiological biology of adhesion complexes. Finally, we 

present data on the mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs, which allows 

hypotheses to be generated as to some of the mechanotransduction mechanisms which may be at 

play through IACs and adherens junctions, at ECM stiffnesses physiologically relevant to that of 

low and high mammographic density tissue. Further study building on the work presented in this 

thesis can now be focused on the candidate proteins which we propose may be present at, or 
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regulated by, IACs, adherens junctions, and their constituent components. This may then facilitate 

the identification of mechanotransduction mechanisms through these complexes which may 

contribute to transformation and breast cancer initiation of MECs in the context of high 

mammographic density.  

Dysregulated aldehyde metabolism in MECs cultured in stiff ECM – a therapeutic 

target in breast cancer prevention? 

 

As the ECM of a breast tumour is stiffer than normal breast tissue (Levental et al., 2009a; Paszek et 

al., 2005b), studies investigating the role of ECM stiffness in breast cancer have largely focused on 

the role of ECM stiffness in breast cancer progression (Acerbi et al., 2015; Barcus et al., 2013a; 

Barcus et al., 2016; Joyce et al., 2018; Levental et al., 2009b; Liu et al., 2021; Paszek et al., 2005a; 

Pickup et al., 2014; Provenzano and Keely, 2011). These include the study of mechanotransduction 

mechanisms driving cellular behaviours such as proliferation (Paszek et al., 2005a), apoptosis 

resistance/chemoresistance (Joyce et al., 2018), and late-stage cancer hallmarks such as invasion 

and metastasis (Acerbi et al., 2015; Barcus et al., 2016). As a result, remarkably few studies have 

focused on mechanisms by which relatively high ECM stiffness can drive the accumulation of 

DNA damage and genetic mutations required for breast cancer initiation. As such, our 

identification of a RhoA-mediated mechanism by which MECs cultured in a stiff ECM accumulate 

DNA damage through increased accumulation of RASP, provides a novel mechanism by which 

breast cancer initiation could occur in women with a high mammographic density. Furthermore, 

this study contributes to a growing body of literature which is gradually characterising the impact 

of ECM stiffness and intracellular tension on cellular metabolic processes in normal and cancerous 

tissue. For example, a recent study presented work on the role of mechanical cues and resulting 

intracellular tension on the regulation of glycolysis in bronchial epithelial cells. This study showed 

that high ECM stiffness and increased F-actin stress fibre formation stabilised phospho-

fructokinase (PFK) levels, resulting in high rates of glycolysis. This was therefore suggested as a 

potential way in which ECM stiffness and cytoskeletal tension could maintain the high rates of 

glycolysis exhibited by cancer cells (Park et al., 2020). Furthermore, a different study demonstrated 

that high ECM stiffness and cytoskeletal tension regulated the architecture, composition, and 

function of mitochondria to regulate a balance between glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation in 

MCF10A MECs (Tharp et al., 2021). Studies such as these demonstrate the increasingly recognised 

importance of ECM stiffness in regulating cellular metabolism. The results presented in this thesis 

add to this, showing that culturing MECs in relatively high ECM stiffness results in the 

downregulation of a number of members of the aldehyde dehydrogenase family of enzymes, which 

are required in cells to detoxify and thus clear genotoxic RASP, which are produced as a result of 

normal cellular processes such as lipid peroxidation (Ahmed Laskar and Younus, 2019; Shortall et 

al., 2021). Furthermore, we found that a RhoA-mediated mechanotransduction mechanism in these 

cells perturbed RASP clearance, resulting in increased DNA damage accumulation and 
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transformation of MECs cultured in stiff ECM. Further in vitro work arising from this thesis may 

seek to determine whether any of the candidate proteins and potential signalling pathways 

identified in our work elucidating the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs, 

such as candidates like LMO7 and MISP which have been linked to RhoA and Cdc42 activation, 

respectively, may provide further mechanistic detail as to how RASP may be accumulating in 

MECs cultured in stiff ECM. This may in turn provide candidate targets for pharmacological 

inhibition to prevent the accumulation of RASP in these cells, thus potential inhibiting 

transformation. Studies seeking to take this work in a more translational, clinical direction may 

focus on identifying whether MECs in high mammographic density tissue sections exhibit 

decreased aldehyde dehydrogenases, or increased levels of RASP compared to low mammographic 

density tissue sections. Should this be the case, prophylactic therapies may be investigated for their 

ability to decrease RASP levels in women with high mammographic density, thus abrogating the 

downstream effect of the high ECM stiffness of the MEC microenvironment.  

Integrin-containing adhesion complexes – one-size doesn’t necessarily fit all 
 

However, we also acknowledged that RhoA was likely to be only necessary, and not sufficient, to 

drive the accumulation of DNA damage in MECs cultured in stiff ECM environments. As such, we 

reasoned that there must be other mechanotransduction mechanisms which act in addition to, or 

synergistically with, RhoA to drive the gene expression differences, increased DNA damage and 

transformed phenotypes observed in MECs cultured in stiff ECM. Previous studies have provided a 

wealth of information with regards to mechanotransduction through cellular adhesion complexes, 

such as IACs and adherens junctions (Angulo-Urarte et al., 2020; Schwartz, 2010; Wang et al., 

1993). IACs and adherens junctions anchor the actin cytoskeleton of an epithelial cell to its ECM, 

and to the actin cytoskeletal systems of neighbouring cells, respectively (Hartsock and Nelson, 

2008; Petit and Thiery, 2000). Further to this, however, these complexes allow the bidirectional 

transduction of force, converting mechanical cues from the ECM and neighbouring cells into 

biochemical signals and reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton, thus initiating appropriate genetic 

programmes to mediate the response of the cell to force (Ladoux et al., 2015; Mui et al., 2016; 

Wang et al., 1993). Force transduction through IACs and adherens junctions is largely achieved 

through the recruitment of differential cohorts of complex components, such as kinases, 

phosphatases, signalling scaffolds and adaptor proteins, proportional to the force transduced across 

the complex (Angulo-Urarte et al., 2020; Galbraith et al., 2002b). This allows propagation of 

mechanical cues to the cytoskeleton and intracellular signalling pathways, resulting in differences 

in gene expression (Angulo-Urarte et al., 2020; Dasgupta and McCollum, 2019; Harburger and 

Calderwood, 2009; Lachowski et al., 2018; Wang et al., 1993). We therefore reasoned that by 

examining differences in the potential interactions of core adhesion complex components spanning 

both IACs and adherens junctions in MECs cultured in soft and stiff ECM, we may identify 

additional mechanotransduction mechanisms occurring through these complexes. To do this, we 

adapted the BioID proximity labelling technique to identify differences in the potential interactions 
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of key protein within IACs and adherens junctions. BioID proximity labelling involves the 

expression of a bait protein of interest, fused to a non-specific biotin ligase, BirA*, in cells. Upon 

the supplementation of biotin in the culture media of these cells, BirA* generates a 15 – 20 nm 

cloud of an unstable, highly reactive form of biotin. This results in the biotin labelling of proteins 

proximal to the bait protein fused to BirA*. Streptavidin affinity purification and LC-MS/MS can 

then be utilised to identify proximal proteins of a bait protein of interest (Roux et al., 2012b). We 

therefore generated stable MCF10A cell lines expressing FAK-BirA*, BirA*-paxillin, BirA*-ILK, 

BirA*-kindlin-2, BirA*-vinculin, E-cadherin-BirA*, alpha-catenin-BirA*, and beta-catenin-BirA*, 

and appropriate BirA*-only controls, to investigate the potential interactions of a representative 

cohort of core adhesion complex proteins across both IACs and adherens junctions.   

To test this system, we applied the BirA*-IAC baits: FAK-BirA*, BirA*-paxillin, BirA*-ILK, 

BirA*-kindlin-2, and BirA*-vinculin MCF10A cell lines to gain insight into the nature of IACs in 

MECs in an epithelial sheet on 2D plastic substrates, and in acinar structures formed by these cells 

in 3D Matrigel cultures. Most studies of IAC biology have been performed in fibroblasts and 

cancer cells on 2D plastic substrates, in which context cells form large focal adhesion IACs. This 

research is exemplified by the assembly of the consensus adhesome, compiling core IAC 

components identified in mass spectrometry studies of fibroblasts and cancer cells (Horton et al., 

2015), as well as BioID studies characterising IACs in fibroblasts and cancer cells (Chastney et al., 

2020; Dong et al., 2016a). Large focal adhesions are present in these cells due to the migration of 

these cells on stiff plastic substrates, providing the ECM stiffness (Galbraith et al., 2002b; Yeh et 

al., 2017), directional polymerisation of large F-actin stress fibres (Oakes et al., 2012), and traction 

forces (Beningo et al., 2001) necessary for the recruitment of large numbers of proteins to integrin 

cytoplasmic tails, resulting in the formation of large focal adhesion plaques. Furthermore, 

mesenchymal cells such as fibroblasts and invasive cancer cells lack robust zonula adherens 

junctions which anchor the actin cytoskeletal systems of neighbouring cells (Morris et al., 2006). 

We hypothesised that MECs, in contrast, would show little migratory behaviour when confluent 

due to adherence to neighbouring cells through cell-cell junctions such as adherens junctions. This 

means that these cells may be unlikely to exhibit the same degree of directional stress fibre 

formation or experience the same traction forces that highly motile cells do. Furthermore, with the 

presence of adherens junctions allowing tension to be shared and distributed across an epithelial 

sheet, we reasoned that IACs may not mature to same extent in confluent MECs, as these cells 

would be less reliant on IACs to transduce force than fibroblasts, which lack robust adherens 

junctions. Our BioID results appeared to be consistent with this hypothesis, as we identified far less 

significant potential interactions with our BirA*-IAC baits in confluent MECs cultured as an 

epithelial sheet on 2D plastic substrates than a similar study performed in murine pancreatic 

fibroblasts. This suggested that IACs in confluent MECs on 2D plastic substrates may not recruit as 

large a cohort of proteins to the integrin cytoplasmic tails as mesenchymal cells such as fibroblasts. 

Furthermore, we identified epithelial-specific isoforms of consensus adhesome components as 

potential interacting partners of our baits, such as kindlin-1 and alpha6-integrin, reflecting potential 
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differences in the composition of IACs in MECs and fibroblasts. Differences in the composition of 

IACs in confluent MECs on 2D plastic substrates were further supported by the identification of 

novel potential interacting partners of our bait proteins, which had been implicated in cell adhesion 

and related processes in previous studies but were not identified in the consensus adhesome or 

BioID studies in fibroblasts and cancer cells. These included proteins such as ephrin B1 (Arvanitis 

et al., 2013; Stokowski et al., 2007), YKT6 (Naydenov et al., 2018), and CLIC4 (Argenzio et al., 

2014). The identification of novel potential IAC components such as ephrin B1, a key signalling 

protein in Eph/ephrin bidirectional signalling (Park and Lee, 2015), also suggested differential 

signalling capacity of IACs in MECs compared to fibroblasts. As such, these data suggested that 

the nature of IACs in confluent MECs and fibroblasts both cultured on 2D plastic substrates were 

different.  

In MEC acinar structures in 3D, our BioID data suggested further differences in the size, 

composition, and signalling capability of IACs. Here we observed greater overlap amongst the lists 

of prey proteins identified by each of our baits, suggesting that our bait proteins may be closer 

together or more greatly associated in MECs in 3D than they were in MECs in 2D. Furthermore, 

the proteins that we identified as novel potential components of IACs in MECs on 2D plastic, such 

as ephrin B1, YKT6, and CLIC4, as well as additional potential interactions of our bait proteins 

which we reasoned could occur outside of IACs, were not present in 3D. Only one protein, the cell 

polarity and actin-regulatory protein SHROOM3, was identified as a novel potential component of 

IACs in our 3D study. This again suggested that these complexes were smaller and may exhibit 

differential composition and signalling properties compared to IACs in MECs and fibroblasts 

cultured on 2D plastic substrates. These differences were underlined by the fact that none of the 

bait proteins identified talin as a significant potential interaction in 2D, but this was identified as 

significant potential interaction with BirA*-vinculin, BirA*-paxillin, and BirA*-kindlin-2 in 3D. In 

2D, talin was labelled to a similar or greater extent by the control BirA* enzyme as it was by the 

BirA*-IAC bait proteins. This suggested that talin distribution in the cell and incorporation into 

IACs was different in 2D and 3D, as talin was less readily available to be labelled by the control 

enzyme in the 3D condition. As the interaction between talin and vinculin is essential for the 

differentiation and production of milk proteins in MECs such as EpH4 cells in 3D Matrigel cultures 

(Wang et al., 2019), differences in talin/IAC dynamics between 2D and 3D could have a 

fundamental impact on the identity and function of MECs. 

These suggested differences in IAC size, composition, and signalling properties between MECs 

and fibroblasts cultured on 2D plastic substrates, and between MECs cultured in 2D and 3D in the 

BioID studies presented here, underline the importance of performing studies of adhesion 

complexes and mechanotransduction in culture models that mimic a cell’s in vivo environment as 

closely as possible. Matrigel is more representative of the in vivo environment of MECs than 

culture on plastic substrates, allowing the cells to form acinar structures, and to differentiate to 

produce milk proteins (Wang et al., 2019). Matrigel is also far softer than plastic, and MECs which 

form acinar structures in 3D do not form stress fibres. As such, studying IACs, which exhibit 
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maturation and recruitment of signalling proteins proportional to ECM stiffness-induced force and 

assembly of actin stress-fibres, on 2D plastic substrates, is unlikely to be representative of IACs in 

MECs in vivo. The same can also be said for fibroblasts, which also exist in an in vivo environment 

far softer than plastic substrates. Indeed, this has led some researchers to question the validity of 

the focal adhesion structures formed in cells such as fibroblasts on 2D plastic substrates, 

speculating as to whether these represent artifacts of tissue culture (Wozniak et al., 2004). Taken 

with the results we obtained in this thesis, I would hypothesise that the composition of IACs 

reported in the studies comprising the consensus and meta adhesomes (Horton et al., 2015), and the 

proximity-dependent adhesome (Chastney et al., 2020), may represent the limits of what proteins 

can possibly be recruited to IACs. This is because highly motile cells such as fibroblasts, migrating 

on substrates of non-physiologically high ECM stiffness, will lead to huge amounts of IAC 

maturation. As such, although these studies are useful for identifying what is possible with regards 

to protein recruitment to IACs, studies wishing to understand IAC biology and 

mechanotransduction in a clinical or physiologically relevant context should seek culture models 

which are more representative of the in vivo environment of the cells they wish to study. 

The mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs – facilitating 

hypothesis-generation to elucidate mechanisms of transformation 

 

After showing that our BioID LC-MS/MS pipeline allowed us to gain insight in the potential 

interactions of key IAC components in 2D and 3D, we then sought to address our original question: 

what are the differential mechanotransduction mechanisms at play in adhesion complexes in MECs 

cultured on soft and stiff ECM which may drive transformation? As such, we utilised our MCF10A 

cell lines expressing BirA*-adhesome proteins spanning both IACs and adherens junctions, and 

sought to establish the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome of confluent MECs on 

0.2 kPa (soft) and 4 kPa (stiff) collagen-I coated polyacrylamide substrates. Although we were 

unable to perform this study in 3D Matrigel-alginate gels, our data constituting the 

mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome represent the outcome of a novel study, in which 

mechanosensitive differences in both IACs and adherens junctions in epithelial cells were assessed 

in cells at the same time. This was achieved by ensuring that the cells were confluent at the point of 

biotin labelling, ensuring all cell-ECM and cell-cell adhesion complexes had formed. This contrasts 

with previous studies of mechanotransduction in epithelial cells, which have often biased their 

systems towards the study of mechanotransduction via one adhesion complex or the other to reach 

their conclusions (Ibar et al., 2018; Park et al., 2020; Sigaut et al., 2018). For example, a recent 

study seeded HC11 untransformed mammary epithelial cells on 2D flexible silicone membranes, to 

determine the response of IACs to equibiaxial strain. By stretching these cells to reflect 

physiological mechanical stresses on these cells, this study found that IACs in HC11 cells increase 

in size and stability in response to increased force, that there was increased tension across vinculin, 

and that zyxin dynamics were altered between different amounts of stretch (Sigaut et al., 2018). 
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However, as this was performed on single cells, the responses of these cells was unlikely to reflect 

what would occur in vivo, as adherens junctions and other force-bearing cell junctions, such as 

GAP junctions and desmosomes, were not allowed to form. Another example of this was provided 

by a study in bronchial epithelial cells on 2D soft and stiff substrates, which found a novel 

mechanism of glycolysis regulation in response to cytoskeletal tension (Park et al., 2020). 

However, these cells were not seeded at confluency. As cytoskeletal tension can be modulated 

downstream of both IACs and adherens junctions, for example, through activation of RhoA 

(Guilluy et al., 2011; Ratheesh et al., 2012), it is likely that cytoskeletal dynamics in response to 

ECM stiffness are different in single epithelial cells, as opposed to epithelial cells in an epithelial 

sheet. Furthermore, a study in MCF10A cells examining the role of LIMD1 in the regulation of 

YAP signalling at adherens junctions in response to force, did not examine the incorporation of 

LIMD1 into IACs in the same study (Ibar et al., 2018). As LIMD1 has also been found to localise 

to IACs in response to force (Wang et al., 2021), it may be that information on LIMD1 dynamics 

and YAP regulation was missed in this study due to the sole focus on adherens junctions. We 

therefore sought to determine mechanosensitive changes in both IACs and adherens junctions in 

confluent MECs, by using BioID to examine differences in the potential interactions of key 

adhesion complex proteins in MCF10A cells cultured on soft (0.2 kPa) and stiff (4 kPa) ECM. 

Furthermore, we sought to match the stiffness of the ECM conditions used (0.2 kPa and 4 kPa) to 

that previously reported for normal breast tissue (0.2 kPa) and stiffened breast carcinoma tissue (4 

kPa) (Paszek et al., 2005b), to maximise the odds of identifying mechanosensitive differences in 

these complexes using BioID, whilst also utilising a stiffness range physiologically relevant to that 

of low and high mammographic density breast tissue. Our study may therefore represent a more 

physiologically relevant assessment of mechanotransduction through IACs and adherens junctions 

in epithelial cells than some previous studies. 

Maintaining both IACs and adherens junctions in our BioID study to characterise the 

mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs does complicate the interpretation of 

the data, however. This is because adhesion complex proteins in epithelial cells are shared between 

IACs and adherens junctions. For example, vinculin, kindlin-2, ILK, FAK, and paxillin have all 

been reported to localise to adherens junctions as well as IACs in previous studies (Horton et al., 

2015; le Duc et al., 2010; Pluskota et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2009; Vespa et al., 2005a). Furthermore, 

alpha-catenin was identified as a potential interacting partner of vinculin in IACs in murine 

pancreatic fibroblasts in a recent BioID study, suggesting that this protein has the capacity to 

localise to IACs (Chastney et al., 2020). This is further complicated due to various adhesion 

complex components, including FAK, paxillin, kindlin-2, vinculin, ILK, alpha-catenin, beta-

catenin also localising to the nucleus under certain conditions (Acconcia et al., 2007; Foley, 2008; 

Ma and Hammes, 2018; Panda et al., 2021; Serebryannyy et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2013). As such, 

when following up on this data, it will be fundamentally important to initially perform co-

localisation studies to validate where bait/prey potential interactions are occurring within the cell, 

whether this be at IACs, adherens junctions, in the nucleus, or another sub-cellular localisation. 
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This will be important when forming hypotheses with regards to how these potential interactions 

may regulate mechanotransduction in MECs. As previously discussed, the presence of BioID bait 

proteins in multiple complexes and sub-cellular locations can also result in us missing significant 

potential interactions which are less abundant in a complex, or interact more transiently, due to less 

of the bait protein being present in a specific location to label it. This issue was partly addressed in 

a recent BioID study, with the aim of identifying potential interactions of FAK in the nucleus of 

squamous cell carcinoma cells (Byron et al., 2021). This utilised the expression of a BirA*-

conjugated FAK as we did in this thesis. However, following biotin labelling, and prior to lysis, the 

cells were fractionated, allowing a nuclear fraction and cytoplasmic fraction to be obtained. The 

nuclear fractions were then run through an LC-MS/MS pipeline separate from the cytosolic 

fraction, thus increasing the resolution of identifications in the nucleus. This led to the 

identification of 58 significantly enriched potential interacting proteins of FAK in the nuclear 

fraction compared to an unconjugated-BirA* control. Although the authors of this study did not 

utilise SAINT analysis, and the number of identifications may have been lower if they had, this 

represents a possible way to improve the resolution of BioID studies on bait proteins which localise 

to multiple sub-cellular locations. As such, there may be value in performing BioID coupled to cell 

fractionation in MECs using the baits utilised in this thesis, to give better resolution of the nuclear 

and cytosolic interactomes of some of these proteins. 

The mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome now provides a list of candidate proteins 

which could be differentially present at, or regulated by, adhesion complexes in MECs cultured on 

soft or stiff ECM. Some of these proteins had been implicated in mechanotransduction mechanisms 

at adhesion complexes before. For example, BirA*-vinculin identified DLG5 as a potential 

interactor in MECs cultured on soft ECM, but not on stiff ECM. DLG5 has previously been shown 

to inhibit the mechanosensitive transcription factor YAP at adherens junctions, and loss of DLG5 

results in hyperactive YAP signalling in breast cancer (Liu et al., 2017). As such, not identifying 

DLG5 with BirA*-vinculin in MECs on stiff ECM may reflect an alteration in YAP signalling. 

Furthermore, BirA*-vinculin identified LIMD1 as a significant potential interactor uniquely in the 

stiff condition. LIMD1 has previously been shown to promote YAP signalling in MECs from 

adherens junctions on stiff ECM (Ibar et al., 2018). Vinculin itself has also been found to play a 

role in YAP regulation at adherens junctions in response to high tension across the complex (Dutta 

et al., 2018). As such, these data suggest that vinculin may have a role in regulating YAP signalling 

at adherens junctions through differential interaction with DLG5 and LIMD1 on soft and stiff ECM 

respectively. As YAP signalling can promote breast cancer progression (Liu et al., 2017; Qin et al., 

2020), these data provide an obvious candidate for how ECM stiffness may regulate gene 

expression and transformation in MECs.  

Many of the proteins identified by our bait proteins uniquely on stiff ECM, however, had not been 

previously shown to be mechanically regulated, but were known to regulate cell signalling, 

cytoskeletal dynamics, or transcription. A list of these proteins, what baits they were identified by, 

and their previously published functions are provided in Figure 7.1b. These included signalling 
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proteins such as KIAA1217 and PIP, which had previously been shown to stimulate ERK/MAPK 

signalling to drive proliferation in breast cancer cells (Baniwal et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2016). 

Potential regulators of cytoskeletal dynamics via regulation of small GTPases included VANGL1, 

LMO7, and MISP (Anastas et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2011; Kumeta et al., 2014; Vodicska et al., 

2018). As cytoskeletal reorganisation by RhoA and Cdc42 can activate mechanosensitive 

transcription factors such as MRTFs and YAP (Hu et al., 2017; Sebe et al., 2010; Xia et al., 2020), 

these also provide feasible candidates for mechanisms by which ECM stiffness can alter gene 

expression and promote transformation. We also identified a number of proteins with previously 

described roles in transcriptional regulation, including NUMB, PPP1R13L, BCOR, LCORL, 

ZONAB, and HMGB3. Two of these, NUMB and PPP1R13L, had been previously suggested to 

regulate p53 levels, with implications for the regulation of cell proliferation and apoptotic 

sensitivity by this key tumour suppressor protein (Bergamaschi et al., 2003; Carter and Vousden, 

2008; Chen et al., 2019b; Dong et al., 2015; Ge et al., 2021; Gulino et al., 2010). Others, such as 

HMGB3 and ZONAB, have previously been shown to influence cell-cell adhesion and regulate 

epithelial cell and breast cancer cell proliferation (Balda et al., 2003; Frankel et al., 2005; Gu et al., 

2019; Liu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2017b). LCORL and BCOR, in contrast, had poorly described 

cellular roles. However, LCORL has been suggested to influence the mechanosensitive process of 

bone growth in mammals (La et al., 2019; Metzger et al., 2013; Niu et al., 2021; Tozaki et al., 

2016), suggesting that this protein could be important for mechanotransduction in MECs. 

Furthermore, the known interactor of BCOR, the Bcl-6 transcriptional repressor, has been shown to 

be important in the regulation of trophoblast cell adhesion, migration, and intracellular signalling 

through FAK, AKT and ERK/MAPK (Ritter et al., 2020). This provides a list of candidate 

signalling pathways which BCOR could also regulate. 
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Figure 7.1 – Hypotheses driven by the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs and our observations 

regarding RASP accumulation in MECs cultured in stiff ECM 

\a) Schematic suggesting mechanisms which may be regulated by mechanical cues, mediated by key candidates identified in 

the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs, based on previous function. Candidates such as VANGL1, 

LMO7, and MISP may drive rearrangements in the actin cytoskeleton in stiff ECM, which in turn could lead to the 

activation of mechanosensitive transcription factors such as YAP and MRTFs, resulting in changes to gene expression and 

transformation. DLG5 and LIMD1 may inhibit and promote YAP activity, respectively, in soft and stiff ECM. 

IACs/adherens junctions (AJs) and their constituent components may regulate the activity of transcriptional regulators, such 

as BCOR, LCORL, HMGB3, ZONAB, NUMB, PPP1R13L, and p120-catenin differentially between soft and stiff ECM, 

resulting in differences in gene expression and transformation. Candidates such as KIAA1217 and PIP may drive 

intracellular signalling pathways such as PI3K/AKT, JNK and ERK/MAPK in stiff ECM, resulting in downstream gene 

expression changes and transformation. Based on our data from Chapter 3 regarding downregulation of aldehyde 

dehydrogenases and accumulation of RASP in MECs cultured in stiff ECM, it may be that alterations to cell signalling and 

transcriptional activity downstream of changes in the composition and signalling capability of adhesion complexes could 

result in changes to aldehyde metabolism, providing potential mechanisms by which DNA damage, genetic mutations, and 

ultimately transformation may occur.  

b) Table to accompany the schematic in Figure 7.1 a, providing context for some of the key candidates in the 

mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome 
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The data presented in the mechanosensitive proximity-dependent adhesome therefore provide 

numerous candidates that can be reasoned to influence cell signalling, cytoskeletal dynamics, and 

the direct regulation of gene expression in response to mechanical cues. As such, some of these 

candidates may play important roles in the differences in gene expression, accumulation of RASP, 

accumulation of DNA damage, and transformation of MECs cultured in stiff ECM in Chapter 3. 

Studies building on the work presented in this thesis should therefore focus on identifying 

functional roles for these proteins in mechanotransduction and MEC transformation. As previously 

discussed, it is important for studies of mechanotransduction through adhesion complexes to be 

performed in ECM environments which recapitulate the in vivo environment of a cell as closely as 

possible. As such, the follow-up experiments on the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent 

adhesome should be performed in a 3D ECM environment, such as the Matrigel and Matrigel-

alginate gels utilised throughout this thesis. Furthermore, any knockdown or perturbation of the 

functions of the candidate proteins should be performed when mature acinar structures have 

already formed. This is because MECs in vivo would experience mechanical cues from their 

microenvironment whilst present in acinar or ductal structures. A workflow of how I propose to 

screen the candidates in this way is provided in Figure 7.2. This workflow would involve the 

generation of stable MCF10A cell lines expressing an shRNA against the candidate protein, under 

the control of a Tet-inducible promoter. MCF10A cells could then be seeded into standard Matrigel 

cultures, to allow mature acini to develop over the course of 20 days. Intact acini could then be 

recovered from Matrigel cultures and reseeded into soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate hydrogels. 

Doxycycline could then immediately be added to the mature acini, to induce expression of the 

shRNA and knockdown of the candidate protein. After further culture with knockdown of the 

candidate protein, readouts such as cell polarity, DNA damage accumulation, accumulation of 

genetic mutations and transformation could then be assayed in the acini in soft and stiff ECM 

environments, to narrow down a list of candidates which may play a role in the transformation of 

MECs in stiff ECM conditions. Following this, CRISPR-Cas9 knockout of the candidates, and 

assays to examine cell signalling using phospho-kinase arrays or phosphoproteomic techniques; 

assessing small GTPase activity and cytoskeletal dynamics; or examining differences in gene 

expression programmes active in a cell using RNA sequencing or ATAC sequencing methods may 

then reveal mechanisms by which the candidates may contribute to mechanotransduction and 

transformation of MECs in stiff ECM. To link this work to our work on aldehyde metabolism, 

performing lipid peroxidation assays on MECs extracted from soft and stiff ECM following 

CRISPR-Cas9 knockout of the candidates from the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent 

adhesome, may provide candidate mechanisms by which RASP may accumulate in these cells, 

resulting in changes to cell phenotype and transformation.  
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Figure 7.2 – Workflow to screen candidates in the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome for roles in the 

transformation of MECs.  

Stable MCF10A cell lines expressing an shRNA to knockdown a candidate protein, under the control of a Tet-inducible 

promoter would be seeded as single cell suspensions in Matrigel and cultured for 20 days to allow mature acinar structures to 

form. Following this, acini would be recovered from the Matrigel, and re-seeded into soft and stiff Matrigel-alginate gels as 

intact acini. At this point, doxycycline would be added, to induce expression of the shRNA, thus knocking down the 

candidate. Following further culture, cells could be recovered from the gels and assessed for differences in DNA damage, 

genetic mutations, and transformation. 
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In conclusion, the results presented in this thesis provide insight into the mechanotransduction 

mechanisms in MECs which may contribute to the oncogenic transformation of MECs in stiff 

ECM. We provide a novel, RhoA-mediated mechanism by which transformation of MECs and 

breast cancer initiation may occur in MECs cultured in stiff ECM, which may be relevant to the 

increased breast cancer risk observed in women with a high mammographic density. Furthermore, 

through gaining insight into the mechanosensitive, proximity-dependent adhesome of MECs, we 

provide a list of candidate proteins which can now be screened for roles in mechanotransduction 

and the transformation of MECs on stiff ECM. This should then allow the identification of further 

mechanosensitive mechanisms by which ECM stiffness can drive the transformation of MECs, and 

candidates for how differences in aldehyde metabolism between MECs cultured in soft and stiff 

ECM may occur.   
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Summary 

 

Microenvironmental stiffness regulates the behaviour of both normal and cancer cells. In 

breast tissue, high mammographic density (HMD), which reflects greater organisation and 

stiffness of the periductal collagen, represents a significant risk factor for cancer. However, 

the mechanistic link between extracellular matrix (ECM) stiffness and increased risk of 

breast tumour initiation remains unclear. In particular, how increased ECM stiffness might 

promote genomic damage, leading to the acquisition of transforming mutations, remains to 

be determined. Here we determine that ECM stiffness induces changes in mammary 

epithelial cell (MEC) metabolism that drive genomic damage. Using a mechanically-tunable 

3D-culture model, we demonstrate genome-wide transcriptional changes in response to 

increased ECM stiffness impair the ability of MECs to remove reactive aldehyde species, 

resulting in greater accumulation of DNA damage in a RhoA-dependent manner. Together, 

our results provide a mechanistic link between increased ECM stiffness and the genomic 

damage required for breast cancer initiation.   
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Introduction 

Cells are exposed to a range of mechanical stimuli within their tissue microenvironment. 

These stimuli include properties such as the stiffness of the extracellular matrix (ECM), or 

cyclic strain, such as those found in lung or cardiac tissues (Wirtz and Dobbs, 2000; 

Yamamoto et al., 2001). Mechanotransduction describes the ability of cells to sense and 

convert these mechanical stimuli into biochemical signals, which mediate 

mechanoresponsive changes in gene expression and behaviour. Different tissues exhibit 

distinct mechanical properties, and cells within these tissues interpret these through 

integrin- and cadherin-based adhesions (Wang et al., 1993) (Muhamed et al., 2016). 

Signalling pathways coupled to these adhesion complexes then elicit intracellular responses 

to alter cellular behaviour. Many cellular processes, including differentiation (Engler et al., 

2006), proliferation (Klein et al., 2009), apoptosis (Wang et al., 2000a) and migration 

(Pelham and Wang, 1997), are influenced by mechanical cues from the microenvironment. 

Thus, changes in the mechanical properties of a specific tissue microenvironment can have 

a profound effect on behaviour of the tissue and will inform our understanding of disease 

pathogenesis, such as fibrosis and cancer (Parker et al., 2014) (Levental et al., 2009a).  

Increased stiffness of the stromal ECM can increase mammary tumour progression and 

invasion through alterations in mechanosignalling (Acerbi et al., 2015). However, altered 

mechanosignalling may also be linked to breast cancer initiation. After age, total breast 

mammographic density - the area of radio-opaque fibroglandular tissue seen on a 

mammogram - is the second largest independent risk factor for breast cancer (Boyd et al., 

2010a). High mammographic density (HMD) is associated with changes in the composition 

and organisation of the collagen within the periductal stroma, leading to increased stromal 

stiffness (McConnell et al., 2016). Thus, altered mechanosignalling may promote changes 

within breast cell behaviour that promote tumour initiation(Northey et al., 2020a).  

Here we asked whether changes in mechanosignalling within mammary epithelial cells can 

drive the phenotypic changes required to promote genomic damage and cancer initiation. 

We used a 3D hydrogel system composed of an interpenetrating network of reconstituted 

basement membrane and alginate which can be mechanically tuned to mimic variations in 

the mechanical tissue microenvironment (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b). Mammary acini within a 

stiff micro-environment developed a pre-malignant phenotype characterised by excessive 

and irregular growth, a loss of differentiation and tissue specific gene expression, and an 

increased acquisition of anchorage-independent growth. A comparison of gene and protein 

levels between cells grown in a soft or stiff 3D-ECM highlighted changes in several 
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metabolic pathways. In stiff matrices, we identified decreased expression of several 

isoforms of aldehyde dehydrogenase, the consequence of which was increased reactive 

aldehydes and the accumulation of DNA damage. These changes were mediated through 

Rho-dependent mechanosignalling. Together these results establish a link between ECM 

stiffness and the induction of genomic damage and a breast cancer-like phenotype through 

altered metabolism of reactive aldehydes. 

Results 

Increased ECM stiffness inhibits differentiation of mammary epithelial cells. 

Both normal and transformed mammary epithelial cells have been shown to undergo 

phenotypic changes in response to alterations in the mechanical stiffness of their 

microenvironments (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b; Levental et al., 2009a; Paszek et al., 2005a). 

To understand how differences in ECM stiffness-driven mechanosignalling might promote 

early events in cancer initiation, we first asked how increased ECM stiffness affects the 

differentiation state of murine mammary epithelial cells (mMECs). We utilised a previously 

described 3D-culture model composed of interpenetrating networks (IPNs) of reconstituted 

basement membrane (Matrigel) and alginate. These gels are mechanically tuneable 

through addition of calcium sulphate (CaSO4) (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b) (Fig. S1a). mMECs 

freshly isolated from pregnant mice were embedded in Matrigel/alginate IPNs, with CaSO4 

concentrations of either 0 mM or 2.4 mM to create soft and stiff conditions. mMECs were 

cultured in the 3D IPNs for 7 days, treated with prolactin to induce milk production, and then 

extracted and immunostained for β-casein (Fig. 1a). The number of β-casein positive cells 

was also quantified. mMECs cultured within a stiffer 3D ECM showed significantly less 

staining for -casein, indicating impaired differentiation.  

We next assessed the mechanosensitive response of EpH4 cells within 3D IPNs. EpH4s 

are a non-transformed murine luminal epithelial cell line (Fialka et al., 1996). Like primary 

mMECs, EpH4 cells are able to form 3D acini within Matrigel and differentiate to produce 

milk proteins in response to prolactin. We embedded single cell suspensions of EpH4 cells 

within IPNs with CaSO4 concentrations of 0 mM, 2.4 mM, and 20 mM, generating gels of 

increasing mechanical stiffness (Fig. S1a-b). Following 10 days of culture in this model, we 

quantified EpH4 acinar size. Acinar area was significantly larger within IPNs with 2.4mM 

CaSO4
 and they failed to hollow. There was no further increase in acinar size with 20mM 

CaSO4 (Fig. S1c). Furthermore, RT-qPCR identified no changes in calcium-regulated genes 

in the IPNs which were supplemented with CaSO4, suggesting that these changes were 

due to the differing mechanical properties of the material.                    
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To assess the effect of ECM stiffness on EpH4 cell differentiation, we carried out 

quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-qPCR) to measure relative expression of 

prolactin receptor (Prlr), and beta-casein (Csn2), two markers of milk production. 

Expression of both genes was significantly reduced in stiffer 3D ECM compared with soft. 

As with acinar size, IPNs with 2.4 mM CaSO4 significantly reduced expression of Prlr and 

Csn2, and there was no further reduction in expression when cells were grown in the stiffest 

ECM (Fig 1b). Based on this, all further experiments used only the addition of 2.4 mM 

CaSO4 for stiff 3D IPNs and compared these with soft gels where no additional CaSO4 was 

included. 

Breast cancer is often associated with reversion of MECs to a more stem-like state. As we 

saw a mechanosensitive change in MEC-specific genes involved in milk expression, we 

asked whether there was a linked change in cell fate. We used RT-qPCR analysis of EpH4 

cells grown in 3D soft and stiff (2.4 mM CaSO4) to compare marker gene expression for 

mammary stem cells, myoepithelial cells, luminal progenitors and differentiated luminal 

epithelial cells (Fig. 1c). There were no significant changes in the expression of the 

mammary stem cell markers Sox9, Egr2, or Snai2. Similarly, there was no evidence of 

changes in expression of marker genes for myoepithelial cells (Krt14 and Vim), or 

differentiated luminal epithelial cells (Krt18 and Cdh1). The luminal progenitor marker Elf5 

did show a reduced expression in stiff conditions relative to soft, but overall these data did 

not indicate a shift towards a less-differentiated cell type or a cell type that cannot express 

milk.  

Together, these results suggest that increased ECM stiffness disrupts the terminal 

differentiation of EpH4 cells and primary mMECs. 

Increased ECM stiffness alters global gene and protein expression in mammary epithelial 

cells 

To understand how altered ECM stiffness might impact on mammary epithelial cell 

behaviour and differentiation, we performed an unbiased global transcriptome analysis 

using RNA sequencing (RNAseq). We compared gene expression across the transcriptome 

in EpH4 cells grown in either soft or stiff 3D IPNs. Overall, approximately 1500 genes were 

differentially expressed between EpH4 cells cultured in soft and stiff 3D culture conditions 

(Fig. 2a-b). The majority of these genes showed reduced expression in response to 

increased ECM stiffness. We specifically looked within the RNAseq data for genes involved 

in milk production. In agreement with the RT-qPCR analysis, expression of several genes 

associated with milk production, including a number of casein genes and the prolactin 

receptor, were significantly downregulated in the RNAseq data from cells within the stiff 
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IPNs, compared to those in soft conditions (Fig. 2c). Interestingly, the differences in gene 

expression seen in Eph4 cells cultured in soft and stiff conditions were unique to cells grown 

in 3D matrices as they were not observed when cells were grown on 2D soft and stiff 

substrates (Fig. S2a-b).  

To obtain an insight into whether ECM stiffness-induced gene expression changes might 

also promote the initiation of tumorigenesis, we asked which biological processes were 

most influenced by the gene expression changes identified. We performed gene ontology 

enrichment analysis on the RNAseq dataset (Fig 2d). As well as lactation, we observed 

differential enrichment of terms associated with mechanosensing, such as regulation of cell 

substrate adhesion-dependent cell spreading, cytoskeleton organisation, regulation of actin 

filament-based process and regulation of Rho protein signal transduction. This suggested 

that cells were indeed responding to changes in their mechanical environment. Interestingly, 

some of the largest expression changes were observed in genes relating to a number of 

metabolic processes. These included fatty acid metabolism, response to reactive oxygen 

species, and oxidation/reduction processes. As other recent studies have identified that 

metabolic processes are regulated by changes in mechanosignalling (Park et al., 2020; 

Romani et al., 2019a), we speculated that changes in these processes might be linked to 

increased tumour initiation.  

To investigate this further, we looked through the RNAseq dataset to identify the molecular 

function terms associated with differentially expressed genes (Fig. 2e). Some of the most 

prominent changes were linked with oxidoreductase activity, in particular the oxidation of 

aldehydes. Amongst the largest expression differences observed between EpH4 cells in 

soft and stiff IPNs was that of genes coding for aldehyde dehydrogenases (ALDHs). Seven 

of the ALDH genes were significantly downregulated in stiff ECM compared to soft (Fig. 2f). 

Aldehydes are highly reactive intermediary products of many metabolic pathways, and 

represent a major source of endogenous DNA damage (Voulgaridou et al., 2011b). As such, 

any changes in a cell’s ability to oxidise aldehydes might lead to their accumulation, 

resulting in subsequent DNA damage and impaired protein function through formation of 

adducts. Interestingly, Aldh1a1, the isoform frequently used as a marker of breast cancer 

stem cells (Ginestier et al., 2007), was not significantly altered between the soft and stiff 

conditions (Fig. 2f), in agreement with our observation that there was no shift in fate within 

the mammary epithelial cell lineage (Fig. 1c).  

ECM stiffness drives downregulation of Aldh isozymes, resulting in increased accumulation 

of reactive aldehyde species  
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As transcript levels of a gene do not necessarily reflect changes in the levels of the 

corresponding protein, we then performed mass spectrometry to determine whether the 

changes observed in Aldh levels in the RNAseq translated into changes at the protein level. 

Mass spectrometry differentially identified around 140 proteins between cells cultured in 

soft and stiff rBM-alginate gels (Fig 3a). As in the RNAseq, GO analysis suggested that 

many of these differences were in proteins associated with cellular responses to mechanical 

stimuli, such as actin cytoskeleton organisation, regulation of cell substrate adhesion and 

regulation of small GTPase mediated signal transduction (Fig 3b). Furthermore, we also 

observed differential enrichment of GO terms associated with metabolism, such as 

glycolytic process, fatty acid beta-oxidation and membrane lipid metabolic process. With 

regards to Aldh isozymes, we identified three which were significantly downregulated in the 

stiff condition compared to soft (Fig 3c). Interestingly, the most marked change was in 

Aldh3b1, which shares both functional homology with Aldh3b2 – the most downregulated 

Aldh identified identified in the RNAseq. Comparing the murine protein sequences for both 

enzymes showed significant sequence homology, including conservation of key amino acid 

residues involved in oxidation of reactive aldehyde species, consistent with what has been 

published in other species (Figure S2c) (Michorowska et al., 2019). This suggested that key 

aldehyde metabolic pathways may also be downregulated at the protein level.  

As Aldh isozymes catalyse the oxidation of aldehydes, we sought to determine whether 

their downregulation in cells grown within stiff ECM resulted in accumulation of reactive 

aldehydes. To test this, we cultured EpH4 cells in soft and stiff ECM for 24 hours prior to 

incubation with alkyne-modified linoleic acid (LAA). LAA incorporates into cell membranes, 

where it can be oxidised during lipid peroxidation. Lipid peroxidation is one of the major 

sources of endogenous aldehydes. When LAA is oxidised to hydroperoxides, these 

subsequently decompose to aldehydes which can modify proteins at nucleophilic side 

chains, leaving an alkyne group that can be detected by Click-iT fluorescent staining. EpH4 

cells cultured in soft and stiff 3D IPNs were subsequently isolated, dissociated into single 

cells and stained with Alexa Fluor 488 Azide. Fluorescence intensity was quantified for 

single cells within each population. There were significantly higher levels of alkyne-modified 

proteins in cells isolated from stiff 3D IPNs compared to those from soft conditions (Fig. 3d-

e). The higher level of protein modification in stiff gels could be rescued by the addition of 

carnosine, a dipeptide that scavenges unsaturated aldehydic lipid oxidation products. 

These results show that increased ECM stiffness results in downregulated expression of 

Aldh genes, with resulting impairment of the oxidisation and removal of reactive aldehydes. 
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Increased ECM stiffness induces DNA damage, enhanced accumulation of genetic 

mutations and transformation in mammary epithelial cells 

As we observed an accumulation of reactive aldehydes in EpH4 cells cultured in a stiffer 

ECM, we next asked whether these cells were subject to higher levels of DNA damage 

compared to cells in soft. To assess DNA damage, we visualised phosphorylation of histone 

H2AX at Ser 139 (-H2AX), which is a sensitive marker of double-stranded DNA breaks 

(Sharma et al., 2012). EpH4 cells were seeded into soft or stiff ECM and cultured for 24-

hours prior to extraction, dissociated into single cells and immunostained for -H2AX (Fig. 

4a). There were significantly more -H2AX foci in cells cultured within stiff ECM compared 

to those cultured in soft, indicating that they had acquired more DNA damage (Fig. 4b). We 

confirmed these results by immunostaining cells with antibodies to phosphorylated CHK1 

(Ser345) and CHK2 (Thr68), as downstream markers of ATM and ATR activation following 

DNA damage (Fig. S4a). Both CHK1 and CHK2 showed increased phosphorylation in cells 

isolated from the stiff ECM compared with soft. Furthermore, this increase in DNA damage 

did not appear to be due to downregulation of DNA repair pathways components, with 

analysis of our RNAseq dataset showing most pathway components were generally 

upregulated in stiff (Fig. S3a-e). 

To determine whether increased genomic damage was translated into an increase in 

mutations, we then performed exome sequencing on DNA extracted from cells cultured in 

soft and stiff rBM-alginate gels. Following this, we quantified the numbers of base transitions 

and transversions occurring on both strands of DNA, as well as the numbers of single base 

substitutions (SBS) and double base substitutions (DBS) which occurred, compared to a 

murine reference genome. Examination of base transitions and transversions on both the 

sense (transcribed) and antisense (untranscribed) strands of DNA revealed an increase in 

mutations for any given nucleotide on both strands of DNA in cells cultured in stiff ECM 

compared with soft (Fig 4c). DNA outside of coding regions exhibited high levels of 

transitions and transversions regardless of ECM stiffness, perhaps suggesting prioritisation 

of DNA repair in parts of the DNA coding for proteins. Quantification of SBS revealed that 

cells in stiff exhibited an enhanced mutation frequency at any given triplet of bases. This 

trend was reflected in the analysis of DBS (Fig. 4d). Interestingly, the SBS and DBS 

mutation profiles obtained for cells cultured in both soft and stiff ECM were reminiscent of 

mutation profiles exhibited by cells accumulating genetic mutations caused by endogenous 

factors (Alexandrov et al., 2020). This suggests that the enhanced mutational profile 

exhibited by cells in stiff ECM may be due to an increase in an endogenous mutagen, such 

as reactive aldehyde species.  
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As EpH4 cells suffered more genomic damage and increased accumulation of mutations in 

stiff 3D cultures, we predicted that these cells would be more prone to transformation. To 

test this, we used the soft agar colony formation assay to assess anchorage-independent 

growth, an established marker of transformation (Borowicz et al., 2014a). EpH4 cells were 

cultured in soft or stiff 3D IPNs for 7 days prior to extraction, dissociation into single cells, 

and re-seeding into soft agar for a further 21 days. The number of colonies formed was then 

quantified. Cells cultured for one week in stiff ECM formed more colonies in soft agar than 

those cultured in soft ECM (Fig. 4e).  

Taken together, these results show that MECs accumulate greater levels of DNA damage, 

enhanced mutational profiles, and transformation when cultured in stiff ECM.   

Clearance of reactive aldehyde species reverses the DNA damage accumulation in 

mammary epithelial cells cultured in stiff ECM 

After establishing that cells in stiff ECM were accumulating more mutations and undergoing 

initial transformation, we then sought to address whether the increase in reactive aldehydes 

was sufficient to cause DNA damage and colony formation in soft agar. To do this, we 

generated an EpH4 cell line overexpressing Aldh3b2. We chose Aldh3b2 as this was the 

most significantly downregulated Aldh isoform in the RNAseq data, and is highly similar to 

Aldh3b1, the most downregulated Aldh isoform we observed in the proteomic dataset (Fig. 

S2c). We then seeded these cells into stiff rBM-alginate gels and quantified the number of 

-H2AX foci compared to WT. When cultured in stiff ECM, Aldh3b2-expressing EpH4 cells 

accumulated significantly less DNA damage than wildtype (WT) cells (Fig. 5 a-b). 

Furthermore, Aldh3b2 overexpressing EpH4 cells cultured in stiff ECM also formed fewer 

colonies after subsequent culture in soft agar (Fig. 5c). Treatment of cells in stiff ECM with 

carnosine also reduced the number of -H2AX foci in cells grown in stiff ECM to levels 

similar to those seen in cells grown in soft ECM (Fig. 4d). Together, these data indicate that 

culture of MECs within a stiffer ECM results in downregulation of Aldh genes and increased 

accumulation of reactive aldehydes, leading to increased DNA damage and transformation.  

ECM stiffness-induced YAP activation affects acini morphology, but does not mediate 

stiffness-induced DNA damage  

We next sought to determine the signalling mechanisms by which mechanical stiffness 

contributed to increased DNA damage. The YAP/TAZ pathway is an established 

mechanosensitive signalling pathway with known links to proliferation and tumourigenesis 

(Zanconato et al., 2016). Our RNAseq dataset identified upregulation of several YAP/TAZ 

target genes when EpH4 cells were cultured in the stiff ECM, indicating that the pathway is 
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activated (Fig. 6a). To examine the role of YAP signalling, we generated two stable EpH4 

cell lines by lentiviral transduction. In one we expressed YAP-4SA, a variant of YAP with 

four inhibitory serine phosphorylation sites substituted to alanine, resulting in its constitutive 

activation (Zhao et al., 2007). In the other we expressed a dominant negative TEAD2 

(TEAD2dn) which lacks the DNA binding domain, previously shown to block YAP-

dependent transactivation (Liu-Chittenden et al., 2012). We then assessed the effect of 

activating YAP signalling in soft ECM and inhibiting it in stiff.  

In soft ECM, constitutive activation of YAP using YAP-4SA significantly increased EpH4 

acinar size compared to wildtype cells (Fig. 6b). Similarly, expression of TEAD2dn was 

sufficient to rescue the increase in acinar size when cells were grown in stiff ECM (Fig. 6b). 

We also examined the effect on DNA damage by quantification of -H2AX foci. Expression 

of YAP-4SA was sufficient to cause an increase in -H2AX foci in cells cultured within a soft 

ECM, suggesting the activation of YAP signalling could promote genomic damage (Fig. 6c). 

However, EpH4 cells expressing TEAD2dn in stiff matrices failed to return DNA damage 

levels to those of wildtype cells grown in soft ECM (Fig. 6c). Furthermore, neither activation 

nor inhibition of YAP signalling in EpH4 cells altered the number of colonies formed when 

cells were seeded in soft agar following culture in 3D ECM (Fig. 6d).  

These data suggest that the YAP pathway has a role in driving some of the morphological 

changes associated with the mechanosignalling response of MECs in 3D cultures. 

However, YAP signalling is not responsible for the increased DNA damage observed in 

cells cultured in stiff matrices and does not drive their subsequent transformation.  

Activation of RhoA signalling drives reactive aldehyde accumulation and DNA damage in 

cells cultured in stiff ECM 

We next chose to examine the role of RhoA signalling in the DNA damage phenotype 

observed in cells cultured in stiff ECM. Rho signalling was a key pathway identified in the 

GO analysis of cells in soft and stiff 3D IPNs (Fig. 2d). Furthermore, RhoA is a key regulator 

of mechanical response in cells, and previous studies have implicated RhoA in driving 

transformation of MECs cultured in stiff 3D matrices (Paszek et al., 2005a). We examined 

the role of RhoA signalling by generating EpH4 cell lines expressing two variants: RhoA-

Q63L, which exhibits impaired GTP hydrolysis, resulting in sustained RhoA activity in 

response to a stimulus; and RhoA-T19N, which attenuates RhoA activity by acting as a 

dominant negative. Stable EpH4 lines expressing each were generated using lentiviral 

transduction. We then compared the effect of activating RhoA in a soft ECM and inhibiting 
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it in a stiff ECM. We quantified acinar size, -H2AX foci number and colony formation in soft 

agar.  

Similar to that observed for the YAP signalling variants, increased RhoA activity in the 

RhoA-Q63L cells resulted in a small but significant increase in acinar size compared to WT 

cells (Fig. 7a). Conversely, RhoA-T19N expressing cells formed smaller acini in stiff 3D-

cultures compared to WT cells (Fig. 7a). Assessing DNA damage and transformation 

showed that RhoA-Q63L expression in soft conditions did not drive any significant increase 

in DNA damage or colony formation in soft ECM (Fig. 7b-c). However, inhibiting RhoA 

signalling in stiff ECM through expression of RhoA-T19N attenuated the accumulation of 

DNA damage, as shown via reduced number of  -H2AX foci, and decreased colony 

formation in soft agar (Fig. 7b-c). Indeed, both DNA damage and colony formation were 

reduced to the levels observed in WT cells grown in soft 3D ECM.  

We next sought to determine whether RhoA-dependent DNA damage accumulation was 

linked to the downregulation of Aldh activity, observed initially in the RNAseq data. As 

several Aldh genes were potentially downregulated, we assessed the levels of alkyne-

modified protein in LAA-treated cells, which is indicative of reactive aldehyde accumulation. 

WT, RhoA-Q63L and RhoA-T19N EpH4 cells were cultured in soft and stiff ECM as above. 

Thus, we compared the single cell levels of alkyne-modified protein between WT cells and 

those expressing RhoA-Q63L in soft 3D ECM, and RhoA-T19N in stiff ECM (Fig. 7d). As 

with DNA damage and colony formation, cells expressing RhoA-Q63L did not exhibit an 

increase in alkyne-modified protein compared to wildtype. However, inhibition of RhoA 

activity through expression of RhoA-T19N reduced alkyne-modified protein levels to those 

observed in WT cells in soft ECM.  

These results demonstrate a RhoA-dependent mechanism of DNA damage accumulation 

via downregulation of ALDH, and decreased clearance of reactive aldehyde species. Taken 

together, these findings provide a mechanism by which the increased ECM stiffness 

observed in women with high MD leads to the genomic damage required for breast cancer 

initiation. 

Discussion  

Understanding the mechanistic basis for how defined risk factors promote carcinogenesis 

is important for mitigating their effects. High mammographic density (HMD) is the largest 

independent risk factor for developing breast cancer, after accounting for factors such as 

age and BRCA status. Indeed, some estimate that HMD may account for up to one third of 

breast cancers (Boyd et al., 2010a). HMD is associated with increased peri-ductal stromal 
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stiffness and thus altered mechanotransduction (McConnell et al., 2016; Northey et al., 

2020a). Given there is now a general understanding that many aspects of cell behaviour 

are governed by mechanotransduction (Chin et al., 2016), we here examined the effects of 

increased altered ECM stiffness on MECs, using a mechanically-tuneable 3D hydrogel 

system (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b). By examining global changes in gene expression induced 

by increased ECM stiffness, we identified significant changes within multiple metabolic 

pathways. In particular, we found that decreased cellular ALDH isozyme expression 

contributes to accumulation of reactive aldehydes, leading to increased DNA damage and 

acquisition of anchorage-independent growth. Our results suggest that 

mechanotransduction induced changes in aldehyde metabolism leading to the acquisition 

of the transforming mutations are a contributing factor for breast cancer risk associated with 

HMD. 

Mechanical cues from the ECM have previously been linked to changes in cellular 

metabolism (Park et al., 2020; Romani et al., 2019a). These changes in metabolic 

processes in response to mechanosignalling occur through both transcriptional and post-

translational regulation. Here we found global changes in metabolic pathways at the 

transcriptional level, coordinated through differences in ECM stiffness in 3D. Out of all the 

gene expression changes we identified, some of the most significant changes were in 

oxidoreductase pathways, with members of the ALDH isozyme family in particular being 

highly downregulated at both the transcript and protein level. The ALDH family are essential 

in the detoxification of endogenous reactive aldehyde species by catalysing their oxidation 

to carboxylic acids. Failure to remove these reactive aldehydes leaves them free to react 

with proteins and DNA. The reaction of these aldehydes with DNA results in the formation 

of base adducts which ultimately lead to DNA strand breaks during DNA replication , a major 

source of mutations (Voulgaridou et al., 2011b). The majority of work relating to ALDH 

expression centres on ALDH1A1 as a stem cell marker (Pors and Moreb, 2014) (Ginestier 

et al., 2007). In breast cancer, ALDH1A1 has been implicated in the acquisition of drug 

resistance, associated with poor prognosis (Croker et al., 2017) (Ginestier et al., 2007). We 

did not see changes in ALDH1A1 expression, or other changes in genes associated with 

stem, progenitor, and differentiated cells within the mammary epithelial cell lineage. Instead, 

we provide a novel, mechanosensitive mechanism by which lowered ALDH activity results 

in DNA damage through increased endogenous aldehydes. Interestingly, increased DNA 

damage is also seen in primary tissue samples taken from women with HMD (DeFilippis et 

al., 2014). Together, this suggests that ALDH and aldehyde levels may correlate with DNA 

damage in vivo. This could provide a potential mechanism for the genomic instability which 

leads to the increased breast cancer risk associated with HMD. In support of this hypothesis, 
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clinical studies found that women with HMD but without cancer showed increased levels of 

urinary malodialdehyde, indicating a link between altered lipid metabolism and cancer risk 

(Boyd et al., 1995; Boyd and McGuire, 1990).   

Many signalling pathways have been described to regulate mechanosensitive cell 

behaviour. We found a RhoA-mediated, YAP-independent mechanism of 

mechanotransduction leading to an increase in reactive aldehydes and DNA damage. 

Although YAP activity appears to influence the altered morphology and increased size of 

MEC acini in stiff 3D ECM, inhibiting YAP did not alleviate the DNA damage. Studies in 2D 

have identified that YAP nuclear translocation is dependent on perinuclear stress fibre 

formation resulting in the widening of nuclear pores, and disruption of this process leads to 

reduced YAP nuclear localisation (Aragona et al., 2013) (Shiu et al., 2018) (Elosegui-Artola 

et al., 2017). A recent study assessing YAP dynamics in MECs in 3D found that stress fibres 

failed to form in mammary acini in both soft and stiff 3D hydrogels, resulting in cytosolic 

localisation of YAP regardless of increasing stiffness (Lee et al., 2019b). Furthermore, both 

primary and immortalised breast cancer cells in 3D show a lack of YAP nuclear localisation 

(Lee et al., 2019a). However, some reports have shown that YAP-mediated 

mechanotransduction in 3D can be enhanced by oncogenic KRAS and HER2, thus 

increasing the sensitivity of the cells to changes in their microenvironment (Panciera et al., 

2020). Taken together, this may suggest that YAP has more impact in cooperation with 

specific oncogenic mutations in transformed MECs,  and contributes less to initiation events.  

The role of Rho in mechanosignalling well-documented (Burridge et al., 2019a). In the 

context of breast cancer, disruption of Rho signalling can reverse the transformed 

phenotype observed in MECs in 3D collagen hydrogels upon ECM stiffening (Paszek et al., 

2005b). Here we demonstrate a further role for Rho-mediated mechanosignalling in cancer 

initiation, where it drives the accumulation of reactive aldehyde species, resulting in DNA 

damage. The mechanisms by which RhoA influences aldehyde metabolism remain 

unknown, however, it is possible that they may occur through the influence of RhoA on 

transcriptional regulators. RhoA-dependent SRF transcriptional activity has recently been 

shown to facilitate the upregulation of glutamine metabolism in MECs expressing oncogenic 

Myc, suggesting an important role for RhoA signalling in breast cancer metabolism (Haikala 

et al., 2018a). Furthermore, recent papers have established the negative regulation of 

SREBP1 by Rho-stimulated acto-myosin contractility leading to differential regulation of lipid 

synthesis pathways (Bertolio et al., 2019) (Romani et al., 2019b). In agreement, we found 

that genes involved in fatty acid metabolism exhibit some of the largest fold changes in stiff 

compared to soft 3D ECM, providing a potential candidate for how RhoA may influence 
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metabolism in this system. Dissecting downstream RhoA interacting partners in different 

3D-hydrogel conditions may establish which signalling pathways interact differently 

between soft and stiff conditions (Bagci et al., 2020).  

In conclusion, we demonstrate a novel, RhoA-mediated regulation of oxidoreductase 

pathways leading to the accumulation of reactive aldehydes in stiff 3D matrices. These 

results provide a potential mechanism by which the increased ECM stiffness of the peri-

ductal stroma in women with HMD drives the genetic changes required for breast cancer 

initiation. Therefore, these data provide a possible explanation as to how HMD confers an 

increase in breast cancer risk.  

Methods 

Cell culture 

EpH4 cells were cultured in DMEM-F12 containing 10% FBS (v/v), containing 5 µg/mL 

insulin and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (v/v). For differentiation to generate β-casein, growth 

media was removed, and cells were washed briefly in PBS. Cells were then cultured in 

differentiation medium (DMEM-F12, 10% FBS (v/v), 5 µg/mL insulin, 0.5 µg/mL 

hydrocortisone, 1% penicillin/streptomycin (v/v) and 3 µg/mL ovine prolactin). 293T cells for 

lentiviral generation were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (v/v). Primary 

mouse mammary epithelial cells were obtained from 8-12-week-old ICR/FVB virgin and 

pregnant mice as described (Lee et al., 1985). Briefly, tissue was harvested from pregnant 

mice between pregnancy day 12 and 15. Following isolation, primary cells were cultured for 

48 hours in a 1:1 mix of HAMS-F12 and serum fetuin mix (20 % FBS (v/v), 1 mg/ml fetuin, 

F12 medium, 10 μg/ml insulin, 2 μg/ml hydrocortisone, 20 ng/ml EGF, 100 μg/ml 

gentamicin, 10 % PS (v/v) and 0.5 μg/ml fungizone). Following this, cells were cultured in 

EpH4 complete media for 24 hours, followed by EpH4 differentiation media for β-casein 

assays, as described above.    

Generation of rBM/Alginate hydrogels 

rBM/Alginate gels were generated as described previously (Chaudhuri et al., 2014b). 

Briefly, 9.8 mg/mL Matrigel (Corning CAT) was combined with 25 mg/mL alginate (Pronova 

CAT) in a 2:1 ratio on ice. 0.5 – 1x105 cells were then mixed in with each gel mixture. 50 µL 

0 mM (blank DMEM-F12), 2.4 mM or 24 mM CaS04 slurry was added to the gels to generate 

soft, medium and stiff gels respectively. This was done by placing the CaS04 slurry and 200 

µL Matrigel/Alginate gel into separate 1 mL syringes, connected via a female-female Luer 

Lock coupler (Sigma), and mixing through 4 syringe pumps, before ejecting the final gel into 

a 24 well plate, pre-coated with 40-50 µL of 9.8 mg/mL Matrigel. Gels were set for 30 
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minutes at 37°C in a humidified incubator, prior to the addition of EpH4 complete growth 

media. For differentiation studies, cells were cultured inside the gels for 48 hours prior to 

switching to EpH4 differentiation media.  

Extraction of cells from rBM/Alginate hydrogels 

Assay medium was removed, and wells were rinsed with sterile, 1X PBS. 1X Trypsin-EDTA 

was added and pipetted to manually break the gels. Trypsin-cell mixtures were incubated 

for 5 minutes at 37°C. Digested mixes from replicate wells were pooled and spun at 1000 

xg for 5 minutes. Cell pellets could be resuspended for genomic DNA extractions, RNA 

extractions, soft agar colony formation assays, or for cytospinning. 

Plasmids 

The pEGFP-YAP construct was a gift from Dr Joe Swift. A pEGFP-YAP-4SA was then 

generated by introducing S61A, S109A, S164A and S381A mutations into YAP by site-

directed mutagenesis. pCDH-TEAD2dn-GFP-H2B-RFP was generated by PCR 

amplification of the C-terminal YAP-binding domain of TEAD2 from the pCMX-Gal4-TEAD2 

construct – a gift from Kunliang Guan (Addgene: 33107) (Zhao et al., 2008). This amplified 

TEAD fragment was then subsequently cloned into a pCDH-GFP-H2B-RFP construct. A 

pCDH-GFP-RhoA T19N construct was a gift from Dr Patrick Caswell. A pCDH-BFP-

RhoA.T19N construct was generated from this by PCR amplification and subsequent 

insertion of the RhoA.T19N into a pCDH-EF1a-tagBFP construct. The pCDH-BFP-

RhoA.Q63L construct was generated from the pCDH-BFP-RhoA.T19N construct through 

N19T and Q63L mutation of the RhoA by site-directed mutagenesis. All constructs were 

verified by Sanger sequencing at GATC (Eurofins).  

Lentiviral generation and transduction of EpH4 cells 

HEK-293T cells with 3 µg packaging vector pMD2.G, and 4.5 µg packaging vector psPax2 

using 1X PEI transfection reagent overnight. 6 µg of the plasmid containing the gene of 

interest was transfected alongside the packaging vectors. Transfection media was then 

discarded and replaced with media containing 1% (v/v) sodium butyrate (Merck-Millipore) 

for 6-8 hours. Cells were then returned to standard growth media for 36 hours. Following 

this, media containing lentivirus was harvested, and filtered through a 0.45 µM filter. 

Lentivirus was then precipitated through addition of 4X PEG lentivirus precipitation solution 

(0.05 M PEG-800, 1.2 M NaCl in 1X PBS, (pH 7.4)) and incubation for 12-72 hours at 4°C. 

Lentivirus was then pelleted by centrifugation at 1500 xg for 30 mins. The supernatant was 

then removed and centrifuged for a further 5 mins. The two pellets were then combined and 

resuspended in a small amount of growth media and stored at -80°C prior to transduction.  
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For transduction, 1x104 EpH4 cells were cultured for 24 hours in EpH4 growth media. The 

next day, media was changed to EpH4 growth media containing 0.1% (v/v) polybrene 

infection/transfection reagent (Merck-Millipore), and lentivirus was added to the cells for 24 

hours. Cells were then washed three times in complete growth media and once in PBS, and 

cultured for 2-3 weeks prior to sorting of transduced cells via FACS.  

Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCT 

RT-qPCR gene expression analysis was performed using either TaqMan Fast Advanced 

Master Mix or Fast SYBR Green Master Mix according to the manufacturer’s protocols on 

a StepOnePlus qPCR machine (Applied Biosystems). Fluorescence was used to calculate 

2-(ΔΔCT) for statistical analysis using the ΔΔCT method. Values obtained for GAPDH were 

used to normalise values for the genes of interest. Primers used for the SYBR Green 

method are as follows: GAPDH: forward – 5’-GGTGAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGG-3’, 5’-

GAGGTCAATGAAGGGTCATTG-3’; Sox9 (tbc); Egr2 (tbc); Snail2 (tbc). Probes used for 

the TaqMan method are as follows: GAPDH Mm99999915_g1; Csn Mm04207885_m1; 

PrlR Mm00599957_m1; Krt5 Mm01305291_g1; Krt14 Mm00516876_m1; Vim 

Mm01333430_m1; Elf5 Mm00468732_m1; Krt18 Mm01601704_g1; Cdh1 

Mm01247357_m1. Primers for Sox9, EGR2 and Snail2 were from (Guo et al., 2012). 

RNAseq 

Polyadenylated mRNA was purified from 1 µg total RNA using poly-T oligo attached 

magnetic beads. Quality and integrity of total RNA was confirmed using a 2200 TapeStation 

(Agilent Technologies). mRNA libraries were then generated using TruSeq Stranded mRNA 

Assay (Illumina inc.) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Multiplex libraries were then 

generated using adaptor indices and pooled prior to cluster generation using a cBot 

instrument. The loaded flow-cell was then paired-end sequenced (76 + 76 cycles, plus 

indices) on an Illumina HiSeq4000 instrument. Unmapped paired-end sequences from an 

Illumina HiSeq2500 sequencer were tested by FastQC, 

(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Sequence adapters were 

removed, and reads were quality trimmed using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014). The 

reads were mapped against the reference mouse genome (mm10/GRCm38) and counts 

per gene were calculated using annotation from GENCODE M2 

(http://www.gencodegenes.org/) using Tophat2 (Dobin et al., 2013) and HTSeq (Anders et 

al., 2015). Normalisation, Principal Componenents Analysis, and differential expression 

was calculated with DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014a). 

Gene Ontology Analysis (Transcriptomics) 

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
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Over-represented GO terms of significantly changing genes (adjusted p< 0.05 and 

fold change ±2) were calculated by the R package TopGO (Alexa et al., 2006a). GO 

terms with adjusted p-values < 0.05 were considered significant (Benjamini and 

Hochberg, 1995). For the GO-gene bipartite graph, the significantly changing genes 

were submitted for to GO over-representation analysis using the R package 

ClusterProfiler (Yu et al., 2012).  ClusterProfiler results were simplified using 

semantic similarity (Wang et al., 2007b) to cluster terms with similarity score > 0.7, 

with the representative term taken from each cluster with the lowest adjusted p-

value. GO terms with adjusted p-values < 0.05 were considered significant. 

Exome sequencing 

Libraries were prepared for exome sequencing by the University of Manchester Genomic 

Technologies Core Facility using an Illumina® DNA Prep with Enrichment, (S) 

Tagmentation (20025524) kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Libraries were dual 

indexed using IDT® for Illumina® DNA/RNA UD Indexes Set A, Tagmentation (20027213). 

500 ng of each library was then pooled for enrichment. Enrichment reactions were 

performed using the Illumina Exome Panel (20020183) and the enriched library was 

amplified through 10 cycles of PCR. Final libraries were run on an Agilent D1000 

ScreenTape using an Agilent TapeStation 4200 to determine average fragment size (331 

bp) and and quantified using a KAPA Library Quant Kit For Illumina (ABI) qPCR Mix run on 

Applied BioSystems StepOne Plus RTPCR instrument. Sequencing was then performed 

using an Illumina HiSeq 4000. Libraries were loaded on one lane of a flowcell at 3pM with 

1% PhiX, in a 75x75 bp paired end run.  

Mass Spectrometry 

1.5 x106 EpH4 cells per condition were cultured in soft and stiff rBM-alginate gels for 10 

days. Gels were depolymerised by incubation with Corning Cell Recovery Solution for 1 – 

2 hours, allowing extraction of cells by centrifugation at 500 RCF for 5 minutes. Pellets were 

washed once via resuspension in alginate wash buffer (150 mM NaCl, 55 mM sodium 

citrate, 30 mM EDTA in ddH2O; pH 6.8), prior to centrifugation at 500 RCF for 5 minutes. 

Cells were then washed 3 times in 10 mL 1X PBS, prior to centrifugation at 500 RCF for 5 

minutes. Cells were then lysed directly in 1X S-Trap lysis buffer (5% SDS, 50 mM TEAB, 

pH 7.6). Samples were sonicated to shear genomic DNA and centrifuged at 20000 RCF to 

clarify the lysates. Protein concentration was determined by BCA assay (Pierce) according 

to the manufacturer’s protocol. Protein lysates were prepared for mass spectrometry using 

S-TrapTM methodologies according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, Proteins were 
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reduced using 500 mM DTT, cooled to room temperature, and then alkylated using 500 mM 

iodoacetamide. H3PO4 was then added to acidify the samples, prior to washing addition of 

6 volumes of S-Trap binding buffer (90% MeOH, 100 mM final TEAB, pH 7.1). Samples 

were then added to the S-Trap spin column. Samples were bound to the column through 

centrifugation at 4000 RCF for 1 minute. Samples were then washed 3 times in S-Trap 

binding buffer. Proteins were then digested in 2 µg trypsin diluted in 75 µL S-Trap lysis 

buffer at 47°C for 1 hour. Peptides were then eluted in digestion buffer, and further eluted 

using 0.1% formic acid. Peptides were then desalted using POROS R3 beads and eluted 

as previously published (Herrera et al., 2020). Peptides were then lyophilised via vacuum 

centrifugation, prior to resuspension in injection buffer (5% ACN, 0.1% FA in water). 

Samples were analysed using the QE-HF mass spectrometer by the BioMS core facility at 

the University of Manchester.  

Mass Spectrometry Analysis 

Raw data were processed using MaxQuant (v1.6.14.0, available from Max Planck Institute 

of Biochemistry) (Tyanova et al., 2016). Features were identified using default parameters 

in MaxQuant, then searched against the murine proteome (obtained from Uniprot, June 

2021). Oxidation of methionine (M) & proline (P), phosphorylation of serine (S), tyrosine 

(Y) & threonine (T) and Acetylation of protein N-terminus were set as variable 

modification, whereas Carbamidomethyl (C) was set as a fixed modification. Peptide 

quantitation was performed using label-free quantification (LFQ), using only un-modified, 

unique peptides and with ‘match between runs’ enabled. Statistical analysis was 

performed using MSqRob, (Goeminne et al., 2016; Goeminne et al., 2020). LFQ data was 

normalised by means of the median of peptide intensities. Condition (Stiff or Soft) was 

treated as a fixed effect. Peptide sequence and technical replicate were treated as 

random effects. Peptides belonging to contaminant protein lists (annotated by Maxquant) 

or proteins with few that 2 peptides were excluded from analysis. For annotation of 

individual peptides ECM/non-ECM status, the peptide table generated by MaxQuant was 

screened against the MatrisomeDB, a curated database of ECM proteins (Hynes and 

Naba, 2012; Naba et al., 2012). ECM and Non-ECM peptides were then processed 

separately through MSqRob. 

Sequence alignment of Aldh3b1 and Aldh3b2 was performed using the Clustal Omega 

server (Sievers et al., 2011). 

GO analysis was performed using PANTHER GO (Version 16.0) Enrichment Test 

(Release 2021-02-24) against GO database DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.5228828 (Released 
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2021-08-18) (Mi et al., 2021). GO terms were considered significant with a False 

Discovery Score of <0.05.  

Immunofluorescence staining 

Cells isolated from gels were resuspended in 1X PBS, and 50 µL was cytospun at 400 RPM 

for 5 minutes onto polysine slides using a Shandon Cytospin 2 (Thermo Scientific). Cells 

were then fixed onto the slides with 4% PFA. Fixed cells were permeabilized using 0.5 % 

Triton-X for 20 minutes, then washed in 1X TBS. The cells were then blocked using 3 % 

BSA in TBS for at least 1 hour before addition of the primary antibody in antibody dilution 

buffer (1% horse serum (v/v), 0.05% Tween 20 (v/v), 0.2% Triton-X-100 (v/v), and 0.05% 

sodium azide (v/v) in 1X PBS. Cells were incubated with primary antibody for at least 1 hour 

at room temperature, or overnight at 4°C. The primary antibody solution was then removed 

and cells washed several times with 1X TBS before addition of the secondary antibody in 

antibody dilution buffer. Cells were incubated with secondary antibody solution for 1 hour at 

room temperature, then washed several times with 1X TBS. Cells were then incubated with 

DAPI (0.1 g/ml) for 10 minutes, then washed several times in 1X TBS and once in ddH20. 

Cytospun cells were covered with a coverslip and DAKO fluorescent mounting medium 

(Agilent Technologies). Staining was visualised using a Imager.M2 fluorescence 

microscope (Zeiss). Images were taken using a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER Digital 

Camera.Lipid peroxidation 

WT EpH4 cells, and EpH4 cells expressing BFP-RhoA-Q63L or BFP-RhoA-Q63L were 

grown in soft and stiff rBM/Alginate gels for 24hrs. 5 hours prior to extraction from the gels, 

50 M LAA was added to the media. Cells were then fixed in 4% PFA, washed once in PBS, 

and cytospun onto polysine slides. Staining from lipid peroxidation was then carried out 

using a Click-iT Lipid Peroxidation Imaging Kit – Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol and mounted with DAKO fluorescent mounting medium (Agilent 

Technologies). Images were acquired on a 3D-Histech Pannoramic-250 microscope slide-

scanner using a 40x/0.95 Plan Apochromat objective (Zeiss) and the DAPI and FITC filter 

sets. Quantification of fluorescence intensity was completed using QuPath (0.2.0-m8) 

(Bankhead et al., 2017) and images were exported and processed in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 

2012). 

Colony-formation assay 

1 mL of molten 0.8% low gelling agarose solution was added to the bottom of each well of 

a 6 well plate and allowed to set for 20 minutes at room temperature. Following this, EpH4 

cells grown for 7 days in rBM/Alginate gels were extracted and 1x104 seeded inside 0.4% 
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low gelling agarose solution and cast on top of the base layer. Plates were then placed on 

ice to cool until set. 1 mL of growth media was then added to each well and cells were 

incubated for 21 days at 37°C and 5% CO2 under humidified conditions, with media replaced 

every 4 days. Following incubation, cells were fixed in 0.005% crystal violet solution in 4% 

PFA for 1 hour. Number of colonies were then counted manually counted using a Leica 

DMIL LED Inverted Brightfield microscope. 

Oscillatory Shear Rheology 

The storage modulus of gels was investigated using a Discovery HR-2 hybrid rheometer 

(TA Instruments, USA) with a 20 millimetre (mm) parallel plate and a gap size of 500 μM. 

Cell-free Matrigel-Alginate gels were prepared as described above, except that 300 μL of 

each gel was aliquoted into ThinCert well inserts (1 μM pore size, Greiner Bio-One Ltd, 

Gloucestershire, UK). The samples were left to set for 30 minutes at 37°C (5% CO2) before 

they were transported to the rheometer in humidity chambers to minimise sample loss. The 

samples were removed from the inserts by peeling off the bottom membrane of the insert 

and transferred onto the rheometer plate. The upper rheometer head was then lowered to the 

gap size and samples were equilibrated for 3 minutes at 37°C.  Oscillatory amplitude 

experiments were performed at 1 Hz frequency and within the linear viscoelastic region in 

the strain range: 0.01 to 20%. All measurements were repeated three times to ensure 

reproducibility. 

Statistical Analysis 

All statistical analyses were carried out using PRISM 8 for MacOS (version 8.4.3 (471)). 

Where appropriate, statistical significance was determined by Two-tailed student’s t test, 

one- or 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, or Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple 

comparisons post-hoc test. The test used for each experiment is defined in the figure 

legends. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. Increased ECM stiffness inhibits differentiation of mammary epithelial cells.  

(a) Representative immunofluorescence (IF) images of mMECs stained for -casein 

following culture in 3D gels of different stiffnesses, (scale bars, 30m), (left panel); and 

accompanying quantification (right panel). Data points shown represent results from n = 4 

biological replicates per condition; bar represents mean  SD. Two-tailed Student’s t-test, 

(t = 2.67, df = 6). 

(b) Log2 fold-change in gene expression of Prlr (left), and Csn2 (right), normalised to Gapdh, 

as determined by RT-qPCR in EpH4 cells, relative to the 0 mM CaSO4 condition. Mean  

SD, n = 3 per condition, across independent experiments (represented by data points). Two-

way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (2,9) = 16.7024, and F (2,9) = 57.2581 for Prlr 

and Csn2, respectively).  

(c) Log2 fold-change in gene expression of mammary cell lineage markers as determined 

by RT-qPCR in EpH4 cells, relative to the 0 mM CaSO4 condition. Mean  SD, n = 3 for 

each condition across independent experiments (represented by data points). Two-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (1,36) = 2.7866). 

 

Figure 2. Increased ECM stiffness alters global gene expression in mammary 

epithelial cells. 

(a) Hierarchical clustering heatmap representing significantly differentially expressed genes 

in EpH4 cells cultured in 3D gels of different stiffnesses, as determined by RNAseq. Three 

independent biological replicates of both soft and stiff 3D cultures are shown.  

(b) MA plot generated from RNAseq data, showing genes that are significantly upregulated 

(blue) and downregulated (red) in EpH4 cells grown in the stiff condition, relative to soft. 

Data shown are the mean from the 3 biological replicates in (a).  

(c) Log2 fold-change in expression of genes associated with milk production in EpH4 cells 

grown in the stiff condition relative to soft, as determined by RNAseq. Error bars represent 

SE (n = 3), statistical significance was determined using DESeq2.  

(d) Heatplot showing significant GO terms associated with differentially expressed genes, 

and their Log2 fold-change values in the stiff condition, relative to soft.  
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(e) Bipartite graph showing significant GO molecular function terms (large circles) and their 

associated differentially expressed genes (small circles). Red circles represent genes 

associated with the “Neoplasms” MeSH term. The text indicates the six ALDH isozymes 

associated with oxidoreductase activity showing significant downregulation in EpH4 cells 

grown in stiff relative to soft 3D ECM.  

(f) Log2 fold-change in expression of ALDH isozymes in EpH4 cells grown in the stiff 3D 

ECM relative to soft, as determined by RNAseq. Error bars represent SE (n = 3), and 

statistical significance was determined using DESeq2.  

 

Figure 3. ECM stiffness-induced downregulation of aldehyde dehydrogenases 

impairs the ability of mammary epithelial cells to oxidise reactive aldehydes. 

(a) Volcano plot of proteins which are significantly upregulated (blue) and downregulated 

(red) in cells cultured in stiff conditions compared to soft. Data shown were generated from 

three independent biological replicates of both soft and stiff 3D cultures.  

(b) PANTHER GO enrichment analysis of the mass spectrometry results, showing GO 

terms which were significantly enriched due to association with proteins identified in stiff 

(blue) and soft (red) conditions. 

(c) Log2 fold-change in expression of Aldh isozymes in EpH4 cells grown in the stiff 3D ECM 

relative to soft, as determined by mass spectrometry. Error bars represent SE (n = 3), and 

statistical significance was determined using MSqRob.  

(d) Representative images shown in the left panel of EpH4 cells grown in soft or stiff 3D 

ECM, with or without addition of carnosine, following treatment and staining with Click-iT™ 

Lipid Peroxidation Imaging Kit.  

(e) Single cell IF quantification of alkyne modified proteins in each condition. Mean  SD, (n 

= 510 cells/condition, across two independent experiments). Data points represent the 

fluorescence intensity of individual cells, normalised to the median value for the soft, 

untreated condition. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons post-hoc test.  

 

Figure 4. Increased ECM stiffness induces DNA damage and enhanced accumulation 

of genetic mutations in mammary epithelial cells  
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(a) Representative IF images of EpH4 cells immunostained for phospho-H2AX (Ser139) 

following culture in 3D gels of different stiffnesses for 24 hrs (scale bars, 30 m).  

(b) Quantification of number of phospho-H2AX (Ser139) foci/cell. Mean  SD, n = 3 per 

condition from independent experiments. Data points represent mean number of foci for 

each independent experiment, calculated from 40-50 cells/condition. Two-way ANOVA, (F 

(1,284) = 47.6949).  

(c) Quantification of base transitions and transversions occurring on the sense strand 

(transcribed), antisense strand (untranscribed) in coding regions of DNA, and both strands 

in non-coding DNA (non-transcribed) in EpH4 cells cultured in soft (left panel) and stiff (right 

panel) ECM 

(d) Quantification of single base substitutions (SBS, top panel) and double-base 

substitutions (bottom panel) occurring within given triplets of bases within DNA extracted 

from cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM as indicated 

(e) Number of colonies formed in soft agar following culture in soft or stiff 3D ECM for seven 

days. Colonies were quantified after 21 days in soft agar. Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition 

from independent experiments, each performed in triplicate. Data points represent mean 

number of colonies from triplicates for each independent experiment. Two-tailed Student’s 

t-test, (t = 9.4297, df = 4).  

Figure 5. Re-expression of Aldh isozymes abrogates induction of DNA damage and 

transformation in MECs due to ECM stiffness 

(a) WT EpH4 cells or those stably overexpressing Aldh3b2 grown in soft or stiff 3D ECM as 

indicated. Left panel shows representative IF images of EpH4 cells stained for phospho-

H2AX (Ser139), (scale bars, 30m). Right panel - quantification of phospho-H2AX 

(Ser139) foci/cell. Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition from independent experiments. Data 

points represent mean number of foci for each independent experiment, calculated from 30 

cells/condition. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (2,261) = 24.359431).  

(b) Number of colonies formed in soft agar following culture in soft or stiff 3D ECM for seven 

days. Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition from independent experiments, each performed in 

triplicate. Data points represent mean number of colonies from triplicates for each 

independent experiment. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (2, 6) = 11.3094). 

(c) Quantification of phospho-H2AX foci in EpH4 cells following culture in soft or stiff 3D 

ECM with or without carnosine. Mean  SD, n = 2 per condition from independent 
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experiments. Data points represent mean number of foci for each independent experiment, 

calculated from 20-55 cells/condition. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F 

(2,228) = 9.4557). 

 

Figure 6. ECM stiffness-induced YAP activation affects acini morphology, but does 

not mediate stiffness-induced DNA damage.  

(a) Log2 fold-change in expression of genes involved in the YAP/TAZ signalling pathway in 

EpH4 cells grown in the stiff condition relative to soft, as determined by RNAseq. Error bars 

represent SE (n = 3). Statistical significance was determined using DESeq2.  

(b) Left panel shows representative brightfield images of EpH4 acini, WT, or those stably 

expressing YAP-4SA or TEAD2dn, following 10 days of culture in gels of different 

stiffnesses (scale bars, 50m). Right panel shows accompanying quantification. Mean  

SD, n = 3 per condition from independent experiments. Data points represent mean acinar 

area for each independent experiment, calculated from 45-105 acini/condition. Two-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (3,937) = 200.3521).  

(c) Quantification of phospho-H2AX (Ser139) foci in EpH4 cells, WT or stably expressing 

YAP-4SA or TEAD2dn, following 24 hours of 3D culture. Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition 

from independent experiments. Data points represent mean number of foci for each 

independent experiment, calculated from 30 cells/condition. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 

post-hoc test, (F (3,348) = 23.9198).  

(d) Number of colonies formed in soft agar following culture in soft or stiff 3D ECM for seven 

days. Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition from independent experiments, each performed in 

triplicate. Data points represent mean number of colonies from triplicates for each 

independent experiment. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (3, 8) = 24.6799). 

 

Figure 7. Activation of RhoA signalling drives reactive aldehyde accumulation and 

DNA damage in cells cultured in stiff ECM. 

(a) EpH4 cells, WT or expressing either RhoAQ63L or RhoAT19N, were grown in soft or 

stiff 3D ECM, as indicated. Right panel shows representative brightfield images of EpH4 

acini following 10 days of culture in gels of different stiffnesses (scale bars, 50m). Left 

panel shows accompanying quantification. Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition from 

independent experiments. Data points represent mean cluster area for each independent 
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experiment, calculated from 40-100 cells/condition. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc 

test, (F (3, 917) = 158.3759).  

(b) Quantification of phospho-H2AX foci (Ser139) in EpH4 cells, WT or expressing either 

RhoAQ63L or RhoAT19N, following 24 hours of 3D culture. Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition 

from independent experiments. Data points represent mean number of foci for each 

independent experiment, calculated from 15-50 cells/condition. Two-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (3, 366) = 16.9076).  

(c) Number of colonies formed in soft agar by EpH4 cells, WT or expressing either 

RhoAQ63L or RhoAT19N, following 7 days culture in either soft or stiff 3D ECM as indicated. 

Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition from independent experiments, each performed in triplicate. 

Data points represent mean number of colonies from triplicates for each independent 

experiment. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (3, 8) = 8.0291).  

(d) Representative images of EpH4 cells, WT or expressing either RhoAQ63L or 

RhoAT19N, following treatment and staining with Click-iT™ Lipid Peroxidation Imaging Kit 

after culture in gels of different stiffnesses as indicated (scale bars, 20m); and IF 

quantification. Mean  SD, n = 3 per condition from independent experiments. Data points 

represent the median fluorescence intensity for each independent experiment normalised 

to the median value for the soft, untreated condition (>500 cells/condition). One-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test, (F (5, 12) = 22.4990).   

Supplementary Figure legends 

Figure S1 

(a) Schematic showing generation of rBM-alginate gels  

(b) Stiffness measurements obtained by oscillatory shear rheology on soft, medium and stiff 

rBM-alginate gels. Mean  SD is shown (n=3) 

(c) Left panel – representative Brightfield images (20X) of EpH4 cells cultured in soft, 

medium and stiff rBM-alginate gels after 10 days. Right panel – quantification of the area of 

acinar clusters formed after 10 days by single cell suspensions of EpH4 cells cultured in 

soft, medium and stiff rBM-alginate gels. Significance was determined by one-way ANOVA 

(n=3) 

Figure S2 

(a) Hierarchical clustering heatmap representing significantly differentially expressed genes 

in EpH4 cells cultured in 2D gels of different stiffnesses, vs 3D gels of different stiffnesses, 
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as determined by RNAseq. Three independent biological replicates of both soft and stiff 2D 

and 3D cultures are shown 

(b) MA plot generated from RNAseq data, showing genes that are significantly upregulated 

(blue) and downregulated (red) in EpH4 cells grown in the stiff condition, relative to soft in 

2D and 3D. Data shown are the mean from the 3 biological replicates in (a) for both 2D and 

3D 

(c) Alignment of the murine protein sequences of Aldh3b1 and Aldh3b2 using the Clustal 

Omega server. Sequences highlighted in yellow represent peptides for each protein 

identified in the mass spectrometry analysis. Residues in purple form part of the active site 

and are essential for catalysis; residues in blue are required for Rossman fold formation 

and co-factor binding; residues in grey ensure correct geometry of the active site 

(Michorowska et al., 2019) 

Figure S3 

(a) Log2 fold-change in expression of genes involved in the Base Excision Repair pathway 

in EpH4 cells grown in the stiff condition relative to soft, as determined by RNAseq. Error 

bars represent SE (n = 3). Statistical significance was determined using DESeq2. 

(b) Log2 fold-change in expression of genes involved in the Nucleotide Excision Repair 

pathway in EpH4 cells grown in the stiff condition relative to soft, as determined by RNAseq. 

Error bars represent SE (n = 3). Statistical significance was determined using DESeq2. 

(c) Log2 fold-change in expression of genes involved in the Mismatch Repair pathway in 

EpH4 cells grown in the stiff condition relative to soft, as determined by RNAseq. Error bars 

represent SE (n = 3). Statistical significance was determined using DESeq2. 

(d) Log2 fold-change in expression of genes involved in the Homologous Recombination 

DNA repair in EpH4 cells grown in the stiff condition relative to soft, as determined by 

RNAseq. Error bars represent SE (n = 3). Statistical significance was determined using 

DESeq2. 

(e) Log2 fold-change in expression of genes involved in Non-Homologous End-Joining DNA 

repair in EpH4 cells grown in the stiff condition relative to soft, as determined by RNAseq. 

Error bars represent SE (n = 3). Statistical significance was determined using DESeq2. 

 

Figure S4 
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(a) Quantification of phospho-Chk1 (left panel) and phosphor-Chk2 (right panel) foci in 

EpH4 cells cultured in soft and stiff ECM. Significance was determined by two-way ANOVA.  
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